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ABSTRACT
This dissertation analyzes the continuities and disjunctures between pre-socialist, 
socialist, and neoliberal Georgia, as exemplified in intersubjective, intracultural, and intercultural
encounters between singers and musicians. It approaches these dynamics through an in-depth 
ethnographic examination of the Georgian highland region known as Svaneti, particularly 
examining the life of a key interlocutor: the Svan singer, instrumentalist, music teacher, folk 
ensemble director, and “songmaster” Islam Pilpani (1934–2017).
In less than two decades, heavily mythicized Svaneti has gone from an isolated and 
dangerous rural backwater to a hot tourist destination that some fear is approaching the point of 
diminishing returns. Svan people, infamous for adhering to an exacting moral code of mountain 
hospitality and blood feud, have experienced startling changes to their way of life in this time 
period. The most entrepreneurial have capitalized on foreign fascination with Svaneti’s stunning 
natural landscapes and exotic, supposedly medieval culture. A key aspect of the latter is 
Svanetian music, which attracts foreign singers due to its archaism, connections to pagan ritual, 
and harmonies interpreted as strikingly dissonant.
Intercultural encounters bear both risks and opportunities. As song tourists have 
expanded their own horizons and created new opportunities for Svan musicians, local musicking 
has shifted to accommodate and sometimes prioritize the needs of foreigners or lowland cultural 
administrators. By examining the relationships that develop between Svanetian musicians and 
people from other parts of the world, I uncover the power dynamics, agendas, and potentialities 
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ა a As in father ს s As in song
ბ b As in bat ტ t’ Ejective t *
გ g As in good უ u As in rude
დ d As in dog ფ p As in pup
ე e As in end ქ k As in king
ვ v As in valley ღ gh As in French roi
ზ z As in zone ყ q Ejective with no English equivalent *
თ t As in town შ sh As in she
ი i As in ravine ჩ ch As in channel
კ k’ Ejective k * ც ts As in rats
ლ l As in lion ძ dz As in lads
მ m As in me წ ts’ Ejective ts *
ნ n As in new ჭ ch’ Ejective ch *
ო o As in lone (no “o-oo” dipthong) ხ kh As in loch
პ p’ Ejective p * ჯ j As in join
ჟ zh As in measure ჰ h As in her
რ r Slightly rolled
This dissertation utilizes the romanization system employed by the Georgian state since 2002 
(United Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names 2007:64). While multiple 
transliteration systems exist, this is the one I find the most intuitive. The Georgian alphabet has 
no capital letters.
(*) Note: the letters  კ (k’),  პ (p’),  ტ (t’),  ყ (q’),  წ (ts’), and  ჭ (ch’) are known as ejectives. While
these often pose a challenge to non-native learners of Georgian, they can be likened to the 
energetic and percussive consonants used by beatboxers. Unlike the rest, the uvular ejective  ყ
(technically q’, although I have transcribed it as q here), no longer has a non-ejective equivalent 
in Georgian (although the Svan language has both q and q’), and no equivalent in most Indo-








POSTSOCIALISM AS LIVED ENCOUNTER
In Georgia today, along with various sorts of nostalgia for and backlash against the 
Soviet past, I found a growing aura of “postsocialist fatigue” in evidence, particularly among 
members of younger generations. More than once, I encountered individuals who bristle at the 
application of the term “postsocialist.” They argue that the Soviet era is already decades past and 
that this description is unfair and stultifying, keeping Georgia rhetorically trapped in the 
company of authoritarian states like Russia, Belarus, and Turkmenistan.
However, the past is not so easily dismissed. In Georgia, like many or most countries, 
the traces of past empires and political regimes are readily discernible: in architecture, in urban 
design, in street signs, in academic terminology, in soap operas, in cuisine. The particular shape 
that Georgian society takes today would differ—probably substantially—were the collection of 
past influences of a different sort.
As a post-Soviet country, Georgia shares certain characteristics with other post-Soviet 
states, but it is also distinctive due to the peculiarities of history, culture, and contact in its 
territory. One of the unique aspects of its recent history is a strongly pro-Western geopolitical 
orientation, along with a nearly libertarian economic regime. As René Lysloff has recently 
argued (2016), studies of the massive effects of globalization and social change tend to take a 
theoretical, macro-level view. Here, I provide a sustained engagement with particular Georgian 
musicians, proactive and reactive agents who are imbricated in cultural systems that are 
influenced simultaneously by folk custom and socialist, anti-socialist, and neoliberal ways of 
thinking.
In this dissertation, I interrogate a specifically Georgian form of postsocialist 
neoliberalism. I approach this ideology, and the personal subjectivities it creates, from the 
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vantage point of highland Svaneti, one of Georgia’s most “traditional” but also most rapidly 
changing regions. Svaneti’s vaunted isolation amid stunning snow-capped North Caucasus peaks 
has led its citizens to preserve ways of life and material culture that are often described as 
ancient or medieval. Its songs are treasured nationwide for three-part chords heard by outsiders 
as remarkably dissonant, and for their place in pre-Christian ritual, again pointing toward an 
ancient but living tradition. Recently, Svan songs have become a significant locus of interest for 
foreign “song tourism,” which is one aspect of Svaneti’s rapid transformation from a mountain 
backwater to a must-see tourist destination in less than a decade.
Svanetian music and lifeways thus offer opportunities for new kinds of 
entrepreneurship, community, belonging, and ways of relating to neighbors and strangers. Song 
tourism, a unique product of globalization, the postsocialist moment, and late capitalism in the 
West, offers an intriguing avenue through which to examine changing social and moral codes, as 
local self-conceptions are challenged both by new economic and ideological models, and by 
meeting real human beings from vastly different parts of the world during intercultural 
encounters.
 Overall, in this dissertation I describe how the Svan people have faced new political 
systems and regimes of governance (in the Foucauldian sense) over the course of the last century,
with a particular focus on the era of neoliberal capitalism that has taken hold in the last fifteen 
years. A crucial point here is that political and economic ideologies are never solely or even 
primarily engaged with as abstractions—rather, they are encountered through interactions with 
other human beings. Individuals learn how to be “traditional” or “socialist” or “entrepreneurial” 
or “collectivist” by observing, emulating, recontextualizing, misinterpreting, translating, 
rejecting, jumping off from, reacting against, and otherwise drawing influence from the actions, 
behaviors, practices, and discourses of other people.
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For this reason, the concept of the encounter is placed at the center of this dissertation, 
personified in one of my key interlocutors, the Svan “songmaster” (simgheris ost’at’i) Islam 
Pilpani. Michael Jackson reminds us that intersubjectivity includes the possibility of conflict as 
much as empathy or harmony (2012:5). The term “encounter,” as I use it here, assumes rupture 
and surprise (Wilson 2017:606). The human interactions that accompany and introduce shifting 
modes of governance and forms of political subjectivity ensure that no outcome is ever fully 
assured, even in authoritarian or hegemonic situations. Encounters, acted out in space and time, 
bear much potential for personal transformations, which lead to social change in the aggregate. 
Taking the form of speech acts, musical synergies, bodily rhythmic entrainment, displays of 
dominance and inequality, romantic entanglements, and a host of other shapes, they are thus sites
for the performative expression of agency.
The unpredictability of the encounter can be magnified when the parties are unknown to
each other, and when the parameters of difference between them are especially stark. 
Intercultural encounters, therefore, can be especially unpredictable, since neither party 
understands what cultural scripts the other expects them to follow, even if they are motivated to 
find a way to communicate successfully. I also refer on occasion to intracultural encounters 
between Svans and other Georgians. While they understand each other as part of a single culture,
they also have a strong recognition of difference, given that Svans occupy a relatively non-
prestigious position in Georgian society akin to that of the white Appalachian southerner to 
Americans (with similar connotations of being uneducated, primitive, and dangerous, but also 
culturally authentic). The encounter between mutual Others plays upon internalized notions of 
identity and difference, but also has the potential to reconfigure them. By mapping out specific 
encounters between Svan music entrepreneurs, village songmasters and tradition-bearers, 
Georgian music scholars and agenda-setters, and non-Georgian “song hunters,” I provide an 
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ethnographically grounded perspective on Georgian and Svanetian forms of postsocialist 
neoliberalism in the second decade of the new millennium.
 As argued by Francis Fukuyama (2006), the USSR’s demise was supposed to mark the 
“end of history” and the triumph of capitalism; the variegated forms that capitalism takes today 
show that it is certainly a flexible ideology that is adaptable to many kinds of situations—not 
only the American-style liberal democracy that Fukuyama hoped would come to characterize all 
of the world’s states. A fundamental irony at play, however, is that many of the song tourists who
come to Svaneti are attracted precisely by the image—the promise—of a life that exists beyond 
the bounds of capitalist logics. 
A principal question that this dissertation explores, then, is how the non-commodity 
becomes a commodity that appeals precisely because it does not appear to be a commodity. Marx
famously argued that a commodity veils the social relations behind its production in his theory of
commodity fetishism. David Gramit (2002) noted a parallel in music scholarship that prizes the 
work (experienced through focused solo listening) above the relationships and behaviors 
constituting musical activity and practice. However, the musical commodities discussed in this 
dissertation are quite different—the social relations behind their production and transmission are 
highly prized, and are often as important as the works themselves. In the context of Svanetian 
song tourism, “commodity” means not simply the specific repertoire or handmade musical 
instruments brought back from Georgia after intensive lessons with elderly villagers, but the 
personal experiences of guests and even the personalities or aura of the teachers. Nevertheless, a 
great deal about these commodities remains veiled—including the simple fact that they are 
commodities. Powerful emotional experiences and the liminal quality of intercultural encounters 
contribute to the mystification of the entire process of song tourism. A major task of this 
dissertation is to begin unveiling the relationships, inequalities, and complexities which are 
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involved in the selling of culture, as product and experience, to foreigners who desire to engage 
deeply with the human and geographical wellsprings of folklore in sustainable, non-
consumeristic ways.
SITUATING MYSELF
My own introduction to Georgian vocal polyphony was prosaic in its own way, but also 
characteristic of the journeys of many foreign song hunters. About twenty years old, a third-year 
undergraduate in music education taking my very first ethnomusicology class, I was rifling 
through the very small world music section at a Winnipeg used record shop. (To be honest, I was 
in the market for CDs, never quite hip enough to jump on the vinyl revival train.) On a whim, I 
purchased “O Morning Breeze,” an album by a group called Trio Kavkasia that featured cover art
in an unusual ethnic design, and looked to be more authentic (to my mind) than the various 
Riverdance, francophone pop, and Afrobeat releases populating the rest of the section. Although 
the performers were clearly Americans who claimed no Georgian ancestry, they seemed to have 
undertaken years of study in Georgia with respected tradition-bearers. The back cover promised 
“A remarkable exploration of the unique vocal harmony tradition from the Republic of Georgia. 
Unusual and maybe even a little disconcerting, this polyphonic style, which dates back to the 
Ninth century, defies standard notations of music, scale and tones. It’s like nothing you’ve heard 
before!”
Upon first listen, I was slightly repulsed but also thrilled by odd three-part harmonies 
that sounded incredibly out of tune, but consistently and apparently deliberately so. Not only 
were the chords nontempered—and how, with many thirds impossible to characterize as major or
minor—but they moved in unexpected directions, sometimes incredibly quickly, and resolved to 
hollow-sounding unisons and fifths that reminded me of medieval organum. On occasion, 
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strummed chordal string instruments pointed in a slightly more accessible direction, but then the 
next track would introduce an offensive yodel, or richly textured melismatic singing over a drone
that changed position unpredictably. In short, this music was weirder than anything I had ever 
heard before, and strangely compelling as a result. 
Many foreign fans of Georgian polyphony (or stylistically similar forms like Corsican 
or Balkan singing) describe their first hearing as a kind of epiphany or conversion experience 
(Bithell 2014b:190). As a long-time participant in vocal ensembles and devoted fan of crunchy 
harmonies, Trio Kavkasia’s album was close to my heart for many years, although I didn’t 
research the style of music beyond what information was given in the liner notes, or pursue it in 
performance. When Georgia’s 2008 war with Russia made international headlines, I felt a 
reflexive sense of identification with the underdog country that had produced such wonderful 
sonorities, but nothing further until it came time to choose a doctoral research topic almost ten 
years after purchasing Trio Kavkasia’s CD. The thought of immersing myself in this fascinating 
style was incredibly exciting, and my enrollment in a class on the “Music of the Caucasus” 
taught by my advisor, Donna Buchanan, showed that Georgia’s historical and cultural context 
was rich indeed.
My first trip to Georgia in 2012 set the parameters for my future research. As a 
participant in the sixth symposium sponsored by the International Research Center for 
Traditional Polyphony at Tbilisi State Conservatoire, I met many local ethnomusicologists and 
singers who are part of the tightly connected and highly overlapping Georgian folk music scene. 
Symposium organizer Nino Razmadze would play an important role during my later fieldwork.
In the week before the symposium, though, I traveled to the community of Lenjeri in 
Svaneti (see figure 1.1.). About twenty singers from the Melbourne Georgian Choir, the men’s 
ensemble “Gorani,” and the women’s ensemble “Utskho Suneli,” under the leadership of 
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Georgian-Australian ethnomusicologists Joseph Jordania and Nino Tsitsishvili, were returning to 
Svaneti to learn more folk songs from a 78-year-old man named Islam Pilpani, the most 
respected performer of the region’s music. I had already identified Svaneti as a likely fieldwork 
site—Trio Kavkasia’s recording of the Svanetian song “Lazhghvash” had made a particular 
impression on me with its especially dissonant parallel harmonies. So when Jordania invited me 
to join his group, I agreed in a heartbeat. The airfare to Georgia was so expensive that it hardly 
made sense to stay only for the five days of the symposium, and I wanted to make connections 
outside of the capital anyway. 
If “O Morning Breeze” hadn’t quite sealed my conversion, the Svaneti trip did. Each 
hour seemed to bring some new revelation—the delicious home-cooked feasts, never-ending vats
of amber wine, and accompanying pageantry of toasting to tradition and the good things in life; 
the rough-hewn farmers who created symphonic levels of jarring sound with their voices while 
leaning carelessly back with hands in their pockets; the 360 degrees of snow-capped mountain 
peaks and misty valleys surrounding the community; the medieval stone towers and wooden 
balconies carved with astral symbols that abutted satellite dishes; the stern mien of a village 
patriarch as he taught us ritual songs that had been passed down from pre-Christian times, his 
near-shouted instructions broken on occasion by an incredibly warm smile; the cheerful 
hospitality of his jolly English-speaking son, daughter-in-law, and grandchildren, along with 
other locals who smoothed our stay in a village that still, after all, had only two flush toilets. If 
this all sounds a trifle uncritical and exoticizing, this goes to show how quickly critical distance 
melts away in such situations, furthering the mystification of the entire encounter.
One of my deepest joys came from meeting new acquaintances, who quickly felt like 
dear friends due to our shared love for singing and participation in an unforgettable, once-in-a-
lifetime experience. For days, the Pilpanis’ house echoed not only with Svanetian songs and the 
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pre-existing Georgian repertoire of the Australian choirs, but with Austrian yodeling, Sacred 
Harp and American gospel tunes, and Beatles singalongs. I had rarely felt such a quick sense of 
connection with people, most of whom seemed to share my desire to burst into song at all hours 
of the day. That being said, only a few of the group had extensive musical experience, and my 
comparatively quick absorption of the Svanetian songs seemed to validate my intentions of 
studying this repertoire. By the end of the week, I had a bevy of new international friends, among
them Teona Lomsadze, a young Georgian ethnomusicologist accompanying our group as a 
translator, who would also become very important during my fieldwork period. I had also 
informed Islam Pilpani of my desire to return to study music with him in a few years and 
received a polite response—“God willing, so long as I’m still alive, you are welcome.” His son 
Vakhtang invited me to stay in their guesthouse while I studied.
In Svaneti, I encountered a group of amateur singers who were so motivated by a 
fascination for vocal music that they traveled halfway across the world. Far from dispassionate 
dilettantes, they had conducted their own kind of research before arriving, and whatever the 
origins of their interest in Georgian music, many of them were quite self-reflexive about this 
fascination and aware of the limitations of their own understanding. They did not possess a 
simplistic or surface-level understanding of Georgia and its folk music, and wanted to know the 
country as it was, warts and all, not as some glossy ersatz Disneyland. I was sometimes 
discomfited by my inability to clearly articulate whether their difference from 
ethnomusicologists was one of kind, or simply of degree. I also knew that this group of people 
would become an important part of my fieldwork research.
However, I recognized that to understand what was meaningful about this group of 
people and the intercultural encounters that they experienced in Georgia, I needed to have a far 
clearer picture of what was actually going on locally. While song hunters are an important part of
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my study, and their voices are featured especially in chapter six, my analysis of intercultural 
encounters still places more emphasis on the perspectives and experiences of Svan/Georgian 
interlocutors. This is one distinction from books like Caroline Bithell’s very helpful A Different 
Voice, a Different Song (2014b), which includes some discussion of song tourism primarily from 
the visitors’ viewpoint.
My 2012 experience was followed by another visit to the symposium and Svaneti in 
2014, in the company of largely the same Australian group, but this time with my wife Yok and 
our 14-month-old daughter Rosa. My friendship with Nino Razmadze and Teo Lomsadze, as 
well as the advice of my colleague Ben Wheeler, helped convince me to enroll in a program in 
Georgian folk music at the Tbilisi State Conservatoire, where Nino and Teo both taught. I 
believed that this program would offer me a deep grounding in Georgian folk music and also 
help me make many important contacts. That course of study started in February 2015, which 
was also the beginning of sixteen months of fieldwork in Georgia, concluded (after some 
interruptions) in October 2016. My wife and daughter spent this entire period of time with me in 
Georgia. I have absolutely no doubt that their presence was crucial in opening doors. Little Rosa 
made friends of all ages, and she had an especially strong relationship with Islam Pilpani’s 
grandchildren.
At the conservatory, I transcribed and learned many polyphonic songs, and studied the 
chordophones chonguri and panduri. I also attended classes in Georgian music history, 
mythology, and folk music theory (an academic overview of the stylistic characteristics of each 
region’s music, involving much listening to ethnographic recordings). Of course, this information
was presented from a particular perspective, but the knowledge I gained was an immense aid in 
legitimizing myself to interlocutors. My time in Tbilisi was also spent improving my Georgian 
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language skills, meeting folk musicians, and attending as many rehearsals, concerts, and public 
festivals as possible.
Even in Tbilisi, I focused especially on learning about Svanetian music and culture. 
Maka Khardziani, a Svaneti-born ethnomusicologist who was one of my teachers at the 
conservatory, was a special help in this regard. I also attended rehearsals of the Tbilisi men’s 
choir “Kviria,” which specializes in Svanetian repertoire and is made up mostly of Svans. But 
the core of my field experience was more than six months spent in Svaneti—summer 2015, a 
brief visit in October 2015, the following winter (December 2015 to March 2016), and summer 
2016. For much of my time there, I lived in the Pilpani household in Lenjeri. I attended 
performances and weekly rehearsals of the region’s primary folk music ensemble, Riho, directed 
by Islam Pilpani, and learned folk songs privately from him almost every day until he ran out of 
things to teach (see figure 1.2.). He also taught me the Svanetian folk instruments ch’uniri and 
changi, and sometimes the Georgian chonguri as well. In addition, in April 2016 I followed the 
Pilpani family to a music festival in Wrocław, Poland, where they led workshops and gave 
several concerts. 
In August 2015, we made another important connection when we met the Chamgeliani 
family from the Svaneti village of Lakhushdi (see figure 1.3.). This multigenerational family of 
singers is also involved in song tourism, though their model and philosophy are quite different 
from that of the Pilpanis, providing an interesting comparison. They quickly became dear friends
due to their generosity and open hearts, and we spent many delightful evenings together, singing 
songs for hours around the dinner table (see figure 1.4.).
In fact, my family was greeted by extreme hospitality everywhere we went in Georgia—
from the Pilpanis and Chamgelianis, from the staff of the International Research Center for 
Traditional Polyphony, and from numerous other individuals and families that we encountered 
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during brief or extended visits. Many, though not all, of them are mentioned in the 
acknowledgments. One family that deserves special mention is the Turmanidzes from Merisi, 
Ach’ara (also spelled Adjara, a southwestern province that borders Turkey and Armenia). Nino 
Razmadze introduced us to this singing family, whose generosity appears to hold no bounds. 
Although they live only ninety minutes away from Batumi, Georgia’s Vegas on the beach, the 
lush region of mountainous Ach’ara is much less known to tourists than Svaneti. As the 
Turmanidzes also make some of their money by teaching song tourists, they offered an 
interesting foil to the Svan musicians. After Tbilisi and Svaneti, Ach’ara became our third home 
in Georgia, the site of six or seven visits.
While I recognize that our warm reception came partly from being able to bypass a 
language barrier through shared musical repertoire and partly from towing around a cute toddler, 
there were instances where neither of these factors were involved and we still experienced great 
hospitality. The need to provide a positive impression of Georgian hospitality to foreigners was a 
factor that was always present and impossible to avoid. Even with these caveats, and despite 
having read frequently about the value of hospitality in the Caucasus before ever traveling there, 
I was so astonished by the kindness of our hosts that I began seriously investigating the 
anthropological literature on gift, generosity, and excess. Hospitality became a major subject of 
this dissertation as well.
Finally, one of the major components of my research involved participation in several 
song study tours (taking place in Svaneti, Merisi, K’obuleti, Zugdidi, Lechkhumi) and interviews
with numerous song hunters. Coming full circle, one summer 2016 tour led me finally to meet 
two thirds of Trio Kavkasia—Carl Linich (who lived in Georgia for about a decade before 
returning to America, and is fluent in Georgian) was leading the tour group, while Alan Gasser 
was returning to the country with his family after almost twenty years away. And a large part of 
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our final month in Georgia was spent in the company of the Australian friends I had met in 2012 
and 2014, who were back to study more songs and perform at the 2016 symposium. In late 2018,
our family returned to Georgia with a second child in tow, spending five weeks in Lenjeri, 
Lakhushdi, Merisi, and Tbilisi with friends from Georgia, Australia, and other countries. While 
this dissertation was largely complete before that trip, it confirmed the increasing importance of 
tourism in Georgia, and more specifically, for my musician interlocutors and friends.
The subject of this dissertation evolved over time. My early stage reading focused 
heavily on issues of conflict, ethnicity, and nation, while later on economic concerns, through the
lens of postsocialism and neoliberalism, became equally salient. However, identities and 
belonging are always potentially at play during encounters, and such matters will never be far 
from the surface here. 
This dissertation ultimately focuses around two theoretical poles: the intersubjective 
encounter and political economy. The overall question I explore here is dialogical and two-fold. 
First, “What kinds of human encounters are possible in Svaneti within a postsocialist neoliberal 
ideological system?” Second, a corollary, from a dialectical performativity/practice theory 
standpoint, “How do human encounters shape a Svanetian form of postsocialist neoliberalism?” 
By keeping a focus on the situated moment of encounter, I hope to provide a grounded 
perspective on what politico-economic regimes mean in the lived experience of Svan people—
people who are simultaneously Georgian, postsocialist, traditional, and cosmopolitan, but each of
these things in a locally specific way.
MEETING KEY INTERLOCUTORS
The central figure in this dissertation is the musician, singer, and songmaster Islam 
Pilpani (1934–2017). Pilpani was born in Soviet-era Svaneti, mere years after the region had 
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received its first road to the lowland, studied in Tbilisi, returned to Svaneti to teach music 
professionally, performed and toured internationally, and died in Lenjeri, the village of his birth, 
after 25 years of national independence. As the award-winning director of Upper Svaneti’s state-
sponsored folk ensemble Riho for almost 50 years, as well as a teacher of foreign song-hunters in
his final two decades, Pilpani witnessed and participated in numerous encounters (both 
intracultural and intercultural) and transitions over the course of his long life. Nationally 
recognized as an expert in Svanetian folk music and a master of the bowed ch’unir, Islam Pilpani
was my most important teacher in the field, and his life story figures prominently in the 
following chapters (see figure 1.5.).
Pilpani’s son, Vakhtang (also known as Vakho), was born in the 1960s.1 He grew up, 
along with his older sister Nana (now a professional music teacher), in a home full of music and 
instruments. In their early years, the children learned music more from their unmarried aunt 
Natela than from their father. Vakhtang notes that Islam lacked the patience to teach children, 
while Natela enjoyed it and as a musician was “not worse than Islam.” He was singing as early 
as the age of four or five, and learning multiple folk instruments (chonguri, panduri, salamuri 
flute) from his aunt around this age as well.
At nine or ten, Vakhtang started attending Riho rehearsals as a young dancer and learned
many Svan songs through osmosis, simply by being there. Although he did not sing with the 
group and was not interested in traditional music at this time (his father made him go), later in 
life he already had the songs imprinted in his long-term memory. He served in the Soviet army 
for two years (where he became popular due to his guitar playing and knowledge of Russian 
estrada songs), then studied in Tbilisi and obtained a master’s degree in building construction. 
During the tumultuous 1990s, Vakhtang returned to Svaneti, where he worked as the director of 
1 Interview carried out on March 6, 2016, at the Pilpani home in Lenjeri, Svaneti. Some of this information is also
contained in Dvali and Kurdiani (2014).
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Mest’ia’s Cultural Center for more than a decade. There, he formed the children’s folk ensemble 
Tetnuldi (named for one of Svaneti’s most prominent mountains) and helped to revive Riho, 
which had a few tours in Germany, France, Poland, and Belgium.
Vakhtang took on an increasing leadership role in the Riho ensemble, eventually 
succeeding his father as director. Foreign interest in his father’s musical knowledge inspired 
Vakhtang to open a guesthouse in the family home, which now serves regular tourists as much as
song tourists. He learned Russian in the army, and taught himself English twenty years later. 
Although Vakhtang continues to direct Riho, tourism revenue is now his family’s primary 
income source—whether hosting song tourists, skiiers, and backpackers, or performing package 
concerts in local hotels and restaurants with his children or friends (see figure 1.6.).
The Pilpanis’ vote of confidence won me the approval of many other Riho members and 
even that of the director of Georgia’s State Folklore Center and the State Folk Song Ensemble 
“Basiani,” Giorgi Donadze, when Vakhtang had me perform the challenging hymn “Kviria” in 
front of him. To many people I met during my fieldwork in Svaneti, Pilpani approval was a 
strong justification for my presence as a researcher, and something for which I am very grateful.
The Pilpanis make up an important musical dynasty in Upper Svaneti—almost a dozen of
the Riho ensemble’s members hail from Lenjeri, and most of these are members of the Pilpani 
clan. However, other local families are also known for their musicianship. The most important 
for my purposes is the Chamgeliani family from the village of Lakhushdi, about half an hour by 
car from the Pilpanis’ home. 
Taisav Chamgeliani (see figure 1.7.) performed as a soloist in Riho and the local village 
ensemble for many years. He was a contemporary of Islam Pilpani, who fondly told me several 
times that Taisav was the best musician in Riho he had ever known. Taisav played the ch’unir 
and chaeng, and (like Islam) he especially loved singing Megrelian songs to the accompaniment 
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of his chonguri. Unfortunately, Taisav died in the 1990s, still teaching songs to visitors while he 
lay sick in bed. Taisav’s wife, Sima Tamliani, who served as the local schoolteacher for many 
years, is gregarious and extroverted. The couple had six children. 
Two siblings live full-time in or near Lakhushdi. Like many Svans, the other members 
of the Chamgeliani family live and work primarily in Tbilisi today, returning to “their village” 
(something many Georgians refer to, whether they were born there or only have ancestral 
connections) for summer and sometimes for funerals or religious festivals. Madona (the youngest
Chamgeliani sibling) has the equivalent of a master’s degree in ethnology from a Tbilisi 
university, and is regarded as an authority on Svan folklore by many Georgian scholars. 
Although she was barely an adolescent when her father died, he imparted much of his knowledge
to her, and she has carried out many interviews with old Svans. She also has the advantage of 
knowing the Svan language, which many Georgian researchers, even specialists on Svaneti, do 
not. Ana Chamgeliani is the most proficient musician of Taisav and Sima’s children, playing both
ch’unir and chonguri and singing in the professional Tbilisi women’s choir Satanao. Ana is 
constantly humming or singing tunes while she goes about her everyday business. One of the 
highest compliments I received in Georgia came when Madona, who had jokingly adopted me as
her brother, told me that I was Ana’s brother instead, since like Ana and Taisav, I am a person 
who “cannot not sing.” For whatever reason, the two living Chamgeliani brothers do not seem to 
have picked up Taisav’s love for music, although they do sometimes sing loudly when drunk. But
Madona and Ana sing beautiful trios together with their older sister Eka (see figure 1.8.), at least 
when they have the opportunity, given that she lives in Svaneti year round.
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GEORGIA AND GEORGIAN VOCAL POLYPHONY
Georgia is a small country of less than 4 million people; it borders the Russian North 
Caucasus to the north, Azerbaijan to the east, Armenia and Turkey to the south, and the Black 
Sea to the west (see map 1.1.). It measures 600–700 km from east to west, and slightly over 200 
km from north to south. 85% of the population are ethnic Georgians (including Megrelians and 
Svans), while the largest ethnic minorities are Azeris and Armenians.2 Georgia’s climate ranges 
from arid in the east to subtropical in the west, and its major agricultural products include grapes 
(and wine), corn, tea, nuts, and fruit.
Map 1.1. Georgia and the Caucasus3
2 The Karts are the largest Georgian ethnic group, and Georgia’s name in the Georgian language, Sakartvelo, 
means “land of the Kartvels,” referring to a broader group encompassing all speakers of the four Georgian-
related or Kartvelian languages. The origins of the name “Georgia” are unclear; it may relate to the Persian 
designation for the people, gurg/gurgan, meaning wolf, so named because an early Kartvelian king wore a wolf 
helm in battle. This is also the origin of the Slavic name for the country, Gruziya, and the Turkish, Gurcistan. A 
common belief that the country is named for St. George appears to be untrue, although St. George is certainly 
revered above all other saints besides St. Nino, and Giorgi is the most common male given name in the country, 
giving rise to innumerable nickname variations—Gigo, Goga, Givi, Gegi, Gio, etc (see also chapter 1, note 5 
below).
3 Map created by user Kbh3rd in 2005. Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported 
licence. Colors have been altered.
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Georgian culture coheres around several primary identity markers: the Georgian 
Orthodox Church—Georgia is one of the most religious of the post-Soviet states (Gurchiani 
2017:509); the Georgian language or Kartuli, a non-Indo European isolate related to no other 
languages besides three spoken within Georgia itself (Svan, Megrelian, Laz); its unique alphabet 
and venerable literary tradition; wine and feasting (the supra); toasting and verbal art; the sacred 
value of hospitality; a medieval Golden Age; and performance traditions like folk dancing and 
vocal polyphony. 
Some Georgian scholars claim that their polyphonic style goes back millennia, citing 
archaeological and historical sources like Xenophon, who reported a Georgian tribe singing “in a
distinctive manner” and marching in rhythm in 400 BCE (Jordania 2000a:843). While it may be 
begging the question to equate “distinctive manner” with “polyphony,” artistic portrayals on 
artifacts confirm the ancient practice of round dancing, something that to this day accompanies 
ritual polyphonic songs in mountainous regions like Svaneti, the main focus of this dissertation. 
Briefly, many Georgian cultural elements do appear to have a longstanding and even ancient 
provenance, and according to the ethnosymbolist theory of nationalism, these deep-rooted 
elements provide potent resources for later national identification (Smith 2004).
After centuries of Roman and Persian influence, along with Mithraism, Zoroastrianism 
and various forms of animist belief, Christianity became the official religion of the Georgian 
kingdom of Kartli around 330 CE,4 brought by the Cappadocian missionary St. Nino5 (Suny 
1994a:21). However, numerous pagan traces survive even today. Georgian scholars accept that 
Georgian church music had long been polyphonic before the European Catholic church invented 
4 While some historians will claim that Georgia is the world’s second-oldest Christian nation (after Armenia), this
assumes a clear-cut identity between the late antiquity kingdom of Iberia/Kartli and today’s Georgia. Iberia was 
one of the precursor states to the later unified kingdom of Georgia, and the common Orthodox faith shared 
among most Kartvelian speakers was undoubtedly a strong factor in this unification.
5 Confusingly for speakers of many western European languages, Nino is a woman’s name; it remains by far the 
most common given name for women in Georgia today.
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organum in the 1200s, although the neume notation used in medieval manuscripts can no longer 
be read. 11th-century philosopher Ioane Petrisi described the Trinity through the metaphor of the 
three-voice texture of church music (Pirtskhalava 2002). Scholars also believe that church 
polyphony was influenced by earlier secular polyphony. Petrisi’s era roughly coincides with 
Georgia’s Golden Age, when the united kingdom was at its largest, and artists and poets filled the
courts of sovereigns like David the Builder and Tamar (a woman referred to as “king” due to her 
might). Georgian kingdoms were invaded often throughout history, including by the Arabs, 
Mongols, Ottomans, Persians, and finally Russians; accordingly, a unified Georgian state did not 
exist after about 1300, and it was only the coming of the Russians in the early 1800s that united 
Kartvelians within a single polity again (Suny 1994a).
By the time folk polyphony was first transcribed in the 1800s, Georgia was a province 
of the Russian Empire. Western European cultural forms like opera and ballet became very 
popular in cities like Tbilisi (then known internationally as Tiflis, which it still is in some 
languages) and Kutaisi. During this time, the Georgian Orthodox Church was made subordinate 
to the Russian Patriarchate; the Georgian liturgy was forcibly changed to Russian, and church 
musical style became Russianized. However, families of professional chanters preserved 
hundreds of chants in oral form, passing them down through the generations. Master singers 
often knew hundreds of chants by memory, and they were also seen as the most knowledgeable 
singers of folk songs.
In the communist years, authorities preferred collective performing traditions, and many
musicians found careers in folk song and dance ensembles and cultural centers. To allow for 
mass performance, improvisation was replaced by fixed arrangements, and ensembles sang in 
equal temperament with the typical Soviet “big choral sound” (Carl Linich, p.c.). Georgia was 
known as one of the most nationalistic of the Soviet republics, and plans to devalue the official 
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status of the Georgian language in 1977 were met with such vehement protests that the Soviet 
government actually reversed its decision—a very rare occurrence before the 1980s.
The USSR’s collapse was especially difficult in Georgia, which experienced a decade of
civil war, interethnic conflict and irredentism, endemic poverty, corruption, and banditry 
(Cheterian 2008; Wheatley 2009). According to economist Vladimer Papava (2009:45), Georgia 
“suffered the deepest economic decline” of the post-Soviet countries, quickly dropping from one 
of the wealthiest to one of the worst off due to civil war and political instability. 2004’s 
nonviolent “Rose Revolution” brought a series of pro-Western reforms under the charismatic 
leadership of the American-educated Mikheil Saak’ashvili. However, Saak’ashvili was perceived
as a would-be authoritarian and his popularity declined over the next eight years.
A brief 2008 war with Russia was a serious misstep that solidified the loss of two 
irredentist minority regions, South Ossetia and Abkhazia, which had already been de facto 
independent (or puppets of Russia, depending on the perspective) since the end of the USSR. 
Saak’ashvili’s party lost badly in the 2012 election, and the current ruling party, headed by 
Georgia’s richest man, Bidzina Ivanishvili, is more friendly to religious conservatives and less 
openly antagonistic toward Russia, although it still claims to be on the pro-Western path charted 
by Saak’ashvili, with a goal of eventual membership in the European Union. Tbilisi is an 
increasingly Westernized metropolis that is home to almost half the country’s population, and 
Georgia’s tourism sector is booming, although income inequality along the urban-rural axis, and 
even between central and peripheral Tbilisi, continues to be particularly marked.
Vocal Polyphony: Regional Styles6
In general, Georgian polyphony is especially associated with men’s voices. Mixed voice
ensembles are relatively rare, other than family groups. All-male or all-female choirs 
6 Information in this section was gleaned primarily from my lessons at the International Research Center for 
Traditional Polyphony at Tbilisi State Conservatoire and general observations during my fieldwork period.
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predominate, and the country’s most highly regarded ensembles are male. The large number of 
state-sponsored, amateur, generalist, municipal, and regional ensembles that exist in Georgia 
today will be described in chapter five.
Georgian scholars distinguish the musical styles of each of Georgia’s regions according 
to a local framework called musical dialectology. Each is classified according to five to ten major
features, but is also regarded as a variation on a common musical language characteristic of all 
Georgian polyphony. Regional musical traditions can be divided in terms of east vs. west, and 
mountain vs. lowland. Briefly, eastern Georgian music is melismatic and drone-based, while 
western music is harmonically complex and rhythmic. Highland music tends to be weighty and 
archaic, while lowland music is seen as more modernized and requiring vocal flexibility.
General characteristics of eastern lowland music include highly melismatic and partially
improvised lines in the upper two voices, and relatively simple bass lines (often alternating 
between a “tonic” and a pitch one step below). Particularly prized are songs from Georgia’s 
easternmost lowland province, Kakheti, where the economy depends on vineyards. Accordingly, 
many feast songs (mravalzhamier-s) are found here. Kakhetian songs are very highly regarded 
for their complex and intricate melismatic ornamentation. Upper voice soloists sing over a group 
of basses who perform a drone on a single vowel without pauses. The most celebrated song from 
Kakheti is “Chakrulo,” often called the “crown” of Georgian folk music. Georgians readily brag 
that a recording of “Chakrulo” was sent into outer space on the 1977 Voyager Golden Record, as 
one of only three dozen selections chosen to portray the musical accomplishments of humanity. 
Songs from Kakheti’s neighboring eastern province of Kartli (home to Tbilisi) are similar in 
style, though the melismas are not quite as ornate and the bass voices sing text rather than a 
drone, although the bass lines are still melodically quite limited.
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Eastern highland songs (from the provinces of Pshavi, Khevsureti, Mtiuleti, Tusheti, and
Khevi) are considered more ancient and musically primitive. Many are in two parts (melody and 
bass) or even unison, and bass lines often only include two notes. Eastern highland singers utilize
a loud bellow quite different from the intricate lowland style, along with decidedly non-tempered
intonation. The songs and round dances often have pre-Christian ritual connections. 
The typical East Georgian instrument is the panduri, a three-stringed fretted 
chordophone slightly larger than a ukulele. It accompanies song or dance with strumming. The 
original form, still played, is diatonic and untempered (khalkhuri or folk panduri), though a 
modernized, chromatic form (k’lasik’uri or classical panduri), the basis of a contemporary 
Georgian folk-pop style that I call panduri pop, is now much more common.
Generally, west Georgian songs are more contrapuntal, metrical, and syllabic, giving 
them a rhythmic drive that east lowland songs often lack. They are more likely to use vocables, 
and may feature a unique yodel called k’rimanch’uli. Lowland west Georgia is home to the 
chonguri, a four-stringed, fretless, plucked or strummed chordophone with a high drone string 
that may be played solo or accompany songs. The central lowland Imereti region is the most 
populous in western Georgia. Its songs, often humorous, frequently show the influence of 
common practice harmony. A bordering lowland coastal province, Samegrelo (or 
Megrelia/Mingrelia) is home to the Megrelians, a Georgian-related ethnic group with their own 
distinct language. Megrelian songs are often gentle and mournful, with a minor-key ambience, 
and they are favored by musicians from other regions as well for their beauty.
Guria, a coastal lowland province to Samegrelo’s south, is home to the most highly 
regarded music in the country. Gurian songs are renowned for contrapuntal intricacy, complex 
chords, k’rimanch’uli yodeling, and vocable improvisation. Gurian trio songs boast the most 
complicated bass lines by far in Georgia—good Gurian basses must be able to improvise (most 
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other genres across the country feature a group bass section). This region has a reputation for 
producing the finest k’rimanch’uli yodelers, featured in table songs and naduri harvesting songs. 
Naduri songs, which are very repetitive and originally lasted up to an hour long, require at least 
ten to twelve singers due to a four-part texture, drone parts, and antiphonal choruses. They 
always end dramatically, building toward an intense climax, and have become favorites for the 
concert stage.
Ach’ara borders Turkey and Guria, and has both coastline and mountains. Lowland 
areas have music similar to Guria, while highland songs often have a joyful and rustic mood. 
Dances here are sometimes accompanied by the chonguri or a loud bagpipe called the ch’iboni. 
The region of Samtskhe-Javakheti lies to Ach’ara’s east, and has a majority Armenian population
(although a group called the Meskhetian Turks was deported from here under Stalin and never 
allowed to return). This is the only part of the country that doesn’t feature vocal polyphony.
Between Samegrelo and Imereti and Georgia’s northwest border with the Russian North
Caucasus lie the alpine regions of Svaneti, Rach’a, and Lechkhumi. The music of these areas 
features very strong voices, homophonic parallel polyphony, non-tempered chords heard as 
strikingly dissonant by outsiders, and ritual songs and round dances with pagan influences. These
features are most marked in Svaneti, which like Samegrelo is home to a Kartvelian ethnic group 
with a distinct language. Since chapter four will be devoted exclusively to the music of Svaneti, I
will only briefly mention that two of the instruments regarded as the oldest in Georgia are found 
in Svaneti—the three-string bowed ch’unir (ch’uniri in Georgian; called ch’ianuri in Rach’a, 
where it has two strings), and the harp chaeng (changi in Georgian). Other Georgian musical 
instruments include the gudastviri bagpipe, the larchemi panpipe, the salamuri fipple flute, and 
the doli double-sided frame drum.
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Ecclesiastical music—a huge body of repertoire—can also be split along east/west lines.
Some western chant is similar to medieval organum, with frequent use of parallel fifths, while 
close harmony is also very common. Eastern chant features more frequent major and minor 
triads, although narrow-interval chords are certainly present here too.
Contexts for Music-Making
Most songs no longer serve their original functional purpose, and are only performed 
today on the concert stage. Work songs—naduri—were commonly sung while transporting 
lumber, sewing, winnowing grain, plowing, harvesting, and so on. Gentle healing songs were 
sung to appease spirits of disease. Both monophonic and three-part lullabies exist.
Besides liturgical songs, popular religious and ritual songs are common. “Alilo,” a 
Christmas song, exists in many regional versions, sung by carolers door to door. Some ritual 
songs are pagan in influence, including round dances, chants to control the weather, and some 
songs directed to pre-Christian spirits and gods.
Traditional Georgian hospitality is based around a feast called the supra, with many 
toasts and table songs—a very important genre. A common feast song, with dozens of versions, 
uses only the word mravalzhamier, the Georgian equivalent of  “many happy returns.” This genre
is quite ecumenical, and today almost any song can be performed at a supra, in accordance with 
the toast— lullabies, liturgical hymns, modernized pop-folk music, and even foreign songs. 
Accordingly, the feast is an authentic remaining site for traditional music, since it has had an 
entertainment function since the beginning.
OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS
Because human interaction is at the heart of the encounter, most chapters begin with a 
vignette from the life of Islam Pilpani or his immediate family. His story touches on every theme 
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that I explore, and thus encounters between Islam and others (and the discourses that these others
stand for or that surround them), along with encounters between others and Islam (and the 
discourses that he stood for or that surrounded him), frame the dissertation. For me, the person of
Islam Pilpani provides a key for unpacking the implications of encounters that are inspired by 
musical sound and experienced humanly.
In chapter two, “Music, Encounters, Intersubjectivity, and Identity,” I provide a 
framework for the issues that are of crucial importance to my project. First I discuss identity and 
intersubjectivity, intercultural encounters that cross lines of difference, and music’s affordances 
for such encounters. The remainder of the introduction provides a big-picture geopolitical and 
ideological context for the social changes that have remade Georgia since the fall of the Soviet 
Union. I locate a particular kind of encounter, hospitality, in the anthropological literature on the 
gift, and describe the type of hospitality practiced in the Caucasus. I end with a description of the
shift between socialist and postsocialist neoliberal subjectivities, the latter requiring the 
formation of “enterprising selves” that may engender significant internal tension and cognitive 
dissonance. This introduction broadly draws together two separate bodies of literature—on 
identity and on postsocialism. The common narrative thread between the two concerns a basic 
tension between the individual and the group. The literature on identity often discusses the 
relationship between the individual subject and the groups to which they are aligned by choice or
birth. The analysis of postsocialism has often treated the coming of neoliberalism as a shredding 
of old communal solidarities in favor of rampant individualistic profiteering. Throughout this 
dissertation, the language of “community” comes up time and time again, and it is important to 
note that this concept might have different meanings for people looking back at a rural ancestral 
past with nostalgia, and those who are currently living in underdeveloped villages.
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The rest of this dissertation follows a roughly historical trajectory. In Part Two, 
“Knowing Svaneti,” I draw upon historical ethnographic accounts and Georgian 
ethnomusicological research to describe the Svaneti of old. In a region so connected with the 
idea of preservation and ritual, itself only one province of a country whose national ideology 
greatly values “ancientness and traditionality” (Foutz 2010), Svanetian religion, language, and 
folk music provide a fundamental grounding for the Svaneti of today. Through illustrations 
drawn from my own observations, I show how these elements are still very much at play. 
Chapter three, “Svaneti as Concept and Place in the Georgian National Imagination,” 
introduces Svaneti through the most common symbols associated with it, describing as well how 
Svaneti is viewed in the rest of Georgia. It then analyzes some of the ways in which Svaneti is 
distinctive or perhaps even problematically unusual, particularly through a discussion of the 
language politics associated with Svan, and the pagan-inspired religious practices that have been 
the source of conflict in recent decades. Chapter four, “A Single Enormous Solemn and Dark 
Hymn: Svanetian Music,” examines the deeper layer of Svan folk music—that repertoire which 
is understood as being oldest, still provides the underpinning for all folk music activity in the 
region, and is highly valued by culture brokers nationally and internationally. 
In Part Three, “Encountering Svaneti,” I focus on the intercultural and intracultural 
encounters that continue to shape music-making in Svaneti today. Islam Pilpani was a central 
node in these encounters for more than six decades of his musical career. He came into contact 
with all of the state’s most important cultural institutions, and built personal relationships with 
key cultural gatekeepers before beginning to teach foreign singers in the last two decades of his 
life. Chapter five, “Village to Stage to Village: Folk Ensembles and the Institutionalization of 
Georgian Music,” bridges past and present by looking at the development of Georgian folk music
as a subject of academic study and target of national intervention from the 1800s to 2018. It 
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describes the history of organized, institutional folk music in Georgia as a series of competing 
and recursive authenticities, which are invested with the highest level of authority through direct 
intracultural encounters with village tradition-bearers and songmasters. 
The final two chapters describe how the intercultural encounter of song tourism plays 
out in Svaneti, including the kinds of clashes and synergies that it creates and how it challenges 
codes of “traditional Caucasus hospitality.” Chapter six, “Feasting on Culture: Song Tourism as 
Intercultural Encounter,” examines Svan music as a source of fascination and significant 
investment by foreign song hunters. Participants are drawn to the music’s unusual sounds, its 
aura of ancientness and exoticism, its evocation of a rural and community-oriented lifestyle, and 
its connection to transformative group experiences, particularly the supra feast. However, the 
musical intercultural encounter can also be the source of misunderstanding and discomfort. 
Chapter seven, “Hospitality and Entrepreneurship in Highland Song Tourism,” examines the 
economic implications of foreign song study tours for Georgian musicians. It compares Islam’s 
legacy, as carried out by his son Vakhtang, with other visions of how song tourism can benefit a 
community, particularly through the example of the Chamgeliani family in Lakhushdi. The 
chapter examines changing moralities around money and hospitality, providing a detailed 
ethnographic account of postsocialist moralities—neoliberal or not.
In the conclusion, “Laments for the Past, Hopes for the Future,” I bring the story of 
Islam’s life to a close and interrogate the Svan funeral lament known as the zar, particularly 
examining the implications of preservation efforts currently being undertaken to secure its future 
and that of music-making in Svaneti more generally. In the end, the fate of Svanetian music, 
even its most traditional forms, will be influenced increasingly by the agendas of highly 





Figure 1.1. Lenjeri community, Kashveti village at lower right
Figure 1.2. Song lesson with Islam Pilpani
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Figure 1.3. Lakhushdi village
Figure 1.4. (l–r) Ana Chamgeliani, Matthew Knight, Sima Tamliani
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Figure 1.5. Islam Pilpani playing ch’unir
Figure 1.6. Vakhtang Pilpani talking at a Pilpani family ensemble concert
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Figure 1.7. The headstone of Taisav Chamgeliani in Lakhushdi village




MUSIC, ENCOUNTERS, INTERSUBJECTIVITY, AND IDENTITY
July 28, 2016, Lenjeri, Upper Svaneti. At 7:00 pm I am watching some cousins of the 
Pilpanis chopping up a fresh calf to make mtsvadi (meat chunks roasted on a spit, like kebab). 
They are using a large axe, with a cardboard-covered tree stump as a chopping block. We are 
expecting a large group of guests today—a whole choir in fact, hailing from the Lower Svaneti 
town of Lentekhi. Actually, their group showed up last night as well and received a supra feast, 
although they were not expected and the meal was evidently rushed—thus, the invitation to 
return for a proper feast today. In the midst of a flurry of activity, the table is set indoors for at 
least two dozen and a big five gallon jug of wine is set aside, ready to be tapped. Vakhtang, our 
host, has been gone for more than an hour, picking up groceries and supplies for the evening. 
As the guests arrive an hour later, we are surprised to encounter only three: the choir’s 
director, Ilamaz; Soso, one of the star soloists; and the director’s son (who does not sing with the 
group). Everybody else decided that they needed to get back home, apparently worried that the 
weather would get bad. A few quick calls are made to neighbors and friends to fill out the party, 
and eventually another three or four men arrive. Besides them, a number of paying guests are in 
attendance for their regular evening meal (which has just happened to turn into a feast tonight): a
couple from Italy, a couple from Poland (who just got engaged last night, influenced by the 
romance of an incredible adventure in Svaneti), and our Canadian family of three. Together, we 
manage to fill more than half the table, with the Svan men grouped around one end. The only 
women seated are foreigners, with Svan women bringing dishes to the table over the course of 
the evening (they sit and eat in the kitchen in between serving). Along with Vakhtang, the 
Lentekhi guests, and the local friends (many of them singers in the Riho ensemble), the Svans 
include the man who inspired this gathering—Vakhtang’s father, Islam Pilpani. Ilamaz had 
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learned music from Islam as a young man, and respected him greatly. He is the one who insisted 
on visiting the Pilpani home to pay his respects to his old teacher.
This feast is run more formally than most that we have been privy to, being a venue for 
Svan men to perform the roles expected of them according to traditional etiquette and hospitality.
While typically the host of the feast would not take on the toastmaster’s role, Vakhtang does so 
today, perhaps worried that his neighbors are not eloquent enough to do justice to the occasion. 
Besides, this feast is not really held to honor the Pilpanis—it is for Ilamaz. Accordingly, the 
order of toasts is scripted quite tightly at the beginning. First Vakhtang toasts the great God, and 
then next the Archangel. The third toast is for St. George, and this inspires the first song of the 
evening, “Jgragish,” a hymn to the saint. 
Later Vakhtang introduces a toast to Ilamaz, which he translates into English for the 
foreigners. Islam immediately launches into “Lile,” a famous pre-Christian hymn to the sun that 
is something of a Svan anthem, followed by further toasts to Ilamaz. A lot of Svan is being 
spoken, which Vakhtang translates on occasion.
After Soso from Lentekhi pulls out his panduri for a performance of “Miqvars sadats 
davibade” (I love the place where I was born), a pop-folk song that praises the beauty of Svaneti,
Vakhtang informs us that the composer of this locally famous tune is sitting at our table—Ilamaz 
himself. Next comes a toast to the departed, which Vakhtang specifically points out to the foreign
guests, describing his aunt, his “next mother” Natela Pilpani, who taught him so much about 
music and hosted him while he was studying in Tbilisi. The evening proceeds with toasts and 
songs in this manner, sometimes drawing in some of Islam’s grandchildren to sing—toasts to 
children and the future, to friendship. 
Events grow looser over time, as the never-ending rounds of wine take their effect. 
More attention is pointed toward the foreign guests after a while. Soso even performs a 
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Monteverdi song with guitar; the Italian man points out, “In Italy, nobody knows this song 
anymore” (he evidently does), “but here in Georgia . . . !” Vakhtang has Italian repertoire of his 
own, and pulls out an upbeat tune with which all of the Svans seem able to sing along. 
Next, Vakhtang toasts the Polish couple who just got engaged—the Polish man, Marek, 
then initiates a toast in response. “No, no, this toast is for you,” Vakhtang responds. “You can 
toast me next, but not yet. First we toast you and your future family, which started in my house.” 
Soso sings a Ukrainian song in his honor (the closest thing they have to a Polish song, evidently).
Then Marek takes his turn, noting that he intended to propose in Tbilisi, but was so impressed by
the beautiful setting and the Pilpani hospitality that he changed his mind. He requests a 
performance of the perennial Georgian favorite, “Suliko.”
Later on, after a toast for guest Soso, Islam Pilpani seems to have forgotten that we 
already sang “Lile” and leads it again. As the evening goes on, he slips into speaking Svan more 
and more often. Next it is my family’s turn to be toasted, and Vakhtang invites me to sing the top 
part of “Kviria” in duet with him. Then the Italians get their own toast, which seems to be based 
more on stereotypes about their country than about anything specific about their personalities (“I 
like Italian football,” Vakhtang says. The Italian woman tries to interject several times, “We don’t
like football,” but Vakhtang does not seem to hear). Marek is so moved by the event that he 
breaks into a Polish folk song, and the Italian man follows this by singing the “Dies Irae” chant 
in Latin.
At this point, Vakhtang introduces a toast to his father. Every man around the table is 
asked to pronounce their own words in honor of Islam. Ilamaz mentions that his grandfather died
at 104, and wishes Islam a similarly long life. Ilamaz’s son brags for some time about how 
special Svaneti is and how Islam knows all the details about every song’s text, history, notes, 
roots—everything. Further toasts follow in a similar vein—thanking Islam for teaching music to 
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those present during their boyhood, for remembering songs that would otherwise be lost, for 
sharing his knowledge with those around him. Islam finally breaks out into loud protests, but 
Vakhtang insists that even the foreign guests contribute at least a few words.
The evening grows more informal. There are longer pauses in between toasts, as smaller
groups converse with each other. By 11:00, a few continue to pick at their plates, but all the food 
has long been served, and the Svan women (among them, Vakhtang’s wife, mother, sister, and 
daughter, as well as other women from the village) enter the room to chat with the guests and 
listen to the songs, or even join in on occasion. This is not to say that all seriousness has fled—
there is a toast to the Kvirik’oba festival that brought the Lentekhi choir to Upper Svaneti today, 
followed by the Svan hymn “Barbal dolash.” By midnight, Vakhtang announces the traditional 
closing toast—to the toastmaster, himself. But nobody is ready to go to bed—not even Islam, 
who does not usually stay up this late. At this point, there are at least four or five simultaneous 
conversations going on in the room, with a background hum of voices even while the Svan men 
closest to Vakhtang are toasting him.
Islam wants to sing more—a schlocky four-part “city song” with jazzed-up pop 
harmonies, and finally a Megrelian dance song, “Harira,” that draws several of the guests to the 
floor to show off their moves as another drums in accompaniment. Finally, it is 12:30 and time to
wrap things up, but not before we take a group picture, with many declarations of “I’m honored 
to meet you,” “You’re a good man,” and “I love you” flowing in all directions.
* * *
In ethnomusicology today, scholars take it as a given that one of the major ways music 
becomes meaningful is by indexing, performing, and inspiring forms of identity at various levels.
Music also plays a role in inspiring community and groupness, and is a hinge around which 
people can encounter each other. In this opening section, I interrogate these concepts as they 
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have developed in scholarly discourse, and point to ways in which they became relevant 
concepts during my fieldwork, particularly in relation to the encounter.
THE “IDENTITY TURN”
Martin Stokes’ edited volume Ethnicity, Identity and Music: The Musical Construction 
of Place (Stokes 1994a) crystallized emerging trends upon its publication: the assertion of 
minority voices (Rosaldo 1993), a reflexive turn that emphasized the positionality of the 
researcher (Clifford and Marcus 1986), and an identity politics “where claims are grounded and 
validated with reference to the shared experience of those who identify as members of a 
particular group” (Cameron and Kulick 2003:xii). In his introduction, Stokes asserted music to 
be “socially meaningful not entirely but largely because it provides means by which people 
recognize identities and places, and the boundaries which separate them” (Stokes 1994b:5). 
Drawing heavily on Frederik Barth, who asserted that ethnicity is fundamentally about boundary 
maintenance based on perceptually significant differences rather than a particular national 
“essence” (Barth 1969:14–16), Stokes argued that music was a means for enforcing or resisting 
dominant classification systems. 
The early to mid-nineties saw a flowering of politically charged, identity-focused work 
in music (and humanities) scholarship, exemplified in Mark Slobin’s claim that “today music is 
at the heart of individual, group, and national identity, from the personal to the political” 
(1992:1). Much of this work has analyzed the explicitly political project of forming national 
identity through music.
In a critique of the “identity turn,” Adi Hastings and Paul Manning bemoan the scholarly
tendency to “talk of identity as if it were absolute and not relational,” something given and 
natural, even though it is always constructed against an “other” (Hastings and Manning 
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2004:293). Identity subsumes within it a variety of variables that differ from each other in 
different ways—class, gender, race, and ethnicity are differently enacted and differently 
political1; to the authors, the biggest danger is assuming the expression of identity to be the 
“fundamental motivational category” behind speech (or other) acts, rather than more 
straightforward political interests (295). As they note, Barth posited his ethnic boundary 
processes in terms of rational transactionalism, but newer work seems to treat the expression of 
identity as an end in itself, potentially depoliticizing the actual intentions behind identity politics.
Cameron and Kulick similarly argue that a simplistic form of identity politics that celebrates 
“authentic selves” has become a “substitute for collective action to change the material structures
that reproduce social inequality” (2003:xiv). They conclude that in an “identity paradigm,” the 
key question involves how social actors index their membership in particular groups.
What might be the implications for ethnomusicology? Since music, though 
communicative in its own way, is less referential than language, it may be that music scholars 
have been less quick to assume that music is primarily about about indexing social identities; 
there has also been significant attention to identity as constructed oppositionally. Of course, in 
the early 1990s many ethnomusicologists did place identity at the forefront of “how music 
means.” Hastings and Manning (2004) critique the tendency to use identity as a catch-all term for
anything meaningful, particularly the way it is often placed in opposition to “meaningless” 
globalization; from this standpoint, identity is equated with any expression of grassroots agency 
opposed by macro structural constraints.
From these points I draw a few lessons which may be obvious but are sometimes 
ignored: not every act of identity is an act of resistance; even when music (performance, dance, 
speech) indexes identity this may not be its primary purpose; participants in collective events that
1  It is worth pointing out that this article was written before the concept of “intersectionality” became 
commonplace outside of black feminist studies.
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appear to foreground identity may have varying reasons for being there; sometimes social actors 
are enacting identities more expansive or inclusive than appearances would suggest, and 
sometimes identity is not even on the table. The clearest distillation of these lessons I have found
in ethnomusicology comes from Jim Sykes, who describes multiple cases in Sri Lanka where 
culture is employed not as a national index, but in memory of a history of harmonious action 
through music that transcended ethnic divisions (Sykes 2013). All of his case studies feature 
individuals who wish to avoid being reduced to a single ethnic community, but are frustrated by 
their inability to escape narratives that would circumscribe them. He concludes that like his 
interlocutors, we scholars are unable to step outside the language of identity and difference—
these concepts condition our reality and define the boundaries of the thinkable, much like 
Bourdieu’s doxa, but also misrepresent the large part of lived experience that completely 
sidesteps them, and even inhibit human freedom.
To reframe the discussion, in ethnomusicology today it can be basically assumed that 
music plays a role in indexing multiple aspects of social identity. This is not the endpoint of 
analysis, however, but the beginning. Given that this indexing phenomenon is so ubiquitous, 
identity may always have the potential to be triggered even when musicians and audiences have 
other concerns.
Inescapable Identity
Although I arrived in Georgia broadly sympathetic to Sykes’s argument and feeling that 
the study of music and identity had already become somewhat of a cliché, I found that the topic 
of national belonging was highly relevant. Interlocutors did not simply express interest in my 
own origins, like any host of a foreigner might do; they also continually pontificated on the 
Georgian national character and how it had inflected the fortunes of their country over the 
centuries. Musically, genres did not merely indexically point to a region of origin; they also 
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contained strongly coded messages about the supposedly unitary personality type of that region’s
titular population. The Tbilisi State Conservatoire even hosted an international musicological 
conference on the topic of “Music and Identity” while I was studying there during my fieldwork. 
Nearly all of the presented papers discussed national or ethnic identity.
It is unsurprising to see stereotypes and overly broad generalizations being invoked 
when dealing with a naive outsider who has an imperfect command of the local language. 
Differences in national character and comparisons of lifestyle are obvious conversation topics 
during intercultural encounters. Still, the readiness with which many people jumped into such 
discussions implied to me that Georgians have a very strong national imagination. One lesson I 
took from these repeated experiences was that as a philosophically anti-nationalist citizen of a 
relatively non-patriotic settler-majority country, I was underprepared to appreciate the power that
essentialist notions of national identity continue to hold in many parts of the world.
We need not accept the ontological principles asserted in folk categories of nationality 
and ethnicity to argue for their continued scholarly salience. Group categories continue to 
function as dividing lines that, under worst-case scenarios, provide pretexts for hatred and 
violence, or in potentially more benign circumstances, vector individuals toward collective 
efforts for social justice. But here, although like any ethnographer I am interested in 
understanding how my interlocutors conceptualize their intertwining in the social fabric of their 
communities, I am primarily concerned with the actual process of identification—the specific 
contexts, reasons, and moments of encounter—that motivate individuals to identify themselves 
with a broader group. I believe that music, like performance writ large, plays a potentially 
powerful role in making identity meaningful on the ground.
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Defining Identity and Subjectivity
Following Stuart Hall, I see identities as a way we emplace ourselves within history
—“the names we give to the different ways we are positioned by, and position ourselves within, 
the narratives of the past” (1990:225)—among the overwhelming array of social categories that 
structure our interactions with known and unknown others. Identity categories are both those 
labels that we assign to ourselves in light of our felt or aspirational affinities, and those that are 
ascribed to us by others through the same processes or through quick prejudgments. They are a 
strategy by which we know ourselves and others, and are known in turn by those others, much as
in the hermeneutic horizon described by Laura Alcoff—a “located opening out into the world” 
(Alcoff 2005:44)—or what Rogers Brubaker calls a “frame of sense-making” (Brubaker 
2015:25). Identity categories are not given or stable, and even the most apparently natural (like 
gender categories) change in meaning and implication over space and time. 
Yet it must be pointed out that the most doxic identity categories, despite not being fixed
or stable, are indeed enduring and are only altered or escaped with great effort. By “enduring” I 
mean that numerous and similar enough situations arise to justify oft-repeated recourse to that 
given identity category, not that the identities themselves exist as concrete entities outside of 
processes of enactment. I make this distinction to stress that ultimately I see identities as less 
important than moments of identification (ascribed or self-assigned), which, when repeated 
enough, lend identity its sense of reality (see Butler 2011).
I see subjectivity largely in the sense championed by Foucault: a sense of self within a 
social context, which arises through enculturating projects and often contradictory discourses—
more a subjection to existing categories than an “originary agency” (Strozier 2002). Brubaker 
defines a situated subjectivity as follows: “one’s sense of who one is, of one’s social location, 
and of how (given the first two) one is prepared to act” (2004:44). That largely matches my 
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understanding, with Sugarman’s proviso that much of what defines the parameters of subjectivity
is nondiscursive and learned through practice (1997). It is also crucial to acknowledge the role of
emotion, which is perhaps more important than cognitive understanding.
Groupism and Essentialism
Following Rogers Brubaker (2004), I hold that “groups,” at least the way they are often 
talked about, are an abstraction. Identity labels based on ethnicity or nationality are categories of 
belonging that are ontologically meaningless until they are crystallized in particular moments. 
Brubaker defines “groupism” as the unconscious “tendency to take discrete, bounded groups as 
basic constituents of social life, chief protagonists of social conflicts, and fundamental units of 
social analysis” (2004:8). Groupist thinking turns categories of people into internally 
homogeneous, externally bounded, unitary collective actors with agency and interests. 
Brubaker’s call to identify the processes that lead to groupness is echoed by scholars like Bruce 
Grant, who promotes studying “bridges” and spaces of encounter—the processes of 
identification rather than a supposedly stable identity (B. Grant 2009). Groupness is a 
momentary and fleeting state of being, but when individuals are seized by it, they can act as a 
unified entity in powerful ways that can change social reality for noble or ignoble ends. I believe 
that music is one powerful way in which groupness can be formed on the ground; thus, we 
should not regard music as simply a benign or neutral force.
There are numerous reasons why humans tend to think in terms of groups, effectively 
transforming categories into something more potent. Human cognitive processes necessarily 
group similar things into categories and slot new information into pre-existing schemas. 
Brubaker suggests that categorization produces accentuation effects, leading us to exaggerate in-
similarity and out-difference between categories (2004). This is in line with a great deal of 
research that has been done on the subject of essentialism—a belief in the existence of causal 
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essences (Gelman 2003:22). Psychological essentialism proposes that categories are natural, 
unchangeable, and discrete, and provide considerable information about their members (Dennehy
2014). According to Susan Gelman, essentialist thinking privileges nature over nurture and 
stability over transformation. Similarly to Brubaker’s “accentuation effects,” Gelman discusses 
the concept of “boundary intensification,” where things can either be in a category or out, but not
“sort of” in or out. This is akin to what Stanley Tambiah calls “pseudo-speciation,” where 
collectivities come to think of themselves as separable social kinds (Tambiah 1989).
Developmental psychologists Andrei Cimpian and Erika Salomon have recently 
published on the topic of “inherence bias,” a cognitive mechanism that explains observed 
patterns in terms of supposed inherent features of the things instantiating the patterns (Cimpian 
and Salomon 2014:461). Children, especially, tend to view the structure of social categories and 
hierarchies as wholly based on natural, inherent qualities (Rhodes 2014). Inherence thinking is a 
potential component of system justification—where the social status quo is legitimated 
psychologically by appeals to inherent, rather than contingent, factors (Gaucher and Jost 2014). 
As an example of how essentialist thinking leads to groupist assumptions, here in the context of 
ethnic violence, Tambiah has offered the twinned concepts of focalization and transvaluation. In 
focalization, local incidents (for example, quarrels between neighbors of different ethnicity) are 
“denuded” of their particular context and then aggregated together with apparently similar 
incidents. In transvaluation, these now-denuded particular incidents are instead assigned to a 
“larger, collective, more enduring, and therefore less context-bound, cause or interest” (Tambiah 
1990:750). Thus individual conflicts which may be based on years of grievances and distrust 
over specific incidents become glossed as clear examples of hatred between two groups and their
inability to coexist due to essential difference—what Appadurai (1996), drawing on Tambiah, 
refers to as “cascades” or “implosions” of violence.
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Groupist thinking, supported by psychological essentialism, inherence bias, focalization,
transvaluation, and an array of related processes, thus promotes the idea that named groups are 
categorically and meaningfully bounded, and differing (perhaps greatly) in essence. However, 
even where life is highly structured around ethnicity, this does not mean that “groupness” will 
occur in high degree. Partially this is because meaningful networks rarely correspond to category
boundaries: “the line between insiders and outsiders depends on connectedness, not mere 
categorical commonality” (Brubaker 2015:16). Groupness requires something more.
Identification in Process
For group mobilization to actually succeed, boundaries need to become salient. Barth 
argued that since opposed and/or neighboring parties are often structurally quite similar, a few 
clear markers of unambiguous differentiation have to be seized seized upon by “political 
innovators” to codify idioms of identity (Barth 1969:35). Defining this particular moment well, 
Prasenjit Duara contributes the notion of “boundary hardening” (1996). Boundaries become 
hardened and salient in what Michael Billig defines as “hot nationalism” (1995). This only arises
at times when ordinary life is disrupted, but it rests upon what Billig terms “banal nationalism,” 
where national belonging is almost unconsciously flagged in everyday processes. Routine 
exposure to national symbols, cliches, thoughts, and reactions “enhabits” them and brings them 
into the personal habitus. In this way, people identify constantly and nearly unconsciously as 
national citizens; this means their national identities are always latent, “embedded in routines of 
social life” (175), and ready for the moment when the nation needs to be mobilized.
While a constantly flagged banal nationalism serves as a useful conceptual foundation 
for “hot nationalism,” Billig undertheorizes a crucial piece of the puzzle: groupness. I argue that 
for categories of belonging to become meaningful and potent, they need to crystallize in 
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moments of groupness—moments which live on in memory, and give experiential weight to 
category labels. 
 Human beings, as social beings, crave belonging. This aspect of the human condition 
has been extensively theorized since the origins of anthropology and sociology. Powerful 
collective experiences, which Durkheim defined as “collective effervescence” and Turner as 
“communitas,” are placed at the very center of social ritual—the most important events in 
community life, essential to its solidarity and survival—by numerous scholars. Sociologist 
Randall Collins draws heavily on Durkheim and Goffman in a theory of “interaction ritual 
chains” (Collins 2004). His definition of interaction rituals is worth quoting at length, because it 
closely coincides with my understanding of groupness and also has relevance for music and 
performance writ large:
The central mechanism of interaction ritual theory is that occasions that 
combine a high degree of mutual focus of attention, that is, a high degree of 
intersubjectivity, together with a high degree of emotional entrainment—
through bodily synchronization, mutual stimulation / arousal of participants’
nervous systems—result in feelings of membership that are attached to 
cognitive symbols; and result also in the emotional energy of individual 
participants, giving them feelings of confidence, enthusiasm, and desire for 
action in what they consider a morally proper path. These moments of high 
degree of ritual intensity are high points of experience. They are high points 
of collective experience, the key moments of history, the times when 
significant things happen. These are moments that tear up old social 
structures or leave them behind, and shape new social structures. (2004:42)
To Collins, interaction rituals encompass both the kind of group activities that are 
commonly conceptualized as rituals and the smaller micro-interactions explored by Goffman. 
They require bodily co-presence, boundaries to outsiders, a mutual focus of attention, and a 
common mood; if successful, they create solidarity, “emotional energy” (a vital drive and sense 
of initiative and efficacy), charged symbols representing the group, and feelings of morality 
around these symbols. Ritual intensifies emotion into shared experience, and its symbols, which 
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are “charged” by their place at the focus of ritual, carry this emotional energy across situations, 
serving as inputs for the next interaction and encouraging the interaction to be repeated. This 
emotion provides both the glue of solidarity and the fuel for mobilization or conflict. 
While Collins’s grand theory might turn the most mundane human interaction into a 
quasi-religious experience, I do agree that “moments of high degree of ritual intensity” can 
become “high points of collective experience” that are deeply meaningful to practitioners. 
Voluntary activities like amateur sports leagues and community choirs are often the most joyful 
regular activities in peoples’ lives, and this significance should not be underestimated. As Victor 
Turner has argued, with the overall contraction of religious ritual, “a multiplicity of 
(theoretically) non-serious, non-earnest genres, such as art and sport (though these may be more 
serious than the Protestant ethic has defined them to be), have largely taken over the flow-
function in culture” (1974:90).
Collins’s argument that individuals are the sum of past interactional situations is 
particularly useful for a processual understanding of identification.2 If we want to understand the 
“content” of social categories, we would do well to watch them play out in interactions between 
individuals; if we want to understand their power, we should examine the kinds of groupness that
they create (or fail to).
I will briefly outline my understanding of a processual approach to identification, 
informed by the above sources, before examining what role music can play in such processes. If 
identities have any ontological weight, it is due to the accretion of many, likely thousands, of 
moments of identification in our memory—identifications charged up with meaning through 
their reinscription in continuing chains of encounter. We are identified as national, ethnic, racial, 
2 These situations do not always snowball and reinforce each other—some may very well be deliberately rejected.
But in such cases, the past’s effect is negative, not null and void. This recalls the joke about the Northern 
Irishman who was asked if he was a “Catholic atheist” or a “Protestant atheist.”
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religious, gendered, subcultural (and so on . . .) subjects by continual daily flaggings, many of 
them unconscious. We are interpellated as subjects through explicit discourse that identifies us 
with particular categories through essentialist and inherence-based reasoning—this interpellation
comes both from those who place themselves in the same category as us (an identification of 
similarity), and from those pigeonholing us from outside (an identification of difference). 
Further, through enhabited routines and enacted demeanor, we come to embody and internalize 
actions that accord with those values held to be most representative of a particular category 
group. We will come to personally cherish those values to the degree that they have been 
“charged” in our interactions with others, and our willingness to identify ourselves with others 
comes in part not merely from having a common stock of values and symbols, but from sharing 
congruent interactive experiences that lend those symbols meaning. 
Identifications accrete in long-term memory and become part of doxa, but as processes 
that often grow out of unpredictable interactions (encounters), there is always room for 
something emergent. I think of human subjectivity as akin to papier-mâché, where each 
identification, experience, interaction, encounter, realization, and decision adds a further layer. 
The new layers are limited, at least initially, by the shape that is already there. Still, while never 
entirely effacing what has come before, they can begin to create a new overall shape at the less 
calcified, still malleable, and more immediately accessible “border”—the domain of recent and 
current experience. 
Just as a papier-mâché object is shaped with successive thin layers rather than large 
globs of clay, the process is slow, and the grounding shape can never be completely annihilated 
and remade from nothing (except perhaps in cases of amnesia or severe brain trauma). Many of 
our formative experiences are unchosen and outside of our control—and indeed may be 
explicitly rejected in the project of self-making as a figure to struggle against oppositionally. But 
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a slow and steady reshaping is possible, since the core of the human is as much activity, process, 
and interaction as it is biological substance—and the supposedly fixed core is also subject to 
memory failure, reinterpretation, and the like. I argue that many of the most fundamental 
influences and directional shifts on this plastic object (cf. Malabou 2008)—a metaphor by which 
I understand not only human subjectivity but also personality, agency, and (of course) identity—
involve interactions with other human beings.
Intersubjectivity and Intercultural Encounters
Before anything else, intercultural encounters involve a meeting of multiple human 
subjects. In developing the concept of intersubjectivity, Michael Jackson argues “that self has no 
reality except in relation to others” (1998:2). His focus is on the domain that arises between 
people: “inter-existence is given precedence over individual essence . . . Relation is prior to 
relata” (3). Jackson argues that we only become aware of ourselves through relations with others
—that the sense of our own uniqueness and autonomy comes not from within, but through 
intersubjective relations (2012:18–19). He suggests that we are always changing, forming, and 
reforming through our relationships and the struggle to sustain and fulfill our lives (2012:5). 
Instead of focusing on “the” self as stable and abiding, intersubjectivity points the lens at the 
subtle negotiations and alterations that occur through interaction—in conversation, 
confrontation, moving, dancing, fighting, and perceiving each other’s inner thoughts.
While intersubjectivity (as defined by Husserl) is “an existential condition that can lead 
to a shared understanding” (Duranti 2010:6), it should not be mistaken for this shared 
understanding itself. Rather, intersubjectivity can involve either compassion or conflict, 
affirmation of shared identity or confirmation of fundamental difference (Jackson 1998:4). It is 
often “a site of conflicting wills and intentions” (23). The most elementary form of 
intersubjectivity is reciprocity, including both gifts and cycles of violence (Jackson 2005:42).
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At its best, intersubjectivity involves empathic sharing and a vision of a reciprocal, 
symbiotic relationship—Jackson refers to this as the “intersubjective imaginary” (2012:197). In 
perceiving other bodies, intersubjectivity helps us recognize that the world is full of subjects who
react similarly to phenomena, and whose relationship with the surrounding world is similar to 
ours (Duranti 2010:7–8). This recognition of intentionality and similarity is a precondition for 
empathy and the belief in a common humanity. I agree with Jackson that the “universalizing 
impulse,” which “inspires us to transgress parochial boundaries, push ourselves to the limit, and 
open ourselves up to new horizons through strategies that take us beyond ourselves” (Jackson 
2012:20–21), is an important human tendency that is worthy of examination. Jackson 
characterizes this impulse as a desire to make oneself at home in the world through elective 
affinities and common interests; I see it as particularly pronounced among cosmopolitans (who 
make up the majority of the song tourists who visit Georgia).
Jackson’s work on intersubjectivity in many ways prefigures the argument I develop 
about intercultural encounters in this section. Individuals motivated by an intersubjective 
imaginary and a universalizing impulse may deliberately seek out situations that take them 
outside the comfort zone. Travel to foreign countries may be motivated partially by a genuine 
desire to better understand the experience of immigrants and refugees in one’s own home 
country, even if a motivation to experience the exotic or “primitive” is also at play. As Jackson 
puts it, “While insiders may find it difficult to see the world from any point of view other than 
their own, a visitor may try out a plurality of perspectives without any personal loss of status or 
identity, because he is already marked as marginal, stateless and indeterminate” (2005:49). 
Understanding how the beliefs and behaviors of the other emerge logically from the 
conditions of possibility in their cultural and social environment helps to relativize our own 
claims to privileged understanding. Jackson sees this kind of strategy—putting the self in the 
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position of the other, to destabilize habitual patterns of thinking—as an ethical imperative that 
can deconstruct the abnormal distance between self and other (2005). To him, the “subject-object
split contains the seeds of human destructiveness,” since it risks dehumanizing or denying the 
presence of the other (1998:201–2). Jackson’s work on intersubjectivity—empathic, ludic, 
agonistic—deeply informs my understanding of intercultural encounters. But it is important to 
define more exactly what I mean by these terms.
“Intercultural” implies a meeting between people whose “hermeneutic horizons” (Alcoff
2005) and habituses differ significantly in ways that would be broadly understood as deriving 
from separate ethno-cultural-linguistic-religious backgrounds. I agree that every supposedly 
bounded culture group is both riven by internal difference and characterized by significant (often
unacknowledged) connections to other groups. At the same time, collections of habits do vary 
within specific boundaries according to historical precedent and environmental factors. In this 
sense, my understanding of “culture” is practice-derived, in the mold of Bourdieu (1977; 1992), 
Ortner (1984), Turino (2008), and others; whenever I employ the term it should be read with 
implied scare quotes.
In political theory, “interculturalism” can imply rather contradictory things: an 
alternative to multiculturalism based on universal humanity rather than identity politics (Cantle 
2012:143), or a French understanding of multiculturalism that allows newcomers to have input as
they integrate into a primary “reigning historical identity” (C. Taylor 2015). There are also whole
academic disciplines titled “intercultural studies” and “intercultural communications.” Adair 
Nagata describes an interculturalist as “a person who is committed to trying to communicate 
across significant differences of various types” (2009:224). Much intercultural studies literature 
focuses on defining and teaching “intercultural competences” (Bennett 2015), defined as 
“cultural literacy” or “abilities to navigate complex environments marked by a growing diversity 
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of peoples, cultures and lifestyles” (UNESCO 2013:5). More recent scholarship has concluded 
that contact between members of different cultural groups will not eventually decrease prejudice 
(as argued in Allport’s “contact theory”), without interdependence, meaningful contact, and 
mixing, possibly facilitated through purposeful organized group activity (Valentine 2008).
“Interculturalism” is also the name of a theatrical genre and approach that became 
prominent in the 1980s, championed early on by the likes of Richard Schechner (Schechner 
1991) and Jerzy Grotowski. This style is “a hybrid derived from an intentional encounter 
between cultures and performing traditions” (Lo and Gilbert 2002:36), and was especially 
inspired by Asian forms of traditional theater. While the first generation of intercultural theater 
was criticized for being Orientalist and colonialist, a second generation of Asian directors has 
sought to disrupt the one-way flow of exchange by gazing back at the West (Tan 2012).
Themes raised in the literature on interculturalism resonate in certain ways with my own
work. From the political/communications side, I am interested in whether intercultural 
encounters truly create a sense of empathy and tolerance, what constitutes a meaningful 
encounter, and interrogating the concept of “intercultural competences.” From the theatrical side,
the charges of cultural appropriation and exploitation have at times been laid against specific 
types of musical tourism, and the power dynamics involved deserve careful scrutiny.
At times, I employ the term “intracultural.” By this I mean not encounters between 
people from the same culture, but “cultural encounters between and across specific communities 
and regions within the nation-state” (Lo and Gilbert 2002:38). This is relevant because the ethnic
difference between Svans and “unmarked” Georgians is notable (see chapter three). I employ the 
concepts of intercultural and intracultural for a specific reason: most of the encounters I analyze 
here are not simply intersubjective but intercultural, because they do not occur on “neutral 
ground.” Rather, the notion of cultural difference is the reason for the encounter in the first place.
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My understanding of encounters draws on Sara Ahmed (2000), who defines the 
encounter as an approach in space and time, a face to face or skin to skin meeting that can shift 
the boundaries of the familiar and institute identity. Ahmed pays special attention to the surprise 
and conflict often involved in encounters (2000:6). Similarly to Jackson, Ahmed claims that 
ontology and identity are both only knowable as a result of encounters. True to a processual 
understanding of identity, she notes that “the work of identity formation is never over, but can be 
understood as the sliding across of subjects in their meetings with each other” (7). Encounters 
always include the traces of past encounters (faces, bodies, spaces, times) and broader 
relationships (based on prior knowledge, cognitive schemas, and prejudgements). As Gill 
Valentine puts it, “Encounters never take place in a space free from history, material conditions, 
and power” (2008:333). Helen Wilson (2017) also argues that encounters imply difference, 
rupture, and surprise (606), and that they contain transformative potential. She also notes that 
“encounters are inherently unpredictable and often shaped by inequality” (607). 
A number of critical theorists have developed concepts relating to the liminal space of 
the encounter. Mary Louise Pratt defines the “contact zone” as a social space “where cultures 
meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of 
power, such as colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they are lived out in many parts of the 
world today” (1991:34). She sees potential for community to emerge from a situation analogous 
to two people with different native languages being forced to communicate in a third language, 
meaning there could be no expectation of shared rules or norms. Homi Bhabha has referred to a 
“third space—where the negotiation of incommensurable differences creates a tension peculiar to
borderline existences” (1994:218). For him, this hybrid, inbetween space, the “cutting edge of 
translation and negotiation” (37), is what allows new positions to emerge (Rutherford and 
Bhabha 1990:211). Similarly, Edward Soja (1996) has discussed the “Thirdspace,” which breaks 
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through all binarisms and restructures reality through a multiplicity of perspectives. To Soja, 
marginality is a “space of radical openness” (12). Lo and Gilbert describe s a “hyphenated third 
space separating and connecting different peoples” (2002:44), a potentially dialogic and 
collaborative space of mutual contamination and interaction.
The overall theme emerging here is that the intercultural encounter, as a liminal space of
rupture and surprise that breaks out of preestablished habits and scripts (no matter how many 
books on intercultural communication one has read), has significant creative and destructive 
potential. Some people even specifically seek intercultural experiences out for this reason. To 
Helen Wilson, “Encounters are politically and pedagogically charged”; they can “chip away at 
prejudices, enact cultural destabilisations, shape subjectivities, and produce new knowledges” 
(2017:606). Of course, they may also reify these things. Ciaran Dunne (2017), in a review of 
fourteen empirical studies, concludes that active intercultural experiences can lead to creative 
cognition—however, the relationship depends on the individual’s willingness to adapt. 
Encounters can lead to new kinds of dialogical insight—as Bakhtin has argued,
In the realm of culture, outsideness is the most powerful factor in 
understanding . . . A meaning only reveals its depths once it has encountered
and come into contact with another, foreign meaning . . . We raise new 
questions for a foreign culture, ones that it did not raise itself; we seek 
answers to our own questions in it; and the foreign culture responds to us by
revealing to us its new aspects and new semantic depths. (Bakhtin 1986:7)
However, along with all their salutary potential, encounters inevitably include risk 
(Wilson 2017). The intercultural encounter may lead to conflict, or instantiate and reinforce 
unequal power relations. To Ahmed, “otherness” is another product of the encounter, since we 
can only define Others as strange by coming into proximity with them (2000:12). The encounter 
is thus a precondition for any kind of intersubjective violence. While encounters with specific 
strange Others shape our mental categories of classification, the contemporary encounter with 
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Otherness may be based on technological mediation as much as bodily copresence. More subtly, 
the deliberate seeking-out of encounters “as part of an ethical project of self-transformation” 
risks instrumentalizing a target group or individual for the benefit of the more privileged party 
(Wilson 2017:607).
Ultimately, if surprise is inherent to encounters, risk is unavoidable—the outcome is 
never assured. But this risk itself is inherent to the possibility of transformation. Disequilibrium 
shakes the individual out of automatic, unengaged thinking and behaviors undertaken according 
to habitual scripts (Dunne 2017). Nagata (2009) notes that significant personal development is 
often inspired by the recognition of discomfort, while Mitchell and Paras (2018) characterize 
cognitive dissonance as the “engine” of intercultural learning. The resolution of a “disorienting 
dilemma” (like culture shock) in an intercultural situation can lead to new interpretations and 
meanings, along with the development of various intercultural competences. Mitchell Hammer 
(2011) has even developed an “Intercultural Development Inventory” that proposes a basic 
progression from denial, polarization, minimization, and acceptance to adaptation, while noting 
that it is possible to get stuck at a certain phase—in this way, an encounter might reinforce 
negative stereotypes rather than enlighten. Jackson argues that understanding one’s own 
worldview from another’s perspective does not usually come except when circumstances force it
—often through crisis or in border situations. The encounter involves “physical upheaval, 
psychological turmoil, and moral confusion” (2012:11).
Along with these personal risks, there are the obvious interpersonal problems that arise
—issues of cultural translation, misunderstanding, incompatibility, unintended offense, 
incomprehension, rejection, conflict, or violence, as well as “absolute heterogeneity of meaning” 
(Pratt 1991:37). But while some of these issues may be more likely to arise in intercultural 
interactions, they are by no means restricted to them. As Gerald Creed (2004) reminds us, 
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community is often characterized by division and gossip, while strangers (or certain types of 
strangers) may receive welcome and special dispensations.
While intercultural encounters are a more limited subset of the intersubjective 
encounters that are basic to human existence, they are still an important and everyday 
phenomenon in a globalizing world. They exist in varying degrees of intensity and duration. At 
the lower, passive end of the continuum might be something as simple as two inhabitants of a 
multicultural city waiting at the same bus stop. At the more sustained and immersive end, an 
individual goes into a foreign environment and learns to make it a home, possibly even through 
marriage or family connections with locals. 
Ethnographic fieldwork itself is an example of a sustained and high-intensity 
intercultural encounter, often resulting in significant personal transformation (for the researcher 
and chief interlocutors) as a byproduct. Jackson sees fieldwork as a way of entering more 
completely into the lives of others, joining them on their own terms and showing the potential for
“cultural barriers to be transcended” (2012:21).
While the ethical issues and power dynamics involved in fieldwork have been 
extensively addressed, scholarship that primarily focuses on the relationship between 
fieldworkers and interlocutors is relatively rarer. Kaufmann and Rabodoarimiadana (2003) 
analyze how fieldworkers become locally adopted as “fictive kin,” and show how this needs to 
be understood in light of local conceptions of reciprocity and obligation. In ethnomusicology, 
Hellier-Tinoco (2003) writes on the need to maintain long-term relationships with interlocutors, 
while Appert (2017) has recently argued for the importance of close friendships with non-
musician women interlocutors to ground her ethnography. Witzleben (2010) has noted that 
ethnomusicological researchers often enter the field as students deferring to local music teachers,
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which sets up a different kind of relationship than the “colonial asymmetry” of classic 
anthropological fieldwork.
As this section has shown, intersubjective encounters contain the potential for learning, 
transformation, conflict, and empathy. Intercultural encounters intensify these effects due to the 
lower likelihood of shared scripts. Music creates specific kinds of relationships that allow 
individuals to relate intersubjectively in different ways. Encounters framed around music, or 
where musical participation is present, have specific potentialities that I will unpack throughout 
this dissertation.
Music and Encounters
Intercultural encounters bring together people who may have differing goals or frames 
of reference and value. Numerous ethnomusicological case studies have pointed to some of the 
discrepancies that can arise: between Irish session musicians who want to jam and Turkish guests
who want to present a formal concert (Stokes 1994c), between Sufi pilgrims celebrating a 
Muslim saint and European tourists overcome by feelings of religious universality (Vicente 
2013), between Bretons who want to make intercultural dance music and touring Gnawa 
performers who mostly want to make money (Kapchan 2007), between North American 
audience members responding to a “sacred music” concert with respectful silence and Syrian 
musicians confused by the lack of loud affirmation (Shannon 2003), between world music fans 
hoping to provide their guests with an experience of American hospitality and Bulgarian 
musicians who would rather get some sleep after just another concert in a packed international 
tour schedule (Buchanan 2006, chapter 10).
On the ability of music-focused intercultural encounters to promote tolerance and 
understanding, Sara Black Brown (2014) has written on the Holi festival near Salt Lake City, 
which brings together Mormons and Hare Krishnas in joyous celebration, while the edited 
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volume un(Common) Sounds: Songs of Peace and Reconciliation among Muslims and 
Christians (King and Tan 2014) includes a variety of case studies, particularly arguing for the 
importance of sustained engagement rather than one-off interactions.
The broader issue of the intercultural encounter providing creative resources for new 
forms of cultural production is well-established in ethnomusicology, from diffusionism and the 
ancient dissemination of instruments and styles across vast geographical spaces to early 
discussions of hybridity and cultural contact (Kartomi 1981). A well-known example comes from
the Suyá of Brazil, who adopt songs learned from other tribes specifically into their own 
practice, thereby incorporating the power of the outside world (Seeger 2004). Particularly since 
the advent of “world music” as a marketing category in the 1980s, there has been an explosion of
interest in “third space” hybridity and globalization (Monson 1999; Stokes 2004). Often hybrid 
styles gain particular traction among cosmopolitans, who see themselves as simultaneously local 
and global (Lysloff 2016; Turino 2000). However, in many cases these genres originate and 
spread primarily through encounters that are virtual and mediated rather than immediate.
Music is one way in which individuals can encounter difference imaginatively. While 
not literally intersubjective, personal listening (alone or with companions) could be described as 
a mediated encounter with difference. I prefer to keep the definition of “encounter” more 
specific, to focus on the embodied moment of interpersonal co-presence and interaction. 
However, personal intercultural meetings organized around music often have their origins in 
mediated private listening experiences and “aesthetic epiphanies” (Keister 2005:42).
Simon Frith (1996) argues that in responding to music, the listener enters into 
“emotional alliances” with the performer and other fans—appreciated individually, but 
experienced as collective. Frith also suggests that listeners “participate in imagined forms of 
democracy and desire” (123) and try on new senses of identity, imagining what kind of person 
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might have produced those sounds, and what life might be from their perspective. This kind of 
thinking is behind the common phenomenon of using the performing arts to introduce the culture
of minority peoples to the majority. Ursula Hemetek has written an article on this subject that 
even employs the term “intercultural encounter” (2001), but her use of the term is more restricted
than mine, focusing on how multicultural societies might live together more harmoniously. There
is a sense in which such cultural exposure is shallow and does not really inspire empathy or deep 
understanding.
Several authors have written about early encounters with “world music” in educational 
settings. Sarah Weiss’s students joined her introductory world music classes because they were 
interested in learning about the unfamiliar and foreign (Weiss 2014). And Simone Krueger 
interviewed undergraduates in UK ethnomusicology classes who all mentioned “positive, mind-
opening experiences during and through their encounters with world musics” (2011:281). They 
described an expanded global awareness and appreciation of other cultures, a greater sense of 
care and compassion, and a slow process of gaining tolerance and understanding.
In some cases, the musical encounter with difference is experienced like an epiphany or 
conversion. Jay Keister refers to musical seekers who may be disillusioned with their own 
culture’s music, whose perception of everyday life is permanently altered “by an encounter with 
an unfamiliar sound from another world that seems charged with a mysterious power that plays 
on Western ideas of otherness” (2005:42). To such listeners, the sounds are powerful thanks to 
their unfamiliarity and exoticism; the lack of context for the sound or semantic meaning makes 
them seem more “pure” and potentially spiritual. As Amy Frishkey (2012) notes, strange vocal 
sounds imply human intentionality at the other end, even if the meaning is not understood—a 
potential bridge to understanding the Other, or at least to imagining that one has encountered the 
Other in a meaningful way. Mirjana Laušević, whose book Balkan Fascination is an exemplary 
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parallel to the Georgian song tourists I discuss, describes a specific moment of epiphany: 
“Numerous people had quite similar experiences, being so moved by their first hearing of a 
Balkan song that, to the best of their ability, they transcribed the lyrics and music and found 
people with whom to sing them” (2007:209). The motivations of such individuals will be 
examined further in chapter six, but participation may signal an interest in intercultural 
understanding or a transnational, cosmopolitan affiliation (Hill 2007).
Once the individual has discovered a new sound that sparks their interest, the next step 
is seeking out live performances or opportunities for participation. The encounter may be 
mediated “secondhand” by a member of the home culture who teaches and translates a foreign 
style locally, what Caroline Bithell calls “an ambassador for somebody else’s culture” (2014a) 
and Laušević (2007) calls a “teacher/ethnographer.” The most serious devotees will seek out 
“native” performers nearby, or travel to the source to find them. These are the type of people that
we will encounter later on in this dissertation.
Music and Groupness
Music as event can be a potent draw for individuals to meet together in a single space, 
and the political ramifications are clear. As Stokes notes, states may invest in music not so much 
for what it represents as for what it does: it brings people together in a communal activity that 
embodies unity through powerful affective experiences (1994b). Cultural performances and 
community rituals often both feature music and foreground identity (while charging group 
symbols with emotional power, as Collins would say); Sugarman notes that at the Prespa 
Albanian weddings she studied, there was an implicit pressure to act in the most stereotypical 
way, given the large audience present (Sugarman 1997). I argue that such events combine a 
potent set of ingredients: the presentation of self as a group member, the subjective sense of 
oneself that arises from the process of groupness, the powerful charging of identity symbols, and 
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music and all the indexical bundlings its emotional power makes possible. As Tony Perman says,
it is not just that music contributes to social belonging or identity—it is precisely its emotional 
element that allows it to do so (Perman 2010). Here, I will briefly unpack how exactly music can 
operate in this way.
Mass events can clearly work as interaction rituals, which require bodily co-presence, 
boundaries to outsiders, a mutual focus of attention, and a shared mood (Collins 2004). These 
elements are crucial in framing liminal events where groups can develop a sense of communitas 
(Turner 1974). Drawing inspiration from Thomas Turino, Judith Becker, and Christopher Small, 
among others, I argue that music can contribute to the success of a mass interaction ritual by 
focusing attention, creating rhythmic entrainment and structural coupling, facilitating flow and 
emotional contagion, working beyond the level of language, and manifesting social synchrony.3 
In doing so, music can create an experience of transcendence, which Rebecca Sager defines as “a
change in a person’s physiological or psychological state that engenders an awareness or 
sensation of going beyond one’s usual experience of time, place, or being” (Sager 2012:27).
In participatory musical events, the distinctions between participants can temporarily 
disappear, which creates a sense of basic sameness, deep identification as human beings, and 
communitas (Turino 2009). In such situations, “people experience each other in heightened 
physical-sonic ways that provide a powerful sense of identity and unity beyond normal social 
interactions” (Turino 2008:188). 
Synchronization and focus on the moment can lead to rhythmic entrainment and flow 
(Csikszentmihalyi 2008). While flow can certainly be achieved in solo activities (Turino 2014), I 
suggest that it is even more powerful in the context of interaction rituals, given that humans are 
social creatures. Achieving flow in an interaction ritual increases the event’s success and 
3 For a detailed overview of many of these processes as they relate to entrainment and interpersonal synchrony, 
see Clayton et al. (2005).
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strengthens its effects (solidarity, emotional energy, and feelings of morality around the newly 
“recharged” symbols/group), and encourages participants to return and replicate the experience. 
When people knowingly synchronize their movements to a musical rhythm, John 
Blacking calls this “bodily empathy” or “bodily resonance”; he even argued that bodily 
resonance can increase “fellow feeling” (Clayton et al. 2005:38). However, rhythmic 
entrainment, “when two or more seemingly independent processes mutually influence each other
to converge in a common pattern” (Becker 2004:127), often occurs below the level of conscious 
awareness. Human bodies naturally adopt the body languages, postures, bodily rhythms, and 
conversational tempos of others (Collins 2004), and a failure to synchronize often results in 
feelings of unease (Turino 2008:41). Where a single powerful stimulus is present, it can lead to 
the supra-individual biological process described by Becker as “structural coupling,” based on 
congruent change and interaction between bodies, and the emotional affect of performance 
and/or listening (Becker 2004). 
Musical experiences are often powerful because they foreground non-lexical meanings 
and emotion, potentially bypassing rationality. Christopher Small states, “In all those activities 
we call the arts, we think with our bodies. They negate with every gesture the Cartesian split 
between body and mind” (Small 1998:140).  Through gesture, motion, affect, and rhythm, we 
encounter experience in a heightened, supra-linguistic way. Along slightly different lines, Judith 
Becker discusses how trance (an extreme level of flow that is usually facilitated by music) is one 
of the few experiences that can focus us so intently as to stop our “inner languaging,” a near-
constant self-dialogue that can often be painful or shaming (Becker 2004:28). She argues that 
this is the reason why trance is so often connected to healing rituals. To Rebecca Sager, drawing 
on John Blacking, music affects participants through nonreferential meanings, which can include
emotional, physiological, or cognitive responses (Sager 2012:32–33).
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On the more dangerous side of the equation, Benedict Anderson briefly introduced the 
concept of “unisonance” to describe the intense embodied emotional experience of the “imagined
community” as it sings the national anthem (B. Anderson 2006). Turino also notes that non-
verbal rituals (like salutes or a hand over the heart) cannot be countered like direct commands or 
ideological assertions (Turino 2008). When experienced in a mass setting, music’s non-lexical 
qualities make it a prime impetus for emotional contagion—a non-cognitive, collective, 
unreflective sense of oneness and emotional overstimulation that flows from a group responding 
to a single stimulus, or mutual focus of attention, with similar feelings (Laurence 2008). 
Emotional contagion and a strong sense of bonding with the group are not only possible in non-
lexical settings—this is where singing becomes relevant. As Turino says, mass singing’s effects 
on consciousness “can only be guessed, but raising one’s voice in unison with so many others is 
typically a powerful emotion-producing experience. When the emotion felt is indexically tied to 
the words sung and the meaning of the event itself, it can be a highly effective political tool” 
(2008:210).
Christopher Small suggests that musical events symbolically affirm ideal relationships. 
Intimate moments can only be shared with strangers if they accept the same unspoken norms; 
performances aim to temporarily bring into existence “a set of relationships that those taking part
feel to be ideal and in enabling those taking part to explore, affirm, and celebrate those 
relationships” (Small 1998:46, 49).
When a performance is “successful,” particularly when the social ideals being expressed
are those of solidarity, the event will move from being a representation of the ideal to being an 
actual instantiation of unity and social synchrony. As Collins says, “perhaps the strongest human 
pleasures come from being fully and bodily absorbed in deeply synchronized social interaction” 
(Collins 2004:66), and music offers a prime vehicle for this synchrony through rhythmic 
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entrainment and focused attention. When we move together with others in response to a musical 
stimulus, our feeling of identification with the group around us becomes an “experienced fact of 
social connection and unity,” a deep experience of communion akin to that felt by sports teams 
or military units (Turino 1999:241).
Before concluding this discussion, a brief caveat. It is easy to romanticize “community.”
As Raymond Williams notes, “unlike all other terms of social organization (state, nation, society,
etc.), it seems never to be used unfavourably, and never to be given any positive opposing or 
distinguishing term” (2014:40). However, not everyone present at a community event buys into 
the experience or even wants to be there. One person’s community is another’s straitjacket of 
imposed demands and duties based on outmoded traditions. Many participate in solo activities 
which adequately fulfill their need for flow. Further, those sympathetic to group encounters will 
not necessarily experience flow even if they want to. Following Turner, “Extreme individualism 
only understands a part of man. Extreme collectivism only understands man as a part. 
Communitas is the implicit law of wholeness arising out of relations between totalities. But 
communitas is intrinsically dynamic, never quite being realized” (Turner 1987:84). 
Nevertheless, memories of merging with a whole or deeply connecting with other 
human beings can become high points in an individual’s life. These intersubjective encounters, 
connected to notions of identity and belonging, are moments they can point to as proof that their 
categories of belonging are in fact real groups, bounded by common goals and ideals.
HOSPITALITY AND MORALITY IN POSTSOCIALIST NEOLIBERAL GEORGIA
August 2016, on the road. It has been a long day of travel—first an 11:00 a.m. departure
from Batumi timed to catch the 2:30 p.m. Zugdidi-Mest’ia marshrutka, then a two-hour wait at 
the wrong bus stop in Zugdidi while the driver keeps assuring us that we’re just waiting another 
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fifteen minutes for a van of tourists to arrive. As we hunt for a shady spot to sit, three-year-old 
Rosa receives not one but two unexpected ice cream cones, already melting in the hot sun, one 
from a kindly parking attendant and one from our increasingly apologetic driver. “You can speak 
Georgian,” he tells me, “so you can pay 15 lari each, not 20, OK?”
Finally the other travelers arrive, and we’re on the road around 4:30, more than a little 
tired and irritated. We’d expected to be arriving at the guesthouse well before 6:00 p.m., in time 
for a relaxing meal to cap off the day. But the usual three-hour ascent into the mountains 
stretches—and stretches. There is a local boy in the vehicle, along with a party of Ukrainian 
tourists and others, and the Svan insists on giving the guests a proper introduction to his 
homeland. 
First it’s a stop at the mighty Enguri Dam, the fateful structure that serves as a harbinger
of Svaneti’s economic future if mysterious foreign conglomerates and their allies in the central 
government get their way. It has already flooded the path that for centuries was the only entry 
point into Upper Svaneti from the southeast, forcing the building of a new highway that 
ultimately made the trip up much easier. “It’s really astonishingly ugly, isn’t it?” comments one 
of our traveling companions, a Polish lawyer whose English is better than mine.
Next it’s a stop at a roadside tavern. At first, we hope this is just a bathroom break, but 
then the local man leads the Ukrainians to a table and grabs some beers. By this time my 
patience is wearing thin—surely everyone would prefer to get settled and have a proper meal 
rather than stopping every half hour? 
“Kubdari ar ginda?” Don’t you want to order kubdari—the local meat-pie specialty? 
asks the Svan traveller, noting my frustration. “Ak sauk’etesoa!” It’s the best here!
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“Ara, sakhlis kubdari jobia, da chveni maspindzlebi Lenjershi ukve ch’amen.” No, 
homemade kubdari is better, and our hosts in Lenjeri are already eating, I reply, recognizing my 
own peevishness as I say it. But what can you do?
By 8:30 p.m., the sun is already down and we’ve still got an hour to go. We’re pulling 
up to Etseri when the de facto travel guide pulls out his phone. He’s barking orders into it, then 
to the driver. We slow down at the side of the road, where a man is waiting in the dark. He passes
a bag into the marshrutka and leaves, and then we’re off for a few hundred more meters, finally 
stopping again.
The local man orders everybody out of the van. This is his hometown, and everyone 
must get a proper, if small, welcome as we pass by. He passes bread around, along with a bowl of
simple salad—tomatoes, cucumbers, red peppers and herbs. And then, of course, the plastic 
bottle filled with fiery araqi moonshine—among the harshest I’ve suffered. My wife manages to 
beg off with her usual disclaimer: “Me sust’i var”—I’m weak, but most others are not so lucky. 
And when the bottle comes back from its circuit still half-full, there’s nothing for it but another 
round.
Our host toasts our meeting and our time in Georgia, then bids us all farewell with a 
handshake, gathering up the detritus of our stopover and walking back toward Etseri. I enter the 
marshrutka, coughing to get rid of the burning sensation in my throat and still blinking back 
tears. “You know,” I say to our new Polish friend, “This really is one of the most charming and 
frustrating things about Georgia. You never really know what’s going on, and people are 
constantly changing the plans so they can welcome you in ways you might not even want.”
Hospitality in Anthropology
As noted in the preface, experiences of hospitality were such a significant part of my 
fieldwork that I incorporated them into my research. In particular, I consider how postsocialism 
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and neoliberalism have impacted the longstanding hospitality norms for which Georgia is 
famous.
Michael Herzfeld argues that effusive hospitality might seem like a severe financial 
burden on the host, but it actually contains a potential for “ironic inversion”: it morally and 
conceptually subordinates the guest, and can upend power relations (Herzfeld 1987:77). After all,
to reject a warmly offered gift would be the height of rudeness and an offense against the social 
contract. Georgian ethnomusicologist Nino Tsitsishvili similarly argues that hospitality involves 
the moral subordination of guest to host (2006). A Georgian proverb goes, “The guest is the 
host’s donkey; he can tie him up wherever he wants” (Paul Manning, p.c.).
By accepting the hospitality of the host, the guest also agrees to accept the quality and 
kind of that hospitality, whatever the host may have planned. As Theodore Levin describes in a 
Central Asian context, guests entering a home surrender completely to the host, and the 
experience may actually be awkward and uncomfortable for both parties, as “hosts tend to view 
guests not as individuals with personal needs and personal preferences but as anonymous tokens 
of the abstract category ‘guest’ who [require] a conventionalized, ritualized treatment” (Levin 
1999:134). In Georgia, one of the potentially unwanted expectations is that guests will make a 
toast to friendship, peace, or the host country, often imbibing an exceedingly harsh homebrew 
from an unsanitary vessel.
Hospitality is a subset of the well-trod anthropological interest in the gift. The classic 
study by Marcel Mauss (2002) proposed that in “archaic” societies gifts are far from voluntary. 
They are obligatory to give, and once given must be reciprocated. Michael Taussig notes that the 
principle of reciprocity is integral to all pre-capitalist societies, where it is inevitably “supported 
by mystical sanctions and enforced by supernatural penalties” (2010:37).
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Beyond the supernatural, the very acts of giving and receiving indicate a basic sense of 
commonality and identification (if not necessarily precluding inequality) between giver and 
receiver, creating “social glue” as Bruce Grant (2009) puts it. Hence the example of Tiv women 
walking for miles every day to give small gifts to those who have awarded them in the past, 
ensuring that they never return something of the exact value of what they have received, thus 
implying that the cycle of obligation will continue forever. Through such gifts and hospitality, 
relationships are constantly re-created and maintained (Graeber 2014:104–5). 
The tight webs of mutual obligation characteristic of high-context cultures also carried 
into some socialist settings (Dunn 2004; Verdery 1996), where personal connections were often 
mandatory and it could be difficult to differentiate between gifts and bribes. As a result, an IMF 
report on corruption in Kazakhstan, in apparent ignorance of nearly a century of anthropological 
investigation, concluded that gifts should be made with no expectation of reciprocity and that 
reciprocity is immoral (Werner 2000).4 Such sweeping declarations may be meant to educate the 
locals, but they seem naive in a setting where gift-giving remains integral to all levels of social 
relations, is often carried out with a view to potential return, and no single category of gifts exists
(Werner 1997; Werner 2000).
Mauss drew on earlier ethnography by Malinowski (2014), where the expenditure 
involved in the “kula ring” created social goods (relationships, alliances) rather than stagnating 
as accumulated wealth. He also discussed excessive, unbridled generosity in the form of the 
potlatch, where exchange was agonistic, meant to assert social rank by humbling the recipient or 
forcing them to expend their own wealth by reciprocating. The potlatch has been another 
perennial topic of anthropological investigation (Boas 1888). Its spectacular nature and apparent 
irrationality make it a problem in need of a solution—for example, Marvin Harris (1974) 
4 This position is similar to Derrida’s notion of the “free gift,” which is completely voluntary, non-reciprocal, 
made without expectation of reward or even acknowledgement, and ideally anonymous (O’Neill 1999).
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analyzed it as a case of conspicuous consumption in a setting marked by status anxiety. In this 
context, generosity would be most useful when targeting known rivals, but if the recipient is a 
stranger, the wealth displayed to the giver’s kin and immediate circle would still potentially 
reinforce the giver’s social standing and authority. 
In Georges Bataille’s argument, the potlatch is a release of surplus energy/accumulation 
that earns rank for the giver (Bataille 1991). While Bruce Grant sees Bataille’s potlatch as an 
expression of exuberance, Bataille’s giver is far from disinterested, and fully aware of the 
potential benefits to be gleaned. Here, the gift is traded for the acquisition of power, as the giver 
“enriches himself with a contempt for riches” (Bataille 1991:69). Without needing to accept 
Bataille’s underlying philosophy (where production always creates a surplus or “accursed share” 
that must be dissipated as waste if it is not to explode into conflict), we can easily observe the 
logic of using a surplus to cement social ties. As Florian Mühlfried argues (2015), such a strategy
was especially important in lowland Georgia between the 14th and 18th centuries, when 
invasions from all directions ravaged the countryside. In this situation, the long-term 
accumulation of agricultural surplus was impossible, and spending one’s excess on feasts and 
celebrations with friends and neighbors actually was quite rational. After all, group solidarity 
was one of the most important resources in resisting or surviving war and exploitation.
While Bruce Grant warns against becoming too “utilitarian” in our analysis of gift 
reciprocity, he agrees that Mauss shows the interests involved in giving go beyond the 
individuals involved and articulate or contest broader collective values (2009). This is a 
fundamental point—hospitality needs to be understood in its cultural specificity, and as a site 
where competing ideologies are very visible.
Gift-based relations are an example of what Marshall Sahlins calls “general reciprocity,”
in which there is a delay (sometimes a significant one) before the gift is returned, and there is no 
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stipulated value for the reciprocation. This contrasts with “balanced reciprocity,” in which 
payment is immediate and at a value agreed upon as equivalent to that of the thing given. 
Balanced reciprocity includes most instances of payment, although cash is also involved in 
Sahlins’s “negative reciprocity,” in which at least one party is trying to take advantage of the 
other and get something for nothing (Sahlins 1974:193–96).
Possibly due to its implication in the latter kind of transaction, the introduction of 
money is sometimes seen as a “cancellation” of proper ritual hospitality and gift-based relations. 
To Margaret Paxson, “Money is particularly appropriate to exchange with if there is a great 
social distance between the traders; the closer the relationship between people, the more 
uncomfortable and socially inappropriate the use of money becomes” (2005:69). Money may be 
accompanied by an irrevocable taint of impurity or immorality (Lemon 2000). However, the 
political and economic transformations wrought over the past thirty years in formerly socialist 
countries have challenged how people make sense of themselves and others as moral subjects. 
The changes wrought by neoliberalism, globalization, and the ending of state socialism are 
interconnected, but while their ideological implications are accepted by some, this is by no 
means a universal phenomenon. In chapter seven, I will show the complexity of responses in 
several extended case studies.
In the next few sections, I will describe “customary Caucasus hospitality,” then discuss 
how it has been challenged by structural changes and accompanying changes in subjectivity. We 
will see in Part Three that some individuals have refashioned themselves as entrepreneurs, and 
musical tourism has become an important strategic revenue stream. However, this has also led to 
soul-searching and backlash, with resistance to the commodification of hospitality even more 
than to the commodification of music. When being a hospitable and generous host is considered 
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so fundamental to one’s personal morality and even to one’s standing as a true Georgian, what is 
the effect of introducing money?
Traditional Hospitality and Intercultural Encounters in Georgia and the Caucasus
October 2016, Batumi, Ach’ara. After a few months of looking, I’ve connected with a 
friend of a friend who can give me some basic instruction on the Ach’aran ch’iboni bagpipe. I 
fully expect to pay for lessons, but he won’t hear of it. On the contrary, the day after our first 
meeting my whole family must come over to his house to meet his mother, wife, and young 
daughter (just a few months older than our own three-year-old). He knows we’re leaving Georgia
for good in little over a week, so there seems to be a need to make up for lost time. We know 
enough by now to show up with chocolates and a toy for the child. At his home, we are met with 
dinner and sweets, accompanied by strong homemade ch’ach’a that burns (in a good way, for 
once), and many toasts to friendship, to music, to love, to our families. I honk on the ch’iboni for
awhile, and we sing a few folk songs together. 
And then the gifts emerge in a flood. First, a dagger and belt to accompany the 
traditional chokha garment that I recently bought. “No, I don’t need it anymore, I got a new one 
with my uniform when I joined the Ach’ara State Ensemble,” he responds to my protestations. A 
mug with a Georgian flag on it. “Give this to your family back in Canada as a souvenir.” A 
Soviet-era book collecting one hundred notated folk songs. “No no no, it’s fine, I have lots of 
books and you can’t easily get such things back home overseas; we are honored that somebody 
would come here from afar with such a love for our country’s traditions.”
“We need to get out of here before they give us their life savings!” my wife whispers 
sharply. We are off after heartfelt declarations of gratitude and friendship, making promises to 
visit again once we return to the country. But even then, our host manages to slip taxi fare 




Herzfeld writes about Mediterranean hospitality, Levin about Central Asian; the effusive
and rule-bound forms of reciprocal hosting described in this section bear parallels to practices 
that stretch across vast expanses of Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa. But even in 
this context, Caucasus hospitality is regarded as something special. Ethnographic and 
anthropological accounts attest to rich traditions around hospitality and hosting in the Caucasus. 
There are many ways for strangers to enter into tight, binding relationships in this region of the 
world. The guest-host relationship could be viewed as a kind of “transient symbolic kinship” 
(Colarusso 2002:32). The host is obliged to protect, shelter, and feed guests as though they are a 
member of the kin group; in turn, although guests are not expected to pay the host, and may even
be given any possession of the host’s for which they express admiration (Colarusso 2002:56), 
there is definitely a future expectation of some kind of reciprocity.
The Ur-example of Caucasus hospitality is depicted in St’umar-Masp’indzeli (Guest & 
Host), a narrative poem written by Vazha Pshavela, a famous late 19th-century author from 
Georgia’s eastern mountains who was heavily influenced by local oral literatures. In the story, a 
Christian Khevsur (Georgian) meets a Muslim Kist (Chechen) while out hunting. The Kist 
invites the Khevsur into his house, not realizing that the Georgian is responsible for killing his 
brother. When enraged neighbors show up with this damning information, ready to execute the 
interloper in retaliation, the Kist takes the side of his brother’s murderer, stating “Dghes 
st’umaria eg chemi, tund zghva emartos siskhlisa, mitats me ver vughalat’eb, vpitsav ghmerts, 
kmnili imisa” (today he is my guest; even if he should owe a sea of blood, I cannot betray; I 
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swear by God, who has created him). Taking his host obligations to the extreme, the Kist goes so 
far as to slay one of his own tribesmen in defense of the Georgian.5 
Examples of hospitality among the people of the North Caucasus abound, showing an 
overall cultural unity on this particular phenomenon. The ancient Nart sagas of the Circassian 
and Ossetian peoples6 are filled with references to unconditional welcome; in fact, declining a 
host’s offer is described as a highly offensive insult (Colarusso 2002:19). According to the Nart 
sagas, a Circassian family compound should include a dedicated guest house for visitors; a guest 
should receive a feast and entertainment (sometimes for several days or a week), and livestock 
would often be slaughtered upon their arrival for this purpose; envoys must be treated as the 
most honored guests even if sent by an enemy; and guests should be seated in the privileged 
place reserved for the clan chieftain, far away from the door to ensure their safety during a home 
invasion (Colarusso 2002). 
In less distant times, hospitality was considered the cornerstone of habze, the Circassian
customary law that governed correct behavior (Bullough 2010). Amjad Jaimouka includes a 
number of interesting details in his work on Circassian culture (2010). Guests were considered 
sacred, and hosting could be a way to win favor with the gods. In ancient times, the door of the 
guesthouse (usually a separate building from the main house for the privacy of all parties) was 
left open day and night, and any passerby could enter at will without asking permission. Hosts 
were bound by many rules: besides obligations of feeding, entertaining, and protecting (including
blood feud if their guest was killed, which indicates fictive kinship), they could not ask guests 
the purpose of their visit for seven days, could never imply that they were wearing out their 
5 Unsurprisingly where tales of blood feud are concerned, the ultimate outcome is tragic. The Georgian original is
available online at http://www.nplg.gov.ge/ebooks/authors/vaja_pshavela/Poemebi/stumar-maspindzeli.pdf; an 
English translation can be found at http://www.poetryintranslation.com/PITBR/Georgian/HostandGuest.htm
6 The sagas are actually shared among other Caucasus people groups, including the Svans, according to 
Colarusso. Bruce Grant and Lale Yalçın-Heckmann even suggest that their existence implies that there may have
been an ancient shared civilization in the Caucasus, something which nationalist approaches to ethnography 
ignore (B. Grant and Yalçın-Heckman 2008).
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welcome, and could not even ask their name if the guests were unknown to them. Declining a 
guest would lead to lifelong stigmatization. 
Guests were also governed by a set of conventions: they had to follow the host’s 
authority absolutely, never complain, praise the food, and avoid flirting; they also needed to 
avoid eating too much, getting drunk, or praising the host’s possessions since that would imply 
they were asking for a gift. Further, once a guest had stayed with a host, it would be extremely 
rude to choose another host upon returning to that village (Jaimouka 2010). Bullough adds an 
interesting point: despite viewing guests as sacred, there was an expectation that wealthy visitors,
including foreigners, would be generous back (Bullough 2010). Of course, many of these 
ethnographic customs have fallen by the wayside over the centuries, but the wealth of 
documentation suggests that the patterns were very widespread.
Georgian traditional hospitality bears many similarities to that of the North Caucasus. In
Darra Goldstein’s words, hospitality was “akin to godliness” and it was a transgression not to 
honor a guest (Goldstein 1999:26). Hospitality was characterized by inviolate rules and rituals, 
and the Georgian word for friend, megobari, even means etymologically “one who has eaten 
from the same bowl” (Goldstein 1999:xviii).  Alexander Grigolia suggests that religion was the 
motivation for hospitable practices and the sanctity of the guest, especially the belief in good and
evil spirits who could be swayed by generosity (Grigolia 1939). For example, one folktale tells 
of St. George visiting three brothers in disguise; they shared their food with him even though it 
was meager, and prospered as a result (Berman and Kalandadze 2010). Another legend describes 
Christ visiting some farmers in the form of an old man; when his requests for a little refreshment 
were denied, he cursed the land and turned the proprietors into beasts (Virsaladze 2016:331). 
Madge Bray says of Svaneti, “The role of the host is a central pivot and key to existence on 
Earth. For as a person hosts in this world, so he himself will be hosted in eternity. In essence, this
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is what it means to be Svan and, indeed, typifies a nobility central to the Georgian cultural 
identity” (2011:8). 
To Peter Nasmyth, the Georgian cultural essence of friendship and hospitality is 
embedded in the country’s undisputed literary landmark, Vepkhist’qaosani (The Knight in the 
Panther’s Skin), a 13th-century work (Nasmyth 2006). Whether the popularity of this epic poem 
helped to promulgate notions of hospitable conduct, or the work became so popular precisely 
because it reflected deeply held, preexisting values, it is clear that these themes have a long 
history in Georgia.
Grigolia asserts that although this kind of effusive hospitality was once a sacred duty 
“universal among the peoples of the east” (1939:55), it has taken on particular forms in Georgia 
that distinguish it from its North Caucasus neighbors. He argues that among highlanders and 
lowlanders alike, “The doors of every Georgian family are wide open to the stranger. He is 
cordially welcomed and entertained. If the family of the host is poor, the relatives and neighbors 
come to his assistance, supplying what is necessary for the entertainment of the guest” (56). 
Here, “No questions are asked and no introduction is necessary” (53). Grigolia contrasts this with
Circassian hospitality, which was characterized by absolute loyalty to guests who were accepted, 
but where a stranger would be sold into slavery if they were unable to name any Circassian 
friends, ideally somebody known to the host (53). However, Jaimouka argues otherwise, stating 
not only that anonymous guests were welcomed (which does not necessarily indicate a welcome 
for non-Circassians), but that Circassians were usually well-disposed toward foreign visitors and 
that hospitality was a way to cement inter-ethnic relations (Jaimouka 2010).
Hospitality in the Caucasus cannot be severed from the issue of intercultural interaction,
as already discussed in the case of Vazha Pshavela’s “Guest & Host.” According to Goldstein, 
“Georgia’s traditional hospitality is rooted in the intricacies of her long relationships with 
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invaders . . . an enemy may come as far as the door of your house, but once he enters, he is a 
friend” (1999:xviii). Nasmyth concurs, arguing that “Georgia operated—more than most 
countries—under the maxim ‘The best way to master your enemy is to make him your friend’” 
(2006:96).
Bruce Grant (2009: chapter four) documents extensively the various means used by the 
different groups in the highly pluralistic Caucasus to bind themselves together: codes of 
hospitality, cycles of reciprocity set in motion to resolve situations of theft or feud, exogamy and 
bride theft, the amanat and abrek (exiled due to their involvement in blood feud, or to protect 
them from it) who are sheltered by a receiving community, and fictive kinship. In the last case, 
the line between adoption and hostage-taking could be blurred, but both involved the creation of 
interpersonal ties between two families, clans, or even ethnic groups. 
Rebecca Gould has written on how the Vainakh (Chechen, Ingush, and Kist) language 
did not define “Vainakh” in terms of fixed descent. “Vainakh” simply meant “our people.” As she
argues, this definition did not center on notions of racial descent or linguistic heritage—it was 
contextually defined and expansive, with room for negotiation, similarly to writings in 
premodern India that defined “we” according to affiliation to a place—not blood or tongue. 
Although the term “Vainakh” today is used as an ethnic signifier like any other, Gould argues 
that this was not the case until very recently. She suggests that given the “normativity of 
heteroglossia and the multifaceted identity of many of the most ‘ethnically’ diverse parts of the 
world,” the concept of race is “specific and unique to Western modernity” (2008:162). Instead, 
while ethnicity was a “shifting referent” in the Caucasus, the concepts of community and kinship
were fundamental.
Finally, Kevin Tuite has written several works on the topic of border-crossing in 
Georgian mountaineer religion. In a recent article, he argues,
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The comparison of the Svanetian and Xevsuretian materials would lead one
to conclude . . . that regional and interethnic connections were conceived as 
a resource, just as ibex meat was for Svan hunters. From the standpoint of 
the shrines, crossborder traffic was a source of revenue (offerings and 
sacrifices brought from outside Xevsureti), and in return the Chechens, 
Ingush and Tushetians received the protection of powerful Xevsurian 
shrines and their patron deities. (Tuite 2017b:22)
Coupled with the tendency toward exogamy, which required men to find wives from 
outside their home community (Tuite 2006); an overall mobility of goods, people, and beliefs; 
religious rituals attended by members of multiple faiths; and practices of godparenthood, “blood 
brothers,” and other forms of fictive kinship analogous to those described by Grant (Tuite 2011), 
the productive necessity of encounters with “difference” in Georgia and the Caucasus is obvious. 
Again this parallels the Suyá (Seeger 2004), whose songs come from outside the tribe, or the 
Kuranko of Sierra Leone, whose origin narratives refer to a freely chosen bond of friendship 
proferred by an absolute outsider—in this case, an animal, which Jackson suggests offers a 
model where kinship must open up to the world to endure (1998:39).
Of course, human relationships forged by kidnapping, hostage-taking and bride theft 
should not be romanticized. However, here I make an argument similar to Gerald Creed (2011): 
before importing a specific Western framework of liberal democracy based on “universal human 
rights” that may have little local conceptual resonance, it is worth looking for existing precedents
that may accomplish some of the same goals. In the Caucasus, Others have become fictive kin 
and ended feuds by doing so, or have even literally become family members. At the very least, 
this precludes the possibility of completely dehumanizing the ethnic Other.
Whatever the specific details of Georgian vs North Caucasus hospitality, hospitality is 
unquestionably deeply valued in this part of the world. My own experience certainly bears this 
out, as this was one of the first things people would usually ask me about when meeting for the 
first time. “Georgians are good hosts, aren’t we? We really love guests here” were comments I 
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probably heard from several dozen different taxi drivers. And while I never had a cow 
slaughtered specifically to celebrate my arrival, I did have many experiences of warm generosity,
particularly in rural parts of the country like Svaneti and Ach’ara. However, I also encountered 
notes of disquiet—a feeling that part of the national soul had been torn away. Hospitality was not
what it used to be, and there were many explanations why—often to do with the trauma of the 
Soviet period and what followed it.
The Postsocialist Condition
As far as “transitions” go, Georgia had a hard one. Whenever I heard people talk about 
the decade after the fall of the USSR, I would mentally classify their comments under a category 
called “The Bad 1990s.” This period was typified by chaos and civil war, which touched even the
streets of Tbilisi after the first president, Zviad Gamsakhurdia, was ousted in a coup a year after 
his election. Violent paramilitaries followed him as he retreated to loyalists in his home province,
Samegrelo, in Western Georgia. This was followed shortly by the Abkhazian war of secession, 
which Georgia lost, leading to an influx of 250,000 IDPs (Cheterian 2008). In the words of 
Jonathan Wheatley, “in the early 1990s Georgia was marked by total chaos and lawlessness . . . 
the new state proved utterly incapable of executing its core functions” (2009:123). 
Georgia’s former top Communist official, Eduard Shevardnadze (who had been 
promoted to Soviet foreign minister under Gorbachev), was brought back to lead the country, and
served as president for a decade. However, his tenure was marked by poverty and massive 
corruption—rather ironically, given that Shevardnadze had first come to prominence in the 
Georgian Communist party as an anti-corruption reformer (Suny 1994a). Many Georgians told 
me that during the 1990s, there was no work, no money, no electricity, no water, and no food. In 
fact, urban dwellers with rural connections would sometimes move back to the village, where 
they could at least help their relatives grow crops for survival. This period ended in the 
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nonviolent Rose Revolution of late 2003, and the accompanying electoral victory of its leader, 
Mikheil Saak’ashvili, in January 2004.
The Saak’ashvili era featured strong anti-corruption efforts, a bid to increase the power 
of the central government, and significant economic reforms that deregulated and cut red tape 
(Cheterian 2009b). Christian Timm describes the first years of this period as a “libertarian 
experiment” (2013:1), although the approach changed to one of much more direct state 
intervention in favor of particular monopolies and monied interests (particularly those with close 
connections to Saak’ashvili’s allies). A disastrous five-day war with Russia in August 2008 was 
more symbolically than physically damaging, since it basically ended any hopes of eventual 
reconciliation with the breakaway territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. Saak’ashvili’s star 
began to wane over these years, and his “United National Movement” was eventually swept out 
of power in a 2012 election shortly after videos of brutal prisoner abuse emerged. 
The succeeding “Georgian Dream” coalition was headed by a mysterious billionaire 
oligarch who had made his fortune in Russian oil. Motivated apparently by a strong personal 
dislike of Saak’ashvili, Bidzina Ivanishvili served as prime minister for a single year before 
stepping down, but he remained the undisputed power behind the throne of his party (as well as 
Georgia’s richest person), and returned to his position as chairman of the Georgian Dream in 
2018 after conflicts with some of his own prime ministers and presidents. Ivanishvili now gazes 
down on Tbilisi’s Old Town from a hypermodern mansion that would do a James Bond villain 
proud, while his party is often critiqued for doing little more than complaining about 
Saak’ashvili, even after years of power.
The overall picture emerging here is one of alternating turmoil and stagnation (although 
few would claim that things haven’t improved greatly since the 1990s, when militias roamed the 
streets of Tbilisi with assault rifles). As in so many places, the coming of capitalism did not bring
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immediate democracy (Cheterian 2009b). Many do not believe that the government rules 
effectively, and people still complain of low salaries and crumbling infrastructure. Georgia is still
“transitioning,” in a slightly more nativist and conservative direction at the moment, but what the
arrival point will be is still very much in question. The whole rhetoric of “transition” that 
accompanied initial work on postsocialism is problematic, of course, if it presupposes that the 
only historical break that matters is the irrevocable one between state socialism and its end.7 
Still, it cannot be denied that the end of Communist Party rule was experienced as a 
major shift for millions of people across the entire socialist bloc. Along with changes in state 
formation came massive increases in inequality, as a few well-connected individuals “plundered”
formerly collective property (Dunn 2004; Verdery 1996). These political and economic shifts 
necessitated shifts in subjectivity as well: changes in “cosmologies,” representations of the 
world, or worldviews  (Manning 2007b; Verdery 2000); understandings of morality and agency; 
and beliefs about self-identity and even history.
Of course, many deeply mourned these changes. To the post-Yugoslav Serbian citizens 
studied by Jessica Greenberg, the new state of being was experienced as one of profound 
disaffection, a state of abnormality where one’ s agency could not be turned into reality due to 
the unpredictability and uncertainty of everyday life. Many felt that they could not even be moral
subjects since they were forced to act against their own standards of morality to survive from day
to day (Greenberg 2011:89). This state of moral and political chaos was summed up aptly by one 
Bulgarian musician, who asked whether he was living in a democracy or a “crazy-ocracy” 
7  Many postsocialist, purportedly “democratic” regimes were headed by members of the old socialist 
nomenklatura, and continued to be typified by the same kind of casual corruption (Derluguian 2005). And state 
socialism itself, hardly an eternally stable foundation, was riven by contradictions and shifts. Lynn Haney shows
that Hungary greatly changed its approach to social welfare no less than three times well before its communists 
left power (Haney 2002). And Florian Mühlfried describes how Tushetian pastoralists, a traditionally 
transhumant group, were resettled back and forth from the mountains to the plains many times by the Soviet 
bureaucracy (Mühlfried 2010). In these latter two cases, people may have experienced the end of socialism not 
as a single epochal change, but as yet another disruption in a long series.
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(Buchanan 2006:430). Mathijs Pelkmans, describing a formerly important Kyrgyz factory town 
as a “ruined post-industrial wasteland,” argues that the unfortunate “survivors” who were unable 
to leave are consumed by nostalgia not for the actual conditions of the Soviet past, which were 
far from perfect, but for its unwavering hope in a better future. As a result, the “post-Soviet 
condition” becomes one of ideological excess, with competing visions (religious, nationalist, 
developmental, market) that are all fragile (Pelkmans 2013:18, 20).
Elizabeth Dunn’s article on botulism in Georgia centers around the vacuum left after 
state collapse by examining “haunted tomatoes” (Dunn 2008). Georgians traditionally pickled 
green tomatoes before the 1950s, but the USSR produced canned red tomatoes that became very 
popular in local cuisine. The can of tomatoes, argues Dunn, could be semiotically analyzed as a 
sign of the state, with individuals able to abduct the agency of the agent behind its production. 
With the collapse of the USSR and its centralized production system, canned red tomatoes could 
not be identified with a specific agent. People distrusted the creators of the tomatoes, who might 
have put anything in there to save money, and turned to canning themselves. However, many 
amateur canners lacked the knowledge for sanitary canning unless they had actually worked in a 
factory, and were inviting food poisoning. To Dunn, this practice expresses a “nostalgia for the 
state” and its products, but also for its way of fixing and stabilizing reality—a stability that 
seemed irrevocably lost (254).
Neoliberalism and Morality
Despite the confusion and semiotic chaos accompanying this unmoored reality, 
policymakers, economists, and moneylenders did have a coherent ideology in mind to replace 
communism. That ideology was neoliberalism or “free-market fundamentalism.” David Harvey 
defines this as an economic approach which seeks to “liberate the entrepreneur,” a regime 
characterized by strong property rights, a free market, free trade, and a minimum of state 
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intervention. True to his Marxist convictions, Harvey sees neoliberalism as a mechanism of 
redistribution, allowing elites to siphon off the wealth accrued by the middle and working classes
during decades of social welfare and Fordism (Harvey 2005). To Aet Annist, a neoliberal state 
“has been freed from the obligation to act ethically toward the citizen,” seeing its primary role as 
to enable rather than provide (2014:91). Jamie Peck & Adam Tickell complicate Harvey’s 
definition, distinguishing between the “roll-back,” privatizing, deregulatory neoliberalism of the 
1980s and a newer model, “roll-out” neoliberalism, which allows a more heavy-handed state at 
least in certain areas—in other terms, a distinction between neoliberalism’s destructive and 
constructive phases (Peck and Tickell 2002). State intervention in roll-out neoliberalism seeks to 
protect the principle of individual entrepreneurialism—by force if necessary. 
Neoliberalism is characterized by what Harvey calls “space-time compression,” making 
the world seem much smaller and easier to access, with new types of food suddenly available at 
the supermarket, new types of music playing on the radio, and new languages being spoken by 
new groups of people living in houses just down the street. However, as Appadurai notes, this 
sudden shift is also accompanied by the “vigorous production of locality” (Appadurai 1996). 
Cosmopolitanism and nativism are like “conjoined twins,” and both are part and parcel of the 
globalization process (Geschiere and Nyamnjoh 2001). Thus the reaction to neoliberalism may 
involve holding ever more tightly to local values and traditions, now perceived as threatened.
Neoliberalism is not value-free, but has its own definitions of morality. Bruno Amable 
describes the type of person prized under neoliberalism: independent, self-reliant, flexible, 
competitive, and willing to exploit their own labor to the fullest as an expression of their own 
agency (Amable 2011). These types of entrepreneurial subjects invest in themselves to increase 
their own potential profitability (see the innumerable business magazine discussions of recent 
years about investing in “your personal brand”). Bootstraps-pulling is necessary in a regime 
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where the individual cannot rely on much state welfare; those who fail risk being tarred not 
simply as unsuccessful or useless, but as immoral: parasites, spongers, “looters, moochers” (A. 
Rand 1996), welfare queens, lazy freeloaders.
To the early postsocialist reformers, neoliberalism and insertion into a system of 
globalized capitalism (where production and consumption are increasingly distant from each 
other) were viewed as the ultimate answer. The Comaroffs refer to the late capitalist moment as 
“messianic capitalism,” or “a capitalism that presents itself as a gospel of salvation; a capitalism 
that, if rightly harnessed, is invested with the capacity wholly to transform the universe of the 
marginalized and disempowered” (J. Comaroff and Comaroff 2001:2). Only shock therapy, an 
immediate plunge into the cold waters of the free-market economy, would rid citizens of their 
dependence on the state, and free them up to prosper in a new world governed by supply-side 
economic rationality. 
Of course, this was controversial. For example, for thousands of people in Ukraine who 
had formerly relied on welfare to survive, the abdication of responsibilities by the state proved it 
to be immoral and illegitimate (Phillips 2005). Not every state immediately dismantled the safety
net, though; experiences were different in each locality, and Stephen Collier has attempted to 
demonstrate that neoliberalism is not simply an evil caricature, but a selective reconfiguration of 
society that necessarily allows some compromises with social justice (Collier 2011). Collier’s 
critique of the “conventional wisdom” on neoliberalism as espoused by Harvey, Naomi Klein 
(2008), and others, is important: we should be wary of tendencies to see neoliberalism as a “dark 
and pervasive force” (Collier 2011:12) that is behind any and all examples of marketization, 
opposition to social welfare, and calculative choice. 
Neoliberalism is not an active agent; it is an ideology that is implemented in 
circumstances that vary greatly, in part due to the interpretations and wishes of local decision-
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makers. But Collier elsewhere notes that, unlike in Russia, Georgia’s preservation of social 
welfare institutions and commitments was “weak” and its economic collapse particularly acute: 
GDP rates in 2002 reached only 35% of their 1989 level (Collier and Way 2004:261). In such 
settings, the coming of capitalism may be experienced as a state of being that James Ferguson 
has described as “abjection,” in which individuals are not only marginalized, but all the more 
painfully, maintain memories of a much higher standing of living from which they have been 
violently expelled (Ferguson 2002). This was all the more crushing in Georgia, since for many in
the late communist era, capitalism was irrevocably linked with the promise of democracy and 
freedom—messianic, indeed. This specific postsocialist resonance of neoliberalism is often 
missed in more general analyses.
Besides resentment over the state’s perceived abdication of responsibilities, some people
resisted the moral recoding of money. The Soviet system had provided a strongly negative 
moralizing lens through which to view money. In the early years, wealth was a sign of bourgeois 
status, while later having money meant that one was closely associated with the Party, and 
perhaps morally suspect as a result—the beneficiary of nepotism or corruption (Wanner 2005). 
Possession of US dollars in particular implied that one was an underworld spekulant in Soviet 
times, an association that some still make (Paxson 2005:69). This was nearly the opposite of the 
“Protestant work ethic” dominant in many capitalist societies, where wealth was associated with 
thrift, prudence, hard work, and sobriety (Weber 2003). After the transition, money replaced the 
old networks of barter and social reciprocity, and contributed to the alienation of people from 
their own society. 
In a system where human needs were considered a matter of state provision, money 
could serve purposes that went beyond mere survival. Gerald Creed discusses a kind of Maussian
gift economy in rural Bulgaria, where the accumulation of money from state salaries and the lack
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of places to spend it resulted in enormously lavish weddings that the entire social network and 
village attended. These events solidified social bonds and contributed to a richly high-context 
society. In such a setting, money’s primary purpose was to lubricate gift exchange (Creed 2003). 
Timothy Rice similarly notes that lavish weddings became one of the few outlets for spending 
money in communist Bulgaria, and that they became a kind of underground site of resistance to 
state control (Rice 1994). 
After socialism ended, the lack of money (and devaluation of people’s savings) meant 
that these rituals had to be curtailed greatly. Celebrations were smaller and more limited in 
scope, slowly dissolving some of the customary bonds and encounters between neighbors over 
time. As sense of place disappeared, people found it easier to leave their villages to find work, 
which contributed to the further depression of local economies in a feedback loop (Creed 2003). 
This was not an immediate process, and Creed notes that the fact that so many people continued 
to hold feasts even in times of great economic deprivation was proof of how seriously these 
celebrations were taken (Creed 2011). Cynthia Werner made a similar discovery in post-Soviet 
Kazakhstan, where rural citizens estimated spending roughly half of their yearly income on 
wedding gifts (Werner 1997). 
When hospitality is so integral to local lifeways and systems of value, the inability to 
offer it can seem crushing—another instance of abjection. In Georgia, Nora Dudwick explains, 
one of the greatest moral hardships brought during the “bad 1990s” was a sense of shame. 
Formerly, “lavish rituals of display, hospitality and generosity were a critically important 
mechanism by which families maintained both self-respect and social standing in the 
community” (Dudwick 2003:218). Now people were forced into social isolation, becoming 
“hermits” to avoid visits and obligations. Social and family ties were ruptured as the newly rich 
distanced themselves from neighbors and relatives. Aet Annist describes a parallel situation in 
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Estonia, where villagers began to withdraw from social life to avoid showing their dire straits. 
Unequal relations were awkward, so people simply stopped relating; mutual relations and 
reciprocity had been replaced by unidirectional need toward the few “haves” (Annist 2014:20). 
As Dudwick writes, “Traditionally hospitable Georgians now lived in fear of being hosts or even 
guests. They had nothing to serve, and they were unwilling to be guests, because it was 
considered shameful to come to a funeral or wedding without a gift of money” (2003:254). 
Funerals were supposed to be lavish affairs, but there were now many costs to consider, and not 
being able to offer a traditional send-off to a loved one took a harsh emotional toll. 
This inability must have been particularly galling in an era where conspicuous 
consumption was encouraged (for those who could afford it). Under socialism, conspicuous 
consumption, in the form of feasts and other events that promoted ties of obligation and 
reciprocity, was often not approved by the state. Paul Manning notes that in Soviet publications, 
the Georgian supra was coded as non-productive consumption, a wasteful use of resources 
(Manning 2007c). Nevertheless, such events were socially valued and acceptable (or even 
connected with national pride, in the Georgian case). Manning says that most Georgians (at least 
in 2007) had moved from a state where conspicuous consumption was possible to one of poverty.
In a time of economic scarcity, Werner argues, Kazakh elites needed to prove their continued 
place at the top of the social hierarchy, showing that they were not falling behind their peers. But 
when they did so—purchasing imported items rather than brands held over from Soviet times, 
and the like—their consumption was resented by those who were poorer, who often ridiculed 
their buying choices (Werner 1997). Nevertheless, a significant part of the population attempted 
to mimic the status-oriented behavior of the wealthier classes, as far as their budgets would allow




For the poorest of the poor, conspicuous consumption was an insult because it reminded
them of their abject position. Martin Fredriksen describes how unemployed young men in 
Bat’umi (western Georgia) viewed successful businessmen with their “big bellies” as immoral—
somewhat ironically given that the same young men often resorted to thievery or drug 
smuggling. Nevertheless, they were morally better than the businessmen, who were rumored to 
have forgotten their friends once they began making money (Frederiksen 2011). For people who 
were slightly better off, the new glamorous life seemed almost attainable, and there was likely 
less of a tendency to immediately reject it. Donna Buchanan has described how music videos in 
Bulgaria depicted a sort of ambivalent praise and critique of the new tendency toward 
conspicuous consumption after the transition. Wealth here is often associated with criminality, 
but the videos, which show luxury goods being consumed along with other shows of excess, 
represent a kind of “imagined nostalgia” for a future that was promised by the coming of 
democracy but never actually arrived (Buchanan 2010). How does this compare with the Soviet 
nostalgia felt by Pelkmans’s benighted Kyrgyz factory castoffs? The Bulgarian example treats an
economic regime that may not have delivered on its promises, but is still firmly in place. As long 
as the mythology of bootstrap effort leading to plentiful rewards is promulgated, some people 
will continue to believe that if they just hit on the right kind of strategy—become the right kind 
of person—they will be able to finally achieve that elusive success.
Becoming Enterprising Subjects—Or Not
Success in a new system with quite different values (whether the formerly prevailing 
values were socialist or connected with ideas of tradition and hospitality) requires changes in the 
self. As Thomas Cushman writes, Soviet existence had offered a stable framework for individual 
and collective identity (1995); with this foundation eroded, alternatives needed to be found. This 
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line of thought was pursued strongly by Alexei Yurchak in his surveys of the “entrepreneurial 
governmentality” of New Russian businessmen. Yurchak found that these individuals became 
“entrepreneurs of the self,” learning with fluency a “whole set of norms that demarcate everyday 
practices, dispositions, and one’s relationship to the self and to the world” (2003:73). Of course, 
the new self is not created from whole cloth—Yurchak elsewhere suggests that the first 
generation of Russian entrepreneurs were so successful because many of them had learned the 
necessary skills as members of youth Komsomol organizations (2002). Black market sellers were
already working within a basically capitalist supply/demand framework well before perestroika, 
and similar small-scale buying and selling became a common occupation in the new economy. 
For certain groups, like the Gorale, transhumants from southern Poland, state salaries had even 
been regarded as illegitimate, and only money made through self-initiated activities was 
acceptable (Mandel and Humphrey 2002).
In many cases, though, skills were not directly transferable, and people were simply 
unable to adjust. For example, Elizabeth Dunn describes the privatization of a baby-food plant in
Poland, which was sold to Gerber. The new American ownership realized that they would need to
create the kind of subjects that they were used to dealing with to make the factory profitable in a 
capitalist system. While they initially tried to retrain the Polish managers and workers held over 
from before the transition, they quickly ran into problems. The Poles had a different notion of 
what a workplace should be and what it would provide for its employees, being used to a 
socialist system where the factory was the primary community of belonging and also the way the
state passed benefits and welfare to the people. After a few conflicts, the American owners began
to phase out the current workers and managers in favor of new employees, especially targeting 
for management younger Polish urbanites, who had more quickly internalized neoliberal 
subjectivities and accompanying discourses about “dressing for success” and investing in 
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themselves (Dunn 2004). We can only imagine how disaffecting this was to the newly 
“redundant” employees. In what might seem like an obvious but important point, Aet Annist 
argues that Dunn does not go far enough in her analysis: not only the meaning of “person” 
changed under the new regime, so did the way people related to each other, involving “a 
profound transformation of relations between people, and relations of power and possession” 
(Annist 2014:104). The transformation of civility was one of the most fundamental 
characteristics of the end of state socialism.
Despite entering into this new economic realm, some individuals resisted the new 
implications of wealth and status. An interesting case study is presented here by Larisa Jašarević.
She discusses how socialist discourse valued the peasant-producer and denigrated the 
“nonproducer”—the black market seller who made money through markups on products that 
others had created (in many places throughout the socialist world, such individuals were often 
members of stigmatized ethnic minorities like Roma). In the new setting, many people had 
turned to selling to make ends meet, but they sought to moralize this situation in ways that made 
sense to their situation. They did this by claiming a kind of subsistence ethic, where each 
individual sold enough to survive but was not trying to get rich (at least openly). A seller who 
had already made a few sales in a day might actually direct a customer to a colleague who was 
less successful. Conversely, those sellers who expressed a profit motive directly and exploited 
the rules to prosper were denigrated as immoral, regarded in the same category as 
“nonproducers.”8 The rent-seeking foreign owners of the market, who were seen as exploiting 
the sellers with high stall fees, also belonged to this category (Jašarević 2007).
The peasant “subsistence ethic” was extensively discussed by James Scott (1977), who 
wrote that it arises from a fear of food shortages; patterns of reciprocity, forced generosity, 
8 In Georgia, such a figure might be called a qaltabandi or aperist’i, implying a swindler or cheat.
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communal land and work-sharing are all strategies devised to reduce this risk. Gossip and envy 
actually serve to ensure that nobody gets too far ahead of their fellows, or forgets to contribute to
the common good. Scott also suggests that from this standpoint, landowners and other elites will 
be judged morally to the extent that they leave the peasants with enough to survive, and fill in the
gaps when a minimal return is not met; peasant uprisings result not when much is taken, but 
when too little is left (which can result from a flat tax, rather than one that adapts depending on 
the yearly yields). The “moral economy” here is based not on equal rights or radical 
egalitarianism, but on security—the right to subsistence. 
Scott’s case study is situated in Southeast Asia and he only speculates that the argument 
may also hold true in other places; yet he explicitly limits it to those with very low incomes, little
land, large families, highly variable yields, and few outside opportunities, which are all valid 
descriptors for most residents of Svaneti up until very recently. In an inhospitable alpine 
environment, the ability to make a moral claim on a stranger as a guest was a crucial survival 
strategy; this may be one reason why laws of hospitality were so ingrained across the North 
Caucasus.
An instructive description of the shift from a peasant mode of production to a capitalist 
one is found in Michael Taussig’s The Devil and Commodity Fetishism in South America 
(Taussig 2010). Taussig describes how proletarianizing peasants imagined the wealth arising 
from capitalist labor as resulting from a contract with the devil. This money was “unproductive” 
and could only be spent on luxuries; if applied to improve a family farm, the crops would fail, 
and the possessor would invariably die early or suffer personal tragedy. To Taussig, this striking 
morally-charged rendition of capitalism’s evils represents the shift from an economy 
characterized by personal bonds to one of exploitation and asymmetry. In other terms, a shift 
from production for the sake of use-values—items directly useful to their creators, which “seem 
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to embody the social milieu from which they come” (36), to production for the sake of exchange-
values—fetishized commodities meant for the market, and serving mainly to accumulate as 
much wealth as possible.
Before I read Taussig’s book, I was having a conversation with a Svan musician who 
was bemoaning how her village was being changed by tourism. People wanted money any time 
they interacted with a foreigner, and were behaving less like generous hosts (which she clearly 
held up as the ideal). Conversation went on in this vein for quite some time, and attempting to 
summarize her feelings in a way that would capture the vehemence of her critique, I suggested 
that she felt “Money is the devil” (“puli eshmak’ia”). She agreed immediately.
Of course, we need to be careful in applying the analyses of Scott and Taussig to the 
Caucasus. Both authors analyze a peasant worldview under a peasant mode of existence. Georgia
may have less than three decades’ experience as a capitalist country, but it was part of a 
deliberately modernizing Soviet Union for much longer than that. However, without calling 
today’s rural mountain-dwellers “peasants,” I do believe that there are striking resonances 
between the peasant values described by both Scott and Taussig and the norms of traditional 
Caucasus hospitality—not to mention that many Svans do still practice subsistence agriculture, 
raising cows, growing vegetables, and cutting hay by hand. Further, between capitalism and 
socialism, the latter is closer to peasant and hospitable values, as shown by Jašarević’s example.
All of these precedents serve to overdetermine the contemporary attitude toward 
profiting from tourism in Georgia today. In places like Svaneti, this industry is felt to be the best 
option for future development and economic growth, and many people profit from it directly or 
indirectly. However, in many cases the same people express discomfort with the money they 








SVANETI AS CONCEPT AND PLACE IN 
THE GEORGIAN NATIONAL IMAGINATION
Islam Pilpani was born on May 1, 1934, in the village of Kashveti in the Lenjeri 
community.1 He grew up in a large intergenerational Svan home, which held 29 individuals at its 
peak. In these old-style homes, called machub-s, people lived together with their livestock, 
whose pens lined the walls under the family beds. This arrangement consolidated heat for the 
long, cold winters. The diet was heavy in meat, milk, cheese, yogurt, and potatoes, with little 
access to grain or sugar. Singing was a regular occurrence in the family home, as there were 
many good musicians, including Islam’s father and uncles.
Islam’s unusual name (which indeed refers to the Islamic religion in Georgian/Svan) 
points to a long-standing pattern of intercultural encounter in the Caucasus. Svan men frequently 
crossed into the North Caucasus—Balkaria, North Ossetia, Karachay—to work, cutting hay for 
the locals in return for payment in livestock. Most peoples of the North Caucasus are Muslim, 
and “Islam” is a common given name there. One year, Islam’s father Maksime was snowed in 
and ended up staying on the other side of the mountains for the entire winter. Shortly after he 
was able to return, Islam was born, and Maksime named him, perhaps to honor a friend (Islam 
was unsure exactly why). While his given birth name was Islam, his parents later registered him 
under the name of an older brother who had died. Islam took on the older brother’s legal identity,
including his record of military service, which meant Islam would not have to serve in the 
military himself. This seems to have been done with the tacit approval of local authorities, who 
knew that Islam was the only surviving son in his family. So although his legal name is Ekvtime 
(sometimes spelled Eptime), he has always been known as Islam.




According to Islam, during Soviet times, religious songs were banned, “but we 
performed them anyway.” He remembers that some Svan lay priests (bap) were sent to the 
Siberian gulag, and that the Communists sometimes handed out fines when people sacrificed 
cattle at churches for religious festivals.
* * *
Tu Svanetshi ar qopilkhar, Sakartvelo ar ginakhavs. 
If you haven’t been to Svaneti, you haven’t seen Georgia.
These words, attributed to Ilia Ch’avch’avadze,2 are well known in Georgia; they have 
even become a kind of slogan for Svaneti—for example, they decorated the stage at a 2016 
summer festival in Mest’ia, Svaneti’s largest town, and they are quoted in a popular Georgian 
language pop-folk song about the region, “Miqvars sadats davibade” (I love the place where I 
was born). Svaneti holds a special, if complex, place in the national imaginary, as hinted at in 
this typical description: “Svaneti is an organic part of united Georgia and an outstanding region 
with its own peculiarity, culture, traditions and even separate history” (Baramishvili 2016:4). 
Compare that with the following: “Svan folk song is an inseparable part of united Georgian 
musical folklore” (Meskhi and Gabisonia 2005:2). A naive observer might assume that this 
boilerplate insistence on Svaneti’s integral connection with Georgia masks a deeper concern over
that relationship. And they would be right.
In this chapter, I will examine Svaneti as a distinctive region within Georgia, describing 
its unique characteristics as understood locally and by other Georgians. Each section will focus 
on a different aspect—basic facts, discourse and symbols, language, and religious practice—to 
provide a full picture in the aggregate. The Svan language and local religious practices are points
of distinction that separate Svaneti from the general Georgian model and sometimes raise the 
2 A writer who was the most important Georgian romantic nationalist of the late 19th century, later canonized by 
the Georgian Orthodox Church.
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specter of separatism, a subject with particular and specific resonances in Georgia. In general, 
then, I will show how Svaneti differs from the rest of Georgia—not merely as one region of a 
dozen or so that each have their own particularities, but as a region which is more different than 
others. Svaneti is seen as the most ancient, archaic, isolated, barbaric, and primitive part of the 
country. As Sara Ahmed states, “each encounter reopens past encounters” (2000:8), and any 
interaction between Svans and foreigners or other Georgians will be inflected by the broader 
stereotypes and working knowledge each party has about the other. This chapter will especially 
address aspects of Svaneti’s past that inflect post-Soviet developments in myriad ways.
ABOUT SVANETI
This brief opening section will outline foundational facts about the region. Although 
home to a very small population, Svaneti is one of the most distinctive regions from the 
perspective of Georgian ethnologists, as its inhabitants were significantly isolated from ancient 
times until just a few decades ago. Svaneti is located in northwest Georgia, bordering Russia, 
Abkhazia,3 and the provinces of Samegrelo and Racha-Lechkhumi (see map 3.1.). A relatively 
small region of approximately 4882 km2 (Bærug 2015:225), Svaneti is divided into Upper and 
Lower Svaneti. The region coheres as a language area, being the geographical home of the oral 
Svan language, which is related to Georgian but not mutually intelligible with it. The Svans are 
the only speakers of this language (called Lushnu in their own tongue or Svanuri in Georgian), 
which is split into four dialects; almost all Svans (Mushwan) lived in what is now Svaneti 
(Shwan), or in regions on its immediate borders, until recently. As Voell puts it, “the Svans are 
3 In listing Abkhazia separately from other Georgian provinces, I do not claim a position in support of Abkhazian 
separatism, but merely acknowledge that it is de facto not under the control of the Georgian government and 
that this long-standing situation is unlikely to change soon.
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considered Georgians, a definition that the Svans share” (Voell 2015:8). Svan family names are 
easily identified in Georgia by their -ani/-iani endings (Pirtskhelani, Parjiani, etc.).4
Map 3.1. Svaneti and the regions of Georgia5
Upper and Lower Svaneti are politically divided today, with Upper Svaneti incorporated
into an administrative district with Samegrelo, a lowland region to the southwest, and Lower 
Svaneti joined with Racha-Lechkhumi to its immediate southeast. Practically speaking, the 
largest centers in Upper and Lower Svaneti (Mest’ia and Lentekhi) are much farther from each 
other than they are from non-Svan-speaking areas. Driving between the two takes eight or nine 
hours on a punishing unpaved road that is only navigable for half of the year.6 During my own 
4 In Svan, words ending in a consonant do not take the Georgian nominative ending -i, so these names would 
sound locally as Pirtskhelan and Parjian, though all official documents would use the Georgian spelling. Svan 
family names can also be found in bordering regions, presumably families with Svan ancestral origins.
5 Map created by Peter Fitzgerald in 2007. Public domain. Colors have been altered.
6 It actually takes less time to drive between Mest'ia and Lentekhi by leaving Svaneti and travelling through the 
regions of Samegrelo, Imereti and Lechkhumi than it does to drive the more “direct” route solely through 
Svaneti, even though the all-Svaneti route is barely a third as far in terms of mileage. In recent years, though, 
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research, I spent more than six months in Upper Svaneti, and only a few days in Lower Svaneti. 
Upper Svaneti is further divided by the Bal Ridge, with areas to the west called Lower Bal 
Svaneti, and those to the east, Upper Bal Svaneti. Upper Svaneti contains about a dozen 
“communes” or settlement areas that each include several smaller villages in close proximity. 
The communes of most importance in this dissertation are Mest’ia, Lenjeri (home of the Pilpanis 
from Kashveti village), Lat’ali (home of the Chamgelianis from Lakhushdi village), and Ushguli.
Historically, Upper Bal Svaneti (the highest altitude region) was also known as “Free 
Svaneti” due to the inability of feudal lords to gain a foothold there. Rather, each clan household 
ran its own affairs, relying on customary traditional law and mediators to handle major disputes 
when necessary (Voell 2013). This area is also the source of the major symbols informing the 
national image of Svaneti, including many of Georgia’s tallest mountains, and is the part of 
Svaneti most visited by tourists.
Some scholars used to speculate that the Svan people were descended from the ancient 
Sumerians (Araqishvili 2010); this is a discredited opinion today but most still hold that Svans 
have occupied the current territory for four or five millennia (Tuite 1994), perhaps once living on
the coast of the Black Sea. The Roman geographer Strabo (64 BCE–24 CE) reported, “The Svans
are a mighty people and, I think, the bravest and boldest in the world. They live in peace with 
neighboring peoples. They have a king and a council of 300 men. They can muster a force of 
200,000 warriors” (Derlemenko and Gigilashvili 1983:24). These words are prominently 
displayed on the wall of the Svaneti Museum of History and Ethnography in Mest’ia.
Svaneti has been incorporated into various Georgian political entities over the centuries.
The Georgian Chronicle (Kartlis tskhovreba), the primary text for Georgian history, first 
there has been talk of constructing a tunnel through the mountain range dividing Upper and Lower Svaneti, 
which would not merely make it easier for Svans to travel throughout the region, but would cut travel time from 
Tbilisi to Mest’ia by nearly two hours. This would be particularly welcomed by tourists.
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mentions Svaneti as a part of the region of Egrisi or Lazica, which was granted to a loyal 
follower of Parnavaz, the first king of the Kartlosi dynasty, some time after 300 BCE (Met’reveli
2014:24). The Chronicle later refers to Svaneti as a territory incorporated into the kingdoms of 
Vakhtang Gorgasali (5th century CE), Giorgi I (11th century), Giorgi III, and Tamar the Great 
(rulers during Georgia’s “Golden Age” of the mid-to-late 12th century), sometimes equating 
Svaneti with Abkhazia or Megrelia (Met’reveli 2014:207). 
The picture emerging from these scant references is of a potentially dangerous province.
For example, the Chronicle states that under Tamar, the female ruler popularly regarded as 
perhaps Georgia’s greatest monarch and generally referred to as “King” for her might,7 “Nobody 
dared to steal—neither the Ossetians nor the Mtiulis, nor the Q’ipchaks nor the Svans” (203). 
The phrasing suggests that these peoples (mostly mountaineers) had a reputation for extra-legal 
activity under less unusual circumstances. The Chronicle also registers Svan participation in 
rebellions against Giorgi I (162) and even Tamar (248-9, 290)—the latter is especially surprising,
not only in light of the above quote, but given the reverential esteem in which Tamar is held in 
Svaneti today. Many Svans believe that Tamar had a special love for Svaneti, and several 
buildings in the highest village in Upper Svaneti were reportedly built by her as a summer 
retreat. Svaneti is also hypothesized as the site of her hidden grave, though this claim is hardly 
unique (Derlemenko and Gigilashvili 1983:24). 
Svaneti was christianized in the early sixth century, though religious practice maintained
many pre-Christian elements. Many churches dot the region, and ecclesiastical iconography, 
fresco painting, and metalwork flowered particularly during Georgia’s “Golden Age.” By the 
fifteenth century, after a time of state fragmentation, Svaneti fell out of lowland political control. 
7 The Georgian word mepe does not actually indicate gender but means “sovereign” rather than “king” 
specifically. However, Georgians make a point of calling her “King Tamar” rather than “Queen Tamar” in 




After 1600, Lower Bal Svaneti was ruled by the Dadeshkeliani dynasty; although they made 
fitful efforts to expand past the Bal ridge, “Free Svaneti” remained free of overlords. The two 
areas were basically independent until well after Russia’s imperial conquest of Georgia in 1801. 
As was the case in Daghestan in the North Caucasus, Georgia’s mountain peoples resisted the 
Russian Empire much longer than was possible for lowlanders. Piece by piece, Svaneti was 
incorporated into the Empire in the 1860s, but it was not until an 1876 rebellion against taxes, 
and the army’s subsequent eradication of the village of Khalde, that Upper Svaneti could be 
considered truly pacified.
Svaneti was the target of infrastructural development under the Soviets: roads were built
for the first time in the 1930s, radio and TV towers were installed, clinics and schools came in 
the 1950s, and mountain tourism and cheese-making enterprises were established (Bordokoff 
2014:22; Judy 2000; Voell 2013). The most significant project was the 1961 construction of the 
Enguri Dam, which still supplies almost half of Georgia’s electricity (Bærug and Margian 2016). 
A series of devastating winter avalanches in 1987 killed approximately one hundred people in 
multiple villages across the region. This led to the state-sponsored, large-scale resettlement of 
families and even entire village populations to lowland eastern Georgia, about 10–12 hours by 
car from Svaneti. People transferred for these reasons are sometimes referred to as eco-migrants 
in scholarly literature (Jalabadze and Janiashvili 2013; Trier and Turashvili 2007; Voell 2015). As
a result, in combination with the general tendency for young people to leave Svaneti for study or 
work, up to a third of the Svan population lives outside Svaneti today.
Given Svaneti’s distance from the capital and the constant struggle against nature 
required to keep its mountain roads usable, the region fell into lawlessness in the post-Soviet era.
Voell states that “In Soviet times, as the Svans like to tell, electricity and water functioned, there 
was work, and the roads were usable even in the depths of winter,” while after the Soviet era, 
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“many villages remain isolated for months in the highlands” (2013:161). In the 1990s, armed 
robberies on the road between lowland Zugdidi and Mest’ia became commonplace, and many 
inhabitants relied on subsistence agriculture to survive. Mikheil Saak’ashvili’s 2004 Rose 
Revolution was accompanied by a mandate to restore state power in all corners of the country; to
that end, the government’s siege of a prominent family of bandits in the Lower Bal community 
of Etseri, which ended by firebombing the family home, convinced most criminals to fall in line. 
Saak’ashvili’s reform of the police force likely had an effect as well, and Svaneti quickly became
a much safer place. The president envisioned it as a kind of Alpine tourist mecca, and he engaged
in numerous development projects, some of which have still not come to fruition. 
The 2008 August War with Russia led to the migration of nearly 2000 Svans from the 
Kodori Gorge, which is located in the neighboring breakaway republic of Abkhazia but accessed 
from Svaneti. Some of these internally displaced people stayed in Svaneti, but most of them have
settled in the new lowland Svan communities around Tbilisi, or in the capital itself.
The inhabitants of Upper and Lower Svaneti together number around 23,000 (Bærug 
and Margian 2016:12). However, this number is based on statistics from the last census in 2002, 
and is likely outdated. Kevin Tuite (1994) reported a Svan-speaking population of 35,000 two 
decades ago, which would put Svans at about 1% of the Georgian population, but it is impossible
to know the actual numbers since census-takers do not identify “Svan” as a separate category.
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GENERAL DISCOURSE ABOUT SVANETI: “OUR” BARBARIANS?
“...the remoteness gave a hefty clue as to why Georgians revered this distant corner of their
mountains beyond all others and also why Svaneti is frequently declared the most Georgian part
of all Georgia.” (Nasmyth 1992:163)
Popular Discourse and Impressions
This section outlines the general understanding of Svaneti held by other Georgians 
(which in turn affects how the region is understood locally and presented to foreigners). Each 
subsection reveals a different aspect of this discourse. 
Upon learning of my interest in Svaneti, people in Tbilisi were usually quick to share 
their opinions of the region; even people who had never been there (the majority) generally had 
strong, preconceived ideas about how Svaneti fit in the national imaginary. Over time I pieced 
together a composite impression based on recurring stereotypes and indices. This impression was
supported by a kind of informal discourse analysis drawing on tourist literature and publications 
promoting Svaneti to Georgians.
In general, the first description I heard was “Svaneti is beautiful.” Its extensive alpine 
forests, river-carved gorges, fresh air, and stunning mountain peaks are well-known; prime 
examples include twin-horned Ushba (see figure 3.1.), hidden by the ridges surrounding Mest’ia;
Tetnuldi, the pyramid-shaped site of a new ski resort; and glacier-capped Shkhara, the highest 
mountain in Georgia, which looms over fabled Ushguli, a UNESCO world heritage site 
described as the highest all-season village in Europe. These peaks have attracted international 
alpinists since the late 1800s.
Svanetian cuisine usually warranted a mention. Its honey and potatoes are highly 
regarded, and many people enjoy Svan salt, a mixture of savory spices. The most famous Svan 
dish is kubdari, which is a rustic local variant on the ubiquitous Georgian national dish, 
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khach’ap’uri, a flatbread stuffed with salty cheese. In kubdari, the cheese is replaced with spicy 
chunks of fatty meat and onions. Sometimes a Svan penchant for marijuana (smoked straight or 
mixed into food) also comes up; hemp plants grew in many Svanetian gardens until government 
crackdowns in the last few decades ended open cultivation.8
Svan traditional garb includes a round woolen hat that hugs the head closely, almost like
a skullcap but slightly larger. Even in Svaneti, these hats are only worn by middle-aged or elderly
men (other than at special cultural events or festivals), but they can occasionally be spotted in 
Tbilisi, where they imply that the wearer is a Svan or a tourist.
In terms of history and architecture, Upper Svaneti’s stone towers (koshki in Georgian 
or murq’wam in Svan—see figure 3.2.) are an immediately identifiable symbol. Sometimes 
described as “medieval highrises,” these rectangular, five to six story structures are primarily 
located in the Upper Bal region. Most were built between the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and 
several hundred still exist. Lower levels were sometimes used for storage, and the ethnographer 
Madona Chamgeliani states that the towers had a sacred function (p.c., August 28, 2016). They 
also sometimes served as a refuge from avalanches, but the primary purpose of the murq’wam 
was defensive, not so much against foreign invading armies (who rarely made it so far as 
Svaneti) as against other Svans. Traditional law demanded that a murder be answered by blood 
feud, drawing two entire clans into a deadly course of one-upmanship. To make matters worse, 
the unwritten codes made no distinction between accidental or purposeful injury—anything that 
caused harm was treated as a crime, though a death caused by a fellow clan member was not 
punished in this way (Grigolia 1939). Mediators were often called upon to determine guilt and 
resolve conflict, but the threat of violence was very real. This history is well known among 
lowland Georgians, and it still plays a role in how contemporary Svans are viewed. Their 
8 In summer 2018, Georgia decriminalized marijuana.
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toughness and straightforward natures are regarded as a legacy of this bellicose history, and of 
the harsh living conditions of the high altitudes.
Svaneti, like other highland regions, is regarded as a kind of living museum, populated 
by inherently conservative people who most closely embody the practices of the ancient 
Georgian nation. The Svan language is considered the closest relative of the proto-Georgian 
language of four thousand years ago. A recent series of bilingual photo books titled My Georgia 
– What You Have to See Once in a Lifetime! puts the matter simply: “Svaneti is widely 
considered the most Georgian region: the ancient Georgian language was best preserved here” 
(Baramishvili 2016:4). In this diffusionist argument, Svaneti’s isolation shielded it from the 
influence of foreign peoples. However, Tuite (1994) argues the Svan language reflects contact 
with North Caucasus tongues.
Svaneti is also reputed to be full of treasure. In times of invasion, lowlanders reportedly 
sent their valuables into the mountains for safekeeping. Many of them stayed there, and Svaneti’s
museums and churches have a rich supply of priceless icons, religious manuscripts, delicate 
metalwork, and jewelry. However, much of this was produced locally as well. The Colchian 
golden fleece sought by Jason and his Argonauts may have a historical basis in the local method 
of panning for gold—leaving a sheepskin at the bottom of a rushing river. And medieval Svan 
artists produced many fine icons and frescoes in their own right.
Tourism and Advertising Discourse
Over the years, I collected various brochures and pamphlets in multiple languages about
Svaneti. As general publications, these are excellent sources for the most durable and common 
symbols and stereotypes about the region and its inhabitants. In particular, they reinforce the 
impression of Svaneti as a medieval holdover or living museum.
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A map and guide to Svaneti (Georgian National Tourism Administration 2014a) 
describes it as “one of the most remarkable and picturesque regions of Georgia, if not the whole 
world” and describes its “real treasure” as the Svans, a “proudly independent people” with “their 
immense sense of honor.” The pamphlet claims that “many Svans today still live in 25 meter 
high medieval stone towers, of which thousands survive.” I am primarily interested in exploring 
discourse rather than correcting misinformation, but the murq’wam were never residential 
buildings, and while it is not impossible that some have been lived in at times (hopefully for 
short stretches only), stating that “many Svans” or even “a few” live in them is incorrect.9 The 
number of surviving towers also seems overinflated. However, this statement supports the image 
of the hardy mountaineer still living in the past, a sense of temporal displacement reinforced 
elsewhere in the same pamphlet: by listening to local folk songs in praise of “heathen” deities, 
while “surrounded by snowy mountains and Svan towers and fortresses, you will certainly get a 
sense that you are back in the middle-ages.”10 Svanetian folklore, specifically polyphonic songs 
and local religious festivals, receives a few sentences. The map, as well as a shorter pamphlet 
from the same campaign entitled “You are in Mestia” (Georgian National Tourism 
Administration 2014c) lists a few “must-sees” that include UNESCO-protected Ushguli, two 
new ski resorts with stunning views, stone towers, and several churches from the 9th–14th 
centuries. The Georgian version of the tourist map (Georgian National Tourism Administration 
2014b) contains much of the same information, but in expanded form, operating on the 
assumption that Georgians will be more interested in and familiar with their country’s history 
and culture. It also contains a much more detailed list of churches and icons, given that religious 
9 More accurately, the stone towers are usually connected to old housing complexes called machub-s, where 
animals and humans lived together in one large room (to conserve heat) and in which a small number of families
do still live, but in most cases more modern living quarters have been constructed on top of or adjoining the old 
machub-s, which are more commonly used for barns or storage today. For more on traditional Svan architecture,
see Judy 2000.
10 The medieval trope even features in the title of a recent National Geographic feature on Svaneti, describing it as
a “Medieval Mountain Hideaway” (Larmer 2014).
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sightseeing is a popular component of internal Georgian tourism, and a special section on 
Svanetian cuisine.
The Svaneti volume in the aforementioned My Georgia (Baramishvili 2016) includes a 
similar list of essential regional indices: Ushguli and Mest’ia villages, Ushba and Shkhara 
mountains, stunning landscapes, stone towers, ski trails, ancient churches with artistic treasures, 
local religious festivals, polyphonic song and pagan-inspired round dances, kubdari and Svan 
salt, round woolen hats.
Expectations of Svan People
As for the Svan people themselves. I have already mentioned their reputation for proud 
independence, and their history of blood feud. In general, Svans today are still seen as potentially
hot-tempered and volatile—people who could be dangerous under the wrong circumstances. 
Stéphane Voell (2015) points to a 2009 case among communities of eco-migrants who in the 
1980s were moved to Bolnisi, a municipal area an hour’s drive from Tbilisi. A young Svan man 
driving while inebriated killed another Svan, and the response taken by the families of both 
parties shows that the fear of blood feud as a viable option persists. Natia Jalabadze (2011) 
carried out fieldwork among similar communities, finding that lowlander Svans still appreciate 
and possibly practice blood feud, although (unsurprisingly) she was presented with little 
evidence of its continuation. Another study suggests that blood feud is still expected of men, and 
is still possibly carried out in the eastern Georgian highland regions, but that the only feuders in 
lowland Georgia are Svan. The article concludes that blood feud has been “revitalized” in the 




Film Representations of Highland Customs
Svans are also associated with other customs that are viewed as backward, an 
association with a long history of film depiction. Blood feud is a theme featured in 2006’s 
L’Heritage and 2007’s Svani (both directed by Svans). But depictions of barbaric Svan customs 
go much further back. The 1930 silent film Salt for Svanetia is acclaimed by some critics (Woll 
2003) and disparaged by others. For example, Denise Youngblood writes “the beginning is long 
and boring” and the “strange customs” are presented in a way that is “more than a little 
sensational and exotic” (1991:215). The film took a moralizing Soviet tone that claimed “religion
is feeding off Svaneti.” The villagers of Ushguli actually filmed scenes for a fictional movie that 
was never completed, but director Mikheil Kalatozov managed to repurpose the footage into a 
documentary that showcased the superstitious local practices of the Ushgulians’ “highly 
ritualized and brutal existence” (Robinson 2012), including villagers jumping after a dead 
compatriot into the grave, an ox being sacrificed, monetary donations given in honor of the dead 
(pocketed by a priest), and a mother squeezing milk from her breast over the grave of her dead 
baby. The propagandistic salvation of the ending—a small army of Soviet workers arriving to 
build a road that will connect Svaneti to modern civilization—is a foregone conclusion, but 
Svans have also taken issue with aspects of the ethnographic depiction, arguing that some of 
these “customs” never existed (De Brigard 1994:24). Kevin Tuite (p.c.) reports that scenes 
portraying a pregnant woman being driven out of her house or a horse being ridden to death may 
have some considerably exaggerated basis in customs from the eastern Georgian highlands, but 
likely never appeared in Svaneti.
Other filmed customs are better documented. Recently, the young Svan director Mariam
Khach’vani, herself a native of Ushguli, has created a series of fictionalized motion pictures 
based around the cruelties of Svan traditional law. 2013’s Dinola, a 14-minute short “based on a 
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real story,” was again filmed in Ushguli, and depicts the separation of mother and child due to 
the custom that a widow can be claimed as wife, against her will, by any man who so chooses. 
Khach’vani ends the film with a dedication “to my grandmother, and to every other child who 
has been forcibly separated from their mother because of Svanish law.” Her feature-length film 
entitled Dede (mother) won a Special Jury Prize at 2017’s Karlovy Vary Film Festival (Dalton 
2017). The plot seems to be an expansion of Dinola: “As Georgia fights for its independence 
after the collapse of the Soviet Union, a young woman struggles to make a life in the remote, 
isolated villages high in the Caucasus Mountains, where ancient patriarchal laws threaten to 
separate her from her daughter.”11 As of 2018, this film was playing five times per day at the 
Hotel Mest’ia.
The depiction of Svans as violent or barbaric is one that is shared to a degree with other 
highland peoples. The Khevsurs, Pshavs and Tushetians of Georgia’s eastern mountains are also 
known for blood feud (Grigolia 1939), while the Kists of the eastern Pankisi Gorge bear not only
the stigma of violence but also the stereotypes associated with Islamic faith and being ethnically 
related to Chechens. Paul Manning (2010) notes that the Georgian mountains are painted as 
places of essential violence, and these attitudes are borne out in popular media. For example, the 
2015 film 9 mtas ikit (“Nine Mountains Away That Way,” or idiomatically “a long way off”), 
released in English as The Village, tells the story of a young European woman who travels to 
highland Tusheti with her Georgian boyfriend. She finds herself attracted to a taciturn young 
local and risks the disapproval of his community, but her overtures are misinterpreted and the 
new object of her affection ends up raping her in a dark field while her friends are having a loud 
farewell party mere meters away. The producer comments, 
The mountains of Georgia are a perfect example of a society whose 
circumstances have undergone increasingly great changes over the past 
11 http://20steps.ge/?site-path=production/&id=58, accessed January 12, 2017.
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centuries, but whose systems of beliefs and rules—many aspects of which are 
ancient and unique to the mountains of the Caucasus—continue to define and 
dictate life in the community. Much of what has been preserved, however, 
strikes many as backward and therefore as being incompatible with modern life
and morals and beliefs.12 
This film’s unexpectedly dark take on the “romance of the mountains” points out that 
highlanders are dangerous because they adhere to ancient, alien codes designed for an 
exceptionally harsh natural and cultural environment.
Discourse about Highland Georgians: Romantic, Barbaric, or Wooden-Headed?
These film representations depict Georgian highlanders as conservative and volatile. 
Ethnographic data reveal that some of the strictest cultural codes and taboos surrounded the issue
of gender. While rural Georgians from all corners of the country are often quite old-fashioned in 
terms of their gender ideology, the highlands had quite strict taboos around women due to the 
perceived uncleanness of menstruation and childbirth (Grigolia 1939). While such taboos were 
strongest in the eastern mountain regions, versions were present in Svaneti as well—for example,
hunters were expected to refrain from sexual intercourse for a day before a hunt to ensure its 
success, and were to avoid hunting altogether while a close female relation was menstruating 
(Tuite 2006). Even today, there is at least one church in Upper Svaneti from which women are 
barred entry altogether (Bærug and Margian 2016). Ethnographers point out that Svan women 
did have certain rights which mitigated their position—inalienable land rights (something 
individual men did not possess) and the ability to speak freely in clan councils (Grigolia 1939). 
Still, gender roles are still quite strictly defined among Svans, something my observations 
confirm.
12 Press release originally available at thevillage.ge, but as of September 2018 the website is inactive.
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All highland Georgian peoples hold a similar place in the national imaginary in many 
respects, but the Svans are differentiated in an important way from their eastern co-nationals.13 A 
longstanding exotic, chivalrous aura attends the Khevsurs and other eastern highlanders 
(Manning 2014), partly due to their unique practices regulating adolescent romance (called “anti-
marriage” in Tuite 2000), and partly due to their rumored association with medieval Crusaders 
who got lost on the way to Jerusalem (Nasmyth 2006). Khevsureti is the typical Georgian 
location for literary or filmed love narratives, in addition to being the “central focus of Georgian 
ethnography” (Manning 2007a:25). Paul Manning describes a basic discursive opposition 
between the “romantic” Khevsurs and the “primitive” Svans, both peoples defined by their 
struggle against material deprivation (Manning 2007a). He further states that the Svans have 
never shared in the romantic association attached to the Khevsurs (p.c., May 17, 2015). Instead, 
Svans have a reputation for being the numbskulls of Georgia, the butt of a whole genre of jokes 
capitalizing on their infamous stupidity. Frequently Svans were described to me as “wooden-
headed.” A joke might go something like this: 
A Svan is chatting to his friend. “What a wonderful thing these 
new mobile phones are,” he says. “Now whenever I ring up my 
wife she is always at home.” (T. Anderson 2003:252)
Many Georgians have never been to Svaneti, and were therefore often interested in 
hearing my impressions of its inhabitants. “Aren’t they a little bit . . . strange?” I would 
frequently hear. Besides their supposed stupidity, Svans are expected to be laconic, slow-moving,
and extremely honest, not particularly warm to strangers but just as generous and hospitable as 
any good Georgian, if not more so. Richard Bærug, a Norwegian tourism professional who has 
lived in Svaneti for half of each year since 2010, has an interesting take on these stereotypes. He 
agrees that perhaps Svans are not very talkative or quick, but he attributes this to their 
13 Besides in the arena of language—the mother tongue of east Georgian highlanders is Georgian, with the 
exception of the Kists and Tsova-Tush, both relatives of the Chechens.
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environment and the often lonely work of mountain subsistence. He actually considers Svans to 
be less emotionally volatile than lowland Georgians, many of whom embody a stereotypical 
Mediterranean temperament. From his perspective, Svans are quite similar to Nordic people, and 
he enjoys flipping the stereotype of the “primitive” Svan on its head by retorting to detractors 
that Svans are actually more like western Europeans in this regard (p.c., August 18, 2016).
Looking at the Stereotypes from Inside
What image do Svans have of themselves? Svans are aware of the “wooden-headed” 
stereotype and some young people expressed their embarrassment over it to me. I should note 
that many of them are comfortable speaking not only Svan and Georgian, but English as well, 
which belies their “stupidity.” Like youth everywhere, young Svans often believe that too much 
stock is put in “tradition” and some girls in particular feel that their opportunities are constrained 
by their gender. Many Svans talk about the importance of tradition. However, in the field I was 
usually introduced as somebody interested in folk music and old customs, and this likely biased 
the conversation around me, as well as the kind of people I met. 
While many Svans share a general Georgian inferiority complex over their country’s 
poverty and political dysfunctionality, they definitely think of themselves as hardy and strong-
willed folk who are not easily defeated. An anecdote shared by Ketevan Gurchiani, a Tbilisi-
based anthropologist (p.c., June 2017) puts this perception into sharp relief. Gurchiani has Svan 
ancestry on her father’s side, but rather unusually for Svans, she is a fourth-generation university 
graduate who grew up speaking Georgian in Tbilisi. A family member died in Tbilisi, and some 
distant relatives, eco-migrants living several hours from the city, drove in to sing the traditional 
Svan male funeral chant, the zar (zari in Georgian). The funeral was celebrated in Svan fashion, 
with men and women seated in separate areas. Gurchiani and her sisters, all academics trained in 
institutions abroad, thought the group of singers looked lonely, having travelled so far to a 
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funeral where they knew almost nobody. So they went to sit with the singers among the men, 
which actually touched them deeply. The men told them that no traditional Svan girl would have 
dared to challenge the gender division thus, but that in doing so they had shown courage and had 
thus proven themselves to be more Svan than the “real” Svan girls. In this case, bravery trumped 
all else in defining Svanhood.
To conclude, Paul Manning notes that the status of Svans is ambivalent: they are 
somehow simultaneously “not Georgians” and “the Purest Georgians” (Manning 2010:251); this 
position allows them to serve as an “internal other” (cf. Todorova 2009), alternately praised for 
embodying a glorious heroic past, denigrated for “uncivilized” behavior which can be 
externalized as unrepresentative of “us,” and fantasized as inhabitants of an “exotic elsewhere” 
(Manning 2014). In some ways, this is a position similar to that filled by white Appalachian 
mountain dwellers in the American imaginary (cf. Satterwhite 2011). The direction from which 
the gaze extends is also important: for Georgians, the Svans are definitely understood as 
legitimate members of the Georgian ethnos. Thus, while the Soviet Russians of the Salt for 
Svanetia era viewed the Svans as “uncouth barbarians,” to Georgians they were “backward 
brothers” in need of protection and assistance.14 Today, Svans may not be “noble savages” like 
the Khevsurs, but if they are merely savages, to Georgians they are still “ours.”
THE POLITICS OF MINORITY LANGUAGES AND SEPARATISM
While the Svan language is a distinctive identity marker, its status is also a highly 
political matter related to issues of ethnicity and nation. Laurence Broers describes the situation 
as a “zero-sum identity conflict” that questions whether Svans are Georgians or not (2012:20). 
The Svan language differs greatly from Georgian, even though both are members of the 
14 My thanks to Ben Bamberger for this insight and phrasing (p.c., October 17, 2015).
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Kartvelian language family, which also includes Megrelian (Mingrelian), spoken in Svaneti’s 
neighboring province of Samegrelo, and Laz, restricted largely to now-Turkish border regions. 
None of the four languages are mutually intelligible, though Laz and Megrelian come closest.
Georgian is the only Kartvelian language with its own alphabet, and it possesses a rich 
literary history that goes back to the 5th century (Rayfield 2010). For the Svans and Megrelians, 
both predominantly Orthodox peoples, Georgian has served as the liturgical and written language
since they were Christianized, although in Svaneti, at least, literacy levels were extremely low 
before the late 19th century (Broers 2012).
English Svan Georgian
mother di / dede deda





relative (family) nati natesavi
cow puri dzrokha
bull qaan khari
Table 3.1. The Svan language compared to Georgian
Svan exists in four dialectal variants (Gippert 2000). While its grammatical structure is 
quite similar to that of the other Kartvelian languages, there are only about 360 vocabulary 
cognates between Svan and Georgian—less than half of that shared by Megrelian and Georgian 
(see table 3.1.). Tuite states that “Svan has a reputation for being archaic, harsh-sounding, and 
impossible for non-Svans to acquire” (Tuite 1995:1). Indeed, if Georgian presents a daunting 
challenge, at least there is a fair amount of instructional material available. The options for 
learning Svan are basically nil without a Svan acquaintance, though a few dictionaries do exist.15
15 After months of asking at Tbilisi used and new bookstores, I was unable to find a single Svan dictionary. One 
bilingual (Georgian & Svan) book of Svan history, poems and stories purchased at a Mest'ia souvenir shop 
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Estimates of the number of Svan speakers vary. A census in 2006 listed 22,889 
inhabitants in Upper and Lower Svaneti, but this number does not include Svans living outside 
Svaneti, and not all inhabitants of Svaneti are Svan (though the vast majority are) or speak the 
language. Jost Gippert (2008) states that there may be up to 50,000 Svan speakers of all ages, 
while UNESCO estimates as many as 80,000 (Moseley 2010). While Gippert notes that “the 
Caucasus gives good reason to believe that communities of less than 1000 speakers can keep 
intact for centuries (if not millennia)” (2008:174), fears over the future of Svan have been voiced
for some time. In 1995, Kevin Tuite already noticed “signs of decreasing use of Svan by children
in favor of Georgian, especially in the larger villages and in families living outside of Svaneti” 
(Tuite 1995:2). He later found that children in Lower Svaneti and Mest’ia were being spoken to 
in Georgian more than Svan (Tuite 2017a), although Svan is still the primary language in the rest
of Upper Svaneti (p.c.). The Ethnologue “Languages of the World” project puts Svan at a 7 on its
“Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale,” indicating that the language’s status is 
“shifting”: “The child-bearing generation can use the language among themselves, but it is not 
being transmitted to children” (Lewis et al. 2016). UNESCO classifies Svan as “definitely 
endangered,” meaning that children no longer learn the language as a “mother tongue” in the 
home (Moseley 2010). And Mest’ia’s charismatic Father Giorgi (Revaz Chartolani), an ordained 
Orthodox priest and activist for Svan culture, told me in pained tones that only 20–30% of Svan 
young people are interested in expressing themselves in Svan (p.c., Sept 1, 2016). Gippert’s 
study concludes that even older Svans often code-switch into Georgian with increasing 
frequency, unable to express themselves fully in Svan (Gippert 2008).
included a 70-page Svan–Georgian dictionary (Mchedliani 2014), while a short English–Georgian–Svan 
phrasebook was published recently to capitalize on the tourist trade (Ioseliani and Sakhltukhetsesi 2015). There 
is an online Georgian to Svan searchable dictionary at http://www.ice.ge/liv/liv/svanur1.php#, but it cannot be 
used in the opposite direction, and it is not particularly helpful in learning to conjugate verbs, which is a general 
problem with most online Georgian resources too. Complete Svan-Georgian and even Svan-English 
(Gudjedjiani and Palmaitis 1985; Kurdadze et al. 2015) dictionaries do exist, but they are hard to find outside of 
libraries or linguistics departments, and probably not of much commercial value.
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Given this situation, one might expect a state effort to preserve a language that is 
regarded as the closest contemporary manifestation of the original proto-Georgian tongue. 
However, matters are much more complicated. The status of Svan is highly politicized and in 
many ways this really has very little to do with Svaneti. Importantly, Svan has no constitutional 
standing as a minority language, and despite being a member of the Council of Europe for more 
than eighteen years, Georgia has not ratified the council’s charter on minority and regional 
languages (Tuite 2017a). Unbelievably to many non-Georgian observers, Svan’s status as a 
language itself is in question. In popular understanding, a huge number of Georgians still refer to
Svan as a dialect of Georgian, even though Georgians confronted with Svan speech have told me 
flat out, “I’m lost.” As for Megrelian, apocryphal stories about somebody’s uncle who got on the 
eight-hour train to Samegrelo, listened awhile, and exited speaking fluent Megrelian abound. 
Even local linguists long referred to the oral Kartvelian languages as mere dialects of Georgian, 
although this has shifted more recently. Where do these assumptions come from?
A major influence on Georgian notions of identity was Soviet nationalities policy 
(though many would prefer to deny this), which declared that each ethno-linguistic group 
deserved to have its own homeland. At its height in the 1920s and 30s, this policy made 
allowances for a huge number of minority and regional languages throughout the USSR 
(Slezkine 1996). Over time, the policy shifted, and ethnic quotas pushed members of titular 
nationalities into leadership roles in their own republics, setting the stage for later independence. 
Ronald Suny argues that, “In each union republic the titular nationality used its position to 
develop its own version of great-power chauvinism, limiting where it was able the expression of 
its minorities” (Suny 1994b:290).
Soviet Georgia included the semi-autonomous regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, 
which were defined as homelands of non-Kartvelian ethno-linguistic minorities. In the early 
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1990s, the titular peoples of Abkhazia and South Ossetia (both ethnically mixed regions) 
successfully fought free of the Georgian state with Russian military aid, imagining that without 
Soviet protections their future in Georgia would be one of perpetual second-class citizenship 
(Cheterian 2009a). The short 2008 August War with Russia was particularly disastrous from the 
Georgian perspective, with the major consequence “one that almost all Georgians . . . would 
continue to deny: that neither South Ossetia nor Abkhazia will be returned to Georgian 
sovereignty in the foreseeable future” (Wheatley 2009:129). 
This loss continues to sting—I lost count of the number of times I heard the situation 
described as a national tragedy. Hundreds of thousands were displaced from their homes; Svaneti
was affected too, as 2000 or more Svans living in Abkhazia’s Kodori Gorge (“Dael Valley” in 
Svan) fled. Any talk of granting rights to regional minorities thus has a very charged association 
in Georgia, immediately evoking fears of further war and separatism.
Discourse around language rights and separatism has a long history in Georgia. In the 
1700s, Megrelian was regarded as “degraded Georgian” but Svan was actually considered an 
unrelated language (Tuite 2017:3). True to the three-stage model of scholarship, activism, and 
mass mobilization developed by Hroch (1996), the first Georgian nationalists were intellectuals 
interested in folklore and language (Manning 2004). In general, they promoted Georgian unity 
based on linguistic factors. George Hewitt16 states, “As an ancient but tiny people in a vast 
empire, the Georgians, especially their intellectual leaders, must have wished to make the 
strongest case possible when it came to defending their rights to territory and language use. This 
was almost certainly why [in the late 1800s] we start to find references . . . to Megrelian and 
Svan being dialects of Georgian” (1995:290).
16 George Hewitt is probably the world’s most controversial scholar in the field of Georgian studies, given his 
support of Abkhazian independence. My citation of his scholarship is not an endorsement of his political views.
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At the same time, imperial agents were involved in various efforts to publish materials 
in Megrelian and Svan. Such efforts were met with outrage by nationalists, who called Georgian 
the “mother tongue” of the Svans and Megrelians since the coming of Christianity. They saw 
these endeavors as part of a deliberate “divide and conquer” strategy, a process with apparent 
Soviet continuity. 
It is possible that the future of state support for the Svan language is more about 
Georgian attitudes toward Megrelians, regarded as cunning and dishonest con artists, than 
anything else. There are also far more Megrelian speakers, with estimates at about half a million, 
although Georgian statistics do not measure Megrelian or Svan as separate categories (either 
ethnic or linguistic). But the primary issue remains: people who are still unconsciously operating 
under Soviet definitions of nationality imagine that recognizing a different language necessarily 
implies a different nation—a “zero-sum identity conflict” indeed. But even under an ideological 
system of folk primordialism, it should be possible to recognize “nested” levels of identity. In 
fact, Megrelians and Svans are stereotyped as among the most patriotic Georgians—which of 
course they do not see as an argument against the preservation of their languages. As Broers 
notes, it would be tragic to let these tongues die “as an expression of misguided patriotism 
reacting to Georgia’s conflicts elsewhere” (Broers 2012:20).
ORTHODOX RELIGION, PAGAN SURVIVALS
Likuriel Festival—Monday, January 25, 2016; Lakhushdi village, Lat’ali community 
(Upper Bal Svaneti). We are late to the party, straggling down the muddy village road behind our
teenage hosts, Erek’le and Demet’re, and the procession has already visited a few houses by the 
time we join them. We call out a few awkward “gamarjoba”s, not really sure that we belong 
here, despite being assured by our friends that the villagers won’t mind. The village men greet us
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cordially, but the children are especially excited, remembering us, and especially our two-year 
old daughter Rosa, from our first visit to Lakhushdi last August. About fifteen men are in 
attendance, their wives and mothers back at home preparing for our swarm to visit them; a 
slightly larger number of girls and boys scamper excitedly underfoot. My wife is the only adult 
woman present, but this does not seem to cause any concern.
As our procession reaches the entrance to the next house, a large, heavyset man rests a 
wooden cross against the top of the door frame (see figure 3.3.). His voice rings out confidently 
as he intones a Svan-language prayer of blessing over the house and its inhabitants: “Holy 
Horseman Theodore, bless this family, give them bulls and cows, give them a son to care for 
them. Let them do their planning at night, and let them carry our their plans in the morning. Give
them luck.”17 Twice during this short prayer, he pauses to allow the walkers to yell out “Sirian, 
Kvirian!”18 After the prayer concludes, we shout together once more, and the door opens with a 
hearty invitation. Dressed in jackets and heavy snow boots, we tramp inside and surround the 
table, which is festooned with an array of candy, nuts and cake for the children, as well as 
numerous stuffed disc-shaped breads, apples, and boiled meat. “Ch’ame, ch’ame!” Eat, eat, a 
few instruct us. (Given my inability to speak Svan, the villagers speak to us in Georgian.) Then 
comes the inevitable bottle of fiery araqi and the invitation to set one’s throat aflame in a toast of
blessing to the household.
About half of the men start arranging themselves around the table, preparing to sing. 
“Metiu, ‘Jgragish’ itsi?” Matthew, do you know “Jgeraag’s song”? asks Tezo, an eighteen-year-
old local whom we met last summer. 
“Ra tkma unda.” Of course, I reply. 
17 Translation provided later by Madona Chamgeliani, with the aid of Tekla Kharaishvili.
18 These words are believed to derive from the Greek Kyrie Eleison (Chamgeliani, p.c.), a foreign liturgical text 
associated with the spiritual power of Byzantine Christianity and hence turned into a magical invocation.
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“Shen unda imghero.” You should sing, he instructs. 
The middle voice caller leads off and we strike off into the hymn, its rich chords 
crackling and scratching with even more widely-tuned grit than usual. I have sung these familiar 
tones many times before, enough to have all three of the vocal parts memorized despite having 
only a vague sense of the textual meaning, but even when I’ve sung the hymn to the Holy 
Warrior19 with other Svans before, it has never been so raw. This is really happening, I think, I’m
singing with completely untutored village singers in the most natural setting possible. I feel years
of training in critical distance melt away as I succumb fully to the authenticity bug, reveling in 
the dissonance of the sonorities that fill the room with nearly physical force. Each exhaled 
syllable hits my chest like the kickback from an air-pressurized power tool.
After about ten minutes in the house, we take our leave—there is still an entire village 
to bless, after all. We visit another dwelling, following much the same pattern, praying and 
yelling outside before being welcomed in to partake—but no hymn this time. At the third house 
since we joined the procession, the large wooden cross changes hands. The second leader seems 
unfamiliar with the words of the prayer, and stumbles over a few lines, causing great hilarity 
among his compatriots. The first leader ends up feeding him the lines. No matter; the bungled 
prayer still wins us access to the interior, where the hosting family specifically requests that we 
sing the saint’s hymn as a blessing to their family. But we’ve hit a snag: the man who led the 
hymn last time has disappeared. Most of the men here only know the bass part, and the hymn is 
in three parts; making matters worse, Murad, the most knowledgeable singer in the village, who 
taught us several songs last summer, is not even present today. He had to go to Mest'ia to 
19 “Jgrag” is often described as the Svan name for St. George and for most of my time in Georgia this was what I 
understood it to be. However, according to Madona Chamgeliani and Nana Mzhavanadze (p.c.), “jgrag” is 
actually a generic Svan term for a holy horseman or holy warrior. It can refer either to St. George or to a similar 
figure, St. Theodore, who is also painted as a horseman on the attack. According to Kevin Tuite (p.c.), while the 
term “jgrag” may derive from the name “George,” it has become extended to Theodore because icons of the two
saints often face each other in Svan churches.
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rehearse with Riho, Upper Svaneti’s regional folk song and dance ensemble, in which he is one 
of the main soloists. What bureaucratic nonsense, I find myself thinking. Going to rehearse 
folklore for some stage somewhere, rather than taking part in living folk custom. 
Valeri, a short man with a cane, white beard, and several gold teeth, who was singing 
the top voice with powerful abandon, gestures to me. 
“Shen itsi meore khma, ho?” You know the second voice, right? 
“Kiiiii—” Yeeees—, I respond, with some trepidation. But what other option is there? I 
lead off as best I can. There’s a bit of a hiccup eventually: some villages sing the whole thing 
twice, some three times, and I can’t remember what’s locally appropriate. But we make it 
through in one piece, finding our way to the inevitable final unison, which always seems to come
out as a kind of eager sigh of relief. “Kochagh, Mate!” Good job, Matt!, one man says, slapping 
me on the back and handing me a glass of araqi.
We continue on through the village—the leaders trade off after every two or three 
houses; sometimes we are fed on an outdoor porch, sometimes inside; Rosa starts shouting 
“Sirian, Kvirian!” as loudly as the rest of the children, who begin screaming it in the ears of their
fathers and uncles, hyped up on chocolate. A few more men join us after we visit their houses; as 
time goes on most of us start taking a token sip of araqi rather than downing the entire glass. 
Still, increasing drunkenness is unavoidable. Some of the men in the procession are excited to 
point out their homes and families to the Canadians as we visit. A few houses are apparently 
empty, with their inhabitants likely off in a city for the winter, but they are prayed over just the 
same. We sing “Jgragish” a few more times; eventually the original middle voice leader returns 
and I gladly slip back into the group of resolute basses.
After two hours of going door to door and entering at least a dozen houses, Rosa, now 
being carried by a friendly neighbor amid a chaotic aural flood of simultaneous conversations in 
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Georgian and Svan, starts chanting her own new composition over and over in grammatically 
perfect English: “I don’t know what’s happening, I don’t know what’s happening.” A fitting 
capstone to these kinds of events, which always seem to devolve into drunken hilarity. By the 
time we’ve visited all of the houses in the village and marched the cross around the church at the 
center, we are all soused enough to badly overestimate our dancing abilities. After a few abortive 
attempts at a round dance, we bid farewell to each other and stumble back to our dens to 
hibernate for the rest of the day.
* * *
As will become clear, Svan religious practices are a primary site for musical activity. 
Accordingly, they were a crucial part of my fieldwork experience. The integral component of 
commensality, including alcohol consumption, means that every religious observance eventually 
devolves into a temporary state of anti-structure. My liminal position as a foreigner engaged in 
intercultural encounters in events that were liminal themselves make these some of the most 
powerfully affective memories of my fieldwork time. I recall attending my first Svan funeral—
not only hearing the legendary male zar lament in person, which I had desperately hoped to do at
least once in Svaneti, but being invited to join the singers by Islam Pilpani and welcomed by all 
the rest, who surrounded me to ensure I would learn the bass part on the fly. After endless toasts 
to the departed, I was the drunkest I have ever been in my life, and careened home through the 
village arm in arm with a fifty-year-old neighbor, both of us trying to avoid falling in the mud 
and giggling like schoolboys.
Like language, Svan traditional religion has been the source of a certain tension for 
centuries. Though Svaneti was christianized about 1500 years ago, it has “held on to [its] ancient 
folkways and pre-Christian religious systems to a degree unparalleled in modern Europe” (Tuite 
2003:11). To outside commentators, this is one of the most striking characteristics of the region, 
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a place where “a syncretic mix of religious observance and pagan customs still remains a way of 
life” (Bray 2011:9), where “animal sacrifices and the pouring of libations, traditions reminiscent 
of Homeric Greece, are still commonly observed” (Tuite 2003:11), and where one may enter a 
mountain chapel only to discover the crucifix adorned with ram’s horns (Nasmyth 2006:156).
Svaneti is not the only part of Georgia characterized by syncretism. However, while 
pockets and traces can be discovered throughout lowland Georgia, it is really only Svaneti and 
the eastern highland regions of Khevsureti, Pshavi, and Tusheti that are still dominated by 
apparently “pagan” (ts’armartuli) religious practice. Tuite declares that an examination of the 
shared structural elements found in Svanetian and northeast highland Georgian religion offers the
best indication of the ancient Kartvelian religion of four to five millennia ago (Tuite 1996; Tuite 
2004c). These common features include a hierarchical continuum of beings (from fully 
supernatural to fully human), paired female and male deities who have complementary 
trajectories of circulation (women migrate from the far “outside” into the home, while men 
traverse the home community and the world outside), the spiritual superiority of “pure” men in 
opposition to “unclean” women (including strong taboos related to menstruation and childbirth), 
mechanisms to build networks beyond the immediate clan and community (including exogamous
marriage and fictive kinship), the importance placed on the souls of the dead, and the positioning
of hunters as quasi-shamans (Tuite 2004a; Tuite 2004c). Many of these elements are more 
pronounced in east Georgian highland religion than in Svaneti, however. The eleventh-century 
historian Leonti Mroveli considered Georgia’s most ancient religion to be the worship of the sun,
moon, and stars (Virsaladze 2016:32), and astral symbols still feature prominently in Svan 
decorative arts (see figure 3.4.).
Soviet Georgian ethnomusicologist Dimitri Araqishvili noted that in addition to 
reverence for the sun, the Svans “believed in angels of the wood and the mountains, as well as in 
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the existence of a supreme patron of beasts” (Araqishvili 2010:37). This beast patron is of prime 
importance. An equivalent figure appears in the mythology of all Kartvelian peoples, but in 
Svaneti it takes the form of Dael20 (Dali in Georgian), a “beautiful golden-haired (sometimes 
black-haired) woman with a blindingly white body” (Virsaladze 2016:32), whom Tuite calls 
“probably the most widely-known person in Svanetian mythology” (Tuite 2003:121). As goddess
of the hunt, Dael was revered and feared. Her favor was considered mandatory for the success of 
an activity that was often crucial for survival through the long, harsh mountain winters. Dael was
the special patron of horned mountain beasts like the ibex, and she imposed strict quotas on the 
killing of these animals. Hunters would often avoid shooting animals with special coloration, 
believing that Dael often walked among her herds in animal form (Tuite 2003). As a “sacred” 
activity, hunting was governed by many strict taboos—in addition to those previously mentioned 
surrounding sex, the hunter could bring no meat or lard on the hunt, and could not use obscene 
words (Grigolia 1939; Khardziani 2004).
Dael reputedly took great hunters to her bed, but this was a perilous fate due to her 
jealousy, as attested by a whole corpus of tales of the “doomed hunter” (Virsaladze 2016:37). 
The most famous is the account of Betkil, who was participating in a village round dance when a
white deer broke the circle. Betkil gave chase all the way to a high mountain cliff, whereupon the
deer turned into Dael, berating him for betraying her trust—she had observed a trinket, given by 
her as a token of their love, on the arm of a village woman. Betkil ends up falling from the cliff 
to his death (Virsaladze 2016; Tuite 2003). However, rejecting Dael’s advances was not a safe 
strategy either. In some versions of the well-known tale/song “Dala Khojaes Khelghwazhale” 
(Dael is giving birth on the cliff) wherein a hunter rescues Dael’s newborn child from a wolf 
while Dael is still recovering from childbirth, the hunter humbly declares himself unworthy to be
20 Possibly drawn from the Nakh (Chechen/Ingush) word for “god” (Tuite 2006).
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Dael’s lover, only to be killed by his own rebounding bullet that was aimed at the herd of ibex 
offered by the goddess as an alternative reward (Tuite 2003). 
While little is documented about the very first centuries of Christianity in Svaneti, there 
appears to have been an eventual supplanting of pre-Christian deities by Christian religious 
figures, and co-option of local religious practices. The eighteenth-century Georgian historian and
geographer Vakhushti Bagrationi wrote, “In the time of Christianity, on the high mountains and 
hills where formerly stood idols, the same amusements and dances continued; therefore churches
were built in those places, and they began to celebrate there the church festivals, as they do 
today, meeting the dawn with round dances” (Virsaladze 2016:40). Mest’ia’s Father Giorgi 
conceded this as “a universal phenomenon” in a 2016 interview. In this early phase, it is probable
that existing practices were reconfigured, with the Christian God, Christ, and biblical figures or 
saints taking on some of the roles of traditional deities. For example, Svanetian religious practice
includes references to Elia, a storm deity, presumably named after the prophet Elijah, who called 
fire from heaven (1 Kings 18:30–40; 2 Kings 1:9–12). This substitution extended to the musical 
realm: Sydney Freedman notes that “it is likely that entire songs, along with many folk ritual 
practices, were given new or expanded meaning and may have acquired new features, primarily 
names and short texts, in Christianity” (Freedman 2014:103). Svan music will be discussed in 
much more detail in the next chapter, but it bears mention that music (polyphonic hymns, round 
dances, and some instrumental music) is an integral component of religious practice in Svaneti.
By the Middle Ages, Christianity was well-established in Svaneti (Grigolia 1939). Many
churches were built between the 9th and 13th centuries (Tuite 2002—see figure 3.5.), while one 
of the oldest in the region, Mest’ia’s Laghami Cathedral, dates back to the 8th century 
(Topchishvili 2009). During Georgia’s “golden age,” Svaneti was reportedly well-connected to 
lowland Georgia (Grigolia 1939). In addition to the safeguarding of lowland icons in Svaneti, the
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region was an important source of icon production (see figure 3.6.). The travel writer Peter 
Nasmyth (2006) claims that Svaneti now has more icons than the other parts of Georgia, and that
guarding a village church and its precious icons was a highly prestigious task. Still, even 
Christian churches contain many pagan symbols—including the aforementioned cross adorned 
with ram’s horns, which probably represent a trophy offering of thanks for a successful hunt.
Tuite notes that as a result of the imposition of a state religion during the Golden Age, 
traditional religious practice moved into the home—a process he describes as marginalization, 
feminization, and privatization (Tuite 1994; Tuite 2004a; Tuite 2004c). With the coming of 
Christianity, St. George came to take on an increasingly important role as a parallel to Dael. 
Associated with the predator (wolf) rather than the prey, St. George had a different relationship 
with hunters: a protector of humans against the unpredictable spirits of the natural world (Tuite 
2017b:12). Rather than causing bad weather, St. George protected against it; rather than offering 
conditional favor and eventual doom to hunters, he sometimes took their part against Dael 
herself. Virsaladze states that “Saint George is mentioned in very many prayers of hunters, 
frequently already before the name of Dali . . . It is to him that they dedicate the liver and heart 
of a slain beast, previously indivisibly belonging to Dali.” Further, St. George is often “at 
enmity” with Dael (Virsaladze 2016:39). 
Another well-known folk tale spells out this power shift in metaphorical form, when 
Chorla the hunter kills more than the allotted quota of ibex (Khergiani 2015). Dael prepares to 
take revenge, but Chorla’s dog returns with St. George, who threatens or kills Dael instead. In 
this “widespread” story, “Saint George appropriated to himself the function of the mistress of the
beasts and made the ancient sovereigns of the beasts submit to him” (Virsaladze 2016:40). As 
Tuite puts it, Dael imposes limits on success, while St. George “is the patron of exploiters of 
nature, even those who pillage its riches without restraint” (Tuite 2017b:17).
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The gradual replacement of Dael by St. George can be viewed as an obvious metaphor 
for the supplanting of a previous religious order by the new state religion. Extending this analysis
even further, a critical gender lens could argue for the subordination of an original matriarchal 
system to patriarchal Christianity, a view supported by some Georgian anthropologists (Tuite 
2003). What is worth noting is that Dael has never completely disappeared in Svaneti. Tales of 
Dael have much more immediate currency in Svaneti than equivalent myths about Diana or 
Aphrodite would elsewhere—Maka Khardziani, a Svan ethnomusicologist, has interviewed 
elderly men who report seeing Dael in their hunting forays (p.c.). And when the 2008 August 
War reached Abkhazia’s Svan-inhabited Kodori Gorge—called the Dael Valley in Svan—a local 
man dreamed that Dael told him to evacuate the villagers, giving them permission to go but 
promising they would return one day. The man convinced his fellow villagers to leave, and 
shortly afterwards the village was bombed, with no casualties. Other locals reported sightings of 
a mysterious woman punching Russian soldiers, sure it was Dael (Madona Chamgeliani, p.c., 
August 19, 2016), showing that Dael has a purely protective, benevolent side as well.
Barely a decade after Tamar’s death in 1213, the Mongols made their first appearance in
the Georgian kingdom and quickly conquered it, in only the first of a series of invasions. From 
the 13th into the 19th century, Svaneti, itself internally divided, was simply too inaccessible for 
besieged lowland political entities to establish direct authority there. 
Voell states that after the Mongol invasions, Orthodoxy continued in Svaneti, but 
without the oversight of official church authorities; instead, religion was handled by “quasi-
professional lay priests” (2013:158). According to Grigolia (1939), these native priests (known 
as pap or bap in Svan) were rather “ignorant”; their training consisted of many years of 
mechanical memorization of texts and prayers in the Georgian language, which they usually did 
not understand well. The bap priests were, in a sense, village employees who could be dismissed 
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by the local council; their position was not hereditary. Tuite (2002) also indicates that, like 
economic activities, some religious practices were differentiated by gender. Some of this gender 
division would have related to occupation—hunting prayers for men, healing charms for women 
(Tuite 2015). 
In an interview, Mest’ia’s Father Giorgi, the locally born Georgian Orthodox priest, told 
me,21 
In the fifteenth century, Svaneti was almost completely cut off from the rest 
of the country, and it developed into separate social entities, with nobility 
and so-called “lords” ruling their own village or their own communities, and
therefore the religious feelings of Svan people were so strong that they just 
developed their own free ways of worshipping. 
Institutionalized Orthodoxy returned to Svaneti before the Soviet years—possibly 
during the nineteenth century—but Araqishvili notes that the local Svans placed much more trust
in the local bap clergy (2010:37), who were often respected village leaders and mediators in their
own right (Voell 2015). It would appear that in the absence of direct ecclesiastical oversight, 
Svanetian religious customs that had never entirely disappeared were once again embraced, with 
a more pronounced Christian veneer. Father Giorgi suggests that many apparently “pagan” 
customs represent confused religious zeal, not a deliberate rejection of Christianity.
Father Giorgi further indicated that under the Soviets, only one church in Svaneti was 
active—Mest’ia’s Laghami Cathedral, the 8th-century chapel. However, while all the other 
churches were closed in 1937 (three years after Svaneti received its first road), none were 
destroyed or converted into storage facilities. Priests were either shot, exiled, or “forced to be 
obedient,” but the churches largely remained under the protection of the traditional “key 
keepers”: families who took responsibility for clan or village churches and all of their contents. 
Village churches became the foundation of state museums in Svaneti, and some key keepers 
21 Interview conducted September 1, 2016 in Mest’ia, field translation by Nana Mzhavanadze. Frank Scherbaum 
was also present and posed several questions. Translation slightly edited for clarity.
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actually received a small state salary to safeguard the collections. Churches in Svaneti were 
reconsecrated and reopened beginning in 1988; the post-Soviet period has also seen the 
construction of new churches in numerous communities.
During this time, traditional Svanetian religious festivals continued to be held. In its 
suppression of the Georgian Orthodox Church, the Soviet regime actually removed the only 
major competitor to Svanetian vernacular Orthodoxy. Tuite puts it bluntly: “with the restriction 
of official Georgian Orthodox activities under the Soviet regime, syncretistic Christian-pagan 
rites conducted by the village elders had become the sole forms of worship” (Tuite 2003:13). It 
appears that under the Soviets, local Svan ritual practices were partially ignored, as Islam 
Pilpani’s memories attest. Father Giorgi states that the celebration of village feast days and 
rituals “never stopped,” and that upon the beginning of his tenure in Mest’ia in the early 1990s, 
they were still being practiced with regularity.
Major Festivals Celebrated in Svaneti
So what exactly is involved today in extra-ecclesiastical religious practice?22 Various public and 
family celebrations are regularly held to commemorate the dead, to ensure fertility and good 
harvest, and to honor specific deitiy-saints. In many cases, these celebrations are connected to 
Orthodox feast days. Localized religious practices are also associated with funerals and 
presumably weddings, although I have never witnessed a wedding in Svaneti and have seen little 
written on the topic. Public community celebrations often include a feast and specific toasts or 
libations, as well as group singing and round dances. 
22 Unless otherwise stated, this information comes primarily from Madona Chamgeliani, a Tbilisi-trained 
ethnologist from the Upper Bal village of Lakhushdi (part of the Lat’ali commune), who is recognized as an 
expert on Svan customs and folklore. In addition to many informal conversations with Madona in Lakhushdi 
and Tbilisi in 2015 and 2016, I conducted formal interviews with her on August 16, 2016 (field translation by 
Nana Mzhavanadze), and August 25, 2016 (field translation by Tekla Kharaishvili).
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Shrine Festivals. A typical type of festival is celebrated in honor of a particular shrine 
or saint. For example, the ninth-century Tanghili (Archangel Michael) church, a steep 30–40 
minute walk from Lakhushdi, has its own regular festival, as do other active churches in Svaneti.
Some churches are only open to the public on festival days, once or twice a year. Shrine festivals,
here and throughout the Orthodox world, are often tied to the liturgical calendar. 
Attendance at the Tanghili festival would depend on a personal tie to the shrine—
Chamgeliani characterizes this as a kind of “vassalage,” initiated by contributing to the building 
of the church or making a donation to it. This would establish a relationship of debt or obligation
between the shrine and its saint (which grants requests made via prayer and donation) and the 
contributor’s family. Thereafter, each family with such a connection would be obliged to send at 
least one representative with a donation to Tanghili whenever its festival is held—a relationship 
of religious reciprocity marked by patronage and pilgrimage. 
Since Tanghili is part of Lakhushdi village, Lakhushdi villagers host the festival, but 
other villages in the Lat’ali commune are tasked with providing a specific type of donation—
flour, meat, or araqi. Chamgeliani found in her fieldwork that most people viewed the donation 
as a burden, but considered it obligatory since they would not be prayed for otherwise. The host 
villagers prepare the food, while the men of a single Lakhushdi family, determined by yearly 
rotation, are responsible for leading the prayers, generally without the presence of Orthodox 
clergy. After the prayers finish, a few Svan church hymns are sung, and then the men leave the 
church and perform a special series of seven round dances, followed by a large supra (feast) with
seven fixed toasts. During such supra-s, oaths of friendship can be made to end conflicts 
between individuals or families, accompanied by a special toast with linked arms (vakhtanguri in
Georgian) performed while kneeling. 
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While the general suite of round dances and toasts was common across Svaneti, each 
shrine might have specific ritual songs associated with it. As Tanghili is dedicated to the 
Archangel, its festivals feature “Didebata,” a hymn and round dance associated with that 
personage. Festivals at Archangel churches also used to close with a specific round dance, “Iav 
Kaltid,” dedicated to the fertility of those currently without sons. Due to sexual references in the 
text, though, this song was only performed after all the women had left.
The Tanghili festivals are still held, though certain aspects have changed. Svaneti’s 
population is lower in the winter and the performance of the prayers and round dances depends 
on a minimum number of knowledgeable elderly men with free time and good enough health to 
hike the steep path up to the church. Songs like “Iav Kaltid” have been forgotten, though others 
are still well-known—but even then, finding a minimum of three singers able to cover all the 
vocal parts may be a challenge. Younger Svans like Chamgeliani who are interested in the future 
of these rituals may encourage villagers to participate in them, but when they are absent the will 
to perform may be less.
Lakhushdi is a small village of less than one hundred inhabitants (at its peak 
summertime population), and the success of its church festivals is subject to personnel 
constraints. However, other shrine festivals are much more widely attended and are not at risk in 
the foreseeable future. Chief among these is the Lagurka festival held on July 28 in Kala 
commune, located between Mest’ia and Ushguli (see figure 3.7.). This is probably the most 
important public shrine festival in Svaneti, and in recent years many tourists have started 
attending it as well. The festival is held at the Church of St. Kvirike, pegged to the Orthodox 
saint’s day celebration, Kvirikoba, which is held throughout Georgia. This church atop a 
punishingly steep hill is home to a miraculous icon from the Holy Land (Bærug and Margian 
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2016). People come to the festival to donate and ask for miracles, including the birth of a son.23 
While supplicants await their turn to enter the small sanctuary, pray before its icons, and light 
candles, crowds gather on the grass within the complex’s walls, eating boiled beef, informally 
singing songs or dancing, toasting with their friends, or partaking in the festival’s traditional 
contests of strength—attempting to lift large boulders or ring an enormous iron bell. Lagurka is 
significant enough that it now often includes a Kvirikoba liturgy led by Orthodox priests. After 
attending this festival twice (2015 and 2016), I have never observed group prayers being held by 
village lay priests or any obviously ceremonial chanting or round dances, but I am unsure if this 
is because group ceremonies never existed here, I was simply there at the wrong time, or the 
Orthodox liturgy has replaced folk services.
Lipanal. In addition to shrine-specific ceremonies, a few festivals exist that seem to be 
more or less universal, celebrated simultaneously in every village across Svaneti. The most well-
known here is Lipanal (meaning “to prepare the table for the dead” according to Grigolia 1939), 
a largely domestic holiday where the spirits of dead relatives return to the family home. The 
festival varies in length, beginning on the evening of January 18 and running until the next 
Monday morning. 
On the 18th, the day is spent cleaning the house from top to bottom, preparing candles, 
cooking a variety of delicious holiday dishes, and baking specially shaped loaves of bread called 
lemziri, which are made as special offerings for ritual celebrations. As dusk falls, the head of the 
family, accompanied by the other men, brings some araqi and lemziri to the south door of the 
23 Kvirike (known elsewhere as St. Cyricus or Quiricus) was an infant boy sainted for martyrdom. While his 
mother (St. Julitta) was being tortured for her Christianity, Kvirike cried out in distress and was thrown down a 
long flight of stairs by the emperor. His infancy and gender are probably the reasons for his church’s association 
with male children, a process Kevin Tuite calls “underdetermination” (2017b): each hagiography or icon leaves 
many details unfixed and thus open to alterations or interpretations in future iterations. A single biographical 
detail can serve as the foundation for a whole host of popular religious practices that have little connection to 
the saint’s life story as presented in the earliest hagiographies. A similar process seems to have occurred with 
George, the quintessential warrior saint, who does indeed seem to have been a soldier but was actually martyred 
after his conversion for refusing to fight in the emperor’s army.
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nearest church, lights a candle, and prays, “Jesus Christ, send us our nobles” (referring to the 
ancestral souls). He then turns around three times and returns to the house, all the while 
encouraging the souls to follow him and not to fear. At home, a special feast table is set, 
decorated with candles that are lit for a short ritual at the beginning of the meal (see figure 3.8.); 
the family members take food and eat, but do not actually sit at the table, which is reserved for 
the souls. Chamgeliani says that this feast was very lavish and often a family would use up half 
of their resources during the Lipanal celebration, seeing this as an investment since the souls 
would determine their fortune in the coming year based on the welcome received. The head of 
the family would take this time to list the names of all the departed family members he could 
remember, which in preliterate Svaneti was an important way of transmitting family genealogy 
to the next generation. 
After the feast, the family was tasked with entertaining the souls for the entire night—
telling folk tales and jokes, sharing family history, and singing historical ballads, some of which, 
given their great length, were only performed in their entirety on this night. Songs would be 
performed to the accompaniment of the bowed ch’unir. This all-night vigil occupied only the 
first night, but on other evenings the family would still gather for the feast and entertain each 
other for several hours. Throughout the entire course of the festival, the family was expected to 
refrain from quarrelling or otherwise displeasing the spirits. 
On Saturday evening, all the souls in Svaneti would gather for a special conclave called 
lalkhor. The souls here would intercede on behalf of their families, determining the course of the 
next year; the better the souls had been treated, the more strength they would have to influence 
proceedings. On Sunday evening the souls would return to the family home, met by hot bowls of 
porridge to warm them up after a long trek through the snow. A one-day Lipanal, when the 18th 
fell on a Sunday, was regarded as highly unlucky. In this case, the souls had to arrive at the 
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home, depart for lalkhor, and return all in the same night. In these years, people expected wars, 
epidemics, or untimely deaths.
Early on Monday morning, the family would hold a final ritual: toasting the dead and 
spilling a mixture of oil, water and milk on the floor, lighting a candle and bringing it outside 
with a small platter of food, and then attaching the candle to the front gate of the family 
compound, leaving it to burn out. After this each family member would eat some of the food on 
the platter. This marked the end of Lipanal, but a few hours later would see the beginnings of 
another festival, Likuriel, this one restricted to a single day. My experience of Likuriel in January
2016 appears at the beginning of this section; I will only add here that the boisterous nature of 
the event is seen as a celebratory return to life after seriously contemplating death.
I attended the Lipanal festival in the Upper Bal community of Lat’ali in 2016, a year 
which saw the festival at its maximum length, since the 18th fell on a Monday. I spent this time 
in the home of Ek’at’erine Chamgeliani (a sister of Madona), her husband Janiko Parjiani, and 
their two adolescent sons, Erek’le and Demet’re, finishing the week in Lakhushdi, the 
Chamgelianis’ native village, for the celebration of Likuriel. As I experienced it, Lipanal still 
falls into the basic parameters described above. We went together to the church to fetch the souls;
my hosts did not stay up all night, although every day there was some singing and a feast to be 
reckoned with. Nobody played the ch’unir, although Janiko’s mother Sonia did strum her 
panduri, and more than once sang a historical song in honor of the mountain climbing champion 
Mikheil Khergiani that must have comprised at least fifty stanzas. Each evening meal opened 
with all of the men standing around a table bedecked with food and with several lit candles 
adhered to the dishes, saying a few words about our dead loved ones and drinking a small 
amount of araqi after pouring a bit on the floor. But despite the seriousness of the occasion and 
the solemnity of the pre-dinner ritual, the overall atmosphere was lively and happy (helped, no 
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doubt, by the presence of two feisty teenagers and Rosa, who was daily invited with much joy to 
prepare bread and cookies, participate in art projects, or go sledding). 
I did not fully understand the expectations or rules behind the festival at the time, and 
was later embarrassed upon recollecting that my family, as guests, had been seated at the table 
reserved for the souls. When I later asked Madona Chamgeliani if my presence at her sister’s 
house had changed the way they celebrated, she told me “on the contrary,” that the soul of her 
father, an acclaimed expert of Svanetian folk music, would have been “very interested” to meet 
me. Given the importance of keeping souls interested, a foreign guest could be a boon. Then 
again, Madona also noted that the only time people actually followed all of the “rules” anyway 
was when she was present and guiding the proceedings!
Lamproba. Another “universal” Svan festival which has gained a certain amount of 
broader recognition is Lamproba (“the festival of torch/fire”). This picturesque custom is perfect 
for tourist brochures, featuring large birch torches set aflame at dusk among the snow-covered 
graves of the village cemetery. To confuse matters, there are actually three separate rituals held 
on different days that bear the name—Lamproba proper, Jgragish Lamproba, and Sky Lamproba
—and some villages combine them into a single celebration.
The classic Lamproba is connected with the Orthodox festival Mirkma (Candlemas; 
February 15, or February 2 in the Julian calendar), and is held on its eve, February 14. (One 
adolescent girl complained that the rest of the world gets Valentine’s Day while Svans celebrate 
death in the graveyard.) In this festival, each family plants a torch at the grave of each of their 
immediate household relatives, along with some food and alcohol. Villagers then walk 
throughout the cemetery, toasting and eating at each grave in honor of the departed (see figure 
3.9.). I remember looking up into the night sky from the cemetery in Kashveti, part of the Upper 
Bal Lenjeri commune, and seeing other patches of orange light off in the distance up the 
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mountain. I’m not sure if the power had accidentally cut out that evening as it sometimes did, or 
if some political leader had decided that Lamproba would be more atmospheric without the glare
of electric lights, but viewing the distant graveyards of the neighboring villages as little islands in
the blackness was certainly one of the most affecting sights of my time in Svaneti.
I attended the Jgragish Lamproba in Ladrer, part of the Lower Bal Etseri commune. This
celebration is held one week later, and it occurs just before dawn in a field. All the men in the 
village gather (about twenty when I attended), each bearing torches, and lean the torches against 
each other to form a kind of bonfire (see figure 3.10.). After the toasting with araqi begins, three 
men take limzeri in their hands, face the rising sun, and simultaneously intone prayers for 
prosperity and fertility in the coming year in a semi-sung, chaotic, unsynchronized counterpoint. 
This process happens several times, with different trios rotating through. According to 
Chamgeliani, the event should properly feature the singing of the well-known hymn “Jgragish,” 
as well, but when I attended there were not enough singers present to pull this off.
I never observed the third version of the festival, the Sky Lamproba. Chamgeliani 
informed me that this festival is less commonly celebrated, and is less communal than the other 
two, being held separately by each family in their own field.
Commemorating the Dead in Svanetian Religious Practice. This certainly does not 
exhaust the list of Svanetian religious festivals, but it illustrates that death is a major subject of 
concern in Svanetian Orthodox practice. This is borne out also in the traditional Svanetian 
funeral, which is an enormous affair that usually brings in more than 300 guests. A funeral 
requires not one but up to three lavish feasts—on the funeral day itself, forty days after the 
funeral, and sometimes a year later as well, as is standard Orthodox observation. Grigolia states 
that funeral expenses are high because they benefit the souls of the dead, helping to forgive their 
sins (1939). Svans still see their traditional lands as “an inseparable component of their identity” 
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(Green Alternative et al. 2011:6); Virsaladze (2016) states that the worst possible fate was for a 
Svan to be buried outside of their ancestral village, especially in a foreign land; Chamgeliani 
informed me that sometimes when a Svan died far away from Svaneti, flesh would be removed 
from the bones so the latter could be more easily transported back home. 
Svan funerals do not generally involve Orthodox clergy and do not enter the church; 
rather, the body lies at home in an open coffin for several days. On the day of the funeral itself, 
women surround the body, leaving a corridor around it for visitors to pay their respects as they 
arrive. In this room, formalized, improvisatory laments may be intoned by elderly women, 
praising the character of the departed, mourning their loss, and describing the reunion of the 
deceased with loved ones (Bray 2011; for more on women’s laments in Georgia see Ninoshvili 
2012). While this occurs, visitors amass outside, where a group of men (usually middle-aged or 
elderly) sing the wordless, three-part lament called zar.24 The zar may be performed several 
times, and sometimes in different variants depending on who is present (each village in Upper 
Bal Svaneti has its own variant, while the Lower Bal and Lower Svaneti versions also differ). 
During this time, relatives of the deceased lay out an enormous feast in the yard, with benches 
and tables to seat 300 or more guests. The singers have a separate small table with food and 
alcohol, though only they eat and toast during this time. Eventually, the singers are called inside 
along with the pallbearers, who carry the coffin to the cemetery. The singers follow close behind 
them, singing a special funeral version of the hymn “Tsmindao Ghmerto” (Holy God, sung in 
Georgian); they in turn are followed by the rest of the funeral guests. In the cemetery, after the 
coffin is lowered into an open grave, a local elder or bap speaks for a while and prays, then the 
24 Hugo Zemp (2007) recorded a film documentary about Svanetian funerals, including much singing, in 1991 




singers perform the zar one more time. After this, young men immediately start filling the grave 
and the funeral party returns to the house for a supra.
The funeral supra has rules of its own (see chapter six for a more general description of 
Georgian feasts). Men and women are both seated, but at separate tables. Multiple toastmasters 
may be appointed since there are so many tables; no singing occurs; and no meat or spicy food is
served “lest the departing soul be troubled” (Bray 2011:7).
Although Svan funerals incorporate clear Orthodox aspects (like the usage of a liturgical
Georgian text in “Tsmindao Ghmerto”), in some ways they are informed by a separate logic. In 
the case shared by Ketevan Gurchiani above, Orthodox clergy refused to have anything to do 
with the interment of her relative since he had committed suicide, but Svan singers traveled to 
perform the zar at the funeral regardless.
Religion in Svaneti and the Georgian Orthodox Church
I do not wish to reify the distinction between localized Svanetian Christianity and 
institutionalized Georgian Orthodoxy too much—the former is clearly influenced by the 
language, narratives, and calendar of the latter, and all Svan practitioners see themselves 
decidedly as Orthodox Christians.25 While lowland Georgians may consider some Svan religious 
customs questionable, Svans are still on the fringes of Orthodoxy rather than outside of its 
bounds altogether. Far more religiously problematic are those Georgians who are not Christian at
all, but Muslim, such as the Ach’arans or Laz who live along the Georgian-Turkish border 
(Batiashvili and Khalvashi 2009; Pelkmans 2006). Additionally, everyday religious practice in 
25 This is not the case in some comparable situations—Abkhazian members of the syncretic Ldzaa-nykh faith do 
not regard themselves as Christians (Kuznetsov and Kuzenetsova 2017). Uatsdin, the Ossetian traditional 
religion, is construed in opposition to Christianity and Islam—in particular, to Russian Orthodoxy. While 
neopagan movements began flourishing in Eastern Europe in the 1980s, the Abkhazian and Ossetian examples 
differ from some of the “bookish” Slavic urban revival movements in that, like Svan religious custom, they are 
more organically connected to rural practices that never completely died out (Shnirelman 2002).
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lowland Georgia contains many elements that are not necessarily approved by GOC priests 
(Gurchiani 2017:509).
Still, there are obvious points of tension between Svanetian religious custom and official
Orthodox practice. Madona Chamgeliani informed me that young Svans are very aware that local
ritual practices are reputed to be paganism (ts’armartoba), no doubt due to acts like praying to 
the sun or sacrificing goats or cattle. Many of these young people, in Chamgeliani’s words, 
instead “listen to whatever the priests say” uncritically. In times of economic uncertainty and 
government instability, staying on the good side of the Church can be important—Richard Bærug
described the GOC to me as a “state within a state,” sometimes stepping up to provide basic 
needs like road-clearing tractors to isolated Svanetian villages. The problem, from the 
perspective of Chamgeliani, is that very few priests are Svans and “ninety percent” are quite 
narrow-minded about acceptable practice.26
Some unfortunate incidents have occurred since the return of the Georgian Orthodox 
Church to Svaneti in the late 1980s. According to Georgian law, all churches, monasteries, and 
their grounds are the property of the GOC; this is partly seen as restitution for the damage done 
to the Church by the Soviets (Long 2017). However, as a result, a young generation of fervent 
priests has been dispatched to places like Svaneti where the Church’s ownership claims butt up 
against those of the communities that built the churches and have used them largely independent 
of GOC oversight for centuries. The case of Lakhushdi’s Tanghili Church is instructive: several 
non-Svan monks built wooden huts nearby, intending to re-establish the church as a site of daily 
worship. But to this end, they installed a wood-burning stove in the building to warm it during 
the long winter months. Smoke from the stove quickly caused irreparable damage to the 
thirteenth-century frescoes; as a result, the monks widened a narrow window to improve 
26 Richard Bærug’s Svaneti travelogue (Bærug and Margian 2016) includes several accounts of his largely 
unsuccessful attempts to convince local priests and believers that Protestants also read the Bible.
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ventilation (which necessitated complete destruction of parts of frescoes surrounding the original
hole), but the damage had been done. One unique painting of a strange reptilian creature on the 
wall was also deemed theologically problematic and cemented over.
Similar cases have occurred in other parts of Svaneti, too. Richard Baerug shared the 
following story in an interview (August 18, 2016):
One man in Kishkildash, where there are two people left, he’s renovating the 
family church himself, it’s like 1500 years old, and telling me that the priest 
had come. A young priest not understanding much in life, asking him to tear 
down the horns [on the cross], and he said, I’m not going to do that. It’s been 
part of our church traditions now for 1500 years. If somebody should tear it 
down, you should do it. So the priest [tore] them down. They just put them in a 
box inside the church. Like vulgar bulldozing . . .
As an ordained GOC priest himself, Mest’ia’s Father Giorgi has to be circumspect in his
discussion of these matters. He diplomatically states that his fellow priests are only doing what 
they think is right, but that because they are not Svans, they are unable to see the greater context. 
Without going into details, he refers to “clashes” he has had with individuals “who have not been
brought up in this culture, who are not close to the roots of the culture, and who often interpret 
individual things in their own ways with which I would not agree” (interview, Sep. 1, 2016). 
From his perspective, most of the festivals and practices have Christian roots, and even if they 
have taken rather odd turns over the centuries, the people should not be faulted for trying to 
express their religious feeling in a manner they best understand. For this reason, he is strongly 
opposed to the banning of these rituals. Although Father Giorgi did not mention this himself, 
Bærug informed me the GOC hierarchy has twice attempted to remove the priest from Svaneti, 
but both times a petition signed by 500 locals has forced them to reconsider.27 It’s unclear 
whether the primary impetus is Father Giorgi’s advocacy for the Svan language (the GOC 
refuses to allow translation of the Bible into Svan or Megrelian, although unofficial translations 
27 This is not hidden information; it is also published in Bærug and Margian (2016).
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have circulated for decades), his refusal to speak out against vernacular versions of Orthodoxy, 
or a combination of the two.
One day, Madona Chamgeliani got a call from a young friend in Lakhushdi. “Madona, 
they’re trying to cancel it!” the woman told her in a panic. The monks had informed the 
Lakhushdi villagers that they would not be permitted to celebrate the biannual Tanghili festival 
anymore. It was not theologically sanctioned, and such activities could no longer be carried out 
on church premises. Chamgeliani was furious—this was adding insult to injury; besides the 
fresco damage described above, priests had already bricked up the south door of the church down
in the Lakhushdi village square in an attempt to prevent the practice of Lipanal. She wrote a 
strongly worded open letter decrying the cultural destruction being carried out by uninformed 
priests that generated much debate among Svans (by no means united behind her) and clergy. 
Somehow the matter caught the attention of the Catholicos-Patriarch of the Georgian Orthodox 
Church himself (he is actually Chamgeliani’s godfather, though they have only met once in 
person28). Shortly afterwards, the Patriarch held a meeting of bishops where he strongly informed
them that practitioners of Svanetian Christianity were to be left alone. The monks moved away, 
and for the last two or three years the hilltop Tanghili festival has been held as usual. Although 
Lipanal is still practiced in Lakhushdi, the south door of the village church remains bricked up.
The Patriarch’s injunction seems to have given Svanetian vernacular Orthodoxy a 
reprieve, establishing a space for it within the sphere of acceptable Orthodox practice. The 
Patriarch is already in his mid-eighties and it is hard to know whether his successor will be so 
accommodating. However, despite misgivings on the part of some young people, localized 
28 This is actually far from unusual in Georgia. In recent years, the Patriarch has offered to be the godfather of any 
child born to married Orthodox parents who already have two or more children, in an attempt to stave off the 
demographic decline caused by low birthrates and emigration (Tsertsvadze and Chikadze 2016). In the late 
1980s, the Patriarch was visiting Svaneti, and he met the Chamgeliani family in their village. Upon learning that




religious practices remain firmly entrenched. When eco-migrants moved to lowland Georgia 30 
years ago, one of their first actions was setting up shrines that would “materialize” their relations
to the home region (Voell 2013:161). Lowland Svans continue to perform an “oath of unity” that 
binds them to a mythologized Svaneti and its traditions (Voell 2013), while in the highlands, 
despite the challenges described above, the festivals continue to be held. 
Chamgeliani feels that other than for the elderly and a few younger revivalists, people 
mostly participate in traditional festivals because they are entertaining social occasions. As one 
young Svan woman told us, “Georgians would never give up an excuse to get drunk together 
with their friends.” However, travel writer Peter Nasmyth offers another perspective that may 
help to explain the vaunted and supposedly fundamental religiosity of the Svan people: “. . . here 
in this mountain church, the forces of nature glared back full of resolution and purpose. Here I 
felt God had not yet been tamed by man. Something Almighty clearly hung over life in the 
mountains. God was indeed still ‘great’” (Nasmyth 2006:161). Even for a North American 
ethnomusicologist, it is not difficult to perceive why the cruel gods of nature might still hold 
such sway over Svaneti’s crushing peaks.
SUMMARY
In this chapter, I have detailed the discourses surrounding what makes Svans and 
Svaneti unique—ethnographic customs, general stereotypes, key symbols, language, and 
religion. These are all aspects of Svan identity today—resources that allow Svan people to 
position themselves with regard to narratives of the past, as Stuart Hall puts it (Alcoff 2005:114).
The historical influence continues to be deeply felt in Svaneti today, and I have endeavored to 
show that this influence means Svans are not merely one more subset of the Georgian ethnos, 
like Gurians or Imeretians or Kakhetians. Rather, they are a subset with a difference, and this 
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difference is the catalyst for significant tensions vis-a-vis lowland Georgians, particularly around
language and religion. In itself, this can be seen as a kind of intra-cultural encounter.
Svan difference, particularly their standing as “traditional” people, has consequences for
their relationships with cultural institutions seeking to govern their music (see chapter five), their
interactions with foreign singers seeking to learn their music (chapter six), and their ambivalent 
adoption of entrepreneurial subjectivities (chapter seven). In particular, if we seriously consider 
that neoliberal capitalism is not merely an economic system but a cultural and ideological one (T.
D. Taylor 2015:5), then its collision with a habitus that appears to be so deeply rooted in the 
continuing practices of everyday life is bound to lead to significant ruptures. These ruptures will 
be explored going forward; first, however, I will turn to a more in-depth discussion of Svanetian 




Figure 3.1. Mount Ushba
Figure 3.2. Stone defensive tower (murq’wam) in Ushguli community
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Figure 3.3. Murtaz Chamgeliani prepares to pray during Likuriel festival, Lakhushdi
Figure 3.4. Astral symbols carved on a church pulpit (at Svaneti Museum, Mest’ia)
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Figure 3.5. Medieval church in Ushguli
Figure 3.6. Icons on display at Svaneti Museum
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Figure 3.7. Worshipers gathering for Lagurka festival, Kala village
Figure 3.8. Table set for Lipanal evening meal
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Figure 3.9. Lamproba celebrated in Kashveti cemetery (Lenjeri)




A SINGLE ENORMOUS SOLEMN AND DARK HYMN: 
SVANETIAN MUSIC
Islam Pilpani’s father Maksime was a good ch’unir player, and Islam learned to play the
instrument by watching and listening, eventually picking it up at the age of five or six—there 
were no formal lessons, and Islam says that he taught himself. He started out with old ch’unir 
tunes like “Mirangula” and “Vitsbil Matsbil,” and later expanded to hymns like “Lile” and 
“Jgragish” that were not traditionally played instrumentally. Maksime’s brother Aleksi had been 
head of Mest’ia’s folk song ensemble for a time, although when Islam auditioned for the group it 
was being directed by a man named Platon Dadvani. At first, Dadvani laughed at the callow 
youth who had come before him. Islam was only fourteen years old, and in his own words, “I 
was small in size. Smaaaall!” But once Dadvani heard Islam play the ch’unir, he said “Whoa!” 
(Islam’s words) and immediately accepted him “with pleasure.”
After excelling in music programs at elementary and middle school, Islam moved to 
Tbilisi to further his studies (around 1960). He initially studied construction at Tbilisi’s Technical
University, but when his musical abilities were discovered he was transferred to the institution’s 
cultural education center. In Tbilisi, Islam studied other Georgian instruments. He already knew 
the ch’unir, chaeng, and the folk panduri, but in Tbilisi he learned the chonguri (which he picked
up quickly since like the ch’unir it lacks frets) and salamuri (a high-pitched wooden aerophone 
akin to a pennywhistle), besides getting lessons in music theory and piano. He continued to 
experiment with the ch’unir, and figured out how to play folk songs from other regions of 
Georgia on it—Guria, Samegrelo, and Kakheti. This was (and is still) very rarely done, since the 
instrument has certain limitations that make it difficult to venture beyond the harmonic structures
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common to Svanetian songs. When I was taking lessons from him, Islam enjoyed showing me 
these arrangements on occasion.
After his graduation, Islam was hired on as a music teacher in the same department. For 
two years, he joined the early folk revival ensemble Shvidk’atsa (seven men) which had been 
formed in the late 1950s. By the time Islam joined Shvidk’atsa in the mid 1960s, the group was 
known across the Soviet Union. Islam recalled travelling to Moscow to perform in front of 
Brezhnev, then the head of the USSR, for the dedication of a monument honoring Shota 
Rustaveli, Georgia’s national poet. As he said, “We performed in the Hall of Congress, which 
was so big that you couldn’t recognize a person who was standing at the other end of it.” 
Shvidk’atsa also performed in Romania during Islam’s tenure.
Islam’s ch’unir playing was featured in a Georgian feature film called Matsi Khvitia 
around this time (Ushikishvili et al. 2016:123). While he was interested in continuing his music 
studies at the Tbilisi State Conservatory, which was very hard to enter, by this time he had two 
young children who “needed food.” Accordingly, he returned to Mest’ia in 1966, where he was 
given a job directing school ensembles. These groups won gold medals at state Olympiads on 
two occasions. 
* * *
While Svanetian language and religion set the region off from the rest of Georgia in 
potentially problematic ways, its music is often described in different terms.1 Musical style is a 
binding factor that proves Svan kinship with other Kartvelian peoples (Araqishvili 2010; Meskhi 
and Gabisonia 2005). According to the principles of dialectology, a musicological approach 
utilized by many Georgian scholars,2 while language and musical style may divide roughly along
1 This is potentially ironic, given that the music is directly connected to Svanetian religious practice and sung in 
the Svan language.
2 Often attributed to Bartók, though according to Shilakadze (2002), the Georgian ethnomusicologist Dimitri 
Araqishvili was already utilizing such an approach in 1905. Briefly, Georgian regions are often divided along 
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the lines of ethnographic groups, linguistic dialects define a smaller locality than musical dialects
do (Gvakharia, quoted in Shilakadze 2002). In other words, musical styles have a greater degree 
of mutual intelligibility than do languages. 
While ethnomusicologists do not generally affirm the old chestnut that “music is the 
universal language,” we can readily attest that musical preferences are often widely shared across
ethnic boundaries in multicultural, multilinguistic regions. By this logic, while Svan and 
Megrelian are (hopefully) acknowledged as linguistically distinct rather than dialects, from the 
musical perspective they are indeed simply dialects of the overarching Georgian musical 
language. 
Despite its small size (ca. 40 songs), local scholars set the repertory of Upper Svaneti 
apart as a unique treasure of Georgian culture that needs to be actively studied and preserved. 
This repertory, understood as among the oldest in Georgia, still provides the underpinning for all 
folk music activity in the region; freighted with the several indices and stereotypes described in 
the previous chapter, it is highly valued by culture brokers nationally and internationally. In the 
1930s, the Georgian music folklorist Dmitri Araqishvili claimed that “All Svan songs 
together . . . constitute a single enormous solemn and dark hymn to the gods and nature” 
(Araqishvili 2010:46). As this evocative statement suggests, it is this primal character, this sense 
of ancientness and invocation of a harsh and even alien worldview, that still draws the most 
attention in descriptions and understandings of Svan music. In this chapter, which continues the 
previous in explaining Svaneti’s special place in the Georgian national imagination, I describe 
how Svan music figures in the discursive framing of Svaneti as ancient, medieval, pagan, and 
historical and linguistic dialect lines, and each such region has a corresponding musical style which is marked 
by its own specific musical characteristics. Perhaps this is to the benefit of Svanetian music, since although 
Svan people number only 1% of Georgia’s population, in terms of dialectal regions there are only about a dozen 
and Svaneti is considered one of the most distinctive, letting Svan music “punch above its weight” in the 
national folklore scene, as we will again see in the next chapter.
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isolated. In the absence of such factors, the encounters with lowland cultural authorities and 
foreign tourists described in the final three chapters of this dissertation would not exist. 
HALLMARKS OF SVANETIAN MUSICAL STYLE
A not especially musical Georgian would probably still know the following facts about 
Svanetian music: it is sung with a very loud voice, it often features round dances and very old 
songs, it sometimes utilizes two ancient instruments (chaeng and ch’unir) endemic to the region, 
and Svan funerals often feature the zar, the emotionally wrenching, dissonant, polyphonic male 
lament.3 Comparisons are often drawn between Svaneti’s environment and its creative art: “Just 
as the land’s natural and living conditions are harsh and rigorous, so is the local music somber 
and solemn” (Baramishvili 2016:91); or “The history and culture of Svaneti is rich with folk 
music, with rigorous and powerful singing to match the severe habitat and hard life-style of the 
Svans” (Georgian National Tourism Administration 2014a). Such characteristics depict Svan 
music as weighty, harsh, dissonant, and archaic, traits that I will now examine in more detail.
Kevin Tuite notes as a distinctive feature of three-part Svanetian music “its greater use 
of dissonant intervals and striking harmonic progressions” when compared to other Georgian 
regional styles (1994:7). Frank Scherbaum agrees, stating that its sonorities sound “unusual” to 
“ears trained on western music” (2016:81). Partly this is due to the frequent use of seconds 
between the upper two voices and the parallel motion of non-tempered triadic chords 
(Chkhikvadze and Jordania 2000). Joseph Jordania gives a more extensive list of features of 
Svan vocal polyphony: all songs are sung in three parts, barring a few solo laments and lullabies 
sung by women; most songs include a round dance portion; dances usually start out slowly and 
speed up; each voice has a narrow melodic range (often a fourth); dissonance plays an important 
3 One non-musician Georgian described the zar to me as “horrendous” and “unpleasant,” so “dissonant” is not 
solely an etic description.
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role; chords move in parallel; men and women perform songs together; voices are extremely 
loud; most songs are antiphonal, and there is much use of vocables (Jordania 2006:93), all within
the framework of a scalar system based on diatonic fifths (rather than the octave) and chordal 
progression in “sharp dissonant chords” that move by whole steps (199).
Musical Example 4.1. “Lile” excerpt, composite transcription based on many performances
The “dissonant chords” noted by so many observers are characterized by closely placed 
harmonies, frequently spanning no more than a fifth between the outer voices. A transcription of 
the hymn “Lile” (see musical example 4.1.) shows several of these characteristics. The parts 
generally move synchronically (with no melismatic ornamentation or yodeling, characteristics of 
folk song in other Georgian regions) and in parallel. Grigol Chkhikvadze states that “Complex 
movement of voices in principal three-part sounding is also a peculiarity of three-part singing in 
Svaneti, creating at the same time parallel fifths in the marginal parts and creating a specific 
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sound of Svan songs” (2010:105).4 These structures are referred to elsewhere as “chordal unit 
polyphony,” a homorhythmic style characterized by parts that generally move in parallel 
conjunct motion. The movement is not purely parallel, though, leading Maka Khardziani to 
conclude that the “synchronized movement of chordal units” here does not “exclude the 
tendency of parts towards free development” (2002:332).
Meskhi and Gabisonia (2005) describe the typical Svan cadence as incorporating the 
bass movement of I–VII–VI–VII–I. The intervening chords will be some combination of 1–3–5 
(though defining these as “major” or “minor” would be unwise), 1–4–5, 1–4–6, 1–5–7, or other 
less common triads; songs generally end on a unison, rather than a fifth as is the case in many 
other parts of Georgia.5 While the vast majority of songs are in three parts, some of them include 
passages in only two parts (where the middle voice joins the basses), and even fully three-part 
songs can include 1–1–3 or 1–1–4 chords (Aslanishvili 2010). 
Araqishvili (2010) notes that Svans have their own rules about consonance, and do not 
hear these chords as grating or unpleasant. The reason the chords sound “dissonant” to unfamiliar
ears is partly due to intonation. While Svanetian singers are not the only Georgians to utilize a 
non-tempered scale,6 they are, once again, regarded as cleaving more closely to the original 
standard due to centuries of isolation. Sylvia Bolle-Zemp points out that the scale is non-
tempered and that either major or minor thirds are rare, with a tendency for neutral thirds (1994). 
After a sustained analysis (gathering data from as many villages as possible over multiple years) 
of the intonation used by Svan village singers, Frank Scherbaum (2016) concludes that the scale 
4 The use of “complex” should be clarified. Some typologies of Georgian polyphony translated into English place
Svan music in the category of “complex polyphony”—this was how it was described in my lessons at the Tbilisi
State Conservatoire. It took me months to deduce that “complex” here does not mean “complicated” but has the 
sense used in “a building complex”: a compound or structure made of united parts.
5 Many songs in the neighboring regions of Rach’a, Lechkhumi, and Samegrelo also end in unison (Freedman 
2014).
6 The intonational particularities of the “Georgian traditional scale” have been the subject of considerable analysis
for decades (Erkvanidze 2002; Gelzer 2002; Kawai et al. 2010; Tsereteli and Veshapidze 2014; Westman 2002).
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is definitely non-tempered, with melodic intervals approaching equidistance at around 170 cents 
per step (a slightly flattened whole step). He observes a distinct difference between the melodic 
and harmonic interval sets, with harmonic fourth and fifth intervals being close to just intonation 
(500 and 700 cents, respectively), and thirds decidedly neutral but more variable than the fourths 
or fifths. Vocal stylings add to the overall dissonant effect, with Meskhi and Gabisonia (2005) 
noting frequent glissandos in either direction, and Bolle-Zemp (1994) describing frequent pitch 
fluctuation and occasional systematic rising of pitch throughout the course of a song.
Antiphonal choirs feature heavily in Svan music, particularly in the round dances that 
usually feature complete repetition of each verse by a second choir (which has the additional 
benefit of allowing singers to catch their breath during physical activity). In almost all cases in 
Svaneti, I observed the same general principle that serves as the ideal for Georgian traditional 
polyphony: songs are generally started by the middle voice, and only the bass part is sung by 
multiple singers, meaning that the top and middle parts are always sung by soloists who have the 
freedom to add melodic variations and minor improvisations. As a result, the bass part is vocally 
“massive.” But while enormous bass resonance is not unique to Svaneti, it seems to inflect the 
overall sonority to a noticeably greater degree: writers describe the sound of a Svan choir as 
vigorous, severe, monolithic (Bolle-Zemp 1994), solid, or majestic (Chkhikvadze 2010:105). 
Meskhi & Gabisonia state that “Svans sing in a loud and heavy manner” (2005:3), a 
characteristic shared with singers from the eastern highlands of Georgia (Shilakadze 2002), while
the “hymn-like, elevated spirit and stateliness” of their songs draws comparisons to the styles of 
Kartli and Kakheti in the east lowlands more than to the light and humorous approach of nearer 
western lowland regions like Guria and Imereti (Meskhi and Gabisonia 2005:3).
As in the polyphonic styles of surrounding areas including the Balkans, Ukraine, and 
Russia, metaphorical terms are used to describe the movement, quality, or function of the parts in
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Svanetian choral music. Table 4.1. describes the various terms used to refer to the different voice 
parts in Svanetian vocal polyphony.
Voice Name Source
Top Kivan/Kiven /k'iwän/ (thin/high-
pitched/screaming)
(Araqishvili 2010); (Meskhi and 
Gabisonia 2005); Javakhishvili 
(in (Khardziani 2002)
Mech’em /meč'em/ (follower) Khardziani 2002; (Bolle-Zemp 
1994)






Meskhi & Gabisonia; 
Khardziani; Javakhishvili; Bolle-
Zemp
Bottom/Bass Ban/Ben /bän/ Araqishvili; Bolle-Zemp
Table 4.1. Svan names for voice parts
Araqishvili’s characterization of the middle voice as “merme/mechem” (meaning second 
or follower) seems to be a mistake, given that Khardziani and Bolle-Zemp apply this term to the 
top voice. Madona Chamgeliani confirmed this (p.c.). Functionally, the middle voice is almost 
invariably the beginner or leader (called “meubne” when singing as a solo at the beginning of a 
song, and “muzheghv” when singing with the other parts), and the top voice enters later in 
concert with the basses.7 Georgian traditional singers generally did not apply numerical terms to 
the voice parts in terms of where they fall in pitch space, but in terms of where they entered 
temporally. Thus, the top voice was not considered the “first voice” since it usually entered 
second. Khardziani notes too that the middle voice usually follows the general melodic contour 
of one-voiced Svanetian laments, making it likely that this is the oldest voice part (2002). For all 
these reasons, naming the middle voice “second” seems inaccurate. Today, however, it is very 




common for Georgian singers to refer to the highest voice as p’irveli khma (first voice), the 
middle voice as meore khma (second voice), and the lowest bani (bass) or sometimes mesame 
khma (third voice). This is likely a result of Western influence. Ban is the Svan version of the 
Georgian bani.
GEORGIAN SCHOLARLY INTEREST IN SVANETIAN MUSIC
An overall discourse of ancientness and primordialism surrounds Svanetian music, often
supported by scholarly writings. As an isolated rural region, Svaneti has been of interest to 
ethnographers since the 1800s. Musicological expeditions were carried out by Georgian and 
Russian scholars as well as by composers looking for inspiration. In his 1957 collection of 
Svanetian songs, ethnomusicologist Vladimer Akhobadze lists nearly twenty luminaries who 
carried out research before him, in pre-Soviet and Soviet times, but concludes that Svan music is 
still not properly understood (Akhobadze 1957:8). Part of the problem, which Akhobadze 
himself was unable to avoid, was that in almost all of these cases the primary researchers were 
not Svans and their lack of knowledge of the language led to misunderstandings, 
misinterpretations, and incorrect conclusions in published materials. Dimitri Araqishvili (2010), 
one of the researchers cited by Akhobadze, notes further shortcomings: some early researchers 
notated only poetic texts, although almost all folk poetry would have been sung, and early 
transcriptions often replaced “dissonant” chords with ones regarded as more correct—for 
example, the renowned composer Zakaria Paliashvili transcribed many folk songs after an 
expedition to Svaneti in the first decade of the twentieth century, but he replaced the very 




These shortcomings have been partly mitigated in the past few decades by a younger 
generation of ethnomusicologists that includes Maka Khardziani, who is from Svaneti and 
speaks the language, and Nana Mzhavanadze, who is not Svan but works closely with Madona 
Chamgeliani. Although there is still a relative dearth of musicological material specifically 
focusing on Svaneti (in any language), Svanetian music often features in discussions of various 
issues, such as the general origins of Georgian polyphony.
Since Svanetian music is regarded by scholars and the general public alike as very 
ancient, it offers clues for researchers interested in the distant past. When Araqishvili wrote his 
summary of Svan music in the late 1940s, he regarded Svans as direct descendants of the Hittites
and Sumerians, preserving their polyphony and modes since 2000 BCE (Araqishvili 2010). Such 
ideas permeate the popular sphere as well—Derlemenko & Gigilashvili refer to Svans as “the 
most ancient Georgian tribe, akin to the Sumerians” (1983:23), and state that Svanetian names 
bear the direct imprint of Sumer: the village of Lakhamula refers to the Sumerian god of 
subterranean waters, Lakhamu, while the undisputed king of Svanetian folk songs, “Lile” (lee-
lay), understood as a 4000-year-old hymn to the sun, was originally written to honor Enlil, the 
Sumerian sun god. More recently, Joseph Jordania has stated that the vocables used in Svan folk 
songs show “promising parallels with the dead ancient languages of the [sic] Mesopotamia” 
(Jordania 2006:200).8 He further proposes that Svan parallel polyphony has “startling structural 
closeness” to Mesopotamian polyphony, which according to Curt Sachs,9 made extensive use of 
seconds, fourths and fifths (2006:267–68). The notion that Mesopotamians had polyphony and 
its exact intervals can be reconstructed is controversial, to put it mildly.
8 This is a common claim for Georgian sung vocables in general. Tuite points out various attempts to link the 
Urartian god “Alale” to the vocable haralale, the Akkadian “Adadi” to the Svan vocables oda dia or wodiwo 
and Megrelian odoia, or the Sumerian “Inana” to nanina or iavnana. He concludes, “Unfortunately for these 
etymologies, the strong preference for high-sonority phonemes in vocables makes the possibility of a purely 
coincidental resemblance with these deity names all the more likely” (Tuite 2015:24). 
9 Sachs argued that based on carved Assyrian reliefs of “almost photographic” accuracy, Sumerian harpists likely 
employed polyphony, playing in fifths at the very least (1940:82); see also (1943:99–100).
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Jordania ultimately concludes that Svanetian music is a “perfect candidate for the most 
ancient style of European polyphony for many reasons,” including: its poetry lacks rhyme and is 
always sung; its language is archaic and the Svans are isolated; the music is dissonant and 
connected with round dances (2010:236).10 Khardziani makes less sweeping pronouncements, 
but argues for the ancient nature of Svan folklore (particularly of round dances on the theme of 
hunting) due to the abundance of meaningless syllables, the high number of challenging 
consonant clusters, the taut and tense vocal manner of performers, and the specific form of 
parallel “chordal unit” polyphony (2004). And Araqishvili (2010:43) points to the clear 
predominance of pagan elements in Svan ceremonies as proof of a “pre-Christian, ancient 
legacy” borne out in polyphonic vocal music that developed without any contact with Western 
Europe. Since all of the songs of basically every genre in Svaneti employ the same style as the 
ancient religious hymns, he sees this as a legacy firmly established by the ancestors of the Svan 
people. While Araqishvili references the Svans’ current “primitive singing” he also notes the 
high aesthetic development of the music, arguing that the Svan people must have had a great past
culture to create such refined, “primordial harmony” (2010:44).
Araqishvili additionally ponders the possibility that neighboring, non-Georgian peoples 
may have also had songs with such complex structure, but many scholars have been more 
interested in showing how Svan music fits into prescriptive notions of the development of 
national music. A general evolutionary classification of Georgian polyphonic styles valorizes the 
10 For Jordania, the “ancient survival” of polyphony in isolated pockets of Europe—swampy or mountainous 
regions and islands like the Basque country, Bulgaria, Corsica, Sardinia (Jordania 2010)—is evidence of his 
controversial thesis, that the earliest human societies sang in polyphony as a means of frightening off predators. 
He believes that the peoples who developed articulated speech earliest are also those whose folk music is now 
the most monophonic, since polyphony has gradually been replaced by single-line melodies over the course of 
human history (Jordania 2011). The pre-Indo-European populations of Europe once sang in style of “drone-
dissonant polyphony” which is now imperfectly preserved in the aforementioned areas. Jordania notes that 
Georgian polyphonic types all include dissonance and some kind of drone (which may be movable); in any 




contrapuntal textures of west lowland folk music, particularly the complicated improvisatory 
stylings of the province of Guria. In terms of musical development, Svan music is sometimes 
placed at the level of older strata at the bottom of the polyphonic hierarchy (Siegfried Nadel, as 
quoted in Ziegler 2008); sometimes it is placed above the music of the eastern highlands, which 
is often monophonic or in only two parts (Robert Lach, quoted in Beliaev 1933). Shalva 
Aslanishvili (2010), a respected ethnomusicologist of the mid-20th century, divided Georgian 
music into two main styles: drone polyphony, corresponding with the eastern Georgian musical 
“dialect,” and chordal unit polyphony, corresponding with the western part of the country. This 
binary regional division of Georgian polyphony is quite common. Aslanishvili sees Svanetian 
music, with its “less sophisticated” mode, tonality, and rhythm, as the basis for the music of other
parts of western Georgia (2010:61). He points to some two-voiced sections of Svanetian songs as
survivals from the earliest development of polyphony in Georgia. Araqishvili (2010) concurs, 
suggesting that the two-part sections of three-part songs are the oldest components.
Manana Shilakadze draw comparisons between language and music, arguing that the 
Svan language and musical dialect are the closest to the proto-Georgian root (2002). Araqishvili 
sees these links most strongly in the presence of what he calls the “trichord,” the 1–4–5 “axis of 
Georgian national harmony” that features prominently in songs from all regions of the country 
(2010:44). Its high incidence in Svaneti shows the close link between Svans and other 
Kartvelians. Aslanishvili even argues that the genesis of the 1–4–5 chord is in Svan song; he 
argues that its three-part texture arose from adding a top voice, generally a parallel fifth above 
the bass, to the two lower parts. Since Svan music frequently has perfect fourths between the 
bass and middle voice, the 1–4–5 chord arose naturally from this top voice addition (2010).11
11 An alternative hypothesis by Gogotishvili proposes that the outer voice fifths were original and that the middle 
voice was a later addition. However, Khardziani (2002) notes that there are no bare open fifth parallels in the 
Svan repertoire today, which could be expected as “survivals” from the more ancient repertoire, thus weakening 
Gogotishvili’s argument. I am aware of one such bare open fifth parallel in a Lower Svanetian zar, but it only 
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We have already seen that Svaneti is frequently compared to the eastern mountain areas,
which are similarly fascinating for ethnographers as isolated areas with pagan customs. While 
the musical styles of these two regions are quite different, they do both feature a vocal 
production that is loud, raw, and untutored. Some researchers point to the eastern mountain 
regions, particularly fabled Khevsureti, as the “most archaic dialectal area” (Jordania 2006:199); 
however, by the basic features of archaic musical culture generally agreed upon by Georgian 
ethnomusicologists (unity of singing and dancing, round dances, antiphony, nonsense syllable 
survivals, and use of ancient forms of poetry), Svaneti is the clear winner, since it possesses all 
of these characteristics (200). While this argument may seem somewhat circular—the music of 
the mountain regions is ancient because it contains these features, and these features are ancient 
because they are found in the mountains—it is based on a diffusionist argument that the most 
ancient cultural features are those pushed to the margins and preserved in isolated places.
Notably, although the “romantic” east Georgian mountain regions are regarded as the 
prime location for Georgian ethnography, in terms of musical appeal, Svaneti has a definite 
advantage. As Kevin Tuite told me (p.c.), “I’ve recorded some songs in Khevsureti and Pshavi, 
but there is not much appeal there . . . I can’t really play them for anyone. People react with 
distaste. But when I play Svan singers, the listeners immediately melt.” 
Given that the eastern mountain regions are also far more depopulated than Svaneti, it 
will come as no surprise that Georgian scholars prize Svaneti for its living musical authenticity: 
Nana Valishvili states that only in Upper Svaneti have “the authentic folklore traditions . . . 
retained their original glory” (2008:600), while Rusudan Tsurtsumia argues that only in Svaneti 
and the southern highland region of Ach’ara can one speak about the “almost full survival of 
folklore processes, where the tradition of transmitting of polyphonic musical consciousness from
lasts for two successive chords.
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generation to generation is not perverted under the influence of modern mass musical culture” 
(2010:259). Jordania sums it up: Svans are “famous for their unbroken cultural heritage and 
ancient three-part polyphony” (2006:268).
While this “unbroken cultural heritage” is often attributed to Svaneti’s inaccessibility, 
the social relations behind music-making play a role as well. The patriarchal system in Svaneti 
included some mitigating factors for women—at the very least, while the lot of women in 
Svaneti was harsh, it was not the harshest in Georgia. In the musical realm, women had greater 
licence to take part, which contributed to the passing down of folk music in the family.12 At the 
beginning of the twentieth century, Araqishvili and Paliashvili separately noted that men and 
women “always sang together” (Jordania 2006:104). This makes Svaneti very much an outlier, 
since strict musical gender segregation was the rule in most other parts of Georgia. However, 
Sylvia Bolle-Zemp has argued that “When it comes to music, the men consider that they have 
exclusive rights to public and religious performances, to polyphonic songs and to the specific 
timbre of the ‘Svan voice’” (1994:33). It is possible that Bolle-Zemp did not gain access to the 
more intimate sort of gatherings where families would sing together, although in my own 
fieldwork experiences two decades later, this did not seem to be an obstacle. When I observed 
public rituals or festivals, men definitely took the lead in singing and dancing, although women 
sometimes did take part in a secondary role. While Araqishvili and Paliashvili observed women 
taking part in community round dances and group singing, I would be surprised if women were 
acting as soloists or directing the proceedings, but this is just speculation. It is certain that 
women did not take part in the funeral zar, which was (and remains) the exclusive province of 
12 Vakhtang Pilpani informed me whenever musical questions arose, his father Islam would defer to the judgment 
of his sister Natela, who never married, lived with Islam’s family later in life, and was a musician of equal 
caliber. I never met Natela Pilpani, who died about a year before I first met Islam in September 2012.
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men, generally elders. Bolle-Zemp also suggests that only women sang lullabies, although there 
is no taboo preventing men from joining in.
Music’s connection to the family in Svaneti allowed for much regional differentiation of
repertoire and localized variations on commonly known songs. Akhobadze noted in 1957 that the
geographical and political division between Upper and Lower Svaneti has “left a clear mark on 
Svan legends and songs” (1957:7), but he also asserted that each village or gvari (clan sharing 
the same family name) possessed its own song which could not be performed by outsiders 
(1957:8). This claim does not appear in any other literature, and ethnomusicologist Nana 
Mzhavanadze thinks it is likely the result of a misunderstanding (p.c.); however, it is true that 
each village in Upper Bal Svaneti possessed its own variant of the zar, while many other songs 
are traced to particular villages of origin (which do not have any official proprietary hold over 
them today), and some Svans will identify specific songs with pride as being composed by an 
ancestor (Freedman 2014:88).
THE SVANETIAN REPERTOIRE
In terms of genre, there are heroic and historical songs, hymns for the sun and dawn, 
other ritual and cult hymns, traveling songs, hunting songs, some drinking and humorous songs, 
everyday songs and lullabies, and mourning songs. The genres are not exclusive: hunting songs, 
for example, have a ritual character; some ritual hymns employ ballad texts, and sometimes a 
given song can exist as both an unmetered hymn and a round dance, leading Mzhavanadze & 
Chamgeliani (2015) to conclude that the “vast majority” of songs in Svaneti are connected to 
ritual in some way. As noted earlier, Araqishvili claimed with a certain amount of poetic licence 




A few notable genre omissions exist: Svaneti does not possess agricultural work songs 
(Meskhi and Gabisonia 2005); this is due to Svaneti’s small land plots, which make the 
coordination of large groups through song unnecessary. In fact, I am unaware of any other sort of
work songs either. According to Madona Chamgeliani (p.c.), particular hymns like “Elia Lrde” 
were sung as a blessing before beginning certain tasks, like cutting hay, but not during the work 
itself. Drinking songs, like work songs, are another genre that is very important in the lowlands 
but rare in Svaneti. Svans clearly do sing at banquets, but tend to accompany the first solemn 
toasts with hymns, then move to dance songs or Georgian-language songs as people get tipsy. 
There are also very few love songs in Svaneti (Araqishvili 2010). 
It is difficult to determine genre simply from sonic characteristics—songs all seem to 
employ the same ponderous bass lines, “dissonant” chords, and aggressive singing style. By way 
of illustration, I was once at a feast in Svaneti with a group of local singers. Another Canadian 
was also in attendance and during a break in the meal, several singers went outside for a 
cigarette. Eventually we heard them take up the strains of “Buba Kakuchela,” a lighthearted song
about an old uncle who doesn’t want to stop drinking vodka. Upon being told it was a humorous 
song, my friend replied, “It doesn’t sound very funny!” Svans, of course, would likely hear this 
differently. Clues as to the song’s mood would arise from its relatively quicker tempo and its 
humorous text.
Song text thus serves as the primary factor in determining genre. Some heroic ballads 
clearly narrate historical events—the popular song text describing the revolt of the brothers 
Vitsbil and Matsbil against the cruel feudal Dadeshkeliani dynasty was well fitted for the 
ideological preferences of Soviet times. However, one textual challenge is that Svans themselves 
do not understand many song texts, which are “largely or entirely uninterpretable” (Tuite 
2003:128). Texts may be characterized by a high number of vocables, sometimes referred to as 
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“glossolalia” in Georgian scholarship—songs with the highest number of these are considered 
the most ancient (Khardziani 2008). Vocables may serve as a sung refrain in dance songs (“shina 
vorgil vorgil voisa, o shina vogege”). In more complicated situations, they may actually be 
incorporated within words to fill in the syllable count or extend the musical line (Tuite 2015)—in
the song “Tamar dedpal” (“Queen Tamar”), the word “Tamar” comes out more like “Ta-i-a-ma-
re,” which is fairly transparent, but sometimes consonants or whole phrases interrupt the 
syllables of a single word, making it very difficult to parse the meaning of a text (Mzhavanadze 
and Chamgeliani 2015)—the word “lagwsheda,” meaning “help us” in Svan, is realized in the 
hymn “Jgragish” as “la-i-gwi-wo-she-i-wo-da.” In some cases, the original text is obscured 
beyond recognition. According to Tuite (2015), Svaneti is the only region of Georgia to add 
internal filler vowels in this manner (although sacred words are masked in other countries). 
Sydney Freedman (2014:82) points out that the “wordless” or “meaningless” vocables in Svan 
repertoire often have a religious or ritual character that is not the case in other parts of Georgia—
in lowland Guria or Imereti, for example, vocables are usually employed in light songs, in 
improvisatory settings akin to scat-singing or wordless refrains along the lines of “fa la la.”
Two recent articles have addressed the topic of sung vocables extensively—Kevin Tuite 
(2015) with a wide-ranging analysis of vocables in Georgian song in general, and Nana 
Mzhavanadze & Madona Chamgeliani (2015) with a specific focus on Svan vocables. Tuite 
notes that the geographic origin of a Georgian song can often be pinpointed simply by analyzing 
which nonsense syllables are employed. Svaneti uses more diverse phonemes—sh, g, m—and 
mixes vocables into lines of text or “expressively modifies” words much more than other 
regions. Tuite observes that wholly wordless songs are most prominent in places of diglossia—
Samegrelo, Abkhazia, and Svaneti, regions where the common tongue was not used in writing or 
liturgy; he also dismisses the common notion that vocables derive from ancient deity names. 
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Mzhavanadze & Chamgeliani (2015) categorize Svan vocables as “archaic” (those with 
an unknown etymology but a traditional definition, like a reference to a Sumerian god), 
“rudimental” (completely unknown origin), “constructional” (added to meet a syllable count), or 
“refrain,” as well as “lexoids” (grammatically declined “words” used in charms and spells, but 
less in music). They also note that many of the “filler” syllables used to lengthen musical lines 
are not truly asemantic—for example, the wo twice used within lagusheda above can signify a 
call (“hey you”), indicating supplication or invocation of a deity. Wo is often followed by ieha, 
which is an affirmative response (“yes, I’m listening”); the combination thus creates the 
impression of a dialogue with the supernatural realm. Particular vocables correspond to genre: 
wosau rera appears in round dances, nana or nanil in lullabies, and the zar lament includes no 
words other than vowels and wai or woy, which Bolle-Zemp (1994) views as a textual 
representation of a mournful sob. One of the most interesting assertions made by Mzhavanadze 
& Chamgeliani is that when comparing song variants recorded across decades and across 
geographical distance, vocable units and “meaningless” text appear to be more stable than either 
musical material or semantically meaningful texts. This conservatism regarding vocables 
indicates a religious or magical aura attached to them.
The body of commonly known repertoire in Svaneti is rather limited. Upon my first 
visit in 2012, Islam Pilpani informed me that there were about forty known songs from Upper 
Svaneti. That number sounded surprisingly small to me, but after I later spent several months 
living with Pilpani and his family, he really did seem to start running out of Svanetian songs after
he had taught me about forty of them—a number which included oddities like a now-
embarrassing 1940s Svan-language ode to Stalin, one or two pieces actually from Lower Svaneti 
(which has its own extensive body of repertoire which is somewhat less known across Georgia), 
and a 19th-century Georgian-language song about Svaneti’s beauty. Riho, the Mest’ia 
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municipality’s official state folk song ensemble led by Pilpani, had approximately the same 
repertoire. Several times when other old singers told me that they knew songs that Pilpani did 
not, they were ultimately surprised that he had already taught me the songs supposedly specific 
to their communities. Notably, this number did not include the zar, which exists in about seven or
eight variants specific to different communities in Upper Svaneti. In a National Geographic 
profile of Upper Svaneti (Larmer 2014), Mest’ia’s Father Giorgi is quoted as saying that “80 of 
120 known Svan songs have disappeared in the past two generations”; this indicates that the 
number that Islam quoted me was not arbitrarily chosen, but has some broader discursive basis.
There are certain folk songs preserved in archives and historical recordings that are not 
readily accessible to Svan village singers, although repatriation is becoming easier with the 
digitization of these materials. Georgian song expert Frank Kane stated that many more Svan 
songs may be preserved in living memory as fragments, or possibly only in a single vocal part, 
which can sometimes be used to reconstruct the other voices and “resurrect” an apparently lost 
song (p.c.). This was the case with the hymn “Wo Krisdesh,” which was known only to two 
elderly villagers. Carl Linich, an American specialist in Georgian song, brought a group of good 
Svan singers to meet with the two men, each of whom remembered only one of the voices. 
Between the two of them, they were able to wrangle a suitable bass line out of the rest of the 
singers, and eventually a full recording of the rare song was made. Pilpani later used this 
recording to study all three voice parts, and he taught it on several occasions to foreign students, 
although the Riho ensemble never quite managed to master the hymn.
Khardziani (2008) states that some songs were notated in earlier decades but have since 
been lost in living oral memory, while others exist only as poetic texts but were transcribed in a 
way making it clear that they were songs—including vocable refrains, for example. Tuite argues 
that “Most folk poems are intended to be sung” (2003:20), which would presumably include the 
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100+ poems included in the 1939 collection Svanuri poezia (Svan Poetry) under the categories of
historical, domestic, and religious texts (Shanidze et al. 1939).13 However, some of the texts may 
have shared common melodies; further, despite Pilpani’s recognized mastery of the Svan 
repertoire, it is likely that there are other people of his generation who remember songs that he 
does not. (A common refrain to me during our lessons was “I’m old now and I can’t remember 
everything.”) I certainly make no claim here to an exhaustive knowledge of the Svanetian 
repertory, but during my time with Svan musicians I did become familiar with all the Upper 
Svanetian “chestnuts” and many others besides.
Categories of Song
Based on my own observations, I divide the Upper Svanetian repertoire into four broad 
categories: 1) hymns, 2) zar laments (musically quite similar to the first category), 3) round 
dances, and 4) songs performed with the accompaniment of the ch’unir and/or chaeng 
instruments. As I will show below, these categories are distinguished by performance method 
and style.
1. Hymns. The songs in this category, generally unmetered, are considered the oldest 
and their texts are often very obscured by vocables and phrases of unknown meaning and 
interposed filler syllables, despite being unconstrained by line syllable counts. They include 
some of the most celebrated Svan songs: “Lile,” “Jgragish,” and “Kviria,” which are all known 
universally across Svaneti; along with some songs particularly tied to a specific village like 
“Riho” (from Ushguli), “Kaltidi” and “Shekheabram” (from Etseri), “Tskhau Krisdesh” (from 
Lat’ali), and others. Many of them include two-voice sections (the two-part texture supporting 
the supposed ancientness of the hymns), and almost all of them begin with a solo call of four to 
eight syllables in the middle voice. Bolle-Zemp (1994) notes that these songs feature marked 
13 In the book, these subsections are labelled explicitly as simgherebi (songs) rather than poezia (poetry).
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glissandos on larger intervals (a descending fourth is common, particularly from the top voice to 
join the final unison at a cadence). Several are believed to have pre-Christian provenance, being 
dedicated initially to animist deities and later to Christian saints (Khardziani 2017a:94, 97, 99).
Mzhavanadze & Chamgeliani (2015) note that verbal-melodic formulas (patterns of 
syllables always sung to the same musical material) are very specific in the old hymns, with a 
heavy use of the supplication/veneration vocables of wo and a very typical two-part wo ieha 
cadence at the end. The words dideb (glory), shed (help), or lagweshd (help us) feature 
prominently. However, over time such verbal-melodic formulas have become an “indivisible part
of the Svan song language” to the point that they are now used as stock constructional formulas 
in songs of any kind, whether or not they have ritual associations (2015:19). Freedman (2014) 
notes the frequent use of the phrase vokvrash samkal (“golden jewelry”) as well in songs of this 
type, indicating the practice of making monetary offerings to shrines, and Araqishvili (2010) 
states that the texts involve themes of prayer and supplication, glorification, and thanksgiving.
Rhythmically these songs are usually slow and unmetered, with irregular phrase lengths;
while songs like “Lile” have a strophic structure, others merely repeat the entire form more or 
less completely (“Jgragish”), and still others seem almost through-composed (“Wo Krisdesh”). 
Certain phrases may show up multiple times throughout a song, but not always in predictable 
fashion and sometimes in altered or twisted form, leading Freedman to characterize the musical 
structure of these songs as “cyclical and labyrinthine” (2014:81).
The most famous of these songs is “Lile” (see musical figure 1), which is an important 
marker of Svan identity across the country. Bolle-Zemp calls it a “symbol of membership in the 
Svan community” and “one of the most beautiful songs of the Svan religious repertoire, which 
has inspired numerous efforts to trace its presumably ancient origin” (1994:47). As noted above, 
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the hymn is regarded as an ancient invocation to the sun. Tuite gives a partial translation as 
follows (2003:133):
Oi, Lile, You are filled with glory, oi, Lile!
Oi, Lile, Glory, glory, O Archangel, oi, Lile!
Oi, Lile, We are praying for our welfare, oi, Lile!
Oi, Lile, May his power stand beside us, oi, Lile!
Oi, Lile, You have offerings inside (your shrine), oi, Lile! . . .
Another song which is not quite as well known outside of Svaneti but which has nearly 
equal importance to “Lile” within the region is “Jgragish.” This hymn to St. George, or more 
accurately, to the holy horseman,14 appears frequently at ritual celebrations as a prayer of 
protection and blessing. Additionally, the third toast of the traditional Svan feast is for St. 
George, after which this song should properly be sung. Araqishvili provides a translation as 
follows (2010:40):
St. George, save us!
Let a prayer be offered up for him;
Let us chant to him, asking that he save us and give us succour,
For we are under his care.
Around him is a village and in it is his hall.
Around the hall is a golden fence,
Inside a golden pillar and he himself, full of glory . . . 
This text is much longer than what I heard in Svaneti. Typically the form was repeated 
once or twice, depending on the village, and then the entire song itself was performed three 
times, with a different text each time, though I never heard this threefold iteration in person.
A third hymn which deserves mention is “Kviria.” Compared to “Lile” or even 
“Jgragish,” its lyrics have little literal meaning. After the initial middle-voice call of kviria 
leseda, wo kviria—theorized to be derived from the Greek Kyrie Eleison15—the choral text 
14 See chapter 3, note 18 above, as well as section 3.4., describing the Likuriel festival where this hymn was sung 
several times.
15 The hymn “Elia Lrde” includes the text kiria wo lesia, which is believed to have the same provenance. 
Similarly, the shouted call “Sirian, Kvirian” employed during the Likuriel procession (see chapter three) appears
to come from the same source, according to Chamgeliani (p.c.).
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consists solely of syllables like o, ubri wo ho, hai hai yo, uo, i ha, ha i ha, hai hai yo, wo i wo. 
Musically and textually “Kviria” is akin to the zar and is actually sometimes performed in its 
place, but only at a funeral for someone who had a long life and was not predeceased by any of 
their children (Meskhi and Gabisonia 2005).
Besides these hymns, there are some which are devoted to a particular saint: “Barbal 
Dolash” for St. Barbara, and “Elia Lrde” for Elijah, who takes on the role of a weather god. This 
last hymn was formerly sung shortly before New Year by groups of elderly men who went door 
to door, commemorating the deceased of each family (Khardziani 2017a:99). Despite their 
seeming archaism, the songs I have mentioned in this section are all still commonly known; with 
the exception of “Wo Krisdesh,” which was known by Islam Pilpani and his son Vakhtang but by
few other Svans, most of them are in the repertoire of the Riho ensemble and are sung at various 
festivals and celebratory gatherings. A few hymns are known to exist in recorded form, like the 
hymn “Ga” from Etseri, but have passed out of the chain of oral transmission, at least until 
singers track down the recordings and revive the songs.
2. Zar. These polyphonic laments are also known across Georgia as a Svanetian 
hallmark. Svan funerals are expected to feature the zar (zari in Georgian). Madge Bray states that
Svans do not consider the zar to be singing, but “worship” (2011:6). In an interview, Father 
Giorgi differentiated it from “art,” when Frank Scherbaum, present at the same interview, 
described the lament as “an expression of human pain.” Bolle-Zemp notes that it is “hardly a 
song, more a text to communicate grief” that is “said” or “spoken” rather than sung (1994:49). 
Nino Kalandadze-Makharadze describes it as a “mixture of singing and crying” that is of 
“extraordinary refinement and high artistic value” (2004:168), unanimously believed by scholars 
to be very archaic.
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The zar is the province of male singers and is rarely performed by young people. Each 
village in Upper Bal Svaneti has its own variant (Ushguli, Kala, Ipari, Mulakhi, Mest’ia, Lenjeri,
and Lat’ali), while the Lower Bal villages share a version; I am unsure whether there is more 
than one Lower Svanetian version or not. Like the hymns described above, a middle-voice 
soloist leads the lament, and it is not uncommon for some sections to contain only two voices. 
The tempo is slow and the rhythm unmetered, vocal glissandos are very common, the range is 
limited, the vocal quality is tense and mournful, and accompanying harmonies are somehow 
starker than the hymns, perhaps due to the frequent two-part, often quartal texture.
At one point in time, zari-s appeared across Georgia in regional variants. Some of these 
versions have been recorded and later revived by folk choirs (though versions of the zar are only 
rarely performed onstage), but as a living tradition, the zar only exists today among Svans 
(whether they are in Svaneti or not). Ethnographic evidence leads Nakashidze (2002) to argue 
that Svaneti is also the zari’s origin point. Nakashidze states that in some cases the zari had a 
text, but I am unsure if she includes the Svanetian zar in this group or not. Today it is always 
wordless, involving only vowels and the consonants h and w, but it can serve as the background 
to a wailing texted lament that is usually performed by women.
Typically the zar is performed by male singers out in the courtyard of a house, while the
body lies, surrounded by seated female mourners, inside for viewing. Women may perform an 
extemporized, semi-sung lament, where they imagine the happiness of the deceased in heaven 
(Araqishvili 2010:42) or describe their lineage and accomplishments (Bray 2011:7); during this 
time, it is believed that the dead body is listening (Bolle-Zemp 1994:19). Attending mourners 
and visitors may sob loudly, scratch their cheeks, or strike themselves in the forehead in grief 
(Araqishvili 2010; Zemp 2007; Meskhi and Gabisonia 2005). These wailing lamentation rituals, 
like the zar, once appeared in every region of Georgia as a means of communicating with the 
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dead (Kalandadze-Makharadze 2004), but I am unsure whether they were always performed in 
conjunction with the zar or not. In Svaneti, they have a limited range (usually within a fifth), and
the pitches tend to be imprecise, featuring much glissando (Meskhi and Gabisonia 2005). These 
characteristics are shared with similar laments in the eastern mountains of Georgia (Nakashidze 
2002), and indeed elsewhere.
Maria Shevtsova states that for Svans, singing is a ladder on which souls ascend to 
heaven (2013:177). Accordingly, the zar is sung “for hours on end to help the deceased’s soul on 
its journey to the afterlife” (173). Based on my attendance at six 2016 funerals in Mest’ia (1), 
Lenjeri (2), and Lat’ali (3), all of which included zar, this is not completely accurate; zar-s are 
sung over a period of several hours, but there are many pauses in between; a two-hour period 
may feature six to eight performances which each last no longer than three to five minutes. If 
singers from different villages are present (when the deceased was well-known or had family ties
in several villages), multiple versions may be sung in turn. The same choir may perform multiple
villages’ versions if the singers are especially versatile and knowledgeable, although soloists may
trade off parts. 
When time comes to bury the body, singers will accompany it from the house to the 
cemetery, singing a local version of the Trisagion in Georgian (“Holy God, Holy Mighty One, 
Holy Immortal One, have mercy on us”) during the procession (Freedman 2014). This hymn 
(“Tsmindao Ghmerto” or “Holy God”), exists in many versions across Georgia, but Svans know 
this as the “funeral version.” Musically it is quite different from the zar, being rhythmically more
regular (befitting a walking song), completely in three parts, and harmonically almost triadic. 
Araqishvili reports that at one time, men sang the zar during the funeral procession, possibly in 
two choirs (2010:42), while Paliashvili describes the zar as a mourning travelers’ song which 
was sung by a group of men bearing spear-like sticks (Kalandadze-Makharadze 2004). It is 
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possible then that at some point during the last century the zar was replaced in the procession by 
“Tsmindao Ghmerto.” Today the zar is sung at home and one more time at the actual graveside, 
rather than during the procession.
Outside of the funeral context zar-s are never sung, unlike the old hymns, which are 
commonly performed at feasts and celebrations. This is unsurprising if we accept that zar-s are 
not considered art or music; Bolle-Zemp argues that they rather affirm “the fact of death in all its
brutality and inevitability” (1994:49). Etymologically the word zari, which today also means 
“bell” in Georgian and Svan (although this may be coincidental according to Kevin Tuite), 
formerly meant a “state of great psychological anxiety, of horror and dread” (Bolle-Zemp 
1994:49) or fear and shock (Kalandadze-Makharadze 2004). However, the “bell” meaning may 
also relate to communicating with or signaling the dead, so the ultimate etymology behind the 
lament is uncertain—as are the origins of the practice itself.16 Kalandadze-Makharadze observes 
that lamenting is usually a women’s role in Georgia, and argues that the zar may have actually 
had its origins as a kind of work song: men are in charge of digging and filling the grave, and 
carrying and depositing the body, so their group outcries may eventually have become 
formalized musically (2004). However, the zar as expression of heightened experience seems 
more likely.
3. Round dances. Like the two previous categories, round dance songs are considered 
very ancient and connected to pagan rituals. Tuite (2004b:150) notes that solemn occasions were 
marked by round dancing all throughout the Caucasus, in Svaneti sometimes encircling an entire 
shrine. A famous artifact, the Trialeti silver bowl (second millennium BCE), depicts a round 
dance with participants embracing each others’ shoulders. Stating this to be the most common 
16 Donna Buchanan (p.c.) notes that in the Balkans, bells serve to open a channel to the divine by cleansing the 
atmosphere of negativity, and further notes the common use of bells in Latin and Orthodox Christendom to 
announce a death. Barring knowledge about the history of church bells in Svaneti, I cannot speculate further on 
this intriguing possible connection.
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form of round dance in Svaneti, Khardziani (2004:206) argues that the practice of round dancing,
formerly common to all Kartvelians, is best preserved in an unbroken line up to today in this 
region. From my observations, though, most round dances in Svaneti and other parts of Georgia 
are performed with participants holding hands (see figure 4.1.), or very occasionally holding the 
belts of those on either side. I would estimate that only about ten percent of round dance 
performances have been done with arms embracing shoulders, and all that I can remember hailed
from the eastern Georgian mountain regions. 
Some round dances use two semicircles (Khardziani 2008), while other forms include 
rectilinear, semi-circular, and two or even three tiers of dancers standing on the shoulders of 
those below (Meskhi and Gabisonia 2005), though I have never seen a live example of the three-
tier version. Multi-tiered round dances are also known in Ossetia and the East Georgian 
highlands. In Svaneti, women and men participate in round dancing together, a characteristic 
shared with the neighboring region of Rach’a.
Round dances are referred to as perkhuli in Georgian, and cheshkhaes (/č'əšxäš/) in 
Svan, from chishkh, “leg” (Bolle-Zemp 1994). Musically, they are invariably antiphonal, with 
each verse repeated by the second choir, though usually there is an overlap between the ending of
one choir’s phrase and the entrance of the second choir (the middle-voice soloist in each choir 
usually signals the entry with a call a beat before their compatriots join). Necessarily metered 
and rhythmic, it is notable that sometimes the cycles between the steps and the singing do not 
correspond. In the round dance “Murza i Bekzil,” for example, the text is sung in square cycles 
of eight beats but the steps are in cycles of seven beats, meaning that the cycles do not 
correspond until fifty-six beats (seven verses) after the beginning. Besides basic footwork, some 
round dances incorporate kicks, handclaps that punctuate the line at particular intervals, and 
specific rhythmic gestures with the hands. Khardziani (2004) reports that the leg movements 
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regarded as most ancient are referred to as murgval chishkhs (“round leg”), and suggests that 
some of these motions may be a stylized depiction of hunting activities with an animal trapped in
the circle; conversely, the shape of the dance may relate to celestial bodies.
Some round dances are preceded by an unmetered, hymn-like introduction (without 
physical movement), and many end with a solo dance section, where participants stand in a 
semicircle or circle, clapping and singing a short repetitive refrain, generally completely on 
vocables (voisa rasha ramaida, shina vorgil vorgil voisa, or other such formulaic phrases), while
younger individuals or those known as good dancers show off in the middle of the circle. Solo 
dance steps tend to be fast, and involve standing and kicking on tiptoes, crossing the feet in an 
“x” in alternating directions, and touching the ground with the heel. Arm movements are minimal
during the fast stepping portion. Sometimes mixed-gender pairs take part in solo dancing, 
although Svaneti does not seem to have women’s solo dancing developed to the same degree as 
in other parts of Georgia.
Round dance texts may be mythological poetry (Tuite 2004b) or heroic, historical tales, 
but the latter often have a ritual purpose as well. Structurally they are cyclical, with verses often 
starting and/or ending with a vocable refrain. These refrain vocables are shared with other 
regions—the Svan worera or worira corresponds with harira or horera used in Samegrelo and 
farther parts of Georgia like Kartli and Ach’ara (Freedman 2014). Refrains that deviate musically
from the standard Svan style may indicate more recent influences.
Round dances on historical themes include “Shisha da Gergil,” which describes the 
discovery of the Tskharvashi mineral spring (Khardziani 2008), and “Gaul Gavkhe,” describing 
the much more recent destruction of the village of Khalde by the tsar’s army in the 1870s. I have 
also heard the tune of the latter sung to the words “Lagusheda,” Svan for “help us,” which is 
presumably older. Other texts describe the exploits of famous heroes: Qansav Qipiane, Rostom 
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Chabik, Tsioq Makhvshi, and Sozar Tsioq (Meskhi and Gabisonia 2005). One of the most 
famous and challenging round dances, “Tamar Dedpal,” honors Queen Tamar. In Araqishvili’s 
words, “Svans consider her the most beautiful woman, and they revere her highly. She is the 
central figure in Svan folklore; according to Svan tradition, she had a strong affection for 
Svaneti, visiting Svaneti every year” (2010:42). He provides the following text:
Queen Tamar came.
She was preceded by a retinue.
You had earrings on your ears,
You had torques round your neck,
You were adorned with jacinth stones,
You were dressed in brocade,
You wore armor outside . . .
Khardziani (2004) also notes a large number of round dances devoted to hunters, which 
feature particular rhythmic formulae and leg movements. These include “Lemchil” (about a rare 
hunter who was able to keep himself ritually pure and killed more than one thousand animals), 
“Monadire Chorla” (about the greedy hunter protected by St. George against Dael), “Amiranis 
Perkhuli” (about the legendary hunter son of Dael), “Dala Kojas Khelghvazhale” (Dael giving 
birth on the mountain), “Shushpari” (a depiction of the act of hunting), and multiple dances for 
the doomed Betkil: “Bail Betkil,”17 “Betkan Kutsa,” and “Betkani.” As noted, Dael’s destroyed 
lover is “the subject of a huge cycle of epic songs” (Virsaladze 2016:37). While the Betkil songs 
commemorate the hunter’s death in a ritual lament, “performed annually in February in Svanetia 
at the foot of the mountain pointed out at the place where the hunter perished” (Virsaladze 
2016:37), they have a religious purpose as well, being performed on this site (near the villages of
Mulakhi and Muzhal) to bring the annual rain (Tuite 2004b). Basically, songs about hunters bear 
17 Mzhavanadze and Chamgeliani (2015) note that since Svan cursing involves wordplay based on reversing the 
normal sentence order, the vocable refrain featured in this particular round dance signifies a kind of verbal irony
to its Svan performers: “ba-il il-ba-da, il-ba-i-wo bail”—the bolded “ilba” as an inversion of “bail,” which 
normally means wealthy, brave, or fortunate. It is possible that there is an etymological link to the Turkish 
“bey,” a male honorific.
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a more religious aura than those about other heroic figures, probably due to their connection with
Dael and associated rituals. Notably, the 1939 collection of Svanetian poetry includes songs 
about Betkil and Chorla under the category of religious songs (Shanidze et al. 1939).
Other round dances bear an even more obviously religious character. “Didebata” is 
devoted to the archangel, the second most important figure in the Svan pantheon. I have also 
seen a round dance version of “Lile,” as well as “Lazhghvash,” an important piece which I will 
discuss below. I have heard the idea, mentioned in passing on various occasions, that originally 
all Svan songs were round dances since they are considered so archaic and so fundamental to 
pagan religious practice—again, the “single solemn hymn” mentioned by Araqishvili. However, 
I am unaware of any scholarship specifically discussing this.
4. Songs with instrumental accompaniment. Some songs are typically performed with 
the bowed ch’unir, angular harp chaeng (changi in Georgian), or both (see figure 4.2.)—there is 
no repertoire specifically meant for one instrument as opposed to the other, and the instruments 
have similar usable ranges though their capabilities obviously differ. Two ch’unir-s are never 
played together; the same is true for the chaeng. There are no gender restrictions attached to 
these instruments, and women can play them as freely as men, although to my knowledge 
builders are always male (in Svaneti and throughout Georgia). The body of repertoire for these 
instruments includes songs that overlap with the hymns and especially round dances. Some songs
appear in an instrumentally accompanied version and a round-dance version, and the instruments
may also accompany round dances, although if the group of singers is numerous, they can easily 
overpower the volume of the instrument(s).
The chaeng and ch’unir generally accompany three-part songs, although they are 
sometimes played by a soloist who sings the middle voice while filling out the chords on the 
instrument. In Georgia, instruments are seen as secondary in importance to singing (Nikoladze 
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2002); both Svanetian instruments are meant to accompany, although in the past few decades a 
few players like Islam Pilpani have worked out solo arrangements that showcase the instruments 
without any voices. Khardziani (2010) believes that over time some songs shifted from an 
original antiphonal round dance form, to the later addition of an instrument that accompanied the
dancing, initially just doubling the vocal parts and later substituting for one of the choirs, 
effectively replacing the repeat verse with an instrumental interlude.
The ch’unir is slightly more common today than the chaeng. This bowed, three-stringed
spike fiddle is held between the player’s knees. The hollow-backed body is covered on the front 
with stretched goatskin, and a simple wooden floating bridge holds the strings up. Formerly, the 
bow and strings used horsehair (Gamqrelidze 2015); even earlier, an ox bladder was used for the 
skin and the strings were made with hemp (Araqishvili 2010). Today the strings are made of 
synthetic materials like fishing line. The three strings, often tuned approximately to F–G–B ,♭  are 
equidistant from the fretboard rather than arched like the violin, meaning that all three strings are
meant to be played at once. 
The ch’unir generally replicates the harmonic texture of the three voices in what Tamaz 
Gabisonia (2008) calls “duplicative polyphony,” although the bass vocal part often goes below 
its lowest string, in which case the instrument substitutes a note a third or fifth higher than the 
bass, often doubling the middle voice. Thus the ch’unir frequently plays only two notes while 
there are actually three notes being sung; in this and other ways, it does not usually exactly 
duplicate the voices. Most noticeably, since songs usually end with a vocal unison, which cannot 
easily be produced on the instrument, the ch’unir cadences on an open fifth.
There are two primary playing positions on the instrument. One (assuming the tuning 
given above) places the “finalis” note on A, two whole-steps above the pitch of the lowest-tuned 
string (facilitating the common progression of I–VII–VI–VII–I); the other places it on G, which 
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makes the playing of the “tonic” open fifth easier by allowing an open string to be used, but 
requires an alternate bass note to be played for the VI chord. As with all Georgian string 
instruments, the lowest string is commonly fretted with the thumb,18 requiring the hand to 
encircle the fretboard. Players like Islam Pilpani generally change bowing direction on every 
strong beat while accompanying singers, but may bow more frequently during instrumental 
interludes for greater articulation.
According to Araqishvili, the instrument produces “pleasant and gentle sounds” while 
playing a “delightful affectionate melody” (2010:48). This aesthetic judgment is not shared by 
everyone—if a beginning violin student summons the sound of a proverbial dying cat with only 
one string, imagine the intonational challenges of learning to fret a two- or three-note chord with 
three strings bowed simultaneously. To ameliorate the scratchy sound, some players apply rosin 
to the strings and bow. However, although the instrument’s “voice” (as they say in Georgian) is 
somewhat brittle and its intonation is difficult, the overall effect can still be subtle and gentle in 
the hands of the right player, which is why some use it to accompany lullabies. My friend Ana 
Chamgeliani (sister to Madona) frequently played her ch’unir to her nephew when he was tired, 
with the whole extended family joining in to sing. The right touch requires knowing how hard to 
push the strings, which can be driven sharp if too much pressure is applied. Most players do not 
press the strings all the way to the fretboard, but simply stop them in the air (not an uncommon 
technique among chordophones worldwide); in fact, the construction of most ch’unir-s makes 
this a necessity, since the fretboard is not flush with the goatskin head, but enters the body of the 
instrument at a significantly offset level. Islam Pilpani’s son, Vakhtang, who is regarded as one 
of the best makers, now constructs his instruments with a neck that is flush with the instrument’s 
body, allowing for the strings to be pushed all the way to the fretboard, which makes it easier for 
18 A technique also common in the playing of the Turkish bağlama or saz.
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guitarists or violinists; still, Islam did not generally employ this technique (see figures 4.3. & 
4.4.).
Like everything in Svaneti, the ch’unir is considered to be very ancient (Khizanishvili 
2014:255). As recently as the seventeenth century, it was reportedly widespread throughout the 
entire country (Gamqrelidze 2015), though in other regions it was known as the ch’ianuri and 
only had two strings. Today the ch’ianuri still exists in neighboring Rach’a, but it has almost 
disappeared from the eastern mountain regions of Khevsureti and Tusheti, where it was played as
a solo instrument (Nikoladze 2002). Gamqrelidze (2015) reports that the ch’ianuri was used to 
accompany the salamuri, a fipple flute, but the latter instrument was not traditionally used in 
Svaneti in the past and I have never encountered this combination myself.
The ch’unir had an important role in the process of “soul return”: when an individual 
died away from home, their spirit stayed at the place of demise and needed to be lured back, with
music, to the clan lands for sendoff and burial (Tuite 2004a). This custom was not unique to the 
Svans: Rach’ans performed it with a ch’ianuri, while the Abkhaz used only the human voice 
(Zumbadze and Matiashvili 2010).19 After the body was carried back home, the relatives would 
pray as the “best musician” went to the place of death along with a rooster, and play the ch’unir 
there until the rooster crowed, indicating that the soul had entered the rooster’s body 
(Khizanishvili 2014:255). As musicians played instruments or chanted “Tsmindao Ghmerto,” the
rooster was brought back home, where it would be pampered and spoken to as if it were the 
deceased, and then killed at the fortieth-day commemoration of death (possibly to be eaten at the 
feast, although I have no confirmation of this; such meals are often meat-free other than fish). 
19 Speculatively, this may be why the zar accompanies the body of the deceased from home to churchyard. 
Potentially related practices existed in the North Caucasus: the Adighian people used a ritual melody played on 
a flute to find the bodies of drowned people (Jordania 2000b:855), while Adighians and Ossetians performed 
round dances at the site of a lightning strike that had killed someone (Jordania 2000b). Tuite (2004b) suggests 
that such lightning-related round dances existed among most of the peoples of the North Caucasus.
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Islam Pilpani reported having performed this task more than fifty times in his life, though I am 
unsure how recently he last did it (Razmadze 2016). 
Khizanishvili (2014:255) states that the ch’unir was regarded as an “instrument of grief”
and was played during funerals; while I certainly agree with the first conclusion I have never 
heard of it (or any instrument) appearing at a funeral. However, the ch’unir was also associated 
with Lipanal and its customs of entertaining the dead. Lengthy ballads, like “Mirangula,” which 
could last an hour and a half if performed in its entirety, were sung during Lipanal (Bolle-Zemp 
1994); the instrument could have given voices a rest and also allowed the singers time to think of
the next line during interludes. 
Besides “Mirangula,” which describes a warrior who is killed by a North Caucasus 
tribe, other songs on a historical or heroic theme performed today with ch’unir include “Vitsbil 
Matsbil” (a story of two brothers who rebelled against feudal lords in Etseri), “Sozar Tsioq,” 
“Qojrer Makhvshi,” “Diash Darjul,” “Rostom Chabigv,”and “Irinola.” Several songs of 
religious/mythical character are also commonly played with the instrument: “Lazhghvash,” a 
hymn of praise along similar lines as “Lile,” which is likewise regarded as one of the oldest and 
most important hymns, and “Dala Khojaes Khelghvazhale,” the song describing the rescue of 
Dali’s newly-birthed child from the jaws of a wolf. Both of these songs also appear in round-
dance form, considered the older version. Besides this repertoire, I have also heard humorous 
songs (“Biba”) and lullabies (“Nanila” and “Dali’s Nana”) performed with ch’unir 
accompaniment. Khardziani (2004) also references a ch’unir version of “Bail Betkil,” which I 
have never heard but can easily imagine. While other songs surely exist (including a whole body 
of Lower Svanetian repertoire), this list of a dozen or so songs largely exhausts the repertoire I 
encountered being played on the ch’unir in Svaneti and at concert settings outside of the region.
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There is little to prevent creative individuals from picking up a ch’unir and writing new 
songs or adapting other folk songs to the instrument. Islam Pilpani informed me that as a young 
child, he took his father’s ch’unir and figured out how to play “Jgragish”; after he moved to 
Tbilisi and learned songs from other regions he also adapted complicated contrapuntal Gurian 
songs on it. Late in life, he enjoyed performing a solo instrumental version of “Lile”—this is 
quite a challenge because the song’s harmonic vocabulary requires extended positions farther up 
the neck than usual. This kind of process was probably the ultimate source of the instrumental 
versions of “Lazhghvash,” “Dala Khojaes Khelghvazhale,” and others. Recordings made as early
as five decades ago feature a single performer singing the middle voice of a song, often in a more
improvisatory and elaborated form, while playing the remaining harmonies. Khardziani supposes
that the first performances of these “highly artistic specimens” (2010:169) were in the modern 
era, either when lowland folklorists were visiting villages in summer to record music, but 
meeting only a few very elderly performers since all the able-bodied men were out working, or 
out of a creative impulse that would have been unimaginable in an earlier period of collectivism. 
I do not consider the issue so dogmatically—all folk songs have some kind of origin point, and to
assume that individuals were incapable of solo performance without the notion of the “genius 
composer” seems to me overly limiting. Much Georgian ethnomusicology is predicated on the 
notion of the inherently “polyphonic thinking” of Kartvelian peoples (sometimes regarded in 
terms of a genetic inheritance), so the notion that rural folk musicians might have flirted with 
monophonic melody or non-collective singing without outside impetus is borderline heresy. In 
the end, given the oral nature of Svanetian traditional music, it is impossible to trace the origins 
of this practice definitively.
As for the chaeng, Natela Gamqrelidze refers to this angular harp as the “oldest 
instrument in Georgia,” claiming it was invented around 4000 BCE (2015:13). Curt Sachs argued
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that the Svan instrument is a direct analogue to harps discovered in Ur, dating to 2700 BCE 
(Razmadze 2016). Bo Lawergren (2012) traces the origins of the angular harp to 1900 BCE in 
west Asia; while it eventually traveled all the way to China, it still exists today only among the 
Svans, Ossetians, and Abkhaz, as well as a few Siberian peoples (the European pillar harp, by 
contrast, has only existed for about one thousand years). A sixth-century BCE artifact found in 
northeastern Georgia includes a metal figure of a musician playing on a harp very similar to the 
Svanetian one of today (Shilakadze 2002). In medieval times, the instrument was widespread 
throughout Georgia, and it is referenced (as the changi) in important works of Georgian literature
like the twelfth-century national poem Vepkhist’qaosani (Gamqrelidze 2015). Nino Razmadze 
(2016) reports that North Caucasus analogues among the Abkhaz, Kabards, Balkarians, 
Karachays, and Ossetians also exist.
Although the word chaeng derives from Persian—likely the word for “lyre” 
(Khizanishvili 2014)—the Svan instrument resembles Assyrian and Mesopotamian harps, 
likewise held horizontally, more than upright Iranian ones (Lawergren 2012). In Svan it is also 
called shimekvshe,20 “broken arm” (Gamqrelidze 2015) or “flexed arm” (Razmadze 2016). This 
refers to the legend of the instrument’s origin. An old man had a single brave and handsome son, 
who died suddenly of illness. Heartbroken, the man cut off the corpse’s arm, bent it at the elbow, 
and strung it with his son’s golden hair. The mourning father then “played sad melodies on it 
night and day” (Khizanishvili 2014:255).21 Araqishvili (2010) states that the playing of the 
chaeng is meant to resemble the father’s sobbing. Razmadze points out an interesting 
20 I only heard the instrument referred to as chang or chaeng, although I didn’t know the alternative name at the 
time and may have simply missed it.
21 While instrument origin tales involving the body parts of deceased loved ones or animals are hardly unique to 
the Caucasus, Kevin Tuite (p.c.) points out an Ossetian Nart saga analogue, where the “fandyr” harp was created
by a griefstricken father from the arms and sinews of his slain sons.
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contradiction: both the chaeng and ch’unir are associated with mourning and sadness, and are 
played to alleviate sorrow, but are also “integral parts of joyful events” (2016:7).
In terms of construction, the harp features a hollowed-out base that is topped with a thin 
soundboard through which the strings pass. Horsehair has largely been replaced by nylon today. 
With their non-dominant hand, players hold onto a small handle at the crook of the base and 
upright beam, which is held farthest from the player’s body. The beam often includes carvings 
and astral symbols, which are sometimes very intricately detailed and resemble the kinds of 
designs found on wooden furniture and implements (see figure 4.5.).
A chaeng possesses six strings at minimum, but usually seven or eight, although some 
scholars describe instruments with ten to thirteen strings (Razmadze 2016). If playing along with
a ch’unir tuned at F–G–B , a seven-string ♭ chaeng would be pitched (from longest to shortest 
string) F–G–A–B –C–D–E. This would be a sufficient number of strings to accompany a bass ♭
movement of I–VII–VI–VII–I (I = A), since the instrumental part is based on parallel fifths. A 
six-string chaeng would be tuned G–A–B –C–D–E, since the VII step is more essential than VI; ♭
however, an eight-string instrument would extend the lower range: E –F–♭ G–A–B –C–D–E.♭ 22 
With this intonation, the chaeng could fully accompany a ch’unir playing either in first position 
(I=G) or second position (I=A).23 The vast majority of Svan tunes could be successfully 
replicated with only seven strings.
22 The augmented octave between the lowest and highest notes here shows that the musical system is based around
narrow whole tones moving both downward and upward from a central “tonic.” The Georgian and Svan musical
systems are oriented to the fifth as basic unit rather than the octave. Rather than octave equivalence, the 
principle is one of fifth equivalence—this is why so many lowland folk songs end on an open fifth, and some 
even cadence on a 1–5–9 chord. In the case of this chaeng scale, the pitches are written as equal tempered, but a 
more accurate rendering (as discussed in Scherbaum 2016) would tune each step at roughly 170-175 cents. This 
would largely preserve the fifths in either direction from the “tonic” note (A) in just intonation, something like 
this above: A–B (slightly flat)–C half sharp (right between C and C#)–D (slightly sharp)–E, and this below: A–
G (slightly sharp)–F half sharp (right between F and F#)–E♭ (slightly sharp)–D (if the chaeng had an additional 
bass string). Note that the fifth above each pitch is a full perfect fifth—G (slightly sharp) to D (slightly sharp).
23 An equally-tempered chaeng would require a mode change between these two positions, since position I would 
have a natural second and position II a flat second. This problem is solved if the instrument is tuned as described
in the previous footnote.
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Musical Example 4.2. “Lazhghvash” (with chaeng and ch’unir) excerpt, as taught by Islam 
Pilpani
On strong beats, the player generally plucks an open fifth with the thumb and middle 
finger of the dominant hand, filling in the remaining note of the chord (a third or fourth) on the 
weak beat with the index finger. The chaeng produces what Gabisonia refers to as an 
instrumental transcription of the song’s harmony in broken chord form (2008:419). In most 
cases, the parallel fifths outlined by thumb and middle finger replicate the outer voices, with the 
middle voice covered by the index finger off-beats. Razmadze observes that the best players also 
utilize the thumb of the non-dominant hand to repeat the top fifth note of the chord on an off-beat
pick-up right before the two-finger pluck (a “ta ti-ti” rhythmic ostinato). This method is often 
ignored by contemporary players, although this “impoverishes the sonorousness of the musical 
instrument” (Razmadze 2016:6). As in the case of the ch’unir, the chaeng does not literally 
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duplicate every note sung in exact rhythm, but the relationship is direct and clear, as indicated in 
musical example 4.2.
The repertoire playable on the chaeng is basically identical to that of the ch’unir. 
Razmadze (2016) notes that the harp was also used to lull children to sleep, and sometimes to 
comfort a person on their deathbed; both instruments were also used in the treatment of smallpox
and measles, which was a common function for string instruments across Georgia. When the two
instruments are played together, the ch’unir usually plays several bars on its own before being 
joined by the chaeng, and the voices enter after a further short span. The players of the 
instruments often sing along with the choir on any of the parts. Notably, while a cappella pieces 
are generally started by a middle-voice soloist, instrumental introductions establish the tonality 
and tempo, allowing the choir to enter simultaneously.
Many musicians regard the ch’unir as a much more challenging instrument—I often 
heard that the chaeng was mart’ivi (simple) while the ch’unir was rtuli (complicated). In our 
lessons, Islam would generally spend forty minutes or so painstakingly going over a new ch’unir 
part, telling me to practice the instrument for one hour daily, and then rush through the chaeng 
line in three minutes. (However, he never employed the two-handed technique on the chaeng to 
my knowledge, and definitely viewed the ch’unir as his signature instrument.) Although the 
playing on both instruments utilizes formulaic patterns, the transposable plucking motions used 
on the harp are repetitive and intuitive, while learning the subtleties of finger placement on the 
ch’unir takes quite a bit more effort. However, good chaeng players can create an impressively 
quick and dense texture by incorporating both hands in plucking, and even without displays of 
virtuosity the instrument does add an important rhythmic element to a choral performance.
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PERFORMANCE OF TRADITIONAL MUSIC IN CONTEMPORARY SVANETI 
Unsurprisingly, after decades of access to mass media and exposure to state education, 
Svans have the same broad tastes in music as people in any industrialized country. Tuite states, 
“At festivals in even the most remote highland areas of Svaneti or Pshavi, as this writer can 
attest, one now hears music (both live and recorded) from a wide range of sources, foreign as 
well as domestic” (2015:13). Young people listen to dubstep and heavy metal, men who served in
the Soviet army have a good knowledge of Russian-language pop songs, and members of the 
oldest generation know Georgian light music as deeply as their own Svan folk repertoire. 
With the greater connection to the lowland brought during Soviet times, aesthetics 
around folk music shifted. Bolle-Zemp (1994:34) notes that Soviet Houses of Culture existed in 
Svaneti, too, and that Tbilisi-trained choir directors (including Pilpani), pushed amateur singers 
toward a “homogeneous international standard.” Some Soviet-era recordings, like those featuring
the Lower Svanetian ensemble called Lile, feature singers with operatic projection and polished 
vibrato, employing clearly minor or major triads rather than non-tempered intonation. Along with
the establishment of official regional ensembles with hand-picked membership and state salaries 
came a greater sense of how Georgian sub-groups fit into a national mosaic (under Soviet 
Nationalities Policy), and how that belonging could be represented musically. Svan folk groups 
expanded their repertoire with songs from other parts of Georgia, although Bolle-Zemp notes 
that the “severe” and “monolithic” Svan voice still featured prominently, necessitating a lessened
degree of the supple melismatic ornamentation and rubato characteristic of songs from the 
eastern lowland regions, and a less lighthearted approach than is typical of the western lowlands 
(1994). These years also saw the modernization of certain traditional instruments from across 
Georgia. A factory-manufactured, two-stringed ch’ianuri can sometimes be seen taking the part 
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of a violin in contemporary pop-folk ensembles, but the instrument is relatively rare and I have 
never seen one being played in Svaneti or in folk groups.
A few observers sound notes of alarm about the present scene: for example, Madge 
Bray reports that “most young men no longer sing Zari” (2011:7). I cannot count the number of 
times elderly Svans told me that children these days are not interested in traditional music—
though ironically, a few months after one woman in her 70s told me that absolutely no members 
of the younger generation in Usghuli knew any of the old songs, my wife met her teenage 
grandniece, who informed us that she was learning the ch’unir from the same woman and knew 
many Svan songs and round dances. After a meeting in the same village with a different elderly 
singer, where similar sentiments about the hopeless younger generation had been shared, a young
woman who had been translating for me reported that old people were always making these 
comments, but that she felt the younger generation had never actually been invited to learn this 
part of their cultural inheritance.
“Kids don’t care about traditions anymore” is clearly a well-worn trope, here as well as 
elsewhere. This sweeping generalization needs to be qualified. Folk ensembles always include 
youthful members (of both genders) who are showcased during dance solos, and gain exposure 
to the repertoire through their presence at rehearsals and concerts. More organically, folk song 
traditions have not died out in all Svan communities, and many young people absorb the 
repertoire simply by participating in community events and religious festivals (although young 
people do not participate in the zar). There have also been some music education efforts 
specifically targeting young people. One such example is profiled in a National Geographic 
article (Larmer 2014), where 14-year-old Mariam Arghvliani from Mest’ia predicts that the Svan
language will disappear with her generation, but the music will live on. Her youth folk ensemble 
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“Lagusheda” (started by Father Giorgi) has included hundreds of students since 2001, and now 
performs regularly for tourist audiences. 
Bolle-Zemp warned in 1994 (34) that while Svans see outside interest in their music as 
encouragement to preserve this “rich art,” care would need to be taken to avoid its 
commercialization for export and tourism. The commercialization process is well under way, but 
the forms that this takes need to be examined in much more sustained detail (see chapters six and
seven).
* * *
In the lengthy but still limited overview of Svaneti undertaken in these chapters, I have 
established some of the major points of difference between Svans and other Kartvelians in an 
effort to understand some of the potential tensions and disjunctures when Svaneti is fitted into a 
nationalist project. Svaneti’s isolation has lent it an aura of backwardness and savagery that is 
less romanticized than other mountain regions; at the same time it is appreciated for its 
ethnographic authenticity. Svanetian religion and language point back to the earliest Georgians, 
but they also hint at a certain impurity and thus potentially divided loyalties. Svaneti’s 
development has largely been decided by outsiders, with shades of paternalism toward backward 
brethren. And Svanetian music, again, is valued primarily for what it says about the past and the 
origins of more highly developed musical forms—although as a musical dialect of a greater 
Kartvelian musical language, it functions as a bridge rather than a divide between Svaneti and 
Georgia.
To return to the question posed at the beginning of the previous chapter, has Svaneti 
really always been an integral part of a united, indivisible Georgian homeland? As Bærug puts it,
“The thesis that Svaneti has always been an inseparable part of the Georgian realm seems 
somewhat oversimplified, although Svan history and Georgian history are indisputably closely 
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connected” (Bærug and Margian 2016:48). Even Svans who are prepared to protest for their 
language and religious customs accept that Svaneti has always been a “natural” part of Georgia. 





Figure 4.1. Kviria ensemble performing the round dance “Lemchil” at a sporting event
Figure 4.2. Matthew Knight (chaeng) and Islam Pilpani (ch’unir)
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Figure 4.3. “Old style” ch’unir owned by Ana Chamgeliani, neck offset from head by about
one inch
Figure 4.4. Ch’unir built by Vakhtang Pilpani, neck flush with head
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VILLAGE TO STAGE TO VILLAGE: 
FOLK ENSEMBLES AND THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF GEORGIAN MUSIC
June 2016: I am sitting in the balcony of Georgia’s most prestigious performance venue,
the ornate Rust’aveli Theatre in Tbilisi. Tonight is the gala awards ceremony sponsored by the 
Georgian Chant Foundation, and I was lucky enough to receive a ticket from my friend Nino 
Razmadze, who works for the foundation as well as for the Tbilisi State Conservatoire. A few 
minutes later (no surprise) than the advertised 8:00 start, the evening opens mysteriously, with 
the soft strains of a liturgical chant piece wafting from the ether. Then the curtains rise to reveal 
the Sameba (Trinity) Cathedral Choir, who sing at the largest church in Georgia, the seat of the 
Patriarch. They are led by a conductor, unlike most of the groups we will hear tonight. Their 
second piece is a kind of wordless vocalise that uses chromatic harmonies drawn from the 
Western classical tradition. After this, it is time for a video presentation of all of the projects 
funded by the Chant Foundation over the past year—CDs by folk and chant groups, books and 
journal articles, scholars who have traveled to conferences, and scholarships for students at the 
Giorgi Mtatsmindeli Higher Institute of Liturgical Chant (an institution also sponsored by the 
Foundation). Somewhat surprisingly given the slick professionalism of the stage production and 
the ornate nature of the surroundings, the sound quality on the video is woefully distorted, as 
though recorded on a cheap cameraphone at too close range.
Next, the master of ceremonies comes out to introduce “one of the best groups today,” 
the Basiani State Ensemble. These first two ensembles, who are not receiving awards 
themselves, serve to stamp the event with an aura of official prestige. After this, on to the awards.
Each group being recognized performs one or two numbers, and then an important person comes 
out to praise the group and present them with their award—a framed certificate signed by the 
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GOC Patriarch and some prize money, generally about 3000 GEL (1200 USD), accompanied 
during the handover by an incredibly loud ten-second recording of the Rustavi Choir blasting out
“Mravalzhamier.” Iagundi women’s ensemble from Ach’ara receives their award from Giorgi 
Donadze, head of the State Folklore Center and director of Basiani. The Svetitskhoveli Cathedral
Choir from Mtskheta receives theirs from Svimon Jangulashvili, music director at Sameba. 
Mzetamze women’s choir is awarded by Rusudan Tsurtsumia, head of the International Research
Center for Traditional Polyphony. More awards go to Mtiebi, Ensemble K’obuleti, and an elderly
male dancer who performed in many Georgian movies during the Soviet era.
Toward the end, the Khulo Old Men’s Dance Ensemble takes their turn. As they walk 
onstage to the accompaniment of the ch’iboni bagpipe, the emcee makes a big deal of the fact 
that their oldest member is 93 years old. To wild applause, he reads the names and ages of each 
member as they step forward for a half-minute solo.
Finally, Upper Svaneti’s Riho ensemble comes onstage, receiving a special award to 
honor their efforts in “caretaking Georgian folklore,” with the emcee describing Islam Pilpani as 
a “legendary singer” who led Riho for fifty years. The group leads off with “Lazhghvash,” 
featuring Islam on ch’unir and middle voice and his son Vakhtang on chaeng and top.
Although this award is specifically for Riho—not just for Islam, who already received 
the same award personally at the 2013 awards ceremony—Anzor Erkomaishvili, who has known
Islam since the early 1960s, when they sang together in the famous vocal ensemble Shvidk’atsa, 
focuses much of his attention on his friend in the presentation of the award. 
Svaneti has been able to preserve many ancient ancestral songs. It retained this 
uncommon tradition by being severed from the rest of Georgia for many years. 
Some of you have heard of the Svanetian custom of the makhvshi.1 While the 
tradition of the makhvshi has unfortunately disappeared, it lives on in music. 
1 The leader of a household or clan, generally (but not always) its oldest man; a powerful patriarch and 
community chief who was expected to rule with justice and wisdom.
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Islam Pilpani is a makhvshi of song. He taught me so much about Svan music, 
Svan tradition, and the Svan essence in the 1960s.
Erkomaishvili concludes by presenting a personal gift to Islam—a book about his own 
legendary grandfather, Art’em, “whom Islam knew well.” Islam responds by kissing the book. 
After this, Islam and Erkomaishvili walk offstage together, while the rest of Riho gets into 
position for the lengthy round dance “Shisha da Gergil.” (Islam walks with a cane, and is unable 
to perform round dances anymore.) The piece closes with an extended section, showcasing the 
quick footwork and tight duo choreography of youthful Svans (including Islam’s grandson) as 
the older members clap to short alternated sung ostinatos.
To close things off in even more epic fashion, all of the groups return to the stage to 
perform a closing “Mravalzhamier,” directed by Giorgi Donadze. Upon reaching the fortissimo 
musical climax, the singers part down the middle and move off to the sides of the stage. Donadze
gives a sharp cue to the wings—then another. Something has evidently failed to materialize. 
Finally, the stage pyrotechnics go off from the ceiling, spitting sparks so close to the boots of 
those below that some members of Riho have to back up quickly.
* * *
By his later years, Islam Pilpani was unquestionably the most respected living 
performer and teacher of traditional Svan folk music. He has been described as an “elder 
statesman” and “custodian” of folk culture (Dvali and Kurdiani 2014:357), a “renowned tradition
bearer” (Khardziani 2017b:5), and a “famous singer” who is was an “unmatched master of 
dozens of Svan songs and honorable successor of the old singing traditions” (Khardziani 
2017a:7). He was also an acknowledged virtuoso of the ch’unir. Islam served as the director of 
Riho (see figure 5.1.), Mest’ia’s official folk music and dance ensemble, from 1967 until shortly 
before his death in March 2017 (at 82 years). 
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Islam and his ensembles received numerous awards over the course of his life (see figure 
5.2.). In addition to gold medals at Soviet olympiads and his title as “Knight in the Order of 
Honor,” he was the subject of a special concert in 2008, sponsored by the Georgian Ministry of 
Culture and held at Tbilisi’s State Conservatory, to commemorate his 75th birthday and sixty 
years of musical involvement. During my fieldwork, I witnessed a February 2016 visit to Mest’ia
by Georgia’s Minister of Culture, who bestowed upon Islam the highest possible title of artistic 
merit, “Kurumi (high priest/shaman) of Art” (see figure 5.3.). A few weeks after Riho was feted 
by the Georgian Chant Foundation in June 2016, it also won first prize in a national competition 
run by the State Folklore Center to identify the best folk ensemble in the country.
Islam was considered one of the finest “songmasters” in Georgia. There are several 
Georgian words which convey this meaning. Lot’bari can be translated as “conductor,” although 
it implies the leader of a folk ensemble.2 Such a person might also be referred to as a 
khelmdzghvaneli, which means “director” or “supervisor” in a broader sense. Choir leaders of all 
ages and from any part of the country (urban or rural) can be called lot’bari. A few terms refer 
specifically to rural tradition-bearers: an “ethnophore” (etnopori)3 is a person who lives in a 
village and might be consulted by researchers for their knowledge of some kind of traditional 
custom or repertoire, while a special kind of ethnophore is a “songmaster” or simgheris ost’at’i. 
Ost’at’i is a general term for a master craftsman or artisan as well, and is likely related to the 
Persian ustad. A person can fall into one or another of these categories without necessarily being 
2 Georgian vocal polyphony is locally associated with the adjectives “folk” (khalkhuri, which could also be 
translated “of the people”), “traditional” (t’raditsiuli), and “folkloric” (polk’loruli). In referring to “folk music” 
and “folk ensembles,” I am employing emic terminology, although I am well aware of the baggage the “folk” 
designation carries in Anglo-American ethnomusicology.
3 This term is employed by Izaly Zemtsovsky (and possibly coined by him). It is common in Georgian 
scholarship, and appears also in publications from outside Georgia, primarily from the postsocialist space but 
also occasionally in French. Etnopori ( ) ეთნოფორი is also the title of a Georgian-language TV program 
which features interviews and performances with rural traditional music ensembles and singing families.
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all of them, but a few individuals qualify as rural tradition-bearing songmasters while also being 
recognized as highly accomplished musical artists on the national stage.
Being dubbed a “songmaster” usually implies a high level of experience and mastery of 
the folk repertory—including the ability to teach all three voice parts for a large number of 
songs. A very limited number of elderly men are held up nationally as living folk treasures, 
masters of a particular region’s music. Names I encountered time and time again during my 
sojourn were P’olik’arp’e Khubulava (from Samegrelo; master singer and chonguri player who 
died in early 2015 near the age of 90), T’rist’an Sikharulidze (from Guria; in his late 70s at time 
of writing), Anzor Erkomaishvili (also from Guria and in his late 70s; the director of the Rustavi 
Ensemble), Andro Simashvili or “Andro Papa” (from Kakheti, in his early 90s at time of writing 
and no longer really capable of teaching), and Islam Pilpani. 
When I interviewed Giorgi Donadze, the head of Georgia’s National Folklore Center and 
director of the State Folk Music Ensemble Basiani, in October 2016, he named T’rist’an and 
Islam as basically the only surviving nationally recognized rural songmasters of the old 
generation.4 Such men are valued greatly by folklorists and ethnomusicologists in Georgia, who 
hold them up as exemplars of pure traditional polyphonic thinking. Young local musicians, and 
foreigners who are serious about folk music, seek them out to learn their repertoire firsthand, too.
In this chapter, I will survey the institutional practices surrounding Georgian music, with 
a particular focus on how the songmaster/tradition bearer/director Islam Pilpani and his Riho 
ensemble fit into this scene. Islam’s long career as a musician involved direct encounters with 
most of the institutions that have shaped and continue to shape the direction of folk music in 
Georgia. He thus provides a useful vantage point to examine how various abstract plans, 




schemes, and agendas relating to folk music in Svaneti and Georgia more broadly have taken 
form on the ground, during different historical and ideological regimes.
When lowland Georgians come into contact with Svanetian music, it is usually through 
the medium of a municipally-funded ensemble like Riho, under the direction of a recognized 
songmaster like Islam. Likewise, foreign filmmakers and documentarians turn to established 
ensembles to depict Georgian folk music. Membership in an ensemble is a natural goal for 
anyone regarded as a good or knowledgeable singer. This venue gives them an opportunity to 
build a name within the network of other folk ensembles, whether Tbilisi-based revialist 
ensembles or municipally funded representatives of a rural region. The Georgian institutional 
apparatus surrounding “folklore” (the official local designation encompassing music, handicrafts,
oral poetry, and dance) thus creates the local context for understanding folk music. When 
thinking in terms of encounters, folk ensembles provide a meeting point for Georgians and 
foreigners, Svans and lowland Georgians, and even Svans and their own cultural heritage. It is at 
this point of articulation where academic experts and state organs exert their influence over the 
direction of folk music in Georgia. But despite certain attitudes toward cultural administration 
that display a Soviet influence, the state can now employ only a soft power that operates through 
suggestion, recognition, and rewards that are symbolic as much as economic.
The current institutionalized and presentational style of folk performance, which grew 
out of village musicking in Georgia, feeds dialectically back to village practices. Village music-
making is now influenced as much by stage aesthetics and by canonized variants known across 
the country as it is by practices passed down by the ancestors. This village-stage-village process 
means that jumping directly from chapter four’s depiction of Svanetian music to chapter six’s 
discussion of song tourism in Svaneti would be missing a crucial link. While Islam Pilpani is one
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point of articulation between these two, his village musicking is firmly embedded in an 
institutional context of state-supported and state-monitored ensembles.
The ensemble was Islam’s career and income source; without it, he would have had no 
way of becoming known outside of Svaneti and Georgia. Riho’s repertoire was also Islam’s 
repertoire; the music Riho performs on the stage is also the music that Islam taught to foreigners 
and which Vakhtang continues to teach. For these reasons, it is crucial to understand the network 
of institutions and set of practices informing and enveloping the Georgian folk ensemble.
BEING A SONGMASTER
Leading Riho Ensemble
In 1967, Islam Pilpani replaced his old director, Platon Dadvani, as the leader of the 
Mest’ia Folk Song & Dance Ensemble. The ensemble had existed in some form since 1928 under
multiple directors, connected since the beginning with Mest’ia’s House of Culture, even though 
the group was founded by a Georgian Orthodox priest (Khardziani 2017a:7).
In 1989 (Khardziani 2017b:5), Islam chose to rename the choir Riho (“daybreak” or 
“dawn” in the Svan language) after a hymn from Ushguli associated with the famous Lamaria 
(St. Mary) Church (see figure 5.4.). He explained the reasoning thus: “Ushguli is very high, and 
this song is also very elevated. It’s 2000 meters up, and that’s why . . . Ushguli is at the center of 
Upper and Lower Svaneti. And it’s the highest settlement in Europe. That’s how it is.” 
Riho travelled to national festivals and competitions and achieved success. In the 1980s,
according to Dvali & Kurdiani (2014), the ensemble also undertook research trips to various 
remote parts of Svaneti to learn rare songs—a practice entirely in keeping with trends in the 
Georgian folk song scene.
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In the mid 1990s, a very difficult period for Georgia, Islam began making connections 
with foreigners from Western Europe and other parts of the world. Around 1995, America’s Trio 
Kavkasia (Alan Gasser, Stuart Gelzer, and Carl Linich) visited Islam during their extended study 
trip in Georgia. Islam’s son Vakhtang described a random encounter that led to Riho’s first 
international tour: a group of German hitchhikers were walking past the Mest’ia Cultural Center, 
and knocked on the door when they heard the choir rehearsal going on inside. They turned out to 
have connections with well-placed individuals in their home country, who eventually issued an 
invitation to the Svans. Besides this 1997 trip to Germany, Islam and Vakhtang have travelled 
with Riho, with local children’s choirs, and with their Pilpani family ensemble to Poland (three 
times), France (twice), Holland, and Belgium. In many of these cases, they taught workshops in 
addition to putting on concerts. Riho continues to perform frequently throughout Georgia for 
various state-sponsored concerts and privately funded festivals, despite the relative distance of 
Svaneti from Tbilisi, Batumi, and other common concert locations.
Islam served as the musical director of Riho until shortly before his death. In the past 
two decades, he was also involved in various teaching capacities and recording or preservation 
projects, some of which will be detailed below.
Defining Mastery
In July 2003, Pilpani was invited to direct a lot’barta sk’ola (lot’bari school) in Mest’ia. 
Ten younger men (including Islam’s son, Vakhtang) were chosen as his students; his duties 
involved teaching them approximately forty Svan folk songs5 with a high degree of detail, with 
the aim of preparing them to teach these songs in the future themselves. In short, the project was 
5 As discussed in chapter four, this number seems to represent the full body of Upper Svanetian folk repertoire 
that is still commonly known. Ushikishvili et. al. (2016:123) report that a 1999 recording “expedition” by the 
Fund for Safeguarding Cultural Heritage recorded Riho singing about forty songs for posterity; this body of 
repertoire likely formed the corpus for the later project, given that Islam was both director of Riho when the 
songs were recorded and the teacher of the lot’bari school.
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meant to produce ten future lot’bari-s. For all of the songs, the students were required to learn all
three voice parts, memorize the text, and learn round dance steps where appropriate.
In Islam’s opinion, the most important characteristic of a good lot’bari is k’argi smena—
good hearing or a “good ear.” He says this is far more crucial than having a strong or pleasant 
voice. In an early 2016 interview I conducted jointly with anthropologist and singer Marina 
Kaganova, Islam told us, “I have a good smena, and that’s why I chose this career. I was a choir 
leader, and I was better than all the rest . . . I was listening to a song only two or three times, and 
I already knew it after that.” Jokingly, he concluded, “I was not quite at the same level as you 
two, but only a little bit worse!” 
Having a good ear is important, because it is necessary for a teacher to be able to 
distinguish the three voices. While numerous village singers do know multiple voice parts for 
any given song, this is by no means a universal ability; even some longtime members of 
ensembles like Riho would struggle if asked to sing a part other than the one to which they are 
accustomed. Those singers who sing one of the upper two parts often have to possess a stronger 
ear, because in a traditional formation they will be alone on their part. Svan songs (and Georgian 
songs more generally) feature a large bani or bass section, and a singer who does not possess an 
excellent ear would be more likely relegated to a full-time role as a bass. 
Someone with an exceptionally good ear is described in Georgian ethnomusicology as a 
“homo polyphonicus,” a term coined by the very influential Soviet (and later Russian-American) 
ethnomusicologist Izaly Zemtsovsky (2002). In short, a homo polyphonicus is a member of a 
part-singing community who possesses a specific kind of polyphonic “musical thinking,” where 
“music exists in the mind of an individual . . . as part-singing” (47). While singing a polyphonic 
song, although each singer performs only one part, the other voices are already anticipated in the 
singer’s mind. The true homo polyphonicus could switch from one part to another at the drop of 
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a hat, as the situation requires. As Zemtsovsky asserts, “Part-singing is a collective realization of 
a polyphonic idea which is in the musical mind of all and everyone from a group of musicians 
prepared for such a co-operative execution” (48). This is not an inborn ability, but rather 
something “realized only in concerted musicking,” which has the ability of building or changing 
the participant’s personality (51). Applying Bourdieu’s terms, we could say that the ear of a 
“homo polyphonicus” represents a kind of musical habitus—something that is almost fallen into 
unconsciously.
Since Zemtsovsky presented his paper on this topic at Tbilisi’s first International 
Symposium on Traditional Polyphony in 2002, Georgian ethnomusicologists have adopted the 
notion. Chief among them is Rusudan Tsurtsumia, the director of the International Research 
Center for Traditional Polyphony, who studies the place of traditional polyphony in 
contemporary Georgia. In a 2008 paper, she defines homo polyphonicus through the example of 
the legendary Art’em Erkomaishvili, an early 20th-century Gurian singer who was purported to 
know thousands of liturgical chants by heart (Tsurtsumia 2008).6 In a later publication, she 
acknowledges that those tradition bearers who can hear all three parts simultaneously in their 
heads are very rare today, but that some true songmasters still exist in villages in places like 
Svaneti, which are less “perverted under the influence of modern mass culture” (Tsurtsumia 
2010:259). For these few treasured individuals, deeply rooted in the regional performance style 
and tradition of a specific locality, multipart singing is simply a way of life—but one that is 
quickly disappearing. Tsurtsumia does express a hope that “folklore centers” like the lot’bari 
schools may bring a revival in their numbers (2008). In this process, people like Islam Pilpani 
6 As reported in a biography written by his grandson Anzor, Art’em Erkomaishvili (1887–1967) learned all three 
voices to “more than two thousand” chants in a liturgical chant school between 1908 and 1911 (Erkomaishvili 
2015:282). In prized recordings made in 1965, he multitracked 107 “ancient chants” in three parts (284).
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occupy a central role, being held up as the “ethnophores” who embody ethnic traditions, and also
being tapped to pass their knowledge to the next generations.
While Vakhtang, himself a professional musician, grew up singing Svan songs and 
participating in “Riho” as a dancer and singer, he credits his participation in the 2003–2006 
lot’bari school for his deep knowledge of Svan repertoire. Like his father, Vakhtang can teach a 
new song in three parts to a group of singers in an hour or less. While Islam favored rote 
teaching and repetition, Vakhtang sometimes simply takes a recording device, sings through each
voice part of the song in full, and then sends the student away to listen and study on their own (of
course, this is more difficult for songs where the coordination of the parts is not 
straightforwardly homophonic). This practice shows that Vakhtang has internalized the voice 
parts and possesses the “good ear” that Islam prized. More recently, endeavoring to make the 
learning process easier, Vakhtang has taken to writing out each part on a whiteboard in a graphic 
depiction of where syllables move up and down (see figure 5.5.).
Islam’s seal of approval was of great importance in my fieldwork. After several 
individual lessons together, he expressed admiration for my ear and told me that I was a very 
clever listener. Perhaps due to this, I never experienced his wrath as a teacher in one-on-one 
lessons! Islam also praised my ch’unir playing and admired my documentation of each new song
in staff notation, appreciating this ability due to his own studies in music theory as a student in 
Tbilisi in the 1960s. 
In one of the greatest compliments I received in the field, after one early lesson where 
Islam felt I had learned a ch’unir part particularly quickly, he clucked in approval and asked me 
to remind him of my name. He then wrote it down and enclosed it in a square border in the little 
notebook where he kept song texts and repertoire lists. After this incident, Islam and Vakhtang 
bragged about me to other Svans and Georgians, telling them that I knew all three voices for 
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dozens of songs; Islam also invited me to attend several funerals with him and take part in the 
singing of the zar funeral hymn, and encouraged me to start a folk music ensemble when I 
returned to Canada.
Institutional Folk Song Preservation Efforts with Georgian Songmasters
The lot’bari schools were started as part of a larger project jumpstarted by UNESCO’s 
proclamation of Georgian polyphonic singing on the initial 19-item list of Intangible Cultural 
Heritage in 2001. The official inscription of items onto the list did not happen until 2008, when 
90 items from many countries were given this status. A July 2003 grant from Japan Funds-in-
Trust provided 166,178 USD in support of Georgian polyphonic singing, which was used to 
found the International Research Center for Traditional Polyphony at the Tbilisi State 
Conservatoire. It allowed the IRCTP to purchase audio-visual recording equipment and 
computers, along with an electronic database and inventory, and to initiate the International 
Symposia on Traditional Polyphony that have been held every two years since 2002.
One of the most important outcomes, though, was the 2003 founding of seven lot’barta 
sk’olebi, or Youth Folk Song Centers as they are called in UNESCO materials. These schools 
were each located in a different region—Kartli, Kakheti, Guria, Samegrelo, Racha, Imereti, and 
Svaneti. Each one took ten to fifteen local students, who were trained by “elderly masters” with 
the aid of the International Center for Georgian Folk Song (headed by Anzor Erkomaishvili). 
Teachers and students all received a salary; the program lasted for three years before the grant 
was used up. Georgia’s 2008 report to UNESCO on the project “Safeguarding and Promotion of 
Georgian Traditional Polyphony”7 indicated that the Svaneti school (along with those in Kakheti,
Guria, and Samegrelo) later received private funding from local sponsors, although Vakhtang 
Pilpani reported differently (p.c.). The report also stated that “A vast majority of the students 




have found employment due to the skills acquired at the Youth Folk Song Centers,” in areas such
as teaching folk songs, singing in church choirs (which generally provide remuneration no 
greater than bus fare), and leading folk ensembles. The report forecast the imminent integration 
of traditional polyphony into national educational curricula, with the intention of giving the new 
lot’bari-s relevant employment. I am unsure how long (or indeed whether) this was actually 
carried out; I have rarely met folk musicians who work in public schools, although some do 
teach children at cultural centers or in private studios.
Overall, the report took a positive tone, noting that the Japan project inspired further 
projects that involved funding and cooperation from private, public, academic, and non-
governmental sectors. It concluded that although the challenges of the 1990s caused many 
“young people to lose interest in the inter-generational transmission of traditional polyphony,” 
the current flurry of activity from the abovementioned sectors indicated that Georgian society 
still saw its cultural heritage as an important part of its identity formation.
UNESCO’s heritage lists and efforts are not without their scholarly detractors. To Mark 
Askew, while the agency intends to promote a “good globalization” that will unite humanity in 
appreciation of cultural diversity while also preserving against the homogenizing power of “bad 
globalization,” it is necessarily hampered by its weak institutional powers and inability to 
enforce the ideals of its non-binding conventions. Regardless of the intent, he argues that its lists 
end up as “status-conferring artefacts in the competition between nation states for global status 
and for their own internal purposes” (Askew 2010:21). UNESCO’s true problem, he concludes, 
is that the locus of power continues to reside in the member nation-states, not in the global 
institutional structure supposedly overseeing them. UNESCO’s agenda depends on state agencies
to nominate sites or traditions they consider valuable for their own particular purposes—for 
example, exploiting World Heritage Sites to promote tourism and generate income (39). The 
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nation-state may appropriate UNESCO’s legitimacy to reinforce dominant cultural symbols and 
further marginalize the peripheral.
Natasha Kipp refers to UNESCO’s process as “cultural billboarding,” using a few 
stereotyped sets of physical, visual, and/or musical signs to introduce a country to a world that 
may be largely unaware of its existence. In such cases, “the value placed on these aspects of 
heritage has served to strengthen and re-create specific musical icons of national identity whose 
cultural ‘truth’ or ‘authenticity’ is afforded legitimacy by UNESCO. These are then exhibited—
advertised as if on virtual cultural billboards—to a world unaware of the larger implications” 
(Kipp 2016:151). The same process of “billboarding” a republic with a few stereotyped images 
was heavily employed by the USSR, and culture workers in Georgia thus would have been 
primed to understand the way UNESCO thinks about national symbols.
Ethnomusicologist Nino Tsitsishvili is one of the only Georgian scholars to directly 
critique UNESCO’s proclamation of Georgian polyphony. Similarly to Askew, she argues that 
UNESCO often fails to consider how local political conditions and identity politics will affect 
the implementation of its ideology. She argues that holding up rural traditional polyphony 
supports a monoethnic nationalism that denies the role of minority groups and musics in 
Georgia’s cities, particularly those forms of music seen as impure due to their “Eastern” or 
“Oriental” qualities (Helbig et al. 2008). Tsitsishvili even claims that Georgian polyphony is 
thriving and not in need of any UNESCO support at all, which is still a very controversial 
opinion for most Georgian ethnomusicologists (whom she refers to as “patriots,” 
“traditionalists,” and “mono-ethnic nationalists” in Tsitsishvili 2009:3,10). As Caroline Bithell 
notes, a UNESCO application requires making a case that the heritage is endangered, and must 
inherently be framed in revivalist terms (2014a). 
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Tsitsishvili’s worries about what international cultural recognition means to nationalists 
seem justified when looking at the platform of the Georgia Alliance of Patriots. This rightwing 
nationalist party’s “Vision Program”8 proudly announces Georgian singing as “One of the 
Wonders of the World.” It notes that although there are more than 190 official member states in 
the UN, many of them with populations much larger than Georgia’s, and over 4000 ethnic 
peoples in the world, “not all of them have provided mankind with some major cultural 
heritage.” Georgian polyphony’s success in the 2000 competition for “19 Intangible Wonders”  
was “the biggest confirmation of the fact that Georgia has already provided mankind with an 
important contribution to its cultural heritage.”
While the Alliance of Patriots only cleared 5% in the 2016 election (just enough to gain 
official party status), its rhetoric is representative of a certain chest-thumping jingoism that is 
characteristic of the “chokha crowd”9—those loud nationalists who believe that Georgian 
customs are obviously the best in the entire world, and that the complexity of Gurian polyphony 
or the presence of Chakrulo in outer space is proof of this. There is a fine line between pride in 
local traditions and an exclusionary closed-mindedness, and participatory and artistic traditions 
are often experienced as uniquely meaningful examples of national heritage. 
While Tsitsishvili describes Tbilisi ethnomusicologists and folk music performers as 
biased nationalists, I should note that many of them went far beyond the call of duty to help me 
in my fieldwork and welcomed my Chinese-Canadian wife; I am extremely grateful to them for 
their kindness. But to understand the value placed on traditional village folklore and its living 
representatives like Islam Pilpani, it is necessary to view the entire spectrum of folk music 
8 Available at http://patriots.ge/our-vision-program/
9 The chokha is the traditional Caucasus male warrior’s garment, featuring a long robe with gunpowder capsules 
along the chest and a dagger at the hip. It is still seen in contemporary Georgian life is as formal dress for more 
traditionally-minded individuals, and as the uniform for folk song and dance performing ensembles.
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activity throughout the country—specifically through the values and ideals of the trained culture 
workers who influence and implement projects like those sponsored by UNESCO.
HERITAGE AND AUTHENTICITY
Ruth Hellier-Tinoco suggests that “governments and institutions are necessarily 
implicated in the promotion and manipulation of ‘folklore’ as a tool for purposes linked with 
identity-construction, unification, and nationalization, and as such how it is it intrinsically 
connected with control and power relations” (2005:52). In the Georgian case, the power relations
inhering between representatives of institutions and the tradition-bearers they seek to influence 
are not simple or unidirectional. For one, there is a strikingly high proportion of culture workers 
who are also long-time performers and directors in the folk music scene. Vakhtang Pilpani, for 
example, directed the Mest’ia cultural center while singing in Riho. For another, even 
ethnomusicologists with institutional backing might find village singers bullishly resistant to 
their suggestions. However, the general point stands—even celebrated village “ethnophores” are 
part of a larger system that regulates and rewards certain types of behavior.
There are multiple institutions dealing with folklore in Georgia today, including a State 
Folklore Center run under the auspices of the Ministry of Culture and Monument Protection. The
Center aims to study and popularize any kind of surviving cultural heritage, carrying out this 
mission in the “service of traditional national culture.”10 Other institutions include the 
International Research Center for Traditional Polyphony11 (IRCTP, created with the 2003 
Japanese FIT grant) hosted at Tbilisi’s State Conservatoire, and the non-governmental Georgian 
Chant Foundation (Kartuli Galobis Pondi).12 A private organization that has existed for about six 





years, the Foundation is headed by businessman Vano Chkhart’ishvili. It funds many endeavors 
related to liturgical and folk music. Its award ceremonies, described in the introduction to this 
chapter, have been held annually since its inception.
The Chant Foundation also helps to fund the Giorgi Mtatsmindeli Higher Educational 
Institution of Ecclesiastical Chant. This new university produces highly trained young choir 
directors, and is also referred to as a lot’bari school. The Chant Foundation, though privately 
funded, works closely with the Georgian Orthodox Church and state organizations like the 
Folklore Center, and numerous ethnomusicologists have appointments both at the Ecclesiastical 
Chant University and at other institutions. Such a scenario represents a neoliberalization of the 
cultural sphere, with private charity being necessary to support public goods (if we accept that 
folk music is a public good, as both patriotic rhetoric and UNESCO’s proclamations suggest). 
The Chant University also counts highly respected folk singers among its teachers, including 
Anzor Erkomaishvili and members of Anchiskhati Choir.
Young folklorists, ethnomusicologists, lot’bari-s and performers may study at this 
institution, the Tbilisi State Conservatoire, the Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, the 
Batumi conservatory, or other schools. During my time in Georgia, I was enrolled for about eight
months in a program in Georgian folk music for foreigners run by the IRCTP. My studies 
consisted of private lectures in Georgian musical history (20 hours), mythology and folklore (30 
hours), transcription and singing practice (60 hours), instrument lessons (10 hours each on 
chonguri and panduri), Georgian language (60 hours), and theory of Georgian music—an 
intensive overview of the folk repertoire and style of each musical “dialect area” (60 hours). 
A prospective lot’bari would doubtless receive much deeper instruction than this. 
Today, public expectations of choir leaders and ensemble members are high, especially in Tbilisi.
Most urban participants have taken many years of folk music classes, and younger members 
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(roughly 45 and under) of Tbilisi’s contemporary folk ensembles often started out in children’s 
folk choruses. Due to this kind of training, time and time again I encountered individuals who 
seemed to know more than a hundred songs (with multiple verses of text) by memory, able to 
keep singing for hours at celebrations and feasts without slowing down. Urban ensembles often 
include multiple members who are teachers themselves, and the standards for lot’bari-s are even 
higher. To graduate, students at the Chant University are required to memorize many songs and 
must demonstrate the ability to switch voice parts on the spot in their examinations.
My experience at the conservatory was not quite so strenuous, but it did help me 
understand the perspectives of Georgia’s “folk music establishment.” My teachers—trained 
ethnomusicologists and folklorists Maka Khardziani, Nino Razmadze, Teo Lomsadze, and Nino 
Ghambashidze—are well-connected to the folk music scene, and the IRCTP’s director, Rusudan 
Tsurtsumia (a gracious host who offered me Turkish coffee and pastries on many occasions as I 
waited in the office for a lesson to begin—or not), has served as a UNESCO expert examiner for 
intangible cultural heritage applications from other countries. Both in lessons and outside them, I
had many conversations with the IRCTP staff about Georgian music, its history, its future, and its
preservation. I also interviewed the directors of the State Folklore Center and the Giorgi 
Mtatsmindeli Higher Educational Institution of Ecclesiastical Chant, and met with other scholars 
and performers who are deeply invested in the development of folk music in Georgia.
In general, the simgheris ost’at’i remains a powerful ideal type. As the State Folklore 
Center advises in its online mission statement,13 “In Georgia’s regions there are a few elderly 
song masters—good connoisseurs of the folk music of this or that region. Folk song teaching 
institutions should urgently be created around these high rank artists for timely documentation of




continuation and expansion of the earlier UNESCO project, the Folklore Center opened fourteen 
lot’bari schools by early 2016 in regional centers across the country.  At these institutions, youth 
receive free instruction in traditional song and chant. 
The Mest’ia branch was officially opened with a visit by Mikheil Giorgadze, Georgia’s 
Minister of Culture (the same February 2016 event where Islam received the award “Kurumi of 
Art,” about a year before his death—see figure 5.3.). There, folk songs are taught by Vakhtang 
Pilpani, while ecclesiastical chant is taught by Goderdzi Aptsiauri, a half-Svan graduate of the 
Giorgi Mtatsmindeli Higher Educational Institution of Ecclesiastical Chant and a knowledgeable 
folk musician himself. In these institutions, the intention is to involve elderly musicians as much 
as possible while supplementing with young, trained teachers.
The ethnophore, songmaster, or rural tradition-bearer prized by the Folklore Center is 
probably best exemplified by Art’em Erkomaishvili, whose part-by-part recordings of a fraction 
of his vast repertoire are highly prized today. For many Georgian singers, Art’em’s recordings 
are a kind of canonic text. He possessed a legendary knowledge of thousands of church chants, 
and was able to spontaneously construct another voice part (higher or lower) to harmonize with 
any melody—even if that melody was only being sounded in his head. This gives credence to 
Zemtsovsky’s depiction of the abilities of the homo polyphonicus. 
Many contemporary ensembles, both in Tbilisi and elsewhere, turn to old recordings of 
famous singing families for repertoire and guidance. There is serious interest in “old masters” on 
the part of revival singers, and the Chant Foundation has been publishing a series of biographical
monographs accompanied by audio recordings, each dedicated to a single songmaster (Asieshvili
2016; Erkomaishvili 2015; Erkomaishvili 2017). So far about five or six have been issued, but 
ethnomusicologist Maka Khardziani has already completed the next book in the series, focusing 
on Islam Pilpani, which is set to be published in 2019. Additionally, the Foundation has started a 
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new book/recording series entitled “Teach Yourself Georgian Folk Songs,” which pairs archival 
recordings in split-track format with transcriptions. The first volume in this series is devoted to 
Svanetian music, and includes thirteen tracks recorded by Riho in the 1980s, chosen because, 
. . . Svaneti, a unique region of Georgia, has succeeded in protecting and 
preserving its ancient culture, in which traditional music holds a central place. 
Studying this culture, while it is still alive and protected from the influence of 
modern trends, is of utmost importance. (Khardziani 2017a:5)
Unlike some cases of the canonization of an oral repertory (for example, see Theodore 
Levin’s description of the Bukharan shashmaqom as “frozen music,” Levin 1999:45), the respect
paid to old recordings by Georgian singers does not always equate to a slavish reproduction of 
every detail. Neither is there a single accepted “ur-text” version of a given song, as developed in 
the shashmaqom thanks to the intervention of a Soviet musicologist who transcribed what he saw
as the most “correct” version. The keenest performers in Georgia today can refer to particular 
variants by the name of the family or village that performed them, and in many cases they can 
reproduce each variant themselves thanks to many hours of listening study, although the best of 
these groups use such knowledge to expand their knowledge base for improvisation. However, 
there are also cases in which individuals will flat out declare that a particular version is “wrong,” 
and that only their favored way of performing a song is acceptable. I especially encountered this 
mindset in Svaneti, where village and clan loyalties linger and may negatively influence the 
appreciation of music and musicians from other communities or families.
Today, a new phenomenon has developed at the intersection of the lot’bari, old archival 
recordings, and village practice. I met numerous university-trained folklorists and 
ethnomusicologists who have been tasked with going out to rural areas and educating local 
ensembles in their own regional repertoire. My friend Nino Razmadze commuted for seven hours
to and from Tbilisi every week to work with singers in the Ach’aran village of Merisi. In many 
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cases, these teachers are women, and often quite young compared to the middle-aged men who 
predominate in village ensembles, which sets up an interesting power dynamic. 
Beso Turmanidze, a talented young singer from the Merisi ensemble, told me that 
Razmadze was like “iron,” insisting that the group follow the model set in archival recordings as 
they struggled to recreate nearly-forgotten repertoire. Nino is so beloved in Merisi that she was 
pronounced an honorary citizen of the village in November 2015 at a community celebration. 
Everyone I have met personally in such a position has had a good relationship with their singers. 
But I have also heard rumors of cases where villagers were reluctant to change their ways just 
because an educated stranger came in to tell them what they were doing wrong. Scholars would 
prefer village ensembles to specialize in local repertoire, but some groups prefer songs from 
other regions, flowery estrada-type songs, or a contemporary genre I call “panduri pop,” which 
is based on some principles of east Georgian mountain music, but often features newly-
composed tunes and texts, a homogenized musical language, and the modernized chromatic 
panduri.14 Village ensembles may continue to perform “inauthentic” repertoires, or employ a 
Soviet-inspired choral style with vibrato and balanced texture, rather than the small ensemble 
with soloists favored by scholars. In such cases, the rural ethnophores may resist the “urban 
lot’bari,” viewing her as an invader rather than a restorer of local cultural treasure. In the village 
setting, the teacher might quickly become isolated, without the immediate authority of the 
ideologies of authenticity that pervade Tbilisi folklore institutions. However, as Svaneti has 
homegrown musical leadership, urban experts have not been sent there to revive lost repertoire. 
In some cases, music scholars with rural roots carry out research into their own region’s 
music and end up shaping the tradition, so this should not be seen solely as a Tbilisi-initiated 
14 To many Georgians, panduri pop is viewed as authentic folk music, and all throughout the country it is certainly
much more frequently heard than the older style. This style went viral internationally in 2014, with a 
performance by the young women of Trio Mandili (see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IbsQJBxICN0).
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phenomenon. One notable example occurred in a multi-ethnic region that borders Armenia. The 
music sung by Georgians in this area was monophonic, so one local song-collector eventually 
furnished three-part arrangements to sound “more Georgian.”15
Some scholars view tradition conservatively. I was present at a conference that included 
a discussion about religious festivals in a rural community. The Tbilisi ethnomusicologist who 
had gone there to teach chant and folk music reported that at such events, the locals sang both 
old traditional songs and newer folk-pop or estrada-type songs. A senior ethnomusicologist 
present at the meeting responded, “We must make them choose only the traditional songs.” The 
realistic reply was, “It’s impossible to do that.”
In a survey of groups performing at the National Folklore Festival of 2005–2006, Nana 
Valishvili (head of folk music at the State Folklore Center and member of Mzetamze choir) 
found that most regional (non-Tbilisian) ensembles display a “deficit of authenticity” and that 
many traditional songs and genres have disappeared (Valishvili 2008:599). To her, “primary 
folklore” (custom in its natural context—more on this below) is disappearing and being replaced 
by “primary performance” (representation informed by the norms of village performers), while 
“secondary performance” (deliberately violating authentic norms) is far more common. She 
particularly decries family ensembles who surrender to “folklorism” by writing their own 
material—although such families could also be judged as living embodiments of “tradition”—
and excoriates groups that employ a professional vocal style or chromatic instruments. 
Valishvili believes that “the authentic folklore traditions have retained their original 
glory” only in one province: Upper Svaneti (600). A similar position is stated in a recent, richly 
illustrated volume devoted to rural folk ensembles: “Riho sings in specific Svan performance 
manner (loud singing with tense voice and glissandi). The Ensemble rejects stylized, arranged 
15 This is by no means accepted uncritically by all Georgian scholars. Ethnomusicologist Baia Zhuzhunadze (p.c.) 
pointed out that making the songs “more Georgian” actually just narrows the definition of what is Georgian.
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dances. Proximity to primary source and high level of performance determines the fact that Riho 
is an exemplary ensemble for Georgian performers and foreign performers of Georgian music” 
(Ushikishvili et al. 2016:122). However, Svanetian religious festivals do feature the performance 
of “foreign” repertoires. At one celebration of Lagurka I attended, many attendees danced to fast 
panduri songs, and I left the churchyard past a group of teens strumming the Beatles’ “Don’t Let 
Me Down” on nylon-string guitars, singing loudly in English.
Some scholars express a more nuanced position. Davit Shughliashvili (a longtime 
member of Anchiskhati Choir) notes the dialectic between rule and innovation, leading to a “live 
creative process” and an “eternal and everchanging character of musical folklore” 
(Shughliashvili 2008:299). Based on recordings, he argues that the greatest innovators in folk 
music are likely to be the most highly skilled experts—those songmasters generally regarded as 
the unmatched defenders of tradition. Shughliashvili concludes that while passing down 
Georgian song to the next generation is of “paramount importance” (304), new “atypical” 
versions should be seen as decorations of the great tradition rather than threats. Islam Pilpani 
himself has been praised for his innovations in expanding the repertoire available to the ch’unir 
and coming up with ch’unir-accompanied solo variants of three-part songs (Khardziani 2010). 
New compositions created under the influence of a traditional music habitus—something 
fostered especially in family ensembles—could be a source of revitalization and new energy.
Indeed, if Georgian polyphony is to avoid becoming “frozen music” there will need to 
be a steady supply of new repertoire. So far the very large number of relatively unknown songs 
preserved on archival recordings has provided this infusion. However, while some regions (like 
Guria) possess a seemingly endless repertory, others are much more circumscribed. Recall that 
Svaneti seems to only have about 40 known songs; in Lechkhumi, less than fifteen songs 
regarded as old oral heritage are known.
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One of the clearest articulations of the reigning philosophy of music scholars in Georgia
comes from Edisher Garaqanidze. In 1980, the young scholar and performer founded Mtiebi, an 
“ethnographic theater” ensemble that conducted lengthy field expeditions in villages to learn 
authentic performing style. While unique for its time in Georgia, Mtiebi was an analogue to 
Russia’s Dmitri Pokrovsky and his village song ensemble (see Levin 1996). As Caroline Bithell 
(2014a:580) puts it, Edisher wanted to “awaken his genetic memory” and become a “folklore 
subject” himself. Garaqanidze adapted his dissertation, based on years of work with ethnophores,
into an influential 1991 book titled The Performance of Georgian Folk Song (Kartuli khalkhuri 
simgheris shemsrulebloba), republished in 2007 with a short English summary. Before his death 
in a 1998 car accident,16 Garaqanidze established a very important principle in the Georgian folk 
music revival that has continued to today—taking village performance, warts and all, as the ideal
model. The “cornerstone of the ensemble’s art was the idea of the peasant as universal performer,
for whom singing is an inseparable part of daily life; he dances, sings all voice parts, and plays 
musical instruments” (Ushikishvili et al. 2016:74).
Performance and Authenticity in Georgian Folk Ensembles
In his book, Garaqanidze outlined a typology of ensemble singing that also describes the
tensions that have accompanied the historical institutionalization of folk music in Georgia. As the
traditional functions (work, ritual) underpinning most folk music have changed or disappeared 
with modernization, music has undergone a general transformation from primary to secondary 
folklore, becoming something that is staged as a representation for audiences, rather than an 
element of daily life. This shift can be described in other binary terms—from folklore to 
folklorism, or from authentic to staged, involving attempts to arrange or “improve” upon village 
16 Edisher’s wife and daughter also died in the accident, leaving only a son, Giorgi, who eventually took leadership
of his father’s ensemble. Compounding this tragic family history, Giorgi Garaqanidze himself died of cancer at a
young age in 2012, and his widow, Magda Kevlishvili, is currently co-directing Mtiebi (now a mixed choir).
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performance norms. Garaqanidze also drew a distinction within primary folklore itself—between
“associated” (functional) songs, the large and older stratum of repertoire connected with 
particular events and performed by all members of the community, and a newer category of 
“non-associated” songs, which developed for aesthetic reasons and required specialized village 
“mastersingers” (simgheris ost’at’i) due to their complexity (Garaqanidze 2007:153). While the 
“associated” songs were learned simply through holistic participation and differed in details with 
every performance, the “non-associated” songs required dedicated rehearsal, a more conscious 
“differentiated learning process.” In Thomas Turino’s language (2008), the move to non-
associated songs can be seen as a shift from participatory to presentational performance. Just as 
secondary performance has largely overtaken primary performance, non-associated songs have 
come to dominate most regional repertoires, since they are more musically interesting. However, 
this has also led to a division of labor between singers and listeners even in the villages.
Garaqanidze sees the birth of secondary folklore in the nationalist movement of the late 
1800s, when staged folk songs became a potent national symbol (2007:159). The first staged folk
concert occurred in 1885,17 and such events became very popular. Performance became 
Europeanized: each voice part was performed by a section, rehearsals were led by conductors 
who introduced dynamics and nuance, singers specialized in a single voice type, the singing 
manner became more gentle and lyrical, and medleys and arrangements were featured. 
Garaqanidze also traces the increasing tendency toward parallel thirds to this influence.18 
17 Andrea Kuzmich has argued that organized ethnographic choirs actually existed for decades earlier than this, 
particularly since professional music-making—church music—had existed for many centuries (Kuzmich 2010).
18 The use of thirds was also doubtlessly influenced by a style of popular song that had grown popular since the 
1850s in the West Georgian city of Kutaisi, known as “Western urban song.” This three-part style was highly 
influenced by European harmony (via Russian urban romances and Italian opera), often accompanied by guitar, 
and incorporated sweet-sounding vocal harmonies with many thirds and sixths over a functional I-IV-V bass 
voice. The most famous song in this vein is the perennial “Suliko,” which is probably the most well-known 
Georgian-language song of all time. The Kutaisi-style urban song contrasts with Tbilisi’s “Eastern urban song,” 
which was based more on melismatic monophonic lines over a drone, and seen as “Oriental” due to a heavy 
Armenian and Azeri influence (Tsitsishvili 2007; Ziegler 1997).
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As a notable effect of this “folklorism,” canonic versions of songs became established 
and improvisation was largely eliminated. To Garaqanidze, this development was a mistake As 
he put it, “every reproduction of a traditional song by a traditional performer is always different 
in details,” becoming new a “co-authored” variant  (153). Like Shughliashvili, Garaqanidze 
believed that some change is natural. This opposition to “frozen music” is shared by most 
Georgian ethnomusicologists, although doubtless some would say that there are very few 
performers left of a high enough caliber to introduce worthy innovations.
The Europeanized large ensemble became the ideal, with choirs growing to include up 
to 100 members. This tendency was especially pronounced in the early Soviet years, given the 
ideological preference for mass collective performance and European-influenced sonorities 
(Frolova-Walker 1998; Levin 1980; Levin 2002). The early Soviet period also saw mixed-gender
ensembles, a replacement of village singers by professionals, and chromatic versions of folk 
instruments. Songs in praise of Lenin and Stalin joined the repertory of these groups (including 
at least one in Svan that is still sometimes performed by a few elderly singers today). While 
some regional ensembles preexisted the Soviet Union, this era saw the establishment of many 
more—like Mest’ia’s first folk choir, founded in 1928.
The 1950s brought a new phase—both Andrea Kuzmich (2010) and Caroline Bithell 
(2014a) discuss revival in Georgian folk music as a cyclical occurrence constantly redefining the 
parameters of authenticity. With Stalin’s death, the insistence on large ensembles was lifted. The 
small male ensemble Shvidkatsa (“seven men”) first assembled to perform at a Moscow festival 
in 1957. Shvidkatsa won a gold medal with their lively renditions of yodeled Gurian songs, 
greatly contrasting with the staid and weighty performances of state ensembles. Shvidkatsa 
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continued to perform throughout the sixties (when Islam Pilpani joined them for a two-year 
stint), and inspired similar ensembles.19
Gordela, another small male ensemble founded in the early 1960s by students at the 
Tbilisi State Conservatory, included the future lot’bari Anzor Erkomaishvili (also a Shvidkatsa 
member), whose grandfather was the fabled Art’em Erkomaishvili. The Erkomaishvilis have a 
300-year history as a singing family (Broughton 2016:78), and Anzor is regarded as the elder 
statesman of Georgian folk music today. He hosted a TV program that showcased folk songs in 
the 1990s, was responsible for coordinating the 2003 UNESCO Lot’bari Schools, and remains a 
frequent media commentator and authority.
Rusudan Tsurtsumia, director at the IRCTP, shared a personal memory with me. In the 
1960s, she herself was a young student at the Tbilisi State Conservatoire, and she remembers 
attending a concert by Gordela in which polyphonic church music was sung openly on a concert 
stage for the first time in decades. During the chants, candles were even lit in the room, 
simulating the atmosphere of a church. For Tsurtsumia, this was an incredibly powerful 
experience that filled her with awe at the beauty of ecclesiastical music, something she (and 
many others in the room) had never heard before.
In 1968, Erkomaishvili continued the folk revival process by founding the Rustavi 
Choir, intended to showcase music from all parts of the country. He felt concerned about the 
encroachment of European popular music, and identified a need to perform “the oldest traditional
songs and sacred hymns” (Broughton 2016:78). Erkomaishvili invited singers from each region 
to ensure masterful performance of all styles—a model also used by folk troupes in countries like
Bulgaria. No ensemble then filled this pan-national role in Georgia, and the ten-voice Rustavi 
19 This era also saw the foundation of pop ensembles based on vocal harmony. Such groups were inspired by a 
combination of jazz, Soviet estrada, and harmony in the vein of the Four Freshmen or other pre-Beach Boys 
vocal groups, and occasionally added Georgian folk elements. Chief among these groups was Orera. For more 
on this topic, see the work of Lauren Ninoshvili (2009; 2010).
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Choir has been an official state ensemble to this day, with frequent international tours and a 
troupe of fifty professional dancers and instrumentalists (see figure 5.6.).20 In the late 1980s and 
early 1990s, Rustavi had releases on labels like Sony, Nonesuch, and Shanachie, and were 
sometimes compared to Le Mystere des Voix Bulgares for their exotic foreign harmonies 
(Broughton 2016:79). But Georgian polyphony never had the same impact as Bulgarian music on
the worldbeat scene, and Rustavi was the only Georgian folk group named in the 1994 edition of 
World Music: The Rough Guide (Broughton et al. 1994). 
The Rustavi Choir maintained a tradition of professionalized singing (sometimes with 
vibrato) and intonation that approached western Europe more than village sonorities, making 
them a natural group to travel abroad and appeal to the cosmopolitan sensibilities of international
audiences (cf. Turino 2000). Rustavi’s members presented themselves in a serious manner—not 
moving while singing, performing in a very polished manner, and including a Russian song or a 
tonal “city song” here and there. 
The 1980s revival wave was spearheaded by Edisher Garaqanidze, still in his twenties. 
Garaqanidze noticed that Rustavi performed in a vocal manner that was utterly foreign to 
villagers, and set out to correct that. He also promoted “ethnographic theater,”21 a form of 
secondary folklore showcasing village practices he had observed. For Mtiebi, he deliberately 
chose members who were not musicians by profession (Kuzmich 2010:154); together, they 
recreated rituals onstage and danced to their own accompaniment, unlike most groups that 
strictly divided their labor between professional singers and dancers. Rusudan Tsurtsumia told 
me that Mtiebi’s first concert caused quite a stir. The singers behaved on stage like “unorganized 
20 The Rustavi Ensemble should not be confused with the Soviet era Georgian State Folk Song and Dance 
Ensemble, with which it coexisted. According to Rusudan Tsurtsumia, the GSFSDE was formed by combining 
previous regional eastern and western Georgian folk ensembles in the 1950s. After the end of the USSR, this 
ensemble became known as Erisioni, which (like Rustavi) continues to tour internationally.
21 This approach was actually pioneered by a folklorist named Evsevi Chokhonolidze, although Edisher went 
much further with the concept.
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villagers,” which was a far cry from the formal staging of groups like Rustavi but quite 
electrifying. While Mtiebi, now mixed, was then an all-male ensemble, it inspired a female 
analogue called Mzetamze, whose members include several respected ethnomusicologists. 
Mtiebi and Mzetame are important precedents today for the many local ethnomusicologists who 
showcase their research knowledge in performance. When I sang the Svan hymn “Kviria” with 
Giorgi Donadze at our first meeting, he told me it is better when a researcher is also a performer.
Garaqanidze’s “back to the village” approach, as mentioned earlier, was championed by 
Russia’s Dmitri Pokrovsky from the early 1970s onward. When I mentioned this connection to 
Rusudan Tsurtsumia, she doubted there was a direct relationship, but rather a similar mood or 
movement sweeping throughout the USSR. However, Andrea Kuzmich does argue that 
Pokrovsky may have influenced the Georgian revivalists, since he toured there in the 1970s and 
1980s (2010:154).22 Russian influences are often minimized in Georgia today, but I have no 
doubt that Georgian singers would have encountered Pokrovsky at Soviet festivals and events.
As noted earlier, Riho was also involved in village expeditions to record old singers in 
the 1980s, indicating that even members of rural ensembles were taking a hand in preservation 
efforts at that time. Anzor Erkomaishvili himself invited all of the members of Riho to Tbilisi to 
record their repertoire with one microphone per singer in the 1980s—these are the recordings 
featured in Khardziani’s “Teach Yourself Georgian Folk Songs” book (2017a).
Mtiebi’s village approach also influenced the Anchiskhati Choir, one of the most 
important folk ensembles working in Georgia since the late 1980s. They have produced books of 
notated chant and folk song scores, recorded a dozen albums, toured internationally, and revived 
many forgotten songs from ethnographic recordings. Past and current members are separately 
attempting to reconstruct a fundamental intonation system for Georgian folk music (Erkvanidze 
22 Kuzmich actually refers to “Prokief” in her article, but it is hard to imagine who else would have been leading a 
Russian ethnographic village ensemble that toured the whole Soviet Union in the 1970s and 80s.
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2002; Tsereteli and Veshapidze 2014). Anchiskhati Choir has played a crucial role in the revival 
of three-part liturgical Georgian chant, and hundreds of church choirs around the country now 
perform their repertoire in a style that Anchiskhati helped to popularize. 
The Urban and Regional Ensemble Scene
Anchiskhati and Mtiebi represent one type of approach to performing “secondary 
folklore” in Georgia today, but theirs is not the only one. When looking at folk ensembles today, 
a few clear distinctions can be drawn. First of all, there is a significant division between urban 
folk ensembles (primarily those based in Tbilisi) and regional ensembles. Regional choirs like 
Riho focus on local repertoire, and are often backed by municipal funding. Urban ensembles are 
generalists, performing music from the entire country (though there are exceptions, like Tbilisi’s 
Svan choir Kviria or Rach’an group Dziriani), and rarely have a salary.
A general distinction can also be drawn between groups based on their approach to 
performing secondary folklore: “academic” or “authentic”23 These are not my descriptions: 
ak’ademiuri and avtent’uri/avtent’ik’uri are emic terms used by Georgian scholars and singers. 
“Academic” refers to groups influenced by Western European choral norms—just intonation, 
blended voices, pre-planned nuances of articulation and dynamics, formal stage presentation, and
repertoire learned primarily from musical scores. Across the postsocialist region, this adjective 
implies professionalization and learned expertise—being “schooled” and literate musicians. 
Conversely, “authentic” implies a quest for traditional tuning, more nasal or non-blended village 
timbres, attempts to capture regionally varied vocal timbres and styles of articulation, a 
straightforward delivery without extensive dynamic contrast, and attention to the spontaneous 
and improvisatory; such groups also prefer to learn their material orally, through consultation 
with village singers and ethnographic recordings. 
23 Thanks to Zoe Perret for an interesting discussion on this topic.
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Authentic groups seek to integrate music with dance and certain ritual elements, just 
like in the village—the natural copresence of these elements is prized by Georgian folklorists, 
who refer to the phenomenon as “syncretism.” In Mtiebi, for example, this is a “basic principle 
of their creative activity—each ensemble member can sing all parts, play musical instruments, 
and perform round dances” (Ushikishvili et al. 2016:74). Academic groups do not act out rituals 
or dance often, although they may perform in stage shows with professional dancers.
These two tendencies, of course, are anticipated by the Rustavi/Mtiebi distinction. A 
very partial list of authentic style ensembles operating in Tbilisi today includes Mtiebi, 
Mzetamze, Anchiskhati, Ialoni, Sakhioba, Sathanao, Didgori, Nanina, and Adilei. Many of these 
groups include ethnomusicologists among their members. Rustavi—or to give its full title, the 
“Kartuli Khalkhuri Simgherisa da Tsek’vis Sakhelmts’ipo Ak’ademiuri Ansambli Rustavi” 
(Georgian Folk Song and Dance State Academic Ensemble Rustavi)24—is the quintessential 
academic ensemble. The Basiani State Folk Song Ensemble and Shavnabada State Ensemble 
started out in the authentic style, but have become more academic over time (Bithell 2018).
Clearly, the ensembles described as academic occupy positions of greater institutional 
power than the others. As representatives of the state in official settings both at home and abroad,
their type of music-making is closely connected with the desired national image of elites—
sophisticated, modern, and able to compete on an equal footing with other advanced 
cosmopolitan countries. These processes of modernization and professionalization grew out of 
tendencies characteristic of romantic nationalism—promoting and creating a national image 
through meaningful shared symbols—but they were reinforced by the socialist promotion of 
modernized folk music as a way to elevate the cultural level of the masses (Buchanan 2006; 
Levin 2002). Ensembles who have been promoted to the state level seem to feel a pressure to 
24 See https://www.facebook.com/EnsembleRustavi/ (accessed Dec. 21, 2018)
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conform to this image, as have Basiani and Shavnabada (Bithell 2018). These specific 
professionalized aesthetics are unquestionably a socialist holdover, as are continuing references 
to “state” (sakhelmts’ipo) rather than “national” (erovnuli) in ensemble titles.25 Importantly, state 
ensembles actually pay a salary to their singers for rehearsing and performing. Authentic 
ensembles might get hired for gigs, but also often perform for free.
Rustavi’s polish and professionalism made it well-suited to represent a modern republic 
within the USSR, or showcase an advanced Soviet state to the rest of the world. Mtiebi, on the 
other hand, arose at a time when the Soviet project was already much more in question in 
Georgia, and Garaqanidze’s quest for the soul of the ethnos in the traditions of untutored 
villagers was more than a touch Herderian. This late-Soviet nationalism was construed in 
opposition to the ruling state (seen as an imperial invader), with a national alternative in mind. 
Possibly due to institutional inertia, the independent Georgian state has continued to sponsor 
academic ensembles more than authentic ones. Just as in Soviet times, such groups tour 
internationally and project a polished image that implies a distinctive national culture along with 
modernity and professionalism.
It is important to point out that academic and authentic performers are not warring 
parties. The State Folklore Center is run by Giorgi Donadze, who gained his reputation as the 
director of Basiani State Ensemble (increasingly academic); other members of Basiani are 
employed by the Center in scholarly and administrative capacities. Donadze is a protege of 
Anzor Erkomaishvili of the Rustavi ensemble (academic), and acknowledged Erkomaishvili’s 
mentorship to me in person. However, the head of the Center’s folk music department is Nana 
Valishvili of Mzetamze, and other employees include members of Ialoni and Digori (all 
25 Thanks to Donna Buchanan for this observation.
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authentic). Some singers are members of academic and authentic ensemble simultaneously, 
particularly those who possess a treasured skill like k’rimanch’uli yodeling.
Besides the “generalist” ensembles listed, Tbilisi is also home to a number of ensembles
with a particular regional focus, including the male choir Kviria that specializes in Svan 
repertoire. Generally, the members of such groups were born outside of Tbilisi or have an 
ancestral connection to the given region, although some members of Kviria are not Svan at all 
and simply joined out of interest in the style. In most cases, these ensembles fall into the 
authenticity-seeking frame.
Somewhat outside the basic academic/authentic dichotomy, though, are the many rural 
and municipal ensembles. A recent book lists 49 ensembles from outside Georgia’s three largest 
cities (Tbilisi, Batumi, and Kutaisi), and I am aware of others not enumerated there (Ushikishvili 
et al. 2016). According to conversations I had with multiple people, many rural ensembles are 
organized along Soviet lines and do not meet the standards expected by authenticity-seekers. For 
example, Beso Turmanidze of the Ach’aran village ensemble Moqvare told me that his group 
sang things “incorrectly” for many years—doubling voice parts, striving for equal temperament, 
and the like. With the aid of Nino Razmadze, they made the switch to a more authentic style. 
This narrative describing an ensemble called Bakhtrioni is representative: 
Until 2013, alongside traditional Kakhetian songs, Bakhtrioni often
performed composed songs with folk motifs accompanied by 
chromatic folk instruments. However, the current director of the 
ensemble has transformed Bakhtrioni into a true folk ensemble, 
aiming to promote traditional Georgian folk song in the Akhmeta 
District. Bakhtrioni now sings only traditional songs from Kakheti 
and the eastern Georgian Mountain regions. (Ushikishvili et al. 
2016:23)
Other groups, like Salaghobo from Lechkhumi, have begun relearning traditional songs 
from their region with the aid of urban-trained experts and archival recordings, but they continue 
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to also perform popular tonal estrada-influenced songs with guitar or sometimes even pre-
recorded track accompaniment, as well as panduri pop.
As Zaza Qurashvili, director of Salaghobo, explained in an interview, municipal 
ensembles have two main roles. Firstly, they are expected to represent their region outside its 
borders. Thus, when invited to a concert or festival outside of Lechkhumi, Salaghobo exclusively
sings folk songs associated with their region. Their expertise in the local repertoire is the main 
justification for their existence from an official ethnomusicological position. These performers 
are expected to be ethnophores with their roots in village tradition, regular participants in 
“primary folklore.” This grounding ideally keeps their “secondary folklore” performances 
authentic in style and an accurate representation, and also lets them serve as a valid model to folk
revival groups in the capital.
However, the second part of regional ensembles’ remit is to entertain the residents of 
their region. Thus, when Salaghobo performs inside Lechkhumi, they also sing well-known folk 
songs from other parts of Georgia and the aforementioned pop repertoire. Similarly, Riho pulls 
out the accordions, panduri-s and drums during community festivals in Mest’ia. This tendency 
provokes the frustration of ethnomusicologists who prefer that community celebrations would 
feature “only the traditional songs.” But this is a natural development of the patterns already 
identified by Garaqanidze: as “functional” songs become replaced by the more musically 
interesting “non-associated” songs, the bar for participation is raised and only more skillful (or 
hardworking) singers will join. 
A rural singer’s motivations for joining an ensemble may be quite different from that of 
urban folk revivalists. Regional singers may be more attracted by the salary than by their love for
folk culture. Their distance from the capital and lack of direct oversight also means that the 
ethnophores may be holding onto ideas about tradition that the ethnomusicologists view as 
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wrongheaded and Soviet. Their choirs may hew to a professional standard that authenticity 
seekers see as discredited and inauthentic.
Even village singing has become partly professionalized today. This is borne out by the 
expectations for members of rural ensembles: to earn a salary, to memorize a program of up to an
hour that often includes many lengthy song texts, to perform dances without error while singing, 
to wear traditional garb in performance, to represent the community of origin on the national 
(and sometimes international) stage, and to show up regularly to rehearsals. Sometimes the 
“secondary folklore” rehearsals even take precedence over actual “primary folklore”: at the 
religious festival described in chapter three, locals in Lakhushdi village were left attempting 
hymns without their community’s strongest singer, who was in Mest’ia for a Riho rehearsal. 
Singing in a rural ensemble is regarded as a job, and members are referred to as 
“professionals,” receiving a salary. In Riho, rank-and-file members made 200 GEL (about 80 
USD) per month in 2016, and directors made 600 GEL (240 USD). 200 GEL per month is not an
uncommon wage in rural Georgia. Riho represents the entire municipality of Mest’ia, which 
basically covers all of Upper Svaneti. However, some villages within the municipality (Lat’ali 
and Etseri) also boast their own performing groups, which receive smaller salaries or none at all. 
Some ensembles are able to petition the State Folklore Center for financial or material aid, but 
this is generally limited. One rural ensemble received folk instruments from the Center, but their 
leader told me that the instruments were not of very high quality and ultimately went unused.
Popular Ethno-Fusion Groups
Besides the various academic, authentic, and regional/rural ensembles performing what 
Garaqanidze calls “secondary folkore,” there are many groups performing different sorts of folk 
fusion, which some Georgian ethnomusicologists privately deride as “pseudo folk,” or more 
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charitably “pop folk,” “ethnic fusion,” or “modern folk-type songs.”26 Some groups perform 
traditional repertoire in modernized fashion, with three-part vocal harmony over a partly 
Westernized ensemble of instruments (acoustic guitar, accordion, chromatic panduri, salamuri 
flute, bass guitar & percussion, and occasionally ch’unir, chonguri or ch’iboni bagpipe). These 
pop-folk groups may occasionally break into a three-part a cappella piece that sounds more like 
traditional folk music, but instrumental virtuosity and speed are a major part of their appeal. 
Much of their repertoire consists of panduri pop. These groups are very commonly heard in 
minibuses and taxis, and other public places. 
Other groups perform a kind of “ethno dance” that mixes electronic beats and 
synthesizers with live trio vocals, usually arrangements of traditional folk songs. A newer fusion 
style locally known as “ethno-jazz” takes a jazz foundation and mixes elements of Georgian 
music to create a unique hybrid. In most cases, these are newly-composed pieces that mix jazz 
and folk harmonies and incorporate specific techniques like k’rimanch’uli yodeling, with 
occasional use of folk instruments. Some ethno-jazz groups include singers from recognized 
ensembles like the state ensemble Shavnabada.
Tbilisi’s 2018 International Symposium on Traditional Polyphony featured an ethno-
jazz concert dedicated to “Tradition and Modernity.” Georgian ethnomusicologists seem to prefer
ethno-jazz to panduri pop. This may be because jazz in Georgia is coded as serious intellectual 
music, while pop is seen as lower class and rural (Sebald 2013:44). More specifically, I suspect 
that ethnomusicologists prefer ethno-jazz because it implies a careful internalization of the rules 
of Georgian traditional music, and ethno-jazz musicians write their own material instead of 
debasing traditional repertoire. It is also less of a “threat” to rural music-making: rural ensembles
26 Notably, “urban songs” in the Kutaisi style, a type of fusion that dates back to the mid-19th century, are not 
considered inauthentic in the same way, and respected authentic style ensembles like Anchiskhati, Ialoni, and 
Satanao include such songs in their repertoire without controversy.
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like Riho commonly perform in a panduri pop style to broaden their appeal, but are unlikely to 
have the specific skills necessary to play jazz. Pop-folk repertoire thus competes with 
“traditional” music in the villages in a way that ethno-jazz does not.
FOLK REVIVAL GROUPS AND COMMUNITY
If membership in a “secondary folklore” ensemble is not particularly profitable, what 
might motivate singers to join? Of course, there is the hope that one’s group will eventually win 
fame and fortune, or at least a reasonable salary. This happened in the cases of Basiani and 
Shavnabada, which became official state ensembles. But this outcome is very rare. Many people 
do join simply for the love of the music.
Once joined, these groups can become incredibly important for their members socially. 
Many ensembles spend significant amounts of time together, rehearsing for several hours 
together two or three times a week (or more when a performance is coming up), hanging out 
socially after the rehearsal, traveling to performances together, and celebrating birthdays, 
weddings, holidays, childbirth, baptisms, and other festive occasions as they arise. For some 
singers, the ensemble becomes their primary elective social group.
Ensembles, rarely mixed, offer a venue for close friendships to form without the 
expectation of romantic involvement. The homosocial environment is gendered in ways that 
support dominant norms. I regularly attended rehearsals of the Svan men’s choir “Kviria” while 
living in Tbilisi. The members, most of them in their twenties, would constantly hit each other in 
jest, pretend to box or wrestle, and play card games or head outside for a cigarette during breaks. 
The rehearsal room was always full of a determinedly masculine energy—at one point during an 
exceptionally long and strenuous rehearsal, one of the young men dropped to the floor and did 
about twenty quick pushups to burn off some steam. While Georgian basses have a rock solid 
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and booming vocal quality, Svan men sing with even more weight. Kviria was no exception, 
rehearsing every song at full vocal power. The first time I heard them sing in their medium-sized,
bare concrete rehearsal space, the sound almost ruptured my eardrums. The entire experience felt
very male—the volume, the energy, the handshakes to all every time a new member entered the 
room, the cigarette breaks outside the door, even the setting in the office of a gymnasium.
The social value of singing together is openly acknowledged by some Georgian singers. 
A common sentiment, voiced by respected songmasters like T’rist’an Sikharulidze, is that for a 
group to sing together successfully, they need to love each other.27 Deep, close, and affectionate 
relationships often develop among ensemble members. Islam Pilpani commonly dueted with his 
cousin Geronti, both in Riho and in community celebrations. Family and village ensembles 
include members who have literally known each other for their entire lives. This strong 
familiarity has musical benefits, of course, as partners learn to synchronize and predict each 
other’s musical movements. 
Beyond the social benefits of group membership, Caroline Bithell writes, 
. . . the directors of three all-female ensembles [in Tbilisi] spoke not only of the
social rewards of being part of a group but also of the psychological benefits 
for individual members, and of how this aspect also guided their choice of 
repertoire. Some songs were chosen not with a future audience in mind but 
because they would help the singers feel stronger and this sense of 
empowerment would then have a positive impact on their lives beyond the 
ensemble. (Bithell 2018:205)
Membership in some groups is relatively open, meaning that members can readily invite
their friends to join. Conflicts can arise, of course—in some regions, there may be a limited 
number of singers available or there may be a need to ensure representation from multiple 
villages, in which case group coherence may be unavoidably fractured by preexisting personal 
27 Madge Bray, in a personal interview (August 29, 2015), shared a similar statement from “old Georgian singers” 
that she had heard from Frank Kane.
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differences. However, even in these latter situations, there will usually be ample opportunities for
ensemble members to socialize, and the expectation that they will do so. 
An ensemble that avoids gathering socially is usually a bad sign, and in recent years, 
there have been complaints from some members of Riho that the group doesn’t cohere the way it 
used to. The lack of a group feast (keipi or supra) after Riho received several major awards in 
2016 occasioned grumbling from some of the members. However, the group’s manager, 
Vakhtang Pilpani, informed me that while he had some ideas about using the prize money to 
benefit the whole group, he received so many individual requests for a piece of the reward that 
he simply decided to divide the money evenly among all the members. The impression that 
Riho’s members do not really enjoy spending with each other led to some speculation that the 
group might dissolve after the death of Islam Pilpani, although two years after this event, the 
ensemble, flush with recent awards, was continuing to perform and rehearse. Some onlookers felt
that Islam was loved and respected by all the members of the group, but that those not related to 
the Pilpanis or from villages other than Lenjeri didn’t have the same feelings for Islam’s son 
Vakhtang, the obvious successor who took on many leadership roles well before Islam’s death.
WINNING DISTINCTION AS AN ENSEMBLE
Funding for folk music is quite limited, but it remains an aspiration after decades of 
Soviet sponsorship for the arts. To fill this gap, some ensembles seek to raise their profile, 
hopefully winning paying gigs or sponsorship. Some groups tour internationally, which is 
expensive but can bring significant financial rewards. However, as will become evident in the 
next chapter, this relies on having significant foreign connections, and is thus a possibility only 
for well-known groups like the state ensembles or Riho.
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In an unusual case of self-promotion, the women’s choir K’asletila, made up of Svan 
eco-migrants to the village of Udabno (two hours southeast of Tbilisi near the border with 
Azerbaijan, and more than 8 hours from Svaneti), decided to perform on Georgia’s Got Talent, a 
televised performance competition, in winter 2016. I recall vividly the whole Pilpani family 
gathering to watch their late-night performance, and then calling in to vote for them. While the 
ultimate winner was a pop diva, K’asletila received the prize of a recording contract that 
included a noncompetition clause—they could only perform on the Rustavi 2 TV channel for a 
period of one year. K’asletila’s members told me that while the exposure had been nice, the 
competition hadn’t really done anything for their financial prospects.28
TV appearances by folk ensembles offer a window into the opinions of average 
Georgian listeners. One of the five judges was especially effusive in his reaction, giving the 
performers a standing ovation and praising them for nearly three minutes after their performance 
of the round dance “Tamar Dedpal.” He stated that two kinds of music were especially 
distinguished in Georgia—Kakhetian and Svanetian polyphony—and argued that Svan music 
was special because of the sonority of the voices and their “different” and “coarse” intervals. He 
asserted that “nothing resembles Svan music” and was especially enthralled by the powerful 
manner of the women’s singing, which he called a “new word” in Georgian music. The 
performance was indeed unique, since much of the Svan repertoire is male-dominated, and 
women performing a Svan round dance solo is almost unheard of.29 In the choir’s performance 
for the final episode (another round dance, “Murza i Bekzil,” that took a full five minutes to 
perform and won a standing ovation from all five judges), the same judge reiterated his praise, 
28 As of spring 2018, they still hadn’t recorded their album.
29 A few women do join Riho in its performances, but while they participate in the choreography of the round 
dances, they generally do not sing along. I have never seen another Svan ensemble performing with women, 
other than a few groups of schoolchildren, and the Chamgeliani sisters’ trio. I have only been privy to a few 
village celebrations where traditional music is still sung, and in such cases village women did join in as round 
dancers, but the singing was always led by men.
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calling Svan polyphony “extremely old,” “primitive,” the “most complex polyphony in the 
world,” and referring to the women’s voices as saotsari (marvelous/refreshing/startling). Another
judge disagreed with the term “primitive” and called it instead “serious” and “magical.”
A folk group performing in a competition dominated by pop music is uncommon. 
However, ensembles do need to become known if they are going to be given performance 
opportunities at municipal festivals and state-sponsored events. Every five years or so, the State 
Folklore Center undertakes a competitive review of all the ensembles in the country. This event, 
the “National Folklore Festival,” offers a cash prize to winners in numerous categories (Best 
Dance Group, Best Village Ensemble, Best Women’s Ensemble, Best Youth Choir, Best 
Ecclesiastical Chant Ensemble, and so on). It also gives the Folklore Center a chance to take the 
pulse of folk music-making in Georgia and assess the level of each group. Competitions allowed 
socialist governments to monitor musicians’ ideological compliance and the messages being 
broadcast to audiences, along with other aesthetic and cultural goals,30 and the continued 
existence of such near-mandatory reviews is a sign of the continued influence of Soviet attitudes 
toward cultural production—here with a concern for how national tradition is represented.
I have heard that at least one municipal ensemble was judged so harshly in the past that 
it lost its official funding and ended up disbanding, although I do not actually know when or to 
whom this happened. The State Folklore Center and the Ministry of Culture are not responsible 
for funding regional ensembles—this is the municipality’s duty, but some evidently take the 
Center’s critique seriously. Groups who do well in this competition will be recommended to 
perform at events like Tbilisi’s yearly street festival “Tbilisoba,” or at the new “Black Sea 
International Folk Music Festival,” an annual summer event inaugurated by the Folklore Center.
30 See Timothy Rice (1994: chapter 9) and Donna Buchanan (1996) on Bulgarian wedding music, Ana Hofman 
(2011) on Yugoslavian folk ensembles, and Nicholas Tochka (2016) on Albanian popular music.
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The folklore competition is carried out in multiple stages. In the second half of 2015, 
events were held in a dozen municipal centers. I attended the Tbilisi competition at the Great 
Hall of the State Conservatoire, which was not open to the public, unlike some of the regional 
competitions. It was a somewhat odd experience to watch group after group take their place in 
front of a huge banner reading “National Folklore Festival 2015–2016,” and then perform to an 
audience of about ten people—less than were on stage in some cases. Judges included the 
Center’s director Giorgi Donadze, an Anchiskhati Choir member, and the leader of the Erisioni 
State Ensemble, among others. About 25 ensembles performed over two days, each one singing 
two selections and receiving spoken feedback that was occasionally perfunctory but seemed to 
grow in length the more the judges liked the performance. Most of the performers were amateur 
Tbilisi folk choirs, but a few groups broke the mold, including a woman singing in Azeri and 
playing the saz, and a group of double-reed players performing “Old Tbilisi urban music.” 
The next stage of the competition was held in May 2016 in only three locations, since 
many groups had been eliminated after the first round. I attended contests in Tbilisi (one night, 
held in a prestigious theatre with paying ticket-holders in attendance), and the coastal city of Poti
(two nights, held in the municipal concert hall and free to attend). Both events included 
numerous folk choirs and some family ensembles, poetic recitations (regarded as another branch 
of folklore under the Center’s oversight), as well as several dance ensembles. The audience in 
Tbilisi was noticeably more attentive—about halfway through the first night in Poti, Donadze 
actually turned around and yelled for quiet, and the announcer later reminded the audience 
several times that the event was being recorded and they needed to keep the volume down.
About 25 acts performed per night, each of the choirs again singing two selections. This 
time, there was no spoken commentary for the groups, although they did receive comment sheets
later on. The audiences responded to each performance with riotous applause. One thing that 
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stood out to me was that Svan ensembles were chosen to close each event—in Tbilisi, ensemble 
Kviria gave an ethnographic theater performance, entering the stage while holding candles and 
ending with a round dance, while Riho closed the second night of the Poti competition with 
“Lazhghvash” (giving Islam a chance to play the ch’unir) and another round dance.31 The 
placement of these ensembles late in the program arises from an expectation that they will pull 
off an exciting finish, which was the case. Round dances are almost hypnotic to watch, the Svan 
vocal style is massive and powerful, and large Svan ensembles usually close round dances with a
solo dance section that features quick synchronized footwork from youthful members.
The ultimate results of the competition confirmed the esteem in which Georgian 
scholars hold Svanetian music. I was unable to attend the June 2016 final competition, but it was 
basically a Svan sweep: “Best Village Ensemble” was won by ensemble Kalt’idi from the Upper 
Svaneti community of Etseri (all of the members of this group also sing in Riho), while second 
place was awarded to the ensemble from Lat’ali, two communities to the east. Riho won “Best 
Folk Ensemble,” with a cash award of 5000 lari (2000 USD), and the municipal ensemble 
Lagusheda from Lentekhi in Lower Svaneti won second prize. Third place in both categories was
taken by ensembles from mountainous Upper Ach’ara, also seen as a “traditional” region.
When I heard about the results from Givi Abesadze, an employee of the State Folklore 
Center and director of the authentic-style ensemble Didgori, he joked that the next Folklore 
Festival would have to institute a new category for “Best Svan Ensemble” to give the other 
groups a chance. He called the Svans “monopolists in folk,” and attributed the Svan/Ach’aran 
success to geography: “Mountains have well-kept traditions.”
31 This was the same set that Riho performed a week later at the Georgian Chant Foundation’s awards ceremony 
(see beginning of this chapter). The first night of the Poti competition ended with an ethnographic theater 
performance by a group from Upper Ach’ara.
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Riho’s success in the competition, along with the award they received from the 
Georgian Chant Foundation only a few weeks earlier, shows something of the esteem in which 
Svanetian music, Riho, and Islam are held. Riho’s awards also reveal the thin line that Svan 
musicians have to tread. If “the authentic folklore traditions have retained their original glory” 
only in Svaneti (Valishvili 2008:600), and Svan musicians’ success comes from being less 
“perverted by mass culture” (Tsurtsumia 2010:259), there are certain boundaries set on 
acceptable repertoire and performance. 
Roger King and Therese Virtue, Australian singers who have been visiting the Pilpanis 
in Lenjeri since 2002, have noticed a general move away from nontempered intonation, with 
Riho performing more Western-friendly sounds today. While a fundamental tenet of early 
ethnomusicology holds it possible to be musically “fluent” in more than one system (Hood 
1960), the simple weight of time and practice cannot be ignored. As more time is spent attuning 
the ear to a tempered, twelve-note chromatic system, village-style intonation will become less 
and less natural. This doesn’t mean that it will disappear or be performed badly, but it will be a 
loss nonetheless. Still, Catherine Grant notes, “A music genre need not be the main genre within 
a community for it to be vital, and musicians and other community members do not have to be 
‘monomusical’” (C. Grant 2014:117). In their favor, Riho has attempted to learn new variants of 
lost repertoire, like the complex and lengthy through-composed hymn “Wo Krisdesh.” Such 
endeavors are probably undertaken for multiple reasons, but to Georgian ethnomusicologists, 
they show the continued relevance and value of groups like Riho.
In Tbilisi, it is rumored that certain members of academic state folk music ensembles, or
even some who take part in “authentic” folk music ensembles, perform pop-influenced “urban 
songs” regularly on the side in restaurants for wealthy tourists. However, such information is 
kept quiet, since it could be detrimental if it became widely known. (I’m not sure who exactly 
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the information is being kept from, but it was presented to me as highly sensitive.) One person 
informed me, in a hushed voice, that the members of Kviria, the Tbilisi-based Svan men’s choir, 
were known for performing pop-folk songs with chromatic instruments in a Mest’ia cafe during 
tourist high seasons, and that this was a real shame.32
Riho itself, or smaller subsets of the choir led by Vakhtang Pilpani and performing 
under its name, frequently performs for tourists in hotels. These hotel presentations usually 
combine an introduction to Svanetian folk music—a cappella round dances and hymns, along 
with ch’unir-led songs—with broader Georgian-language repertoire, some of it accompanied by 
chromatic panduri-s, and even songs in Russian, English, or other languages accompanied by 
nylon-string guitars. This is not a secret—Vakhtang regularly posts videos of uniformed Riho 
members performing for tourists on social media; in May 2018, he posted a singalong 
performance of “Yesterday” at the restaurant atop the ski lift near Mest’ia. This activity does not 
yet seem to have affected Riho’s reputation, but it could be a risk if their folk music performance 
is seen to be suffering as a result of too much time spent singing other repertoire. 
Scenarios like Riho’s Beatles tribute are likely to become more and more common, as 
performing for tourists is becoming an increasing part of the livelihood of Svan musicians. While
I was in Mest’ia in 2015 and 2016, there was only one restaurant boasting daily performances of 
“Georgian folk music,” and this only during the months of tourist high season in summer and 
winter (after the ski slopes opened). In October 2018, I found at least two restaurants offering the
same, at a time of year which was hardly high season, indicating the continuing expansion of the 
tourism industry in Georgia. However, for at least some tourists, Svanetian repertoire—the older 
32 This is actually where I first met Kviria. However, some of these singers later told me that they preferred 




the better—is not an afterthought or a pleasant evening’s diversion in between hiking trips, but 




Figure 5.1. Members of Riho ensemble in performance
Figure 5.2. Some of Islam Pilpani’s awards, on display in the Pilpani home (Kashveti)
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Figure 5.3. Islam Pilpani recognized as “High Priest of Art” in Mest’ia 
Figure 5.4. Ushguli’s Lamaria (St. Mary) Church in front of Mount Shkhara
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Figure 5.5. Vakhtang Pilpani’s diagram for teaching a three-part song




FEASTING ON CULTURE: 
SONG TOURISM AS INTERCULTURAL ENCOUNTER
When I was about thirteen, I used to imagine that one of the things I would 
do with my time was go to the Hebrides and sit with traditional singers and 
learn songs. There was a record in our family that my father had stolen 
from his brother, and I loved the songs. And I really wanted to go to the 
Hebrides and learn songs from the people there. And life got in the way, and
all the things that happen to you, and I’d long since given up the thought 
that I would be able to sit with traditional singers. And when the 
opportunity came in 2002 to come to Georgia, and then again in 2010, 
which was the first time I came to Svaneti, it was incredibly exciting. And 
for a week I sat and learned from a keeper of the tradition. I’m sure that all 
of you, who have been here for the week, share with me a sense of 
enormous privilege and honor to have had the opportunity to learn from 
Islam Pilpani, to sing the songs he’s been teaching us, and to watch the way
that he teaches, which is the way that songs have been passed down for 
thousands of years, from lip to ear. And I would like to say to you, Islam, 
thank you so much, and I’m sure that everyone here feels that. So we feel 
very honored to be able to sing tonight. 
—Therese Virtue, 2012, addressing a gathering of Australians
and Svans at a feast in Islam Pilpani’s home
I guess in a way it’s a different world within a wonderful world already, to 
be up in the mountains with the Svans. The first time I went was 2010. The 
drive up was rather scary on quite muddy roads, and I thought we were 
going to plunge into ravines a couple of times. I wasn’t putting all my faith 
in the drivers, but to be received by Vakho [Vakhtang] and the whole Pilpani
family was incredible. And as usual, the food that was produced by the 
women for us everyday was incredible, and at that stage they only had the 
little woodburning stove to cook meals for about 25 or 30 of us, and how 
they did it, I don’t know.
—Frank Hajncl, 2016
I haven’t travelled a lot around Georgia to compare [with Svaneti] but 
obviously the physical environment and the mountains, the songs about the 
culture. And they were isolated for a long time—there’s something very 
primal about it. Sometimes Islam says, “Oh [the words are] so old that we 
don’t even know what they mean,” you know? And the attachment as well 
to ritual. This very deep connection to spirituality, to nature, and to 
something that’s gone beyond. It’s religious, it’s pagan ritual that’s very 
connected with everyday life, and the singing isn’t separate. It’s not a 
performance; it’s very much about day to day existence and connecting with
each other. I remember Vakho [Vakhtang] talking about the whole family 
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living together, different generations literally in one room, and the animals 
were there—you see it in the museum there. And the songs really kept them 
going, especially during the winter . . . when they were caged in. Then going
down the generations, the kids grew up listening to all these songs around 
them, so it’s not about being a maestro, about being up there and performing
and being a singer—it was very much a part of everyone’s family, very 
much a part of everyday life, so I really like that aspect of it . . . . It’s really 
hard to put into words, yeah. Obviously we learned songs, but it’s more 
about [Islam’s] generosity of spirit, the way he was with us. It’s kind of a 
funny thing because on one level, I don’t speak Georgian and he doesn’t 
speak English, so it was difficult to communicate. But we really do 
communicate. You know, with his enthusiasm and his belief in the singing 
and how important it was to him, and it’s so much a part of his life. I think 
you get this real sense of love for everybody, and that was really palpable.
—Caitriona Bale, 2016
“Song hunters” are motivated primarily by what Mirjana Laušević refers to as a deep 
and abiding “fascination” (Laušević 2007). In many cases, they lack any heritage connection to 
the musical tradition. Their affinity is often sparked by a random encounter with sounds that are 
unlike anything they have heard before—hearing a new musical style on the radio, or being 
invited along to choir rehearsal by a friend. The sonic appeal of Georgian polyphony shares 
many features with the “mysterious” sounds of Bulgarian choirs that entranced so many 
consumers in the 1980s: grounded and meditative drones; the sonic buzz and physical effect of 
close harmony; strong vocal production in an untutored manner suggesting the voice of the real 
people (Laušević 2007:59–62), exotic or New Age features like intricate ornamentation, 
supernatural or magical harmonies, and unpulsed melodies; and primeval, pastoral, and earthy 
impressions (Buchanan 2006:361–69). Jay Keister (2005) notes that unfamiliar and exotic 
sounds are often considered “spiritual,” particularly if they are associated with Asia, where 
everything has spiritual potential. Listeners may be enchanted by what Amy Frishkey (2012) 




In Georgia, Westerners of various sorts discover a culture which is exotic for many 
reasons—possessed of a mythology and language that have very few familiar referents, 
Orthodox rather than Protestant or Catholic, borderline Middle Eastern, post-Soviet. However, 
some of the most problematic aspects of cultural appropriation are sidestepped here, as racially 
Georgians are considered “white” in a way that even neighboring Turks, Armenians and Azeris 
might not be. While the location of the illusory land border between Europe and Asia is 
controversial, there is no debate in Georgia: wherever that border is, Georgia is firmly on the 
European side (although some will blame Georgia’s current problems not simply on its Soviet 
past but on the “oriental” influences of past empires). The vast majority of song tourists who 
come to Georgia are also of white European descent. While this does not negate unequal power 
relations, Georgia is an “internal other” to Europe, putting discourse about Georgian exoticism in
the category of balkanism (Todorova 2009) rather than orientalism (Said 1979).
My analysis departs from the study of orientalism in an important way: intercultural 
encounters are not mediated depictions where the Other never controls his or her own self-
representation. Rather, they are emergent, liminal situations characterized by human co-presence.
The Other speaks, although there may be miscommunication. For the most part, song tourists are 
not involved in representing Georgian culture to outsiders with no points of reference. At home, 
they usually partake in Georgian musical activities together with other members of the same 
affinity group, who likely know all of the same people in Georgia. There is a high degree of 
mutual interaction and back and forth conversation between song hunters and Georgian singers. 
And concerts presenting Georgian music to folk music fans back home do not arise from a 
singular vision due to the inevitable requirements of what Joseph Jordania (2011) calls “social 
polyphony.” In most cases, multiple members of the choir (sometimes most or all of them) have 
visited Georgia directly themselves.
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While musical and cultural displays have been a component of touristic travel for many 
decades, participatory music tourism is a much more specialized phenomenon. By “participatory 
music tourism” I mean travel that is specifically organized around visiting a foreign country to 
learn its music, taking direct part in contextually appropriate ways, and returning home with new
repertoire. This chapter needs to be read in conversation with the next one. Here, I primarily 
examine the viewpoint of song tourists as they encounter Georgian music. The next chapter will 
examine song tourism from a different angle, by focusing on the economic value of this practice 
for Svan musicians, and further delving into its potential for validating and preserving folk 
polyphony, presenting the Svan and Georgian perspective to a much greater degree.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
In terms of first encounters with exotic sounds, Madge Bray from Scotland first heard 
Georgian music when she accidentally attended a workshop she thought was on “Gregorian” 
music. As she told me, “As soon as they opened their mouths I knew this was what I wanted to 
do.” In Bray’s case this exposure was experienced like a conversion, or what Keister calls an 
“aesthetic epiphany,” an event triggered “by an encounter with an unfamiliar sound from another
world that seems charged with a mysterious power that plays on Western ideas of otherness,” 
leading to permanently altered perceptions of art and everyday life (Keister 2005:42). It may also
birth a desire to make the music personally, having far-reaching effects on how individuals spend
their time and money. Some of my Australian friends have told me that they spend three or four 
evenings a week at choir rehearsals, many of them specializing in some kind of “world music.” 
The most dedicated and adventurous may develop a wish to travel directly to the source 
of the music and experience it in its home context on a short-term basis. Frank Scherbaum 
perceptively described it to me as parallel to how some Westerners become disciples of far-off 
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martial arts masters and travel to study with them whenever possible. A typical song study tour 
will last from seven to ten days, with a group of about ten to twenty foreign singers. It will 
include several hours of song instruction per day, along with cultural excursions, hikes, picnics, 
and evening supra feasts. It is this phenomenon, and the human interactions contained within it, 
that is of particular interest to me.
Amy Frishkey contrasts the way world music functions as an exotic symbol that allows 
the cosmopolitan city dweller to “bypass actual engagement with the experiences being sung en 
route to his or her revitalisation,” and the function of music among the Suya, for whom “group 
singing performs group identity” (2012:1). I propose that for song hunters, especially those 
involved in a long-term relationship with Georgian song, song tourism (and indeed sustained 
membership in an ensemble at home) represents a shift from the first to the second category. 
While the literal meaning of Georgian songs may remain abstract and exotic, the experiential 
meaning becomes something quite potent and a matter of direct interpersonal engagement. In 
2017, Australian Frank Hajncl, who had visited Georgia more than five times, tattooed the 
Georgian word mravalzhamier (“many happy returns,” a very common phrase in joyful feasting 
songs) on his forearm as a symbol of his great love for the country and its music (see figure 6.1.),
openly identifying him as a member of a very exclusive club in Australia indeed.
Australian singer Roger King states that Georgian music has “introduced us to a really 
different style of music, a different way of seeing the world really.” This type of encounter is not 
simply intersubjective but intercultural, because it does not occur on neutral ground. The cultural
identity of the Georgian teachers is clearly foregrounded, while the specific country of origin of 
the students matters less than the fact that they are “outsiders.” All parties involved in the 
interaction understand that it will involve a presentation of Georgian culture to people who do 
not live in Georgia. This is the transactional basis for the exchange.
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To very briefly recapitulate the earlier discussion about encounters, where human 
interactions are involved, no outcome is ever fully assured—there is always the potential for 
something unexpected and unpredictable to happen, something “emergent” (Bauman and 
Babcock 1984). Encounters, acted out in space and time, bear much potential for personal 
transformations, which lead to social change in the aggregate. Taking the form of speech acts, 
musical synergy, bodily copresence, rhythmic entrainment, displays of dominance and inequality,
romantic entanglements, and a host of other shapes, they are thus sites for the performative 
expression of agency. The unpredictability of the encounter can be magnified when the parties 
are unknown to each other, and when the parameters of difference between them are especially 
stark. Intercultural encounters, therefore, can be especially unpredictable, since neither party is 
fluent in the cultural scripts the other expects them to follow, even if they are motivated to find a 
way to communicate successfully. 
Since this chapter focuses on the meanings drawn from intercultural encounters, it 
incorporates many direct quotes from interviews and toasts shared during supra feasts. These 
quotes show that, as Ian MacMillen has suggested (2015), song tourists are often “fascinated by 
their own fascination.” Mirjana Laušević suggests, in regard to “Balkan fascination,”
. . . a deep understanding of a culture does not come automatically with even
the most precisely executed dance step or sequence of notes, but comes as a 
result of continued contact and thoughtful engagement with the culture and 
people. Many in the scene do not realize that they do not love “Balkan 
people” but their own constructed or “inherited” images of them. (2007:239)
By this standard, the song tourists profiled here are doing pretty well. Along with 
sustained contact with Georgian people and their country over a period of decades, these 
individuals are generally reflexive and have done much thinking about not only the object of 
their fascination, but about their own actions and their effects in Georgia. In opening up space for
their voices, I hope to represent their positions and understandings accurately. Song hunters 
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quoted in this chapter come from the United States (Carl Linich), Canada (Emily Adam, Alan 
Gasser, Becca Whitla), the UK (Madge Bray, Geoff Burton, Dee Butterly, Darla Ferguson, 
Tamsin Wates), Ireland (Caitriona Bale), Germany (Ulrike Hayden, Frank Scherbaum), and 
Australia (Linda Day, Krzysztof Derwinski, Frank Hajncl, Lilliana Hajncl, Roger King, Lloyd 
O’Hanlon, Geoff Robinson, Therese Virtue).
THE ORIGINS OF SONG TOURISM IN SVANETI
Song tourism has been going on in Georgia for about twenty years. In the late 1980s, an 
American choir specializing in Georgian music called the Kartuli Ensemble grew out of the 
longstanding Yale Russian Chorus. The Kartuli Ensemble visited Georgia on performing tours in 
1990 and 1994, although it did not have extensive interactions learning songs from villagers on 
those visits. However, several members of the choir developed deep relationships with the 
country. Frank Kane learned Georgian fluently, and has devoted his life to leading Georgian 
singing workshops throughout North America and western Europe. The members of Trio 
Kavkasia also met each other in the larger choir, and made their first study trip to Georgia for 
five months in 1995. On that trip they were primarily based in Tbilisi and learned songs from 
Anzor Erkomaishvili, although two of the members did finally make it to Svaneti just before the 
snow fell. At that time, they met Islam Pilpani and other members of the Riho ensemble. During 
their next trip to Georgia in 1997, the full trio visited Svaneti with their spouses, and stayed with 
the Pilpanis in Lenjeri. While they did learn a few songs from Islam, member Alan Gasser 
remembers it being a fairly organic process, where they were eating around the table, then 
listening to Riho members singing a song, and suddenly Islam was lining out the parts separately.
Trio Kavkasia’s bass, Stuart Gelzer, also took ch’unir lessons from Islam and brought an 
instrument home; it appears on several of their albums.
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Carl Linich, the third member of the trio, developed the most fluency in Georgian and 
lived in the country for years. In 1999 (and again in 2001 and 2002), he brought the first large 
group of song tourists to Lenjeri as a teacher with America’s Village Harmony organization.1 
Since Svaneti was so undeveloped relative to North America, or even to the rest of Georgia, the 
guests had some misgivings on the first trip. Vakhtang Pilpani still laughs about how when they 
arrived, half of their luggage consisted of bottled water from the lowland. “After they tasted our 
fresh spring and glacier water,” he remarks, “they didn’t touch their bottles again.” 
Linich still occasionally works with Village Harmony, but he eventually rethought their 
model. Village Harmony brings singers (many of them young North Americans) to places like 
Georgia, Corsica, Bosnia, and South Africa, where they learn songs from a variety of voice-
centric traditions, including North American gospel and shapenote. After a week or so rehearsing
with their teachers (some local and some from North America), the new choir will tour and 
perform along with their teachers. When Linich brought Village Harmony to Svaneti, they were 
there to experience mountain village life and to hear some of the local musicians, but they were 
not actually learning songs from Islam directly. Linich decided that this was a shame. In his 
words, “I decided, you know what, I shouldn’t be teaching these people. Islam, T’rist’an 
[Sikharulidze], P’olik’arp’e [Khubulava]—they should be teaching.” Carl began inviting groups 
of singers on yearly “Songmaster Tours” that he organized without Village Harmony, visiting 
elderly singers in different parts of Georgia. 
Also around this time, a Polish theatrical group that had grown out of Jerzy Grotowski’s
work visited the Pilpanis. They were deeply inspired by Svan music and even named themselves 
1 Village Harmony, based in Vermont, has been holding summer singing camps for almost three decades, and 
international camps since 1994. According to https://villageharmony.org/who-we-are/, their study-performance 
groups have visited Italy, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Corsica, Bulgaria, Bosnia, Macedonia, Georgia, 
Ukraine, Ghana, and South Africa. In some cases, they arrange tunes they learn from overseas teachers for 
domestic publication. For a brief discussion, see Bithell (2014: chapter 8).
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Teatr ZAR in honor of the Svan lament. A full-length 2009 work, Gospels of Childhood: The 
Triptych, made extensive use of sacred songs learned in Svaneti, other parts of Georgia, and the 
Orthodox world. The company’s directors had been making trips to Svaneti since 2001, with 
larger group visits in 2002 and 2008, and again in 2011 (Shevtsova 2013). The Pilpanis visited 
the company in Poland at least four times, where they performed and led workshops.2 To me, 
Vakhtang consistently praised the Polish group for possessing a “universal musical ear,” able to 
quickly learn musical lines and hold their part in a polyphonic texture. Teatr ZAR and Carl 
Linich’s tours marked the first times Islam had taught larger groups of foreigners in a sustained 
and organized manner.
In some cases, foreign singers meet Georgian singers in their own countries before 
venturing to Georgia themselves. Besides the international tours of ensembles like Basiani, 
Rustavi, and Anchiskhati, some Georgian teachers travel abroad to lead workshops in countries 
like the UK, France, and Germany. Trips to North America and Australia are rarer due to the 
much greater expense of plane tickets. Usually these workshops are sponsored by preexisting 
Georgian or world music choirs, but in some cases a workshop leads to the establishment of a 
new group. One important example was the visit of Edisher Garaqanidze and Joseph Jordania to 
the UK in January 1994. The Welsh Centre for Performance Research was actually sponsoring a 
conference on food and performance, and its organizers were fascinated with the supra and the 
accompanying toasting rituals. Garaqanidze and Jordania were invited to teach some songs to 
accompany the feast, and the event was so successful that it led to further workshops, and 
eventually to the founding of the London Georgian ensemble Maspindzeli (Host) and the 
2 I attended the Grotowski Institute’s “VoicEncounters” festival, held in Wrocław, in April 2016. It included a 
concert and three-day singing workshop by the Pilpanis (Islam, both of his children, a middle-aged nephew, and 
four of his grandchildren). As far as I know, this was Islam’s last trip outside of Georgia.
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publication of 99 Georgian Songs (Jordania and Garakanidze 2015 [2004]), an important 
resource for Georgian choirs. 
Maspindzeli is one of the longest-running and most well-established foreign Georgian 
choirs with an open membership. Other ensembles in Europe and North America were inspired 
by workshops with Carl Linich or Frank Kane. Some of these groups (this is not an exhaustive 
list) include New York’s Supruli (directed by Carl Linich), Washington DC’s Niavi, Chicago’s 
Alioni, Seattle’s OneFourFive, Toronto’s Darbazi (founded by Trio Kavkasia’s Alan Gasser, 
though he no longer sings with them), Montreal’s Voisa, Paris’s Marani (founded by Frank Kane,
who no longer sings with them), and Dublin’s Zurmukhti. Oakland’s Kitka and the Yale Slavic 
Chorus are women’s groups which specialize in Balkan and Eastern European music, and 
sometimes include Georgian repertoire (the Yale group visited Georgia on a study tour during my
fieldwork). The groups in Melbourne—the men’s ensemble Gorani, the women’s choir Utskho 
Suneli, and the mixed Melbourne Georgian Choir—owe their origin to Joseph Jordania and Nino
Tsitsishvili, Georgian ethnomusicologist spouses who moved to Australia to escape the chaos of 
1990s Tbilisi. There, they met people who were eager to take advantage of their expertise. Some 
of them were already performing international music—Gorani, for example, started out in the 
early 1990s as a men’s group devoted to Bulgarian songs, and has kept its Slavic name despite 
now singing Georgian repertoire 80% of the time.
Song tourists tend to come from relatively wealthy settler-majority countries like the 
USA, Canada, and Australia, or from western European countries like the UK, France, Belgium, 
and Germany. I am also aware of a few groups coming from Israel. Most of the visitors sing 
regularly in a world music choir or one of the Georgian choirs listed above, while others are 
simply interested in learning a new style of music (generally professional or active amateur 
musicians). Some of the tour groups comprise a single choir coming to get an injection of new 
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repertoire, while other study groups are made up of participants who do not know each other 
ahead of time. I have also met at least a few singers who joined a tour group because it seemed 
like an interesting adventure, but were not themselves terribly passionate about Georgian 
polyphony. 
While most of the interviewees in this chapter are repeat visitors, their degree of 
devotion and interest is not representative of all who join song study tours. I would place “song 
hunters” on a continuum: at one end there are those who are interested in mastering Georgian 
music at a professional level—a few “song ambassadors” who end up teaching Georgian songs 
as a source of income. Due to their depth of exposure in the field, ethnomusicologists have 
certain parallels with this group, and they may be conflated with them by locals. Next there are 
those who never actually stay in Georgia for more than about a month at a time, but have a 
serious and sustained amateur interest in the music, learn at least some Georgian, and visit the 
country independently. In another category are those who only travel as part of a group and never
really learn the language, with differing levels of commitment, interest, and frequency of travel.
The study tours themselves are typically held outside of Tbilisi. Some visit multiple 
destinations, while others remain in a single location. Singers may stay in the home of a teacher, 
who is often an elderly village songmaster. Such events usually have a few translators or 
mediators around, whether Georgians with excellent foreign-language skills (usually English), or
foreigners who have lived in Georgia, like Frank Kane or Carl Linich. The elderly village singers
who are most prized for their traditional knowledge rarely know any English, though teachers 
aged 50 or younger may. The translators are usually singers themselves, or at least people with a 
personal connection to a singer.
Travel in Georgia is relatively affordable compared to much tourism in Western Europe.
Song study tours generally range in price from 50 to 100 USD per person per day, a price which 
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includes all song lessons, travel within the country, accommodations, and meals (including 
alcohol). In contrast, staying at a Svaneti guesthouse with all meals provided but no study 
component could cost as little as 20 USD per person per day. Non-local song tour leaders may 
take a cut of the proceeds, most of which go to the teachers and hosts, or they may simply get to 
participate for free without taking any money directly. Roundtrip airfare can cost as little as 50 
Euros on a budget flight from the UK or France (allowing some European song tourists to visit 
Georgia once or even twice a year), or well over 1000 USD for tour participants from North 
America or Australia.
MOTIVATIONS FOR PARTICIPATION
The Lure of the Village
Some song hunters travel to Georgia on a yearly basis, and visit many of the same 
places each time. What are some of the motivating factors behind this sustained interest? Rurality
is one major element in the touristic branding of Georgia, and “Villages are almost always the 
imagined sources of authentic folklore” (MacMillen 2015:241) according to ideologies of 
romantic nationalism (Moore 2002). When I asked my brother what he wanted to see when he 
came to visit me in Georgia, he responded, “Are there any villages with cows and old stone 
buildings and that sort of thing?” Scholars analyzing song tourism often reference this trope—
besides MacMillen above, Laušević (2007:19) refers to Balkan music camp attendees as 
“villagers,” while Bithell titles an entire chapter of her book “Scenes from the Global Village” 
(2014: chapter 8). They are hardly making an imaginative leap—recall the American 
organization “Village Harmony.” Additionally, one song study program that I will discuss in the 
next chapter literally branded its host community, Lakhushdi, as “The Singing Village.”
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Villages are often precisely those places suffering from impoverishment and 
depopulation in eastern Europe, and are especially open to the possibility of tourism as a lifeline 
as a result. A life history in the village, along with participation in village customs, rituals, and 
music from the time of birth, is a source of cultural capital that can be traded for economic 
capital (Bourdieu 2010), provided the right audience can be reached. Some people, though not a 
large number, are willing to pay for the social and cultural capital possessed by rural villagers, or
what is sometimes described as their “spiritual riches.” City-dwellers from Western countries 
often feel alienated from nature and community, and singing camps—a type of eco-tourism—
provide exposure to an alternative way of life for which many deeply long.3 This was a major 
attraction for Irish singer Caitriona Bale:
. . . the way they’re so connected still to the landscape, all of the food at the 
table, it’s all so fresh, making their own cheeses, pigs running around, cows 
running around, it’s all so natural—I know that’s changing. And I suppose 
the sense of community, the sense of village life, how it was before. And the
way the families are together, the fact that Islam is living with his son and 
his sister used to come down often, the kids were playing around, the 
cousins—it seemed like a more traditional way of living, just that 
connection with nature.
English singer Darla Ferguson focused especially on the relationships fostered in village
living. After a Svan man toasted the countries of his guests, praising them for their strength, 
Ferguson replied that Western countries may be rich due to consumerism and materialism, but 
that Georgia was rich in friendship and relationships. This is a common sentiment: Canadian 
Tony Hanmer, who married a Georgian and owns a guesthouse in the Svanetian village of Etseri, 
said in a toast, “If you leave this place with a longing in your heart to return, it has done its job. 
In Canada, so much of what we do is fast-paced and business-oriented, that we neglect 
relationships, and here people are rich in relationships.” To Elizabeth Povinelli, this kind of 
3 Note the parallel between song hunters and Georgian members of authentic-style ensembles, though their 
motivations for visiting the village are not exactly the same.
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perspective considers village experiences “valuable insofar as they afford passageway to an 
enchanted spiritual Being and away from the conditions of the Spirit of capital” (2001:268).
The Australian singer and choir director Therese Virtue, who has run a community arts 
organization that arranges world music concerts by immigrants and international musicians with 
her spouse Roger King for decades, draws attention to both the slower pace of life and the 
community bonds fostered in Georgia, even outside the village:
You wake up in that hotel . . . look out the window, people setting up fruit 
stands outside, people standing around and smoking, and [think], this is such
a treasure. You can visit so many cities in Europe and Asia, and it’s hardly 
any different from Melbourne, they all have the same kind of department 
stores. Boring. And so much of what is a bit ragged about Georgia is also so,
so wonderful . . . . There’s a lot of stuff about community that’s all kind of 
casual and part of the way they operate that’s kind of lovely, and it’s stuff 
that we’ve lost I think. I’ve seen women sitting in the underpasses, you 
know there are benches where all the steps converge, and there might be 
five women and a few kids sitting there, and somebody’s cutting up apples 
because they still have worms in them . . . so then you cut them up and share
them, and it reminds me of sitting around my grandmother’s place with my 
mother and her sister and all the kids, and they used to cut up the apples and 
share them for the same reason, and now nobody does that, now you just 
take an apple out of the fridge. And families are smaller [in Australia], 
collections of people are smaller, and it’s a tiny thing, but it just struck such 
a chord in me. And then you see men together and they all stand together 
smoking, which you shouldn’t do, but there’s these communal things and 
also the pace of life is very hectic in Melbourne. It’s not like that [here] and 
people have time to talk to one another, and that’s really nice. Yeah. There’s 
a lot of communality and friendship, we have to work harder to maintain . . .
and you know, there might even be a little more tolerance here. If you put 
someone in a village who behaves like an idiot, everyone just goes, oh there 
he is behaving like an idiot, they still look after him . . . [because] he’s 
probably your sister’s stupid son. [Laughs]
Why Georgian Music?
Besides the lure of the village, a major draw to Georgian vocal polyphony is clearly the 
harmonic sonorities, initially perceived as “dissonant” by outsiders. As Islam Pilpani informed a 
song study group I joined in 2012, “People with good musical ears like Georgian music because 
of the harmonic challenge.” Lilliana Hajncl, an Australian singer, told me, “It all comes down to 
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those chords, you know. Ultimately.” Ulrike Hayden from Germany specifically pointed to Svan 
music, saying that “from the beginning” she “really liked these harmonies, even though they are 
somehow rough,” while Australian Roger King discusses an “unbelievable repertoire of songs 
with such interesting chordal structures.”
Madge Bray, a Scottish singer and social worker, goes even further. She sees enormous 
therapeutic potential in Georgian harmonies. To her, they express both the “grit and gut” sounds 
of pain and the hope of healing. As she puts it, 
[There’s always] a call, then other voices come and the strength of the call 
determines the quality of the sound that comes back. But they don’t come in 
sweetly and orderly; they come in with an enormous kind of vibrational 
field. They make very unpleasant, potentially unpleasant sounds within 
them. There’s a lot of salt and pepper in this music, a lot of vinegar in it. As 
has life—it’s not all sweetness. But at the end though, there’s always 
resolution; everybody comes into oneness. So it’s like the path of life: 
there’s a call, then there’s always incredible sounds that go on in it, but 
always in relatedness, and then they come into oneness. Now it’s the 
relatedness that’s so critical for our human existence. And I believe that this 
music has an enormous part to play; it’s just that we don’t understand it yet. 
And maintaining human connection in the face of disconnection, because 
we’re fragmented people . . . if we can find ways of connecting and really 
connecting our voices, you know our voices are a very subtle way of 
maintaining connection, so actually singing these songs is a subliminal 
process of internal reconstruction. And we’re actually maintaining our base
—our root—by enabling other voices to come in, and almost touch the 
places within us that we can’t touch ourselves. 
While Bray’s interpretation depends on a European hearing of harmonic seconds and 
other intervals as “dissonant,” the notion that polyphony expresses both unity and diversity is a 
longstanding one locally. This interpretation goes at least as far back as the theologian Ioane 
Petrisi, who in the 12th century compared Georgian three-part liturgical chant to the Trinity 
(Pirtskhalava 2002). Bray worked closely with Frank Kane for several years, who has focused 
more on the vibrational effects of singing in close harmony than on dissonance specifically. His 
workshops incorporate a lot of body work to open up the voice, and numerous singers in Western
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Europe report them being personally transformative, in addition to helping them produce a vocal 
sound closer to that of Georgian-born singers.
In some ways, Georgian song has become a vehicle for spiritual growth in Kane’s work.
The Irish ensemble Zurmukhti experiments vocally with vibrations for an hour at the beginning 
of their rehearsals. Nino Naneishvili of Ialoni ensemble, who has travelled to the UK and Ireland 
to lead workshops multiple times, told me that some attendees insisted on walking with her to a 
particular place in the road which had an incredible vibrational field. She found the experience 
very unusual, but was interested in the concept of sound and healing, and thinks that Georgian 
singers could explore this topic more. Frank Kane’s work with Georgian song is an example of a 
new musical practice that is made possible when a tradition moves far away from its geographic 
and ethnic origins—although not in a purely schizophonic way, given the high degree of 
connections between singers of Georgian song globally and those in its country of origin.
Even for singers who have no exposure to Kane’s work with vibrations, the timbral 
qualities of Georgian voices are a potential draw—singing in an untutored “peasant” voice seems
more natural than an affected bel canto tone, and is more accessible to average voices (Bithell 
2014b). Roger King and Frank Hajncl of Gorani separately discussed that although their choir 
can only claim one or two exceptional voices, their very averageness helps them capture a more 
grounded, authentic style. Joseph Jordania told Gorani members that they reminded him of a 
village choir when he started working with the group. Much like Edisher Garaqanidze, who was 
a close friend of Jordania’s, he sees this positively.
Men in particular are often drawn to the immense vocal power displayed by Georgian 
male choirs, given that singing is often associated with femininity in Western contexts. Therese 
Virtue, the spouse of a Gorani member, notes that Georgian singing allows for “all that shouting 
and stuff that men enjoy.” With their wall of sound and stolid performance demeanor, Georgian 
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ensembles model a way to sing that is coded as intensely masculine and athletic in its 
strenuousness and virtuosity.
Georgian polyphony features a balance between challenge and accessibility. Proficient 
singers are drawn to the advanced techniques of k’rimanch’uli, Kakhetian ornamentation, and 
Gurian counterpoint. On the other hand, less advanced singers are aided by bass parts generally 
moving by step in a limited range, and frequent melodic sequences. This gives singers of 
differing skill levels opportunities to contribute simultaneously and targets for improvement— 
key characteristics of participatory musics, to Thomas Turino (2008). 
The sounds of the Georgian language itself, despite being infamously challenging, are 
also a point of interest. Their very impenetrability makes it easier for singers to develop their 
own meanings and associations, or to dissociate from previous negative singing experiences 
(Bithell 2014b). While the difficult ejective sounds and consonant clusters can become 
overwhelming, wordless vocable refrains are also common, and can create a sense of universal, 
nonlinguistic meaning (Ninoshvili 2009). 
This is not to say that the texts of the songs are meaningless for foreign singers. Some 
individuals are attracted to shamanistic or pagan elements in Georgian traditional religious 
practices, and report a fascination with healing and ritual songs due to their own spiritual 
interests. Those who are Orthodox or otherwise Christian find spiritual meaning in Georgian 
liturgical chant. Many song tourists are not deeply religious, but even people in this category 
may find the experience of singing Georgian chant inside a church or participating in village 
rituals to be emotionally powerful and deeply moving. Such experiences are imbued with the 
aura of the sacred. As Therese Virtue told me, there’s something holy about visiting places of 
worship that have served congregations for many centuries—these places were built to 
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commemorate something abiding and transcendent, rather than simply worshipping “the new” 
and “development for its own sake.”
Finding Meaning in Tradition and Community
The idea of ancientness and tradition is a powerful trope for song tourists, just as it is for
Georgians (Foutz 2010).  This relates somewhat to the idea of “village.” Victor Turner (1974:83–
84) has argued that as societies move from mechanical to organic forms of solidarity, their rituals
move from liminal (mandatory participation, where “anti-structure” actually reinforces social 
norms) to liminoid (voluntary participation). Visitors from colonial settler countries like the 
USA, Canada and Australia express a lack of cultural depth back home—they perceive no 
common practice or identity binding them as a society—and they remark on the sense of 
rootedness found in Georgian culture. As Roger King told me, 
While in Australia we have the oldest living tradition on earth, it wouldn’t be 
appropriate for us to engage in indigenous culture without being invited. The 
rest of Australian culture is based on successive waves of immigration and it’s 
very fractured. I’ve never felt very passionate about the settler songs, about 150
years old, that they call “Australian traditional music.” Our musical culture is 
very much borrowed, and Georgian music has given us a culture, a musical 
form that we really love. We just love singing the stuff, and we love the fact 
that it’s taken us around the world.
Lloyd O’Hanlon, who sings with King in Gorani, finds it hard to identify with his ethnic
heritage due to the “dark British colonial legacy” and the xenophobia of Australian nationalism, 
but believes that Georgian culture, with its openness toward the guest and musical riches, is 
worth celebrating. 
Georgian singers may inspire foreign guests to seek out their own folk roots. Emily 
Adam, a Canadian singer who attended a 2016 song study camp in Svaneti, shared the following 
words with our hosts at a feast toward the end of the stay: 
[It’s been an honor] to see something alive in these mountains that has been 
alive for a very long time, that I can take this home with me. These aren’t the 
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songs of my people, but your stalwart plantedness in your people’s history 
gives weight to my footsteps home, so you’ve planted me . . . over where I live.
The participatory, group nature of polyphonic singing is also a key element. British 
singer Geoff Burton appreciates being able to jump in on different parts of a trio depending on 
who is present. Many song hunters endeavor to master all three voice parts, in the model of a 
songmaster (simgheris ost’at’i). This is not common for members of formal SATB classical 
choirs, where singers are expected to learn only one part, often without memorizing it. 
Frank Hajncl of Gorani notes that Georgian music has deeply affected his social life:
We’re very different characters, and there have been times where I’ve 
looked around and thought, it can only be the music that’s binding us 
together. I don't know if I’d ever talk to this person otherwise, and yet 
they’re your friends because you share a common interest which then 
becomes a lot more than that. So I think that the pleasure of this trip in 
particular has been that all these people that you probably wouldn’t run into 
anywhere else in my world are actually quite good friends, because we 
know that we actually have a common desire, a common goal. There’ve 
been times in the past where each of us has gotten up each other’s nose for 
one reason or other, but yet we each come back next week, because we 
know we’re here for the music and we love the music. I guess there’s not too
many groups that are still together 22 years after they form.
In a way, Hajncl’s experience points to music as an intersubjective (and even 
intracultural) hinge, bringing disparate types of people together who may or may not have 
different cultural backgrounds, but would be unlikely to socialize without some common activity.
Laušević (2007) has also pointed out that music and other participatory activities give people an 
opportunity to bond through mutual participation even if they find socializing challenging or 
intimidating, since once making conversation becomes awkward, there is an alternative activity 
immediately at hand. 
As Caroline Bithell (2014b) asserts, singers of the type who join Britain’s “Natural 
Voice” movement are often drawn to “foreign” musical traditions because they perceive the 
values and practices underpinning them to be more conducive to building a future of 
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cooperation, equality, and social justice. The implicit counterexample is Western art music, seen 
as hierarchical and exclusionary (cf. Small 1998), or mass-market popular song, seen as 
consumeristic, commodified, and celebrity-focused.
For Gorani member Roger King, singing together offers one path toward a more 
peaceful and equitable future:
I think that [cruel and exploitative] people will always be around. But for a 
long time I’ve had the view, that if you can get people to meet each other 
and break down barriers, so that we don’t have these barriers of color, or 
religion, or nationality, or whatever, we can try to break down these barriers
so that people see each other as human beings with interesting stories to 
tell, and with much in common. And a very good way to do that is with 
singing. A choir, polyphony, you need friends to be able to do it. And when 
you do it well, it’s an absolutely wonderful thing. It’s a wonderful thing for 
the singers and it’s a wonderful thing for anyone hearing it.
HOSPITALITY AND THE FEASTING TABLE
February 20 & 21, 2015; Merisi village, Keda municipality, Ach’ara. After less than two
weeks in Georgia, Nino Razmadze, one of my teachers at the Tbilisi State Conservatoire’s 
International Center for Traditional Polyphony, has invited me, my wife, and our daughter on her
family’s weekend trip to “the village.” We are a little hazy on the details, but we know that it’s 
somewhere in the lower mountains of Ach’ara, Georgia’s southwestern province nestled up 
against Turkey. After 7+ hours of driving (not including a stop in Batumi, Georgia’s coastal Las 
Vegas, for McDonald’s—Nino tells us we need to indulge since all weekend we’ll be eating 
“healthy food”), we find ourselves in Merisi, a village that puts forward a pretty good claim to be
the happiest and friendliest place in the whole country. Despite arriving after midnight, we are 
greeted warmly, in a way that will come to characterize so many of our social interactions in 
Georgia—with an overabundance of delicious homemade food and alcohol, here the bracing 
ch’ach’a homebrew that is slightly more digestible than paint thinner. Like many Ach’arans, the 
“man of the house” is working abroad in Turkey, so his wife takes on the role of the tamada 
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(toastmaster), pronouncing us welcome because we are “people who are looking for good things 
in life.” She knows of my interest in music through my connection with Nino, who worked with 
the local singers for months. Two late hours around the table include many toasts from our host 
(ably translated into English by Nino or her husband Lasha), along with some songs by her two 
teenage children, accompanying themselves on the chromatic panduri.
The next morning brings more food and alcohol, with a few neighbors joining us at the 
table, and our introduction to the impossibly rich Ach’aran specialty borano—a soup of salty 
fried cheese swimming in caramelized liquid butter. Our tamada is a high school teacher in his 
early forties. I tell him that I taught high school for several years, but am too embarrassed to 
reveal my former salary when he informs me that he makes less than $200 per month. After 
several hours, we bid farewell to our hosts. As we hand a package of chocolates to the matriarch, 
she graciously tells us “may your lives be as sweet as these.” Then we are off in Lasha’s car, 
heading to the next destination down winding mountain roads. 
We arrive at a large house with an elegant staircase leading up to the entrance. Inside, a 
long table is set for at least forty people. We are here to celebrate a local singer’s grandson, who 
is not only turning three, but has also just been baptized (in mountainous Ach’ara, many in the 
older generations are still nominally Muslim; they avoid eating pork but I have never 
encountered a teetotaler among them).4 For an event of such magnitude, the mayor of Merisi has 
been tasked with the tamada’s role. Older men cluster around him at one end of the table; some 
women and children are seated around the other end or on sofas at the far end of the room, while 
the women of the house and their closest relations flit back and forth to the kitchen, ensuring that
plates are never empty and that a steady supply of new delicacies is at hand. 
4 Some young local friends later inform me that they, like many of their generation, have converted to Christianity
because they feel it is more Georgian.
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And what a supply it is—the ubiquitous Imeretian version of khach’ap’uri (flat cheese-
stuffed bread), shish kebab, fried river trout, badrijani nigvzit (fried eggplant with walnut sauce),
fresh cheese, fried potatoes, tolma (rice-and-meat-stuffed vegetables), potato salad with peas and 
carrots, roasted chicken, ajapsandali (eggplant ratatouille), pickled hot peppers, fried mushroom 
caps filled with cheese, tomato and cucumber salad, spicy beef stew, fresh green onions and 
herbs, black olives, thin deep-fried crepes stuffed with sausage or cheese, pkhali (spinach and 
beets with ground walnuts), more delicious borano, and, as a late showpiece, platters of steaming
khink’ali (broth-filled meat dumplings, another national staple), followed by caramel cake, 
heaping bowls of fruit and candy, and sweet, sludgy Turkish coffee (known locally, of course, as 
“Ach’aran coffee”). All of this is accompanied by multiple varieties of bread, tqemali (sour green
plum sauce) and ajik’a (thick red chili paste); bottles of cola and soda in neon green (tarragon), 
yellow (pear), and other shades; and gallon upon gallon of amber wine. 
The tamada toasts—to Georgia, to guests, to the departed; we toast, we drink; toast, 
drink, toast, drink. For a special toast to the boy who inspired this feast, the tamada picks up a 
generously-sized clay bowl. Each man at the table, including me, is then tasked to pronounce a 
toast of blessing on the youngster while quaffing the wine-filled bowl.
While this is not the first large-scale supra I have attended in Georgia, it is my first time
at one not specifically organized for foreign guests. I know that supra-s often feature singing 
around the table—popular Georgian or Russian songs with guitar, contemporary folk-pop songs 
with panduri, and most traditionally, unaccompanied polyphonic folk songs. But after an hour, 
despite the presence of at least a few singers including our host, all we have heard are toasts. 
Finally Lasha suggests that I join him and a local friend in a song. We eventually settle on a 
three-part mravalzhamier, something I have heard enough times to muddle through on the bass 
voice, which is generally the most simple melodically. Like many mravalzhamier songs, the text 
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consists of that single word repeated over and over, making this a fairly accessible option for a 
foreigner still far from comfortable in the Georgian language.
My linguistic incompetence notwithstanding, the response to our little essay is 
impossible to misinterpret. After enthusiastic applause, the respected elders surrounding the 
tamada stand, one by one, addressing their toasts directly to me. Every one of them seems to be 
invoking the words t’raditsia (tradition) or t’raditsiuli (traditional), discussing how wonderful it 
is that foreigners are singing Georgian songs and how sad that Georgians themselves are 
forgetting their own heritage—possibly a veiled suggestion to the younger people in the room? 
After what seems like fifteen toasts over as many minutes, they request a toast of response from 
me—taken with the big ceramic bowl, of course. I stammer out something about my love for 
Georgian folk music and my gratefulness for the hospitality we have received in their village. 
“Kedis gaumarjos!” (“Cheers to Keda!”) I finish, invoking the name of the municipal district of 
which Merisi is part (at this point, I’m still not even clear on exactly where we are). “Merisis 
gaumarjos!” an old villager corrects me. My stumbles aside, we appear to have opened some 
kind of musical floodgate, and many more songs accompany the next few hours of toasting.
* * *
If you ever spend more than a few days in Georgia, especially if you are male, chances 
are good that somebody (possibly a complete stranger) will eventually invite you to gather 
around a table. There they will present you with some kind of liquor in a vessel, whether a 
traditional clay bowl or two-liter drinking horn, a single disposable cup shared among all 
participants, or the sawed off upper half of a plastic bottle. They will ask you to drink a toast, 
possibly to Georgia, to your own homeland, or to friendship. Next they will offer you some food 
to gird your stomach for the next round of alcohol. The supra occurs thousands of times daily 
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throughout the country, whether in loose form wherever adult men gather socially, or much more 
formally around vast banquet tables presided over by an eloquent tamada (toastmaster).
As Ghia Nodia puts it, “Georgians are never as serious and rigorous in following rules 
as when they try to get drunk” (2015:71). In its classic form, the supra features a strict series of 
toasts: to God, to saints, to women, to departed loved ones, to children and the future, and to 
peace. Toasts may also be made to teachers, to the guests and the hosts, and invariably finish 
with a toast to the toastmaster.  The exact order of toasts varies according to the region of 
Georgia and the type of feast, but in all cases the flow is directed by the tamada, a guest chosen 
for their eloquence and moral feeling. The host of the feast selects the tamada, but generally does
not serve in this role. After the tamada introduces a toast, each person partaking in the feast 
should properly say a few words on the same subject before drinking. Eloquence is prized, and 
snatches of poetry or edifying anecdotes may make an appearance. Sipping wine at random 
throughout the meal is a faux pas, as is initiating a new toast without the prior assent of the 
tamada, although eating while another person toasts is usually acceptable. The tamada may 
designate another guest alaverdi, requiring them to follow up on the current toast in a more 
extensive fashion; he may also demand a particular toast be drunk bolomde, draining glasses 
“until the end.” Where singers are present, each toast may be followed by a polyphonic song, 
particularly one in the “table song” genre, significant among them the large body of songs 
featuring the word mravalzhamier, which means something like “many happy returns, eons of 
happy life to you!” 
Very traditional supra-s are highly gender-segregated, with men eating and drinking 
around the table and women preparing all the food and serving it from the kitchen. Supra-s are 
still held for any kind of celebratory event, although often in modified form, with a less strict 
pattern of toasts, and today many younger Georgians reject the most formal type of the feast for 
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its conservatism and excessive consumption. This does not represent a wholesale rejection of 
supra behavior. Rather, young people may find all of the pageantry tiresome when at a large 
public feast led by an exacting tamada, but embrace it in a smaller setting primarily populated by
close friends.5 The supra has changed in official ways recently, too. While in former times 
toasting with beer was only done sarcastically or to “honor” enemies, Patriarch Ilia II of the 
Georgian Orthodox Church recently declared toasting with beer to be acceptable. The rationale 
seems to be cutting down on rates of overindulgence, given the strength of the wine, ch’ach’a 
and araqi favored at supra-s.
A highly visible and ritualized cultural performance that embodies the central Georgian 
value of hospitality, the supra has offered much grist for the scholarly analysis of Georgian 
society. Scholars have examined the supra from a variety of angles, frequently analyzing how it 
models or reinforces social, gender, and political relations. Florian Mühlfried (2005) and Paul 
Manning (2007c) have separately explored it as a site of resistance during what many Georgians 
refer to as the “Soviet occupation,” a place where the informal networks necessary for coping 
with Soviet life were fostered. Somewhat ironically, Georgian toasting rituals and cuisine were 
immensely popular throughout the Soviet Union, imported to Moscow under Stalin and eagerly 
adopted (E. R. Scott 2012). To the pro-Western Saak’ashvili regime that followed 2004’s Rose 
Revolution, the supra and the informal economy it harbored represented a continuation of Soviet
corruption that needed to be stamped out, but nationalists saw the supra as a patriotic symbol and
intrinsic part of folk culture. Indeed, folk wisdom holds that the supra is an ancient custom that 
has been practiced among Georgians for millennia; while archaeological data and the pre-
Christian Nart sagas confirm that feasting has been commonplace in the Caucasus for thousands 
of years (not to mention in neighboring regions that span from the Greco to Persian cultural 
5   Thanks to Marina Kaganova for sharing this insight (p.c.).
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spheres and likely much farther), the ritualized supra form with its fixed order of eloquent toasts, 
snatches of poetry, and “dictatorship of the tamada” probably dates to the aristocratic, 
cosmopolitan culture of 19th-century Tsarist Tiflis, as argued in a recent article by Harsha Ram 
(2015); his painstaking work offers a new take on the supra as an anti-imperial assertion of 
sovereignty. 
Nationalists are opposed to such revisionist historical accounts of the supra, particularly
Jgerenaia’s infamous article of 2000, which described it as a “gay party”6 where homosocial 
sentimentality devolves into homoeroticism (Mühlfried 2007). To Manning (2007c), the supra 
can represent either a symbolic dictatorship with the tamada at its head, or a democratic site 
where the state is excluded and all participants offer their toasts in their own words. Kevin Tuite 
(2005) similarly examines the supra as a kind of dictatorial socio-political model, exemplifying 
the old guest-host relationship and obliging the guest to obey and agree with the host, but also 
characterized by agonistic displays of eloquence, drinking capacity, and musical skill. 
Two ethnographic works have analyzed the supra as an expression of Georgian gender 
roles. Laura Joy Linderman (2011) notes that most research on supra-s has focused on the male 
sphere (the feasting) at the expense of the female (food preparation and serving), while also 
neglecting the existence of women-only supra-s. Nino Tsitsishvili’s article in Ethnomusicology is
the only article in that journal by a native Georgian (2006). She applies a performative 
framework to the supra, asserting that its aesthetics and structures reinforce and create the 
subordination of women to men in everyday Georgian life.
Besides Tsitsishvili’s example, I have not encountered much writing on the supra from 
Georgian ethnomusicologists. It has certainly been a topic of inquiry for Georgian folklorists and
6  In Georgian, geipi, a play on words following keipi (ქეიფი), a popular alternative term for a social gathering 
which features the consumption of alcohol. Keipi is a loanword from the Arabic keif, which means “intoxication”
but also has significant spiritual symbolism in the Sufi tradition, and was shared via Turkish or Persian into other
languages in the region, such as Armenian (kef).
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historians like Nodia and Jgerenaia, but while Georgian ethnomusicologists may examine the 
general category of “table song,” which comprises songs meant precisely for the feasting table, 
particularly in well-known regional variants from the Kakheti and Guria provinces, the supra 
itself has largely missed notice. One exception is a conference presentation by Giorgi Gotsiridze 
and Nino Gambashidze, which describes the liturgical influences on toasting rituals (2006). 
Besides this, I believe the relative lack of Georgian ethnomusicological writing on the supra 
stems from the perceived “inauthenticity” of the repertoire generally sung at supra-s today, 
which often includes guitar-accompanied “city songs” featuring Western tonal harmony or even 
Soviet-era Russian pop hits. I recall sipping a beer outside a Mest’ia cafe while a group of 
middle-aged men sang around a table nearby, and being told by a visiting Tbilisian that their 
singing was not supta (clean/pure) folklore—even though they were singing local Svanetian 
repertoire commonly regarded as ancient. However, on the terms of Georgian scholarship, the 
supra should not be dismissed so quickly as inauthentic.
While many songs performed at supra-s are clearly much more performative and 
presentational than a traditional lullaby or ritual hymn, there is still a sense in which they are 
“authentic” in Garaqanidze’s sense—as primary folklore. Songs are chosen or suggested as a 
spontaneous outgrowth of the flow of the supra, with the exception of certain toasts which 
appear in fixed positions in more formal feasts and have particular songs strongly associated with
them—for example “Jgragish” which accompanies the third toast, to St. George, in the Svanetian
supra, or “Chven Mshvidoba,” (peace to us) often sung during the first toast in a secularized or 
Soviet Gurian supra (in place of the religious first toast to God or the Orthodox Patriarch). While
in principle the tamada is responsible for the order of toasts and calling corresponding songs, in 
the supra-s I have witnessed song selection has been much less rigid, perhaps because this is 
highly dependent on the composition of the group and its ability to provide at least three singers 
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who respectively know a different voice part of a given song. Especially toward the end of the 
supra, when the event has begun to dissolve into a more informal level of drunken chaos, songs 
may be spontaneously started by various attendees in the hope that others will pick up the other 
voice parts, often leading to aborted starts and complete failure. The repertoire that could appear 
at a supra is thus potentially vast, and there is a historical precedent for this too, as the “table 
song” genre has traditionally been quite omnivorous, adopting songs that were originally meant 
for wedding processions, working in the field, or even chanting in church, though sometimes 
with modified text in the last case. In short, I would argue that this is one of the “purest” contexts
remaining for the primary folk practice of multipart Georgian singing. 
Many other foreigners feel quite strongly that the feast is the best place to experience 
singing in Georgia. Alan Gasser discussed “learning a song not for the table but at the table!” He 
described this as a “primal Georgian experience,” as if it would be impossible to encounter 
anything that would more potently combine the relationship between song and food that he views
as so fundamentally Georgian. Lloyd O’Hanlon from Australia refers to the moment when 
Georgian music “clicked” for him. Upon hearing the Turmanidze family in Merisi singing a local
song around their table, he knew that Georgian music was going to become one of the great 
passions of his life. Reflecting on this experience, he told me,
There is something totally unique about Georgia that you just . . . you feel it
when you’re singing these songs or when you hear people that know 
exactly what they’re doing. I don’t know if you get it the same when 
everyone’s all staunch in their chokha-s up on stage. But it’s family singing 
and it’s around the table, and it’s spontaneous singing and . . . the kind of 
more organic singing. Like I love the concerts and the academic choirs and 
their ornaments and the eastern songs and the k’rimanch’uli of Shavnabada 
and Basiani and stuff, absolutely blows my mind away, but the real beauty 
and, kind of essence of it for me is family, singing families and village 
families and village choirs who are the modern incarnations, the reasons 
why this whole thing was kept alive, right? They’re passing songs down 
orally and keeping something amazing going, preserving something even if 
each time the song gets slightly different or changes a semitone here or 
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there, you know, might start two-day long arguments, but it’s just 
incredible, that chemistry and that richness of culture is just mind-blowing. 
And to even be able to be on the fringes of that, like I know I’m not 
Georgian . . . even if I were to marry and start a family here I’m never 
going to be Georgian, but to even be on the fringes of this fantastic thing 
that they have here, I feel so privileged.
The supra’s mandated excess, which includes endless pitchers of wine or ch’ach’a 
moonshine, a seemingly bottomless supply of food, poetic exhortations and wishes of health and 
happiness, a socially sanctioned space to express homosocial feelings of affection, singing that 
can range from fully participatory to stunningly virtuosic, and eventual exhaustion, has the 
ability to induce conviviality and communitas, at least to those attendees who buy in. Most of the
lengthier supra-s I have attended end with joyful professions of friendship and brotherhood.
With a wealth of existent scholarly material, what more can be said about the supra? 
Here, I examine the work this ritual does among foreign singers of Georgian music, and the 
kinds of belonging the supra engenders in encounters between foreigners and locals, particularly 
during song study tours. Feasts tend to be an important component of these tours, allowing 
participants to practice their new knowledge in an authentic setting for Georgian folk song. I see 
the supra as a site for the production of “groupness,” which in Rogers Brubaker’s terms is an 
event where individuals come to act in unified fashion—a temporary phase of cohesion and 
solidarity (Brubaker 2004). The supra offers potential opportunities for participants to 
conceptualize where they belong in new ways.
Intercultural Encounters through Food, Wine, and Song
Georgian customs of hospitality and the supra’s rigid rules about social interaction 
ultimately make the supra into a site where foreigners and locals can encounter each other on a 
deeply affective level. In any situation where foreigners are present at a feast, they will 
invariably receive some kind of moment in the spotlight, where they are held up as 
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representatives of international friendship. It would be nearly impossible for a foreigner to take a 
“fly on the wall,” passive observational perspective in this setting—the rules basically demand 
that they will be called out as examples of Georgian goodwill toward guests and the world.
An obvious context for putting repertoire into practice during song study tours is around
the table. Guests are usually initiated into the art of the supra immediately. Many tours include 
one (or more) every day, and participants quickly begin to make toasts. A guest who has already 
visited Georgia multiple times may even be invited to serve as tamada.
Some of the toasts favored by Georgians find easy approval, such as gratitude toward 
hosts and teachers, the memory of departed loved ones, and hopes for peace. Foreign guests, 
whose politics typically range from center-left to far left, may be less comfortable with other 
toasts, like those glorifying military action or the rare but infamous toast to Stalin. However, 
cognitive dissonance is most likely to arise during the near-mandatory toast to women. Effusive 
claims about their equal status and value in Georgia will usually be belied by the hierarchy 
expressed at the table, where Georgian men sit, eat, drink, and sing while women serve them 
from the kitchen. It is not uncommon for a foreign guest to initiate a toast in honor of the women
preparing and serving the food after much time and attention has been lavished on the local male 
teachers, or to continue the toast to women by emphasizing aspects more in line with liberal 
Western notions of equality, not solely their role as mothers. In general, though, such 
reinterpretation is a natural part of intercultural encounters, and it happens frequently here. For 
example, a patriotic toast in praise of the identity we draw from our “mother soil” may be taken 
up by a guest with a nature-centred spirituality, honoring the land and its gifts.
The role of Georgians in these supra-s may actually be fairly limited. Sometimes the 
hosts will announce “dinner is served,” start things off with a toast, and then leave the room for 
the rest of the evening. When few Georgians are present, the feast unsurprisingly becomes a 
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hybrid event with multiple inspirations. Guests may perform solo songs from their home 
countries or some well-known enough to be sung by an international group—I have been at more
than one feast that developed into a Beatles singalong or American gospel revue. While the 
repertoire may be unfamiliar, this process is not actually so out-of-place at a supra; as already 
discussed, the Georgian “table song” genre was and remains quite omnivorous, incorporating 
songs that were traditionally meant for other settings. Foreign tamada-s may introduce toasts in 
line with their own concerns, or reflect on the proceedings from an outside perspective. For 
example, after our Lakhushdi group experienced a festival for the Virgin Mary, an agnostic 
British tamada reflected on the day by proposing a toast to ritual and the meanings that we draw 
from the rhythms of life. While this seemed well-received by most, a foreign guest sitting across 
the table from me quietly scoffed at the notion of drinking to “ritual.”
In general, the supra offers space for foreign guests to reflect on the often 
overwhelming experience of their trip in a group setting. Just as the feasting table offers a 
socially sanctioned space for Georgian men to perform friendship, intimacy, and grief, it allows 
foreigners to share profound emotions publicly—perhaps for the first time in their lives. They 
can express grief over deceased or absent loved ones, and gratitude and love toward those 
present. Emotionally reserved individuals often find this quite freeing. As British singer Dee 
Butterly told me, “The world we live in doesn’t often make space for human connection.” 
The feelings of togetherness engendered by the exotic and fantasy-like setting and the 
sense of meeting kindred spirits with a similar musical fascination are heightened by the context 
of intimate sharing, partaking in alcohol, and singing together as a group late into the night, 
bonding through warmth, affection, and camaraderie. This leads to situations like forty 
foreigners, none of them Orthodox and only a few loosely Christian, standing up to sing a soft 
Georgian hymn “Holy God, have mercy on us” with eyes closed, giving every appearance of 
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intense religious devotion. This is a groupness of a different type than experienced by Georgians
—rather than experiencing an endless series of supra-s and internalizing their sentimental 
expressions of affective belonging over many years, foreigners are more likely to see these feasts
as singular emotional high points that encapsulate their trips to Georgia as a whole. 
The uniqueness of the experience and its intensity can lead attendees to express their 
deepest hopes or to develop new dreams. For example, a French singer pronounced a toast to 
“universality.” Delivered in her native language to underscore the meaning of the toast, the 
singer expressed how hearing a multitude of languages—Georgian, English, Svan, German, 
Swedish—over the course of the week was to her a “symbol of the future,” where we can come 
together despite our differences. A commonly uttered sentiment at supra-s, particularly during 
the mandatory toast to peace, is that singing together with new friends from other countries 
establishes deep interpersonal connections, again offering a model of a desired future. 
This underscores the fact that song tourism facilitates intercultural encounters not 
simply between Georgians and foreigners, but among the guests themselves (sometimes even 
leading to holiday romances). Geoff Robinson, an Australian singer, told me, “In general there’s 
a certain kind of camaraderie and so on and you think, ‘Oh wouldn’t it be good if the world 
leaders could kind of meet like this?’” I have uttered such sentiments myself. In particular, I 
remember a toast where I drew attention to how a Svan man had asked a German guest to 
continue a toast, and reflected that their countries had been at war within the lifetime of some of 
those in the room. I concluded with the hope that one day the children of warring nations would 
gather around the table to eat, drink, and sing together.
Foreign aficionados of Georgian song come to expect supra-s. Indeed, at one song study
camp I attended, the attendees eventually organized a final evening supra with the teacher as 
tamada when the tour planners neglected to plan any themselves. Singers often incorporate 
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aspects of the supra into their lives back home—Frank Hajncl and Lloyd O’Hanlon both report 
employing some of the ritual of ordered toasts into their meals in Australia, especially in the first 
few months after returning from a trip to Georgia. This visible manifestation of their travels may 
have the effect of making them feel just a little more Georgian themselves. In turn, this expands 
their sense of self as cosmopolitan citizens of the world. Roger King, who sings with Hajncl and 
O’Hanlon in Gorani, notes that the supra’s structure itself, containing within it the toast for 
absent and departed loved ones, “connects emotionally very deeply with people.” The Melbourne
Georgian choirs hold several feasts a year, where members invite their family and friends to 
partake in an event that hopefully helps them to understand the singers’ fascination. King says 
that these supra-s have been “very transformative experiences for people who’ve never 
experienced anything like it.” While “cultural ambassadors” often face angst over their right to 
represent cultural practices without the right ethnic heritage (Hill 2007), these singers are 
shielded by the involvement of Jordania and Tsitsishvili as tamada-s.
As for the Georgian hosts, I do not claim that participating in feasts with foreigners 
necessarily makes them more globally-minded. The supra is only one aspect of their interactions 
at singing camps, but it is the place where emotions run highest and are most freely expressed. 
Thus it becomes a site where Georgians may encounter Western values and beliefs. It is also 
notable that Georgian toasts that begin by praising the locality or the nation often open up into a 
more expansive perspective that encompasses the entire world. 
The supra will assuredly continue to be part of Georgian lifeways for the foreseeable 
future, but what it means for the next generation of performers—young people who have been 
raised in families of musicians, learned English, and encountered foreigners from a young age—
may well expand beyond what it means for the average Georgian. For these individuals, the feast
may come to signify a meeting of international friends as much as a prized national custom. In 
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any event, by bringing people together in a deeply affective context, supra-s will continue to 
facilitate emotional bonding and groupness, broadening perspectives of self as individuals come 
to view themselves as connected to a greater whole.
SELF-REFLECTION
Numerous song hunters comment on the generosity shown by their Georgian hosts, and 
the friendship that develops between them, but many also recognize that music changes their 
travel experience for the better. Song allows foreigners and locals to join together in a single 
activity that can feel deeply emotional and meaningful, even without a common language. This 
builds cross-cultural bonds and friendships quite quickly. Roger King worked in Malaysia for 
several years, but never found a participatory activity in which he could join with the locals. 
Similarly, Lloyd O’Hanlon describes youthful backpacking through Southeast Asia “in a shallow
and hedonistic manner” that did not help him exchange with local people in a meaningful way. 
Even when a foreign visitor possesses skills in a local tradition, it will not necessarily win them 
many friends unless that tradition has a broad base of appreciation and support. Frank Hajncl, 
who has visited Georgia numerous times but speaks very little Georgian, describes multiple 
times where his singing of Georgian songs in public places defused awkward situations or made 
him an immediate celebrity. This action signals to locals “I’m not just another tourist!” The 
responses also show that polyphony still has an overall positive association in the country.
Song tourists also recognize that their unique type of travel experience biases their 
understanding. Therese Virtue realizes that she has met a limited group of people who all share 
an interest in music. Frank Hajncl refers to it as a “slightly false world for us,” while Lilliana 
Hajncl (Frank’s sister, and a member of Utskho Suneli) describes it as a “hothouse view,” where 
the only Georgians that she encounters in a sustained manner are “at the top of the tree or on the 
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way there.” When her husband—a non-singer—came along on one trip, he was far more aware 
of high levels of poverty. Similarly, an acquaintance of Linda Day (also in Utskho Suneli) came 
to Georgia as a general tourist and hated it. Breathless travel writing about the Georgian love of 
guests based on early post-Soviet experiences may not prepare tourists for the present-day 
reality, but song tourism allows visitors to partake of everything despite the language barrier.
The model of song study tours usually involves sustained contact with village families 
for a week or more. These connections give song tourists a sense of having experienced local 
living in a more authentic way than is possible for “package tourists,” who mainly deal with 
hotel staff and tour guides, or even backpackers who might stay in guesthouses but lack 
commonalities with locals. Indeed, small-scale song tourism fuses “objective” and “existential” 
forms of authenticity (Wang 1999). The visitors really do encounter genuine villagers who milk 
their own cows and sing songs passed down orally through the centuries—what Ning Wang calls 
“objective authenticity.” Per Caitriona Bale:
Singing the songs and hearing the stories behind the songs and seeing the 
landscape around you, you see all of the towers and hear the stories around 
the songs, so you could actually visualize it happening. Yeah, that was really
important, and then just the sound, seeming to really connect with the 
landscape. I really enjoyed that sound, it’s just really kind of intense.
Beyond this, these encounters occur in the context of an extraordinary experience 
clearly bounded off from everyday life and suffused with emotion—“existential authenticity.” 
Ning Wang suggests that in the “liminal experience” of tourism, “people feel they themselves are
much more authentic and more freely self-expressed than in everyday life, not because they find 
the toured objects are authentic but simply because they are engaging in non-ordinary activities, 
free from the constraints of the daily” (1999:351–52). The elements of surprise and exposure to 
alternate ways of living and thinking are explicitly acknowledged by many of my interlocutors. 
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In the words of Therese Virtue, it’s interesting to be “obliged to let go of all the cultural 
assumptions about how you work day to day at home . . . it’s good to see another way.”
On another note, one of the most interesting perspectives I encountered in the field on 
the process of song tourism comes from Frank Scherbaum. While, like many song hunters, his 
first exposure to Georgian music was in a world music workshop, his academic expertise allowed
him to become involved in a very different way. A German professor of seismology, Scherbaum 
has much experience using precise instruments to measure soundwaves. He became interested in 
Georgian intonation and was able to use his retirement research grant on a project of his 
choosing. He chose to travel throughout Svaneti and some parts of lowland Georgia, recording 
singers from many different villages over a period of several months. Toward the end of this 
project, Scherbaum shared with a song study group his conviction that “Svanetian music belongs
here.” He felt an incredibly strong connection between the repertoire and its cultural landscape, 
and despite learning numerous songs and round dances as a member of a study group, he decided
that he would not wish to perform or teach this music back in Germany. This was not a scientific 
conclusion, but something that developed out of his respect for the experiences and culture that 
surrounded the music he encountered in the field.
In some ways, Scherbaum’s position represents a critique of the song hunting enterprise.
To him, it is valid for foreigners to give witness to and participate in Svanetian music in Svaneti, 
as well as to engage in documentation efforts for archival preservation. He just does not think 
that these songs should be performed outside of their original context. This position is analogous 
to a critique of intercultural theater made by John Russell Brown (1998), who decried the 
“pillage” of South and East Asian forms of vernacular theater. Brown argued for the existence of 
“site specific” theater that retains its power not simply through its content, but through the 
specific kind of relationship developed between performers and audience. Since this depth of 
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understanding can never be replicated outside of the community of origin without years of 
devoted study, Brown argues, it is better to leave these traditions where they are.
While we can critique the discourse of authenticity that posits a singular location of 
origin for a given music without contact or fusion, this does not mean that cultural practices are 
universal, belonging to nobody or to all of humanity (Tan 2012:202). But such a position is not 
generally held by song tourists, even though Edisher Garaqanidze himself referred to foreign 
song enthusiasts as “co-owners” (Bithell 2014b:169). On the contrary, they usually see their 
position as one of supporting the primary performance of Georgian folk song in its home context,
and only secondarily singing it for their own benefit back home. Foreign singers often describe 
the validation their interest provides as one of the main ways they can contribute or “give back” 
to their hosts. Geoff Burton notes that teachers gain status if people come all the way from 
foreign countries to study with them, while Darla Ferguson (also from England) sees how 
“outsiders being in awe of a tradition would encourage people to keep doing it.” 
Some musicians find ways to take advantage of this validation by showcasing their 
guests publicly. When my family stayed with the Pilpanis in winter 2015–2016, Vakhtang 
frequently had us sing for his other house guests (whether paying guests or friends) or for other 
people he encountered in the community. My daughter, then two and a half years old, learned the
first verse of the perennial urban song “Suliko,” and later she also picked up parts of the Svan 
hymn “Lazhghvash.” Vakhtang was quick to show her off and brag about the Canadian family 
living at his house. He even had Rosa perform at the end of the Pilpani family’s solo concert in 
Wrocław, Poland, to an audience of more than one hundred paying attendees. (While we were 
usually delighted to hear Rosa singing happily in more intimate settings around the table, this 
situation was a little uncomfortable, particularly since we did not know whether it would annoy 
the audience. In the end, it seemed to contribute to the aura of enthusiasm and perhaps village 
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naivete projected by the Pilpanis, and was well-received. Additionally, having a small child 
perform reinforced the strong emphasis on family musicking that was projected throughout the 
Pilpanis’ presence at the Wroclaw festival, and placed our family in the position of adopted 
members of the Pilpani clan—a subject which I will address further in the next chapter.)
While a hospitable host might encourage their guests to share their talents, I also suspect
that our presence was not simply an advertisement for the value of Georgian folk song, but for 
Vakhtang’s guest house and Islam’s teaching. Vakhtang also encouraged us to sing at a New 
Year’s Eve concert in Mest’ia’s town square, where we performed songs in English and Georgian
together with members of the Pilpani family. When the TV channel “Maestro” sent a 
correspondent to film a special on “Christmas in Svaneti,” Vakhtang was sure to draw attention 
to us (and the editors ended up using his toast to us in the final broadcast). Our presence would 
have shown that the Pilpanis were not simply valued locally for their musical skills, but 
internationally as well. We are hardly an isolated example—the Lechkhumi song study group 
was profiled in an episode of Giorgi Ushikishvili’s folk music TV show, and groups like Village 
Harmony and Gorani have also been featured on Georgian TV.
To Roger King, the greatest impact song tourists make is “validating the music that’s 
being sung sometimes under fairly strained conditions by some of these traditional singers.” He 
sees this sustained relationship with local musicians as “quite a sensitive” contribution. To him,
I don’t think that we’re taking anything away. You know very often people 
are accused of appropriating cultures, stealing from cultures and not giving 
back. I think this is quite a good way of giving back. You learn the songs 
from them and when you keep it, you keep on coming back for these same 
songs and reinforce what those guys are trying to do in their own 
communities.
Given that Georgian song teachers generally work for pay and very few song hunters 
make any sort of financial profit by performing Georgian songs back home, King’s denial of one-
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sided appropriation is understandable. The Melbourne choirs are currently raising funds to help 
supply an elementary school in Svaneti, facilitated through Jordania. And as King notes, many 
song tourists keep visiting the same teachers year after year, paying to learn again at least some 
repertoire that the teachers taught last time. 
While more on this subject will be discussed in the next chapter, there are two potential 
risks. First of all, there is the question of which local person has the right to speak for a tradition, 
practice, or repertoire. By selecting a particular singer, song tourists risk creating or reinforcing 
hierarchies, marginalizing alternative voices who also claim to represent a tradition, or 
inadvertently taking sides in local conflicts. Villages, clans, or families may feel a sense of 
ownership over specific parts of the repertoire, and resent if a teacher from outside their fold 
ends up teaching their song. These conflicts will play out at a local level, generally without the 
awareness of the guests. Foreigners may assume that all Georgian folk songs are ancient oral 
tradition that can’t be copyrighted, and thus they are national patrimony that is the rightful 
inheritance of any Georgian, but locals may feel quite differently.
Secondly, it would be unfortunate if villagers began to view teaching foreign students as
not merely the most profitable aspect of musical practice, but as the primary reason to keep it 
alive. Song hunters are very aware of this risk. To quote Therese Virtue again, “One of the ways 
of saving these songs and this culture is to make it a draw for tourists, and it’s also one of the 
ways of destroying it.” One of the problems of small-scale tourism—what I call the “Shangri-La 
Paradox”—is that it destroys the very reason for its existence. In seeking out difference, certain 
travellers are attracted to locations precisely because no foreigners have been there, but by 
visiting they pave the way for others like them. 
When part of the draw of visiting Georgia is its “ragged edges,” its undeniable 
distinctiveness compared to homogenized “tourist traps” or globalized metropolises, 
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development is a double-edged sword. However, it would be extremely unfair or even 
ethnocentric to demand that rural villagers ignore the comforts of modernity. Gnoth and Wang 
suggest that tourists can “experience authenticity in the context of the commoditization of 
culture, because a humanistic orientation makes them have an empathic understanding of local 
people’s rights of development” (2015:171). As British singer Tamsin Wates puts it, toilets and 
televisions may “take away from a traditional way of living but they also make people’s lives 
easier. We can’t just say ‘we want to you stay as you were!’” 
Georgians Reflecting on the Encounter
The intercultural encounter goes both ways. For financial reasons, Georgian teachers are
obviously motivated to understand what their guests want and figure out how to adjust. As Helen
Rees (2002) notes, musicians who work closely with groups of visiting foreigners can credibly 
be regarded as performing “applied ethnography” on their guests. In her case, Nanxi musicians 
from China performed for foreign tourists for several years, and honed their performances based 
on what the audiences seemed to like. This increased the success of their act, and eventually won
them an invitation to tour the UK. But it would be cynical to assume that any behavioral 
adjustments undertaken by musicians after intercultural encounters are motivated solely by the 
chance of increasing financial gain. 
Although some Georgians find it hard to understand why somebody would travel 
halfway across the world just to learn some folk songs (this was especially the case for the non-
musician Svans that Trio Kavkasia met in 1995), others see it as an honor. Even those who do not
like polyphony personally may feel bolstered in their national pride. The general value of 
hospitality toward strangers comes into play, and beyond that, the foreign guest brings new and 
potentially interesting perspectives. As Jackson writes, “In no society is amity a simple function 
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of common identity. On the contrary, sameness is often less compelling than difference, and 
shared language or worldview is nowhere a guarantee of empathy or intimacy” (1998:191).
Georgian hosts reciprocate feelings of closeness, and make frequent references to 
friendship and love. To Zaza Qurashvili, who directs the cultural center in Tsageri (Lechkhumi), 
the most important thing about teaching foreigners “is that we become friends.” Gurian 
songmaster T’rist’an Sikharulidze’s farewell exhortation to a song study group included the 
words, “I like you very much, and I love you very much.” While some of this can be attributed to
codes of hospitality, the songmasters also feel a sense of affinity with foreign tourists who often 
seem to value traditional music more than the locals do. They often praise the students for their 
quick study and willingness to learn, while non-musician Georgians frequently inform 
foreigners, “You know more about my national traditions than I do!” Islam Pilpani told me 
numerous times, “Our guys in Riho are lazy and they don’t want to study. Foreign students learn 
much more quickly than them. At least somebody is learning our songs!” Qurashvili was glad to 
teach foreign singers because the locals do not care about Lechkhumian songs and the 
government does not want to pay to support folk music.
Georgian teachers are often honored by foreign interest, and see it as an “advertisement”
for their region’s cultural riches. T’rist’an Sikharulidze told a group not to “forget our time 
together,” and said that the best way of remembering it would be to teach the songs we learned 
from him when we returned home, and even advised several of the singers to start a choir. Archil 
Medolashvili, a younger teacher from Kakheti, believes that Georgian music is too beautiful to 
be locked in one spot.
Beyond this, multiple Georgians have pointed out how song tourism has broadened their
understanding of their own country. Maia Kachkachishvili, who works as a translator for the 
International Research Center for Traditional Polyphony and facilitates song study tours although
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she is not a musician herself, tells her guests gratefully that song tourism has allowed her to see 
new parts of Georgia and meet many wonderful Georgians. If it was not for her role as translator 
on these trips, she would never have had this opportunity. I have met numerous young Georgians
on their first trips to Svaneti in a similar role, making comments like “I have always wanted to 
come to Svaneti, but never had a chance before.”
When interviewing Georgian singers, I often asked them to identify a favorite musical 
memory. Both T’rist’an Sikharulidze and Islam Pilpani pointed to a 2007 song study tour run by 
Carl Linich and hosted at the Pilpani home in Lenjeri. They considered the weeks of this trip so 
special because each day after the teaching ended, they were able to sit with fellow songmaster 
P’olik’arp’e Khubalava (now deceased) and sing trios together late into the night. Elderly 
songmasters from different regions may meet each other backstage at Tbilisi concerts, but they 
rarely have a chance for more sustained contact, making this a very special memory for everyone
who attended.
DISJUNCTURES AND MISUNDERSTANDING
In contrast to special memories, song tourism can also engender conflicts, 
disappointments, and miscommunications. In this section I describe some incidents that have 
arisen during song tourism encounters. Ian MacMillen (2015) argues that the moment of 
disenchantment that arises when song tourists recognize the inauthentic nature of staged 
“village” performance is the beginning of a process of self-examination. This brings to mind the 
“disorienting dilemma” encountered during intercultural learning, the moment of cognitive 
dissonance that may lead to new insight (Mitchell and Paras 2018). The moments I describe 
below do not all relate to the concept of inauthenticity, but they reveal ruptures and 
disconnections that might function in a similar way. As German singer Ulrike Hayden puts it, 
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For the first trip, I had very good experiences. Only after some years I 
realized, it’s not as easy and as nice always as I had thought. I had 
something like [rose-colored glasses] and after some time I lost this. And 
as often as I come here, I’m still losing it. I think it’s a really difficult, 
complicated country, but the people are like this, and I understand more 
and more why and how it developed like this. Still I’m learning, and still 
I’m interested, and still I like to be in Georgia, but the more that I’m here,
the more realistic I am.
Gill Valentine (2008) suggests that negative encounters inspire essentialist conclusions 
much more quickly than positive ones. That is, in positive interactions the people we encounter 
are interpreted as individuals with their own agency, but they become representatives of groups 
in negative ones. This is a kind of inherence bias (Cimpian and Salomon 2014—see chapter two)
applied at a national scale. While I think the general rule of thumb is often true, it depends on 
whether the essentialist belief is freighted with positive or negative associations. If Georgians are
mentally coded as inherently hospitable and generous, then cases to the contrary may be 
explained as exceptions—people who do not live up to their true calling as Georgians. Negative 
encounters need to build up over time for the perceiver to realize that the beloved country is just 
as flawed as any other. At this point, according to Hammer’s Intercultural Development 
Inventory (Hammer 2011), individuals can break out of the stage of polarization where one 
culture is elevated above another. Hopefully this is a stage in the realization that all cultural 
groupings share a fundamental humanness, but still deserve to appreciated in their specificity.
Different frames of reference do not always lead to obvious conflict or unease. In one 
case, a German song tourist began a wordless soprano improvisation at the end of a tour in a 
mountaintop chapel. She was so overtaken by the sense of sacredness in the space that she felt 
compelled to express her feelings openly, telling me later, “For me, it is a holy place.” A year 
later, a group of song tourists in the same place began to drone and improvise vocally for several 
minutes after having already sung a few liturgical chants. This calls to mind Therese Virtue’s 
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love of entering ancient sacred spaces, which brings “an instant movement back centuries.” It 
also reminds me of Victor Vicente’s description (2013) of a Turkish Sufi zikr attended by 
international visitors, after which a Dutch woman sang a Latin “Sanctus” in a state of near 
ecstasy. At liminal moments, people reach for available tools to express new feelings.
At times, misunderstandings arise through the upending of mental schemas that have 
been established through empirical evidence rather than stereotype. On one occasion, a group of 
song tourists was invited to sing in an old cathedral. The Georgian host suggested a 
mravalzhamier, a celebratory table song that can also be sung at the end of ecclesiastical services
on some festival days. The guests worried that such a song would be inappropriate in this setting,
since in their experience mravalzhamier-s always accompanied boozy feasts. This incident 
revealed to many that their understandings of proper context were very partial.
On a similar occasion, song tourists were visiting the famous Jvari monastery in 
Mtskheta, one of the holiest sites for Georgian Orthodoxy but also a very common tourist 
destination. This group of singers very frequently sang the hymn “Shen khar venakhi” (You are a
vineyard) when they visited places of worship, and their director Joseph Jordania cued them in as
usual. However, perhaps because the sanctuary was so full of activity, with many tourists from 
other groups bustling in and out, on this occasion he had failed to ask permission from the priest 
on duty, which he usually did. The priest started shouting as soon as the singing began, making it
clear that he wanted it to stop immediately. The confused singers kept going for a while but 
eventually stopped. As the Georgian hosts rushed to explain to the priest what was going on, it 
transpired that he did not want foreign “Catholics” singing in the space. Of course, the priest had 
no proof that the foreigners were not Orthodox themselves, but this event doubtless showed the 




At times there is a disconnect in expectations between singers and teachers. One teacher
only had a single previous experience teaching foreigners, and his first group had been relatively 
new to Georgian music themselves. When he met the group I was in, he was surprised that the 
singers already knew the first four or five songs he brought forward. He was also expecting to 
teach for about two hours a day, while the singers wanted much more. The singing camp was 
held in a town with little to do besides visit the beach, and the singers did not want to spend eight
hours a day there. They ended up negotiating for four hours of instruction per day.
In a contrasting example, which I heard about from an attendee, the song tourists were 
so intent on learning as many songs as possible that they basically scheduled lessons for every 
hour of the day outside of meals. They wanted to eat breakfast at 7:00 and start lessons by 7:30—
rather extreme in a country where the workday often starts around 10:00. This schedule ended up
exhausting the women who were doing all the cleaning and cooking. The tour leader was not 
interested in supra-s, and this made it very difficult to convince any village singers to come and 
sing. Overall, the emphasis on structured lessons and getting to bed early meant that the song 
hunters were not meeting people from the village or sitting with the teachers as they sang 
informally in the evenings. To the attendee that talked to me, this amounted to missing the whole 
point of the trip. As Alan Gasser has stated, travelling in Georgia is full of “what the heck?” 
moments, where nobody is quite sure what is going on, but embracing the flow has the potential 
to lead to a wonderful, unexpected encounter. Filling the day with scheduled activity eliminates 
risk or surprise, thus neutering the potential of the liminal event.
As noted above, Islam had never taught foreigners in a sustained manner before Carl 
Linich began his “Songmaster” tours in the mid-2000s. A village ethnophore or homo 
polyphonicus with a deep knowledge of multiple voice parts does not necessarily possess the 
ability to teach those parts to other people, especially to foreigners with a very different musical 
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frame of reference. This is particularly true in an oral learning context where individual singers 
internalize a range of acceptable melodic variations and then subconsciously draw from that 
repertoire in the moment of performance, rather than specifically choosing a set order of 
variations or always performing a line the same way. In strophic and highly repetitive forms like 
the Svan round dances (which may feature a dozen short verses, each one of which is repeated by
a second choir in antiphony), the upper two parts may vary significantly each time they are sung 
(see musical example 6.1.). Singers with a wide array of internalized variants may not always 
consider the importance of modeling a line consistently to new learners, or even realize that they 
are being inconsistent. 
Musical Example 6.1. Three variations of a phrase from “Gaul Gaukhe”
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Islam was generally quite consistent in his instruction, especially compared to other 
teachers in Svaneti with less experience, although he did diverge from time to time. From what I 
have learned, he gradually developed this ability after he began working regularly with foreign 
groups. After observing Islam’s teaching style over a span of decades, Linich commented, 
“When he’s teaching foreigners, especially when he’s lining up the parts, I believe he’s making 
very conscious decisions about what those notes would be on the piano, in his head. And I don’t 
think he does that when he sings with Svans.” But Linich also noted that while Islam was able to 
remain consistent within the week of a single song camp, if he returned with a group of singers 
two or three years later and Islam taught the same songs, there might be slight differences. This 
could be confusing to return guests who had learned the same repertoire in two different ways 
from the same teacher. However, some find this part of the richness of oral tradition. As 
Australian Krzysztof Derwinski told me, “I get the sense that having different transcriptions of 
the same song (taught at different points in time) ultimately helps to paint a rich picture of the 
tradition, as opposed to the mistaken view that there is a ‘definitive’ version of a song.”
On my 2012 trip to Georgia, an outdoor concert ended with a joint performance of the 
hymn “Riho” by the Melbourne Georgian Choir and Riho ensemble. The Australians had been so
affected by Riho’s performance of their signature song that they asked Islam to teach it to them 
on their 2010 visit. On this occasion, the mass performance ended up even more dissonant than 
usual, as Riho’s overpowering voices easily cut through those of the guests despite being far 
outnumbered. This made the many discrepancies between their versions obvious, and made it 
clear that Islam taught things differently to foreigners and to his regular choir, in addition to the 
possibility of variational improvisation from Riho’s soloists. One foreign singer commented 
immediately afterwards, “They have their own way of doing it and they weren’t ready to budge.”
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Bracketing the issue of why Riho should be expected to budge—a sentiment that 
bespeaks a certain entitlement—I do not think Riho would have been able to, since they would 
not have known exactly what Islam had taught the foreigners and would not be able to switch on 
the spot to equal tempered tuning. Traditional neutral-interval intonation poses challenges to 
foreign singers, as only a few teachers think in terms of major or minor. Only the most advanced 
foreign ensembles attempt to recreate the “notes between the piano.” Trio Kavkasia was one that 
made a concerted effort in this area; Alan Gasser told me that Svan songs were a good option for 
experimenting with tuning since the chords change slowly enough to adjust in the moment.
Problems can also arise in the area of oral variation from another angle. As noted, it is 
common for secondary folklore groups to employ old field recordings as a learning resource. 
Ideally, even if singers learn a single variant for performance, they will be able to supplement 
their learning with other recordings of the same piece. This helps build their understanding of the
range of acceptable variation, and hopefully leads them to a point where they can spontaneously 
apply different variations in performance akin to the manner of oral villager singers. It might be 
necessary for singers at an early stage to copy a recording note-for-note, but if they never went 
beyond this it would be a quintessential case of “frozen music.” 
On one occasion, a study group learned a song from a rural Georgian group that did not 
know the song very well themselves. The Georgian teachers ended up playing the students their 
own source recording—not dug from the dusty archives, but contemporary ensemble Sakhioba, 
who had presumably learned their version from villagers or an earlier recording. This was a clear
illustration of the village-stage-village process identified in the previous chapter. The song 
featured antiphonal choirs trading relatively short verses with minor variations. Of approximately
twelve verses, there were about five top part variations and three or four middle variations. The 
variations did not follow in an obvious pattern and it was almost impossible to keep track of the 
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structure without some kind of diagram, which some of the foreigners eventually drew up 
themselves. Despite these difficulties, the teachers insisted on following the recording as closely 
as possible, which led to significant frustration. The bass part was learned in about two minutes 
and then the next two hours were spent trying to make sense of the upper two parts, resulting in 
higher than usual levels of snarky comments from those singers who had been to Georgia 
multiple times before. The choice of repertoire did not seem wise, and the teaching method did 
not appear thought through. This was the first song taught to this group, which did not inspire 
much confidence for the next week (though things did improve significantly).
Overall, song tourists are eager that the traditions surrounding Georgian music-making 
will be preserved. But for foreigners who admit their discomfort with the male domination of 
village life or the suffering of animals “wrapped up in beautiful ritual” during religious 
sacrifices, it might not be so bad if certain aspects of tradition were left behind. Song tourists 
also recognize that they are changing aspects of traditional performance, and some are OK with a
less-than-perfectly authentic replication if it is a better fit. As Frank Hajncl says about the 
practice of limiting the top two parts to soloists,
I know that is the Georgian tradition. I think when we’re learning, we quite 
often put two or three on each of the top parts and maybe four or five on the 
bass. I’m probably a little bit selfish but I like singing the higher parts . . . I 
think that if we were singing songs where we had the one great top singer 
and the one great middle singer . . . that if we were singing 20 songs and 
each of them was just singing a drony bass, they might not enjoy it as much.
That’s a bit selfish I understand.
Not all song tourists enjoy traditional teaching methods either. The usual teaching 
approach at a singing camp is rote learning. Sometimes the translator will write out a 
transliteration of the text on a poster or whiteboard; other times, the teacher will orally present 
the text and notes phrase by phrase in each voice. While Islam never discussed pedagogical 
methods in my hearing, others commented on his teaching style. Some foreigners who came to 
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Svaneti specifically to learn from Islam described his style as “assertive,” “off-putting,” 
“aggressive,” or even “getting beaten up.” Vakhtang told me that his father never enjoyed 
teaching children because he lacked the patience for it. Islam’s stern and demanding teaching 
style with foreigners was partly a language issue; being unable to describe musical subtleties and
nuances meant that he ended up forcefully cutting singers off as soon as they made a mistake. 
But when I observed Islam working with Riho, he tended to yell and shout a lot too. In Svaneti, 
this way of communicating is hardly uncommon, so Islam was not unusually harsh. 
Still, his methods sometimes led to frustration, even from those who knew what to 
expect beforehand. In an analogous case, Jay Keister (2005) notes that Western players of the 
Japanese shakuhachi, who often interpret its spiritual role through a freewheeling New Age 
spirituality, are often disillusioned by the authoritarian methods of traditional teaching. The 
members of Utskho Suneli, the Melbourne-based women’s choir, recall a 2012 lesson that started
after a late dinner. After 10:00, Islam heard the women singing “Chela,” a famous Megrelian 
song, then began an impromptu session where he basically retooled the entire song, clearly 
communicating that everything they were doing was wrong. In painstaking detail, Islam repeated
each line over and over again, insisting that the singers employ his variants. I was present on the 
occasion and clearly remember their looks of exhaustion. One member of the group much later 
described the experience to me as “demoralizing,” while another stepped out to get some fresh 
air and accidentally knocked over her chair, creating the impression of a dramatic exit.
This event was especially disappointing because the same group had visited Lenjeri two
years earlier and had a wonderful lesson with Islam’s sister Natela and some other village 
women. Utskho Suneli requested another women’s lesson, but Natela died before their next visit. 
As it transpired, this late-night encounter was Islam’s (single) attempt to meet their request. In 
fact, many women singers express that men get the lion’s share of the glory and attention in 
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study tours. This has been a bone of contention on numerous occasions. The elderly village 
ethnophores who lead singing camps are overwhelmingly male, and some of my foreign friends 
have asked me to recommend female Georgian teachers for some balance. There are a number of
excellent women teachers working with foreign groups, including Nana Mzhavanadze and the 
Chamgeliani sisters, ethnomusicologist Nato Zumbadze of Mzetamze, Nino Naneishvili of Ialoni
ensemble and several not mentioned yet, including Ketevan Mindorashvili, who frequently 
works with Village Harmony in Sighnaghi. Part of the problem is that the repertoire most 
treasured for its virtuosity in Georgia is associated primarily with men, especially the challenging
contrapuntal Gurian trios, k’rimanch’uli yodel, and ornate melismatic Kakhetian improvisation. 
Women’s songs tend to be soft and gentle, as discussed by Nino Tsitsishvili (2006), and some 
foreign singers consider them boring in comparison to the men’s repertoire.
For some people who visit Georgia, especially women, the sexism and conservatism of 
a patriarchal cultural system are ultimately too much to ever be dismissed through the lens of 
cultural relativism. Sexual harassment is unfortunately common, even from some teachers; in 
other cases, consensual intercultural romances founder due to differing interpretations—
Georgian men may interpret it as a casual sexual fling more than true love. Traditional gender 
ideologies paint men as invariably sexual while demanding chastity from brides and mothers. 
Since Soviet times, women tourists have been imagined as sexually loose and available. The 
corresponding Madonna/whore complex continues to inflect impressions of foreign women, 
although of course not all Georgian men believe such stereotypes, and some long-term, cross-
cultural romantic relationships and marriages do develop. I have heard that some Georgian 
women would prefer to marry a foreign man because he would be less likely to cheat on them. 
Indeed, some married Georgian singers are known to have had affairs with tourists.
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Even those who have not been personally harassed often express discomfort at the 
patriarchal relations visible in events like the supra. The differing expectations placed on men 
and women in Georgian society are abundantly clear, and some guests find this so blatantly 
sexist that it colors the entire experience.
At the feast described at the beginning of chapter two, tourist couples (not singers) from
Poland and Italy gathered alongside my family and about ten Svans in the Pilpani guesthouse. 
This was emphatically a Svan supra where foreign guests just happened to be in the right place 
at the right time; it was replete with toasts, songs, and words of friendship shared between the 
Svan men. The Italian woman eventually asked me, in limited English, why the Georgian women
were not sitting at the table with us. By the time her husband stood up and sang “Dies Irae,” 
evidently inspired to find something with ancient roots, she seemed rather disgusted by the 
proceedings, as the men slowly became more inebriated. Later, the men present were invited to 
stand up and drink a toast to the dead, which involves spilling a small amount of wine on the 
floor before imbibing. The Italian woman had mentally checked out at this point, and when she 
noticed her partner dribbling wine on the floor, she gave him a look of total confusion which he 
ignored, trying to keep his attention fixed on Vakhtang’s description of what was happening. In 
the moment, this appeared to me as an obvious picture of two very different gendered frames of 
reference being brought to bear upon the same situation.
In a different case, a folk polyphony concert in Tbilisi featured many skillful choirs, 
including some women’s ensembles. At the end of the evening, the presenter came onstage to 
announce, “And now for the final song, all of the choirs will join together to sing 
‘Khasanbegura’” (a famous Gurian k’rimanch’uli showpiece). However, in this case “all the 
choirs” included only the male ensembles. This clueless phrasing was commented on later by 
members of Utskho Suneli as “very poor.”
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Song tourists who are LGBTQ often feel it necessary to keep their sexuality under 
wraps for fear of being mistrusted or judged as perverts. Those who use social media to stay in 
contact with Georgian singers may feel constrained to hide certain aspects of their identity online
that they would otherwise share, or worry about causing offence by denying a friend request.
COMING TO TERMS WITH INTERCULTURAL ENCOUNTERS
The disjunctures and disappointments encountered in the process of song tourism may 
lead to new perspectives on the world, but they may also lead to disillusionment. It is worth 
listing again Hammer’s possible responses to intercultural encounters: disengagement from one’s
primary culture, denial, polarization, minimization, acceptance, and adaptation (Hammer 2011). 
Longtime repeat visitors to Georgia with progressive beliefs are unlikely to accept things like 
village patterns of gender relations at face value, so they need to find ways to reconcile the 
cognitive dissonance between “I love Georgian culture” and “Georgian culture is oppressive 
toward women in a way that is inconsistent with my fundamental beliefs.” Lilliana Hajncl, who 
has expressed significant amounts of frustration with Georgian gender relations, remembers 
overhearing a conversation between Vakhtang and his wife Manoni (who is much more serious 
and reserved than her fast-talking, loud-voiced, extroverted husband). As she watched them sort 
out a problem, she got the impression that “they were such equal partners so I just took that 
as . . . she’s the absolute ruler of her domain and he’s the ruler of his.”
The intercultural encounters facilitated by song tourism bring together people with 
wildly different backgrounds. These personal experiences are deeply meaningful and build direct
cross-cultural, international connections. At their best, they foster empathy for those with 
different life experiences and identities, but they may also lead to misunderstanding and 
disagreement. In unpacking some of the complexities behind these encounters, I seek not to 
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Figure 6.1. Frank Hajncl’s tattoo reading “mravalzhamier” (many happy returns), with




HOSPITALITY AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN HIGHLAND SONG TOURISM
September 2012: Vakhtang Pilpani, our avuncular host, is thanking a group of 
Australian singers with cup in hand. Some of them have stayed with his family on three separate 
occasions, learning Svan songs from Islam. Despite speaking English to a limited but very 
practical extent, he prefers to make his toasts in Georgian, asking for help with translation. 
“I'm very thankful today,” Vakhtang begins. “The first time you came, everyone fit in 
one small minibus, then a very big group came two years ago. I was very worried at that time 
[two years ago]—this room was not finished”—he gestures to the large dining room around him, 
which contains four long tables with room for about a dozen people at each—“and so you had to 
sit outside under a flimsy tarp. It was October, there was wind, there was rain, there was very 
cold weather. Although we had a lovely time, I thought it was not a very comfortable trip for 
you. I was absolutely sure that you would not want to come back. But I’m very happy to see that 
after those difficult days, you came back with even more people! First a small group, then more 
big, then even bigger . . . It seems to me that if things continue this way I will have to build a hall
big enough to host a wedding reception!” Everyone laughs.
* * *
Hospitality is a long-standing cultural value in Svaneti, as in all parts of the Caucasus. 
Due to patterns of hosting and the infrastructure developed around it (large homes with dedicated
guest quarters), Svans were well-positioned to move into the hospitality industry as their area’s 
tourism potential became apparent in the early 2000s. However, the chance at capitalist success 
is tempered by moral notions about profit that can be traced both to highland attitudes about 
generosity toward guests and Soviet attitudes toward money, as outlined in the introduction. 
While misunderstandings are likely to accompany almost all intercultural encounters, present-
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day intercultural encounters lead to moral dilemmas for Svan musicians specifically due to the 
economic element of these meetings. In this chapter, I examine two families of Svan musicians 
who illustrate these tensions, taking nearly opposite stances toward profit even while both seek 
to benefit from it.
SVANETIAN TOURISM IN THE GEORGIAN CONTEXT
Georgia as a whole has seen massive rates of growth in the tourism sector—a deliberate 
governmental goal. Table 7.1. indicates total foreign arrivals in Georgia each year from 2005–
2018, registering more than a tenfold increase over this period.1
Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011





— 36.3 37.8 22.7 16.3 26.2 38.9
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
4,428,221 5,392,303 5,515,559 5,901,094 6,350,825 7,556,273 8.679,544
56.9 21.7 2.3 7 7.6 19 14.9
Table 7.1. Foreign arrivals in Georgia per year, 2005–2018
The vast majority (nearly 85% in 2016) of these arrivals are citizens of neighboring 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Turkey, and Russia, many of them transit or same-day visitors. However, a 
2016 survey found that 61% of all international arrivals were tourists (Georgian National 
Tourism Administration 2016:3). While visitors from postsocialist countries predominate, 
upward trends are present for all countries, including the “relatively wealthy” states in western 
Europe, North America, and Japan that some advise prioritizing (Babych et al. 2011:1).
1  Numbers available at http://gnta.ge/statistics. A public relations campaign in 2016 saw the six millionth tourist 
of the year, a Dutch man named Jesper Black, whisked from the airport to a surprise personal dinner with Prime 
Minister Giorgi Kvirikashvili, who introduced Black to a representative sampling of Georgian cuisine and wine 
as they were entertained by folk dancers (Griner 2017).
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The GNTA notes that the outlook for Georgia’s tourism industry is “highly optimistic” 
and that developing tourist infrastructure, service quality, and international marketing are “high 
amongst the priorities of the government.” They also point out that Georgia was ranked fifth in 
the Rough Guide list of the “Top Ten Countries to Visit in 2014” (Georgian National Tourism 
Administration 2013:26), one of many such announcements to gain coverage in the Georgian 
press—for instance, Georgia made the top of Vogue’s travel list for 2017 (Murphy 2016).
While Black Sea beach destinations and Tbilisi are important tourist hubs, Svaneti has 
also become very popular. Exact statistics are lacking, but many backpackers from Russia, 
Ukraine, Poland, and Israel visit Upper Svaneti between June and September, while skiing brings
more and more daredevils each winter. Svaneti’s reputation as a fantastic “Lord of the Rings” 
setting is supported by stories in publications such as National Geographic, where it is referred 
to as “one of the last living medieval cultures” (Larmer 2014). In the 2012 Lonely Planet guide 
to the South Caucasus, Svaneti is listed as #2 on the list of “9 Top Experiences,” behind only 
Tbilisi’s Old Town (Lonely Planet et al. 2012:6). Svan families are increasingly developing 
guesthouses and figuring out other ways to benefit from the expanding tourist presence.
Making a Living in the Mountains
A brief examination of the economic situation in Svaneti will provide helpful context 
for why tourism has been viewed as such a lifeline for particular communities and families. 41% 
of Upper Svaneti is forested and only 7% is fit for agriculture. The small agricultural portion is 
mostly pasture or hay meadows, with only 7% arable land for growing crops. Svaneti’s rich 
mineral and ore deposits have not been extensively exploited, mostly due to inaccessibility and 
high transport costs (Engel et al. 2006:5). The main economic activity in Svaneti has historically 
been subsistence farming, supported by hunting as well as seasonal work in the lowlands. 
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Topchishvili (2009) asserts that Svaneti has always been economically connected to the 
lowland, and that it could not have survived otherwise, given the lack of basic materials like salt. 
In the past, Svans traveled as merchants between lowland Georgia and the North Caucasus. Even
today, transfers from family members in the lowlands are an important component of the Svan 
economy (Engel et al. 2006:6–7). The 2015 Law of Georgia on the Development of High 
Mountainous Regions enshrined salary bonuses, monthly cash assistance for children, and 
discounts in heating and electrical bills to defray the challenges of living in such a harsh 
environment (Parliament of Georgia 2015).
Animal husbandry (primarily cattle) is the most important component of subsistence 
agriculture in Svaneti. Only a decade ago, a German NGO concluded that 99% of the population 
was involved in small-scale farming, and only a few small or medium enterprises existed (Engel 
et al. 2006:18). Some families sell potatoes, and lower-altitude villages have some forestry. Since
the 1960s construction of the enormous Enguri hydroelectric dam,2 more dams have been 
proposed as a way to develop Svaneti’s economic prospects; however, this is a controversial 
subject, as it would require the displacement of several villages (Green Alternative 2016).
Subsistence farming enabled Svans to survive in the harsh 1990s, as land parcels that 
had been collectivized by the Soviets were returned to family ownership (Green Alternative et al.
2011:7). However, youth outmigration was a major threat to Svaneti’s long-term vitality. Later, 
as a byproduct of the Rose Revolution’s reforms, Svaneti was made much safer for tourists. In 
2004, the police put an end to the banditry plaguing the Zugdidi-Mest’ia road, which restored 
rule of law in Svaneti. Before this, only a few brave foreigners had dared to venture into the area.
2 The Enguri is the primary river in Upper Svaneti, running the length of its primary valley all the way from the 
river’s glacial source under Mt. Shkhara in Ushguli. The dam’s enormous new reservoir lake has been blamed 
for changing Svaneti’s climate and causing new humidity-related diseases (Amonashvili 1990).
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From Subsistence Agriculture to a “Must-See” Tourist Destination
Saak’ashvili personally discussed his interest in developing Upper Svaneti as a tourist 
destination many times, supposedly after receiving a 2009 letter from the local population. Since 
the late 1800s, foreign alpinists had visited to attempt the mighty peaks of Ushba, Shkhara, and 
others; in the Soviet years, tourism was developed particularly in the 1970s (Judy 2000), when 
Svaneti was part of a popular “Great Caucasus” trek (Gunya 2014).
In a 2006 report, a German NGO described tourism as offering Upper Svaneti the 
“greatest potential for substantial growth” (Engel et al. 2006). At that time, tourism was still very
much a cottage industry, with estimations of about 800 tourists in 2004 and 1200 in 2005 (46). 
Guesthouse owners did not publicly advertise in an attempt to avoid taxation; there was little 
“trickle down” effect since owners tended to organize all activities and keep business within the 
immediate family. In Mest’ia, there was “no information . . . concerning available services”; 
trekking paths were “poorly indicated and not maintained” (47).
Still, belief in tourism’s potential was widespread. Saak’ashvili’s regime put “enormous 
sums into the restoration of the town center of Mest’ia,” envisioning an “Alp-like holiday resort”
(Bærug and Margian 2016:24). This renovation is often faulted for the destruction of real historic
towers and dwellings in favor of a sanitized, Disneyland-like building complex (Bærug and 
Margian 2016:25).3
Unfortunately for some locals, much of the land in Svaneti was held under “traditional 
possession.” This means that property rights were undocumented, but understood through 
custom and inheritance over many generations (Green Alternative et al. 2011). “Traditional 
possession” offered the state a mechanism for appropriating land. Mest’ia’s new airport, the 
Hatsvali ski run, and hotels were all built on land that had been owned traditionally and never 
3 Sadly, this kind of developmentalism is not unique in Georgia; similar instances include the renovation of the 
Rabati fortress in Akhaltsikhe, or the reconstruction of Kutaisi’s Bagrati Cathedral (Long 2017).
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registered. In one mysterious case, highly desirable property suddenly wound up in the legal 
possession of the son of Mest’ia’s Member of Parliament. A later NGO report determined that 
“tourism infrastructural projects in Mest’ia were implemented in gross violation of human 
rights . . . . State agencies, instead of being the warrants of human rights protection turned up the 
infringers” (Green Alternative 2012:29).
State plans for Mest’ia’s development were published in a 2011 brochure put out to 
attract foreign investors (Georgian National Investment Agency 2011), promoting Upper Svaneti 
as a “year around destination.” The intention was to expand Mest’ia’s number of tourist beds to 
8768—while the total population of Mest’ia town is only 3000. Today, two ski resorts are open, 
although there are certainly not 8000 skiiers on their slopes.
The brochure also promised to pave the road to Ushguli, a common day trip or hike 
from Mest’ia; tourists can walk to the glacier located at the base of the icy, multi-peaked Mount 
Shkhara, or simply bask in the atmosphere of a medieval Svan village. One of Ushguli’s hamlets 
has been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1996 (see figure 7.1.), with a significant number 
of well-preserved stone towers and houses in a stunning natural setting (Judy 2000).
Saak’ashvili imagined many developments for Mest’ia and Ushguli that were never 
achieved, although he did manage to pave the formerly execrable Zugdidi to Mest’ia road 
(cutting driving time from six to three hours). Many of his party’s projects were halted due to its 
defeat in the parliamentary elections of 2012, but tourism development has continued, if at a 
slower pace than Saak’ashvili had intended.
Given the still haphazard and fitful pace of official development, there has been 
significant opportunity for grassroots strategic improvisation within the bounds of the capitalist 
market. Far from the sleepy town with no shops or restaurants of yesteryear, Mest’ia is now 
denigrated by some tourists as too loud and too developed. A tourist information center runs all 
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year round; numerous souvenir shops, cafes, restaurants and markets line the streets, staffed by 
locals who often speak English in addition to Svan, Georgian, and Russian. Competing signs 
point toward numerous guesthouses, and visitors even have the choice of several hotels (see 
figure 7.2.).
An annual trilingual tourist guide published by the Municipality of Mest’ia (2015; 2016)
shows that while 89 guesthouses were listed in Mest’ia in 2015, in the following year that 
number jumped to 116. New guesthouses seem to open up constantly in the town. Since 2006, 
the Svaneti Tourism Center has carried out numerous training sessions for guest house owners, 
hiking guides, horse riding guides, and English-speaking drivers, as well as supporting the 
renewal of hiking trails.
In light of these developments, it is unsurprising to hear that “Svaneti is undergoing its 
greatest social transformation since the Soviet occupation beginning in the 1920s” (Bordokoff 
2014:29). It no longer seems accurate to describe Upper Svaneti as isolated or inaccessible. In 
general, Svans seem to feel positive about the coming of tourism. Michael Long’s 2016 survey of
25 heads of households in Mest’ia and Ushguli found that “Without exception, all respondents 
see a positive impact of tourism development in Upper Svaneti on the local economy and 
lifestyle” (Long 2016:6). Others note that tourism development in Ushguli has “contributed to a 
recent influx of residing families with younger children” (Tarragüel et al. 2012:460). Tourism 
would thus seem to offer a potential solution to the problem of out-migration from highland 
regions.
However, there are risks when a relatively small, obscure destination begins to make a 
name for itself internationally: “the danger associated with becoming just another ‘Disneyland’ 
of mass tourism is in losing the very reason why people would want to come to Georgia, as well 
as losing a part of the national identity” (Babych et al. 2011:2). Part of the appeal of a destination
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like Svaneti is the thrill of discovering something for yourself—the feel of being in on a secret 
known only by the enlightened few. This is the “Shangri-La Paradox” I mentioned earlier. It may
also reflect an “imperialist nostalgia”—a participation in the changes that we mourn, a longing 
for a way of life that we take a part in destroying (Rosaldo 1993:chapter 3).
Svaneti is still nowhere near a “tourist trap”—at least not on the level of a Rome or a 
Paris—but there are signs of a developing backlash. The Facebook group “Georgian Wanderers,”
mostly populated by English-speaking expats, has hosted discussions like “getting milked in 
Usghuli” or getting charged the “foreigner’s price” in Svaneti despite speaking Georgian and 
living on a Georgian salary. Some posters have questioned Svaneti’s characterization as “remote, 
unique, and unspoiled,” while others have blamed the usurious tendencies of Svans as the reason 
why Svaneti “sucks and is pretty much the most overrated place in the whole damn country.”4
In 2012, Giorgi Rajebashvili concluded that if the Georgian government was to reach its
goal of attracting 400,000 “higher spending visitors” (Americans, Germans, Israelis, Japanese, 
etc.) by 2015,5 it would need to consider that Westerners often do not want a mass tourism 
experience (2012:6). In his assessment, the way forward would involve a strategic, long-range 
plan for tourism development that would closely involve all stakeholders, including the residents 
of tourist zones. In short, many of the problems associated with development in Svaneti (and 
other rural parts of Georgia) go back to a lack of communication between the state and local 
actors. Svans are left to improvise their way through a shifting political and economic landscape.
4 Georgian Wanderers post, Sept. 30, 2015.
5 According to 2015 data (Georgian National Tourism Administration 2015), international arrivals from northern 
Europe (UK, Sweden, etc), southern Europe (Greece, Italy, Spain), western Europe (Germany, France, 
Netherlands), North America, Israel, and northeast Asia (China, Japan) totaled 269,808. However, this neglects a
growing contingent of wealthy tourists from Saudi Arabia (9,850), the UAE (17,230—an increase of 678% over 
2014), and other Middle Eastern countries.
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Alternatives to Mass Tourism
While Svaneti’s residents do not always have much say in how touristic development is 
carried out, increasing numbers of them are seeking alternatives to mass tourism that allow them 
to better shape the process. Analysts promote these alternatives as a way to protect the fragile 
ecosystem, reduce poverty, and empower greater numbers of locals (instead of big city tour 
operators). Variously dubbed agro-tourism (Engel et al. 2006), sustainable tourism, 
ethical/responsible tourism, pro-poor tourism (Rajebashvili 2012), green tourism, or community-
based tourism (Bithell 2014b), the most common term for such strategies in Georgia is eco-
tourism. Mountain landscapes and peoples are often less resilient (Debarbieux et al. 2014), but 
such alternative approaches aim to minimize the impact on the environment while maximizing 
positive contributions to local communities and reducing poverty. In agro-tourism, many Svan 
families (including those living far away from famous mountains or glaciers) could begin 
participating in the touristic economy by marketing the farm activities of everyday life as 
“tourism events” (Engel et al. 2006:126). Scenic and quiet villages, good homemade organic 
food, and houses already built to accommodate four to six guests are resources that most Svan 
households already possess, requiring only a minimal investment in improved sanitary facilities. 
Something along these lines was actually planned for Ushguli back in the 1980s: some old 
buildings were to become guesthouses to showcase a “medieval lifestyle” (Judy 2000).
While the terms mentioned above overlap in certain respects, it is worth taking a brief 
moment to disentangle them. Agro-tourism arises from a fascination with agricultural activities, 
specifically small-scale subsistence farming or “traditional” techniques. Pro-poor tourism is 
organized with developmental ends, and seeks to benefit impoverished communities directly. 
Community-based tourism generally seeks to involve an entire community, rather than a few 
well-positioned enterprising individuals. Ethical and responsible tourism imply a desire to 
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protect the fabric of local life without drastically changing it, something that is shared with 
sustainable tourism, although it may have a more specific focus on environmental sustainability, 
as does green tourism.
Cultural tourism, ethnic tourism, and heritage tourism may be carried out in a similar 
way, but these labels have as much to do with motivation for travel as with style, and may take a 
mass-market form. Notably, Ralf Buckley argued that the “jargon” of sustainability is often 
employed by tourism industry advocates as a way of greenwashing unsustainable practices 
(Buckley 2012:530), finding that although they argue strongly for self-regulation rather than 
government regulation, “Most tourism enterprises adopt only those practices that improve profits
or public relations” (534). In short, we should resist taking any of these terms at face value.
“Eco-tourism” and “alternative tourism” are probably the most widely recognized terms,
implying small-scale enterprises where tourists have extensive, direct contact with local 
residents, often through prolonged stays in a single community where they attempt to experience 
life as the locals know it. According to Amanda Stronza, alternative tourism should be consistent 
with natural, social, and community values, and allow hosts and guests to enjoy positive shared 
experiences (Stronza 2001). It does not necessarily imply a more expensive and personalized 
trip; part of the attraction may be in going to a place that is relatively new to tourism and has not 
yet developed norms about what tourists expect. Kristen Swanson and Constance DeVereaux 
offer an updated paradigm, “culturally-sustainable entrepreneurship,” where “the living culture is
the focus of the attraction. Tourists visit the living culture to intentionally interact with the 
community” (Swanson and DeVereaux 2017:84). In this model, unlike some forms of 
community-based tourism, the primary driver is cultural, not economic.
If one of the major concerns of tourists is authenticity, as suggested by Dean 
MacCannell in the founding text of tourism studies (1999), then this kind of endeavor seems 
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perfectly suited to fulfill that desire. Rather than watching sanitized representations of folk 
culture or historical reenactments, the tourist directly encounters practitioners, gaining access to 
the “back stage” area of real life (MacCannell 1999, drawing on Goffman). Many Western 
tourists, particularly those who eschew the label and would rather refer to themselves as 
“travellers” (Bithell 2014b), prefer an intimate tourism experience rather than a mass one 
(Rajebashvili 2012:6). By gaining access to the back region, they feel an intimate personal 
connection with their hosts, a privileged knowledge that is unavailable in a standardized three-
star hotel with room service.6 For such travelers, old unrenovated accommodations and simple 
home-cooked meals may actually be a selling point rather than a drawback, since they add to the 
air of authenticity. This increases the accessibility of a home tourism enterprise to locals who are 
not so well-off, although clearly certain resources (marketing, communication & language skills, 
and a modicum of comfort) are required to get started.
While Engel and his team felt that Svaneti would never be a major tourist destination, it 
is one of the most celebrated tourist sites in Georgia, and significant money has gone into 
developing it. Since Saak’ashvili’s time, many Svans have turned their homes into part-time or 
full-time guesthouses, bought jeeps or vans to transport tourists, rented out their horses, sold 
crafts or produce to visitors, or worked as mountain guides. Clearly this is a potentially lucrative 
avenue that more and more individuals have been able to exploit. However, many of them 
continue to feel unsettled about this new role—in part because of money. Present-day attitudes 
toward money-making are overdetermined by Soviet values about the immorality of profit—in 
which, it should be stressed, many people genuinely believed, despite recognizing the failings of 
the Party (Yurchak 2005)—and Georgian (or broader Caucasus) traditions of ritualized 
hospitality. The rest of the chapter will delve into several case studies that exemplify the moral 
6 MacCannell (1999) points out that even when tourists gain access to the desired back region, it is usually still a 
“staged” back stage with many aspects of the front stage.
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complexities created at the intersection of hospitality, ethnic entrepreneurship, tourism, and 
cultural sustainability.
DYNASTIC ENTERPRISE AND CULTURAL TOURISM
“We are very clever people, so we changed!” Vakhtang Pilpani
After Islam Pilpani’s death in March 2017, his son Vakhtang has continued to teach 
foreign singers, hoping to retain his home as a pilgrimage site for foreign song-hunters. Vakhtang
had already been mediating between Islam and foreign groups for some time. Long fluent in 
Russian due to service in the Soviet army, he learned English in his late thirties after song 
tourists had already begun visiting the house where he lived with his parents. He directly credits 
these tourists with inspiring him to turn his home into a guesthouse.
In the early 2000s, when Vakhtang was one of ten Svan men involved in the lot’bari 
project, he married Manoni (a Svan woman from Mest’ia); they have three children, the youngest
two of whom still live in Svaneti and regularly perform with their father in trios. Vakhtang also 
briefly worked as a deputy in the Mest’ia municipal office, but today his primary employment 
consists of managing Riho, teaching construction in the local trade school, driving children to 
school, and running a family guesthouse.
The guesthouse developed rather organically—Islam’s reputation as a songmaster had 
been attracting foreign guests since around 1995, when Trio Kavkasia made their first visit. 
When Kavkasia member Carl Linich brought his first Village Harmony tour to Lenjeri, housing 
the 25 travellers proved to be challenging; the Pilpanis only managed with the help of relatives 
who lived nearby.7 Village Harmony groups came multiple times—almost “every year” in 
7  Due to the clan structure of Svan villages, most long-time inhabitants are related to their neighbors somehow. In
the Kashveti village where Islam’s house is, part of Lenjeri “commune,” virtually all the households are headed 
by Pilpanis (the custom of exogamy is still largely followed in Svaneti, and wives in Georgia rarely take their 
husbands’ surnames; Islam was an exception to the first rule in that he married a fellow Pilpani from Lenjeri).
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Vakhtang’s telling—and they were followed by singing groups from other parts of America, 
Ireland, Switzerland, Canada, Australia, Poland, and other places. 
By the time I first visited Lenjeri in 2012 (in the company of the Melbourne singers), 
Vakhtang had expanded his house to include a dining/teaching room suitable for forty to fifty 
people, and was in the process of installing a row of guest rooms on the second story above it. 
When I next visited two years later, the second story had been completed; the Pilpani house now 
included four large guest rooms with new ensuite bathrooms, as well as a few smaller rooms with
shared facilities. The family members themselves slept in three older bedrooms, some of which 
probably formerly functioned as guest quarters. 
My family and I stayed with the Pilpanis for about four months total in 2015 and 2016, 
making our last visit there in August 2016 (plus a return trip in October 2018). During this time 
Vakhtang was constantly planning ways to improve his business. During the 2015–2016 winter 
(a tourist low season, although some skiiers did stay at the house), he invited several interior 
designers from Tbilisi to remodel the guestrooms and common spaces. After their visit, a 
lowland carpenter stayed at the house for over a month, working long hours each day to 
construct new tables and bedframes. Part of the impetus was to make it possible for a single 
person to move furniture around and change room configurations easily for new arrivals—the 
old bedframes were very heavy. Sometimes Vakhtang’s wife was unable to move them without 
him at home, and he often had to be in Mest’ia for business. That winter, Vakhtang was even 
considering the possibility of installing central heating in the house—something that is rare in 
Georgia, and would be very expensive, but also much more comfortable for winter guests. 
(Rooms are poorly insulated by Canadian standards, and each one requires an independent heat 
source like an electric heater or wood stove during cold seasons.) He also expressed interest in 
building a complex of “apart-hotels”—the idea being that a few foreign partners would invest 
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money to build and own apartment-style suites in Lenjeri or Mest’ia, which they would rent out 
to guests when not present in Svaneti themselves, paying a fee to Vakhtang to manage bookings 
and handle upkeep. Vakhtang talked about this idea multiple times in front of me and other 
foreign guests, possibly gauging our interest in participating in such a business venture.
In a March 2016 interview, Vakhtang estimated that 50% of the guests who stayed with 
him were regular tourists, visiting Svaneti to hike, camp, take in the natural beauty, and explore 
the culture, but with no specific interest in folk music. He noted in passing several times that 
Islam was getting old and might not be around much longer; diversifying the family’s income 
sources was thus a deliberate strategy. Having the guesthouse is a “very necessary situation” for 
Vakhtang’s family, since it now provides their main income—the government “gives a very low 
salary for songs” (i.e., to members of municipal folk music ensembles). Despite this, most 
marketing of the family business thus far has been word-of-mouth. In Vakhtang’s words,
After visiting everyone gives a recommendation to their relatives or friends. I 
don’t have a very high quality hotel but I have a nice situation because it’s not a
noisy place and I have a yard; some people want to avoid being in the center of 
Mest’ia where there is a lot of dust, lots of cars and noise, and now many 
guests come here on the recommendation of my former guests.
Unlike many other guesthouses in the area, Vakhtang’s house is not listed on websites 
like AirBnB, booking.com, or tripadvisor.com. On Facebook, the business was recently branded 
“Nanila Guesthouse” (and the Pilpani family ensemble as Nanila) in reference to a famous Svan 
lullaby which Islam claims to have written. The webpage describes it thus: “Traditionally family 
who are singing very old folk songs and playing in the old folk instruments. You can see how 
was hospitality in the past in Svaneti.”8 The business logo features a Svan hat perched jauntily 
atop a treble clef and five-line staff (see figure 7.3.).
8  https://www.facebook.com/pg/nanilaguesthouse/about/?ref=page_internal, accessed Sept. 9, 2017.
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These listings show that music is a distinguishing factor that continues to be a major 
part of the guesthouse and how it is presented to the world. The Pilpanis already have a strong 
grasp on the musical tourism field in Svaneti, if not a total monopoly on it, and promoting this 
particular item of cultural capital is a way to set apart their guesthouse in an increasingly glutted 
marketplace. Vakhtang sometimes invites a limited number of Riho members to attend supras at 
the guesthouse and perform for tourists in full regalia; at other times, he gets his children to 
perform together with him (a few times, Vakhtang even had me fill in on the third voice while he 
and Islam sang). In such cases, whether they are singing for foreign singers or just regular 
tourists, Vakhtang takes on the role of educator, sharing facts about Georgian and Svan culture in
addresses like the following:
• “How old do you think our songs are? Two, three, no, four thousand years!”
• “How did these songs survive so long without recording equipment? We lived in 
large families and didn’t have any ‘Facebook,’ so in the evenings we always were 
singing together for entertainment.”
• “We used to live in large families because we had no government, and to have 
many people in the family was very necessary for protection. My father and 
mother were both born in these old houses where they lived together with cows 
and sheep. My mother lived in a house with 37 people, and my father had 29 
people in his family, and everyone was singing.”
• “In the past, we used to make ch’uniri strings out of horsehair. It has a nice voice, 
but it breaks easily. So what do we do? We are very clever people, and plastic is 
more practical, so we changed!”
• “The ch’uniri is played like a violoncello, but when they play on the violoncello 
they play on one string, then next string, third and fourth, but never together. But 
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we are always playing all three strings at one time. What does it mean? We are 
three times cleverer than you!”
• (Plays the seven notes of the chaeng scale, extending from “do” to “ti,” while 
hamming up the fact that the last string seems to cry out for resolution to the 
upper “do”) “For us, [the] last note was not necessary.”
After hearing the same anecdotes, information, and jokes shared in this fashion multiple
times, in Georgian, English, and Russian, I realized that Vakhtang had developed this educational
spiel quite deliberately. Once at a concert where he was introducing the songs in English and 
waiting for translation into Polish, he inadvertently began a sentence in Russian (“Chto eto 
znachit?”), realized his mistake, and switched back into English (“What does it mean?”), 
suggesting that he has delivered these speeches so many times in multiple languages that he can 
almost present them on autopilot. Vakhtang’s facts establish the ancient provenance of Svan 
culture, and lay a strong claim to cultural authority via insider knowledge and ancestry.
Besides his own guesthouse, Vakhtang is on call with other hospitality establishments in
Svaneti to offer concerts of traditional Svan music. Larger hotels like Mest’ia’s “Tetnuldi” or 
Richard Bærug’s “Grand Hotel Ushba” in Becho offer the possibility of booking a group of Svan
musicians to perform a private concert. Once contracted, Vakhtang and a few of his closest 
friends and relatives in Riho (anywhere from six to twelve individuals) perform round dances, 
demonstrate the ch’unir and chaeng, talk about Svan culture (through the formulaic spiel 
discussed above), sing a few Georgian-language panduri pop-folk songs, and may even perform 
a few Russian estrada songs with guitar if the guests are from post-Soviet countries. Vakhtang is 
not the only individual to perform this service, but Riho is the most established ensemble in 
Svaneti and the most likely to be called first—and as manager of the ensemble, the arrangements
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are made through Vakhtang. Through his cultural tourism enterprise, Vakhtang is a node for 
trickle-down wealth to his relations.
When tourists come to his house, Vakhtang serves as tour organizer, driver, and guide. 
He has cultivated habits that allow him to quickly befriend guests: sharing jokes9 and anecdotes 
about life in Svaneti, singing popular songs he has memorized in the languages of his guests 
(besides the languages he speaks, I have heard him performing in Italian, Spanish, French, 
Ukrainian, and Hebrew, to the accompaniment of his guitar), and professing his thankfulness, 
love, and friendship toward his guests and their countries in toasts (usually including an 
expressed wish that they will return to his house and bring along friends and family). In short, 
Vakhtang virtuosically performs the role of “host” as the face of the family.10 His three children 
all speak English, and are involved with serving food, cleaning rooms, and performing for 
guests. Manoni Khergiani, Vakhtang’s wife (who also speaks Russian but not English), is in 
charge of household tasks and often has hired help to prepare the food when large groups come. 
Nana Pilpani, Vakhtang’s older sister, visits from Tbilisi for several weeks or months during the 
year, and helps out with any household tasks while she is present.
For large groups of singers (potentially numbering more than 30), the family home 
becomes a buzzing hive of activity. When he was alive, Islam usually gave lessons for two or 
three hours per day. Besides this, there would be three hearty meals (invariably including an 
evening supra with lots of wine and song), excursions to various sites of cultural interest or 
natural beauty, and an occasional concert featuring Riho members. In addition to his other 
abilities, Vakhtang is an instrument builder (see figure 7.4.), crafting ch’unir, chaeng, and 
9  One of his favorites: “There are three kinds of English in the world: American English, Britannian English, and 
Svanetian English. I am the expert of the Svanetian English, which is the easiest to understand.”
10  Individuals who visited the Pilpanis in the 1990s indicate that this role used to be performed by Islam, although 
when I first met him in 2012 he was already in his late 70s and had limited stamina. He was walking with a 
cane, rarely accompanied tour groups on excursions unless it was to perform, and did not often take part in 
evening supra-s or serve as tamada.
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lowland instruments. His ch’unir-s in particular are highly regarded by Georgian folk musicians. 
Vakhtang has sold many of his instruments to foreign song-hunters; during my 2012 visit to 
Lenjeri, he was in the process of completing four ch’unir-s for the guests, although only one 
ended up being bought (by me, it turns out).
As the above profile should make clear, Vakhtang is a very enterprising and business-
savvy individual. He constantly seeks out new revenue streams and tries to improve the 
efficiency of established ones. He utilizes every resource he can find to increase his family’s 
profit—his father’s reputation, his position as cultural director, kin networks, and foreign friends.
Vakhtang has found a niche in “cultural” or “ethnic tourism” as what Comaroff & 
Comaroff call an “ethnopreneur” (J. L. Comaroff and Comaroff 2009). Ethnopreneurs turn their 
cultural capital into economic capital, branding their own otherness in universally recognized 
terms. We see this in Vakhtang’s case when he plays up the ancientness and great value of the 
Svan repertoire, and alludes to large extended families living in close quarters with evenings of 
nonstop singing as a sign of a simpler, even idyllic time—similar to the popular discourse that 
Elizabeth Povinelli (2001) identifies around indigeneity, a state of being prior to modernity, 
nationalism, and the modern state. Vakhtang has carefully studied his guests—similar to the 
Chinese Naxi musicians that carried out what Helen Rees (2002) calls an “applied ethnography” 
of their audiences over years of playing for tourists. He recognizes that a particular kind of 
Western tourist hungers for the exotic and authentic, for “a Being that dwells within some social 
locations more than others” and is presumably not so easy to find at home (Povinelli 2001:259). 
Tourists of ethnicity are motivated by the search for exotic cultural experiences: visiting villages 




Comaroff & Comaroff (2009) see the ethnopreneur as a direct corollary to the 
entrepreneurial subject, with both exploiting human capital to the fullest. But based on chapter 
two, we should not be surprised if there is a partial backlash against such entrepreneuralism. 
Vakhtang has a reputation among some Svans for being too business-minded. On more than one 
occasion, I heard people say things like, “You don’t need to give me money. We’re not Pilpanis 
here.” An American woman who had lived in Georgia for years and visited Islam multiple times 
told me that whenever she talked to a Lenjeri villager, the main topic of conversation was 
always, “How much money are you paying him?” She found it very difficult to turn the 
discussion to anything else. 
In another case, my family inadvertently waded into a festering village dispute. As 
described above, Vakhtang built a second story of guestrooms over his dining hall between 2012 
and 2014. Due to the sharp grade of the slope in Kashveti, the rear-facing suites look out directly 
on the yard of the neighboring house—we could have stepped out of our window onto their 
lawn. At one point, my wife looked up to see a neighbor glaring directly at her through the 
window. She waved at the neighbor and went back to reading. This set the neighbor off: she 
started yelling at us, in Georgian and English, asking why we were staring into her yard. We 
replied that we were only trying to let some air into our room. After this, the neighbor came into 
the Pilpanis’ yard and spent the next half hour arguing with them. We eventually went out to try 
and smooth things over, whereupon she told us that the issue was not really about us, but a 
personal dispute between neighbors. Vakhtang later told us that the neighbors’ house was owned 
jointly by the children of its former (now deceased) inhabitants; none of the children lived in 
Svaneti, but they came up for a few weeks’ vacation each summer. He had apparently asked and 
received permission to build the new guestrooms, but had not talked to all of the members of the 
family, and some were unhappy with the encroachment on their privacy. How much of the 
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discomfort was due to the fact that foreign tourists had a direct view of their yard can only be a 
matter of speculation, as is the wrinkle of my wife’s racial difference. But this unpleasant 
experience was a direct indication that not all Svans were overjoyed to have foreign people 
tramping around their villages, despite all the old clichés about the Georgian love of guests.
Besides curiosity or jealousy, there may be outrage over the perceived “monetization of 
the commons” (cf. Eisenstein 2011): some singers once complained that Islam had been taking 
money to teach me songs that originated in their village and which they had taught (for free, of 
course) to Islam many years ago.11 This delves into the issue of intellectual property ownership 
and intangible heritage: as the Comaroffs point out (2009), since identity is seen as arising from 
some essence or nature, it cannot be patented, and presumably any expression of Svan-ness is 
open to be used by any Svan for their own purposes, as universal Svan patrimony. 
The problem of who owns and stewards oral cultural heritage is certainly not new in 
ethnomusicology or cultural management. However, not all Svan cultural products are 
anonymously authored, with origins lost in the mists of ancestral time, and issues of direct 
ownership can also arise, as alluded to in the previous chapter. The “Nanila” lullaby claimed by 
Islam as his own composition, and now adopted by Vakhtang in the branding of his guesthouse 
and family ensemble, is also claimed by the Chamgeliani singing family in a village ten 
kilometers down the road. According to a touching bit of family lore, the lullaby was written by 
the Chamgelianis’ grandmother 80 years ago, when Islam was still a young boy. The story 
deserves to be shared in full, as presented by Madona Chamgeliani:
Grandfather Chamgeliani was shot during the Stalinist purges—he had 
performed at a Moscow festival with his village choir, and apparently the 
event was so competently organized that Stalin had grown jealous and wiped 
out anybody connected with it. A few months later, Grandfather’s daughter 
11  The singers then told me that, since we were friends, they would sing for me without expecting any payment, 
pointedly setting themselves apart from the Pilpanis. The relationship between music and money adds even 
more complexity to the hospitality/morality nexus.
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became very ill. Wracked with pain on her sickbed, she asked her mother to 
sing her a lullaby. Mother complied, singing a soft “Nanila” lullaby 
accompanied by her ch’unir. After the daughter died, the mother spent hours 
each evening playing the tune on the instrument, wordlessly mourning the 
double tragedy that had befallen her in such a short period of time. Her young 
son Taisav (the father of Madona Chamgeliani and her siblings) noticed that 
every time she played her ch’unir, she would weep silently. He concluded that 
the instrument must be making her depressed, and resolved to destroy it. When
his mother discovered what he had done, she calmly explained that the 
instrument was not to blame, and was actually helping her heal. Rather than 
punishing her son, she built a new instrument together with him—the same 
ch’unir that he himself learned to play masterfully, and which still hangs (now 
unplayable with age) on the wall above the Chamgelianis’ woodstove.12
According to the Chamgelianis, this lullaby was only recorded when their community’s 
choir was in Moscow for a Melodiya session in the 1980s; Taisav thought that his mother’s 
lullaby would close the album effectively by softly contrasting with the other songs. Islam, 
however, informed me that he wrote and recorded the lullaby in the 1960s in Tbilisi when he was
a member of Shvidkatsa. (I have not heard this recording although I have no reason to doubt that 
it exists.) The two renditions do differ slightly, although when I first sang the song for Islam after
returning from several weeks with the Chamgelianis, he immediately told me, with pride, that it 
was his composition (a fact repeated later by his daughter Nana). The Chamgelianis are aware 
that Islam claims to have composed the song, but also state that “everyone knows” it was written 
by their grandmother, and told me that even members of Islam’s family have challenged his 
claim (though not in my hearing). I asked a Georgian ethnomusicologist with insider information
for her thoughts on the lullaby’s origin; she told me that different renditions of the song exist, 
and that Islam probably performed it in his own way and thus thought it was his—without 
necessarily wholly creating it (neither, perhaps, did Grandmother Chamgeliani). But in the end 
even she concluded, “Who really knows?” 
12  I heard this story firsthand from Madona Chamgeliani, but a version of it has also been published in Bray 2011.
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Islam’s version has also been recorded by the group Kartuli Khmebi (Georgian Voices), 
who tour internationally and even performed the lullaby in collaboration with Bobby McFerrin at
a Georgian jazz festival.13 While the Chamgelianis’ origin story is certainly more interesting, 
Islam’s arrangement has traveled further. But I seriously doubt that he has ever received royalties
from Kartuli Khmebi. In the end, the only direct financial benefit generated by the song is tuition
earned when song tourists come to learn. The Pilpanis and Chamgelianis have both taught the 
song in this manner, and the dispute has been carried on largely at arms’ length in the form of 
whisper and innuendo, with no direct confrontations of which I am aware.
From an economic perspective, folk songs might be analyzed as locally produced 
commodities to which foreigners may purchase the rights (to perform, to teach to their choirs 
back home; even, in some cases, to make money from if the learner is a performer or teacher by 
trade). They may not be industrially produced, mass distributed, consumed commodities like 
“most of the music most people hear” (T. D. Taylor 2015:2), and they are not under any legal 
copyright regime to limit their otherwise free dissemination as intangible products, but there is 
an understanding of the rights of ownership and the importance of remunerating tradition-bearers
that song hunters consider important for moral reasons.
But it is clear too that while songs may provide the pretext for musical tourism to 
Georgia, there is an enormous “value added” dimension for which travelers are really paying—
the experience, the scenery, the direct encounter with history. Some of this surplus is produced 
by the bodily labor of the musicians: their performing creates a direct indexical encounter with 
history in the nexus of song, unbroken genetic/cultural continuity (between performers and 
ancestors), geographical location, historical narrative, and the affective potentials of the exotic. 
Ning Wang’s “objective authenticity” (based on the aura of an artifact known to be ancient) and 
13  Video available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BIelO41oiY, accessed Sept. 20, 2017
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“experiential authenticity” (based on the free self-expression possible in liminal situations) 
(Wang 1999) are again fused here, when contact with the cultural artifact occurs during a 
powerful musical event, often a participatory one as the song is sung by the tourists and locals 
together in an intimate setting around the table. Such songs become far more meaningful than 
those learned from a book.
There is potential for a direct connection between song and teacher to backfire. Since 
part of what tourists come expecting is ancientness, if too many songs turn out to have been 
composed directly by teachers, they could lose their patina of authenticity. But if the teachers are 
invested with the right kind of authority, or particularly beloved (affective bonds form quickly in 
these settings), songs with the strongest possible indexical associations will eternally evoke their 
memory. Of course, if doubts arise about the ultimate provenance of songs, and their actual 
connection to teachers, not only is their authenticity damaged but so is the authenticity of the 
whole encounter and the relationship between the tourists and teachers, suggesting to the tourists 
that the teachers are acting out of mercenary motives.
Sydney Nicoletta Freedman suggests that when Svans fight over whose ancestors 
composed a particular song, “This conflict does not seem . . . to be a mere fight for ownership 
but rather a desire for the songs to literally be in one’s bloodline” (Freedman 2014:88). The 
Chamgelianis have a strong affective relationship with the lullaby, such that this assessment 
makes sense in their case; Islam, however, vesting authenticity in his reputation as a living 
repository of folk song, did not attribute the song to his ancestors but rather to himself, perhaps 
establishing a new, commercial claim, further setting himself up as “the” authority of the area, or
simply expressing his pride.
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Entrepreneurship in the Village
Aet Annist (2014) suggests that as rural “new capitalists” become successful, they 
eventually disengage from the rest of the population, resulting in the loss of social linkages. This 
can never be entirely accomplished in an eco-tourism setting, where linkages with the 
community are part of the selling point. Of course, given their ancestral embedding in Lenjeri, 
the Pilpanis are deeply interlinked with most of their neighbors and community obligations 
remain powerful. It would be naive to imagine that they have somehow broken free of all 
cultural expectations simply because more tourist dollars flow through their home. 
One of my most uncomfortable experiences with Vakhtang shows how constraining 
these expectations can still be. My family was staying for a few days in a village about an hour’s 
drive from Lenjeri. Vakhtang and I had agreed that he would come and pick me up since the only
(very unreliable) alternative would be hitchhiking. However, he thought we had set a definite 
time and I thought that I would call him to confirm a departure time. In the meantime, I had 
walked to a village celebration two kilometers downhill from the house where I was staying, and 
suddenly received a phone call from Vakhtang, telling me that he was waiting outside the 
guesthouse. I stood up and began explaining to the host that I had to go, then foolishly allowed 
him to take my phone. He knew Vakhtang and wanted to invite him down to the supra to sing 
some songs for the villagers. Vakhtang said no, then called me again in a rage, telling me to find 
my own way home. The guesthouse owner managed to convince him to wait while I ran back 
uphill to the main road, and when I entered Vakhtang’s vehicle he was in a bad mood. He told me
that the host (a prominent Svan doctor) had said that if Vakhtang did not come down to the 
supra, he would refuse any of Vakhtang’s future invitations. I had unwittingly put Vakhtang in 
the awkward position of refusing proffered hospitality, which he wanted to avoid for various 
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reasons. Although this was in fact a rejection of traditional obligations, Vakhtang clearly wanted 
to avoid being perceived as a person who did not care about such rules.
James Scott suggests that in a small-scale village setting, better-off individuals need to 
be generous to ward off malicious gossip. As he states, “The only justification for economic 
inequality is the benign, community-serving use of power; elites, to validate their power, must do
their duty” (1977:52). Calling the Pilpanis elites is a stretch, but they are certainly wealthier than 
many of their neighbors, and Vakhtang has served in regional political positions. One of the ways
in which the Pilpanis “spread the wealth” is by employing neighbors and relatives to help with 
the tourist workload, making them a kind of economic engine for those villagers who are close to
them. When Vakhtang was too busy to drive us somewhere (which he often did for free, but 
would ask for gas money if it was a significant distance), he would ask one of his cousins, losing 
out on money but maintaining social capital. He does not own horses, but several neighbors do, 
and Vakhtang will facilitate horses and guides without taking a cut. Most of the Riho members 
called out for smaller paying gigs are Lenjeri inhabitants; in fact, I have heard complaints that 
Riho’s general membership has become stacked with Pilpani relatives over the past few decades. 
This is a salaried position, even if it only pays about 25 USD per weekly rehearsal. 
When the guesthouse is particularly busy, other women will be called in to help with the
housework and food preparation. In 2012 and 2014, these helpers were Lenjeri neighbors and 
relatives, but in 2016 I was surprised to meet a new crew: two non-Svan women who were in 
Svaneti for the first time, hired specifically for several months at the guesthouse during the 
busiest tourist season. They were friends of Nana Pilpani, Vakhtang’s elder sister, who was also 
working for the family business that summer. I knew there had been personal tensions with one 
particular villager who had helped the Pilpanis in the past; another, a good friend of Manoni, had 
gotten a full-time job cleaning in a Mest’ia hotel. But there were plenty of other families in 
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Lenjeri who probably needed extra money, and I wondered whether hiring outsiders would be 
perceived as a snub. However, it does seem that having full-time hired workers who do not also 
have their own responsibilities at home has given hard-working Manoni more opportunities to 
relax. Although she herself is a trained pianist and has worked as a piano teacher, I rarely heard 
her play—the cow needed milking, laundry needed to be hung or brought back in to avoid a 
sudden rain shower, and people needed to be fed. During summer 2016, though, Manoni seemed 
to be sitting down at the piano more frequently and taking pleasure from it.
While Vakhtang has made many calculated choices to benefit from Svaneti’s burgeoning
tourist trade, he does occasionally exhibit conflicted feelings. He expresses that tourism might be
a way to reverse the decades-long pattern of depopulation affecting so many of Georgia’s rural 
areas, but he also identifies a potential problem, the “Shangri-La Paradox” again: the qualities of 
apparent isolation, remoteness, and underdevelopment that make a place like Svaneti appealing 
to a certain kind of tourist end up attracting hordes of visitors who end up damaging or 
destroying those very qualities. As he said, while recordings serve to preserve traditional songs 
and customs, it is “more interesting” when people celebrate a ritual for its own sake rather than 
for the microphone or lens. After a few decades there will be fewer rituals than today, but he 
believes that “it is life” and this process cannot be reversed.
While Vakhtang truly considers traditions inherently valuable (not merely for their 
income potential), he also knows that this subject is of paramount importance for certain 
audiences. He knows when and where to deploy languages of concern and celebration over 
cultural change. For example, when CNN interviewed him as a cultural authority in 2015,14 he 
stated paradoxically that “the biggest problem for the Svanetian territory is when very many 
tourists come,” without indicating that he himself runs a guesthouse.
14  “Preserving Georgia’s Ancient Traditions,” http://edition.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/08/17/spc-on-the-road-
georgia-b.cnn, accessed Sept. 25, 2017
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Vakhtang always says that his guesthouse business and musical activities are crucial to 
his family’s well-being. This is his stated primary motivation, which he readily admits to his 
guests, frequently thanking them in toasts for coming to his house and helping his family. Rather 
poignantly, however, I recall the Pilpani children wistfully informing us how they had celebrated 
New Year’s Eve in the past, with the whole family gathering around the table for a special meal. 
This year, their party was curtailed because Vakhtang was off with members of Riho, performing 
in a hotel for a large group of Ukrainian tourists—something that happens with increasing 
frequency. Balancing commerce with quality of life can be complicated, and I do not doubt that 
Vakhtang will find himself faced with this dilemma many times in the future.
SUSTAINING CULTURE THROUGH COMMUNITY-BASED TOURISM
(Lakhushdi village, Lat’ali community, Upper Svaneti—August 2015)
Early on the day of the festival, I walk with my hosts’ uncle, Gigo Chamgeliani, down 
to the family vegetable fields, where he spits some ch’ach’a out on the ground after a prayer 
facing a mountain. It’s a beautiful day, and the twin peaks of mighty Ushba, so often shrouded in 
storm clouds, are clearly shining in the distance. Next, we meet together with the other guests in 
a yard, where the uncle is joined by two other elderly men. The shortest and oldest-looking of the
three, the village lay priest, intones some prayers in a scratchy tone, using a lit beeswax candle to
singe some of the hair on the head and sides of a small black goat that stands calmly at his side. 
As he works, the other two men (our song teachers during the past week) sing a local version of 
the Georgian liturgical “Lord have mercy” (Upalo Shegvitskhalen).
After this finishes, one of our hosts suggests that we sing a Lakhushdi hymn together, 
one that we have been learning and are almost confident enough to perform from memory. About
ten of our group, including citizens of Germany, the USA, and the UK, form a line with the 
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Svans who are leading the ceremony. Others watch from a distance as some of the song tourists 
link arms or hold hands. The ragged but heartfelt harmonies ring off the stone walls of the 
eighty-foot medieval tower that stands, almost blindingly white in the sun, behind the row of 
singers. While the teachers lead off into another short liturgical responsory, “Holy God” 
(Tsmindao Ghmerto), a few toddlers slowly walk over to take a closer look at the placid goat 
(mere minutes before its death). The leaders seem totally unconcerned by this and continue on in 
a way that manages to be simultaneously solemn and informal.
The actual slaughtering process has not been loudly advertised to most of the guests—in
fact, a trip to Mesti’a to visit the Museum of History and Ethnography has been scheduled at this 
very time—but a few hardier souls have been invited to observe if we really want to. At first, I 
am quite self-congratulatory for having chosen to forego the ethnography museum for, well, 
firsthand ethnography, but I quickly discover than I am not quite as hardy as I had supposed. The
butchering of the animal takes place in a small windowless barn that soon fills with cigarette 
smoke, and the actual killing blow is not particularly clean or accurate. An elderly man has been 
asked to do the honors out of respect for his experience, but his hands are shaky and the knife 
seems rather dull. The goat finally bleeds out and stops writhing, but it is not quick. After the 
first man has been struggling to skin the beast for several minutes, a younger man dressed in 
army fatigues (a Chamgeliani cousin) shows up to aid him. Things move much faster after this, 
but the whole process takes more than half an hour and the stifling atmosphere and sight of blood
eventually prove too much. I sit down dizzily on the floor, trying to avoid drawing attention.
The official group festivities in the church will not continue until the museum visitors 
return, but Caroline Bithell, another ethnomusicologist also attending the event, tells me that 
there’s something of interest going on in the small churchyard. A few families have begun setting
up small tables at the graves of their loved ones, covering them with food and alcohol. In 
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addition to honoring the harvest, this festival is a remembrance of departed souls. Though 
curious, I do not wish to intrude. However, when the younger man who helped finish the 
butchering of the goat (his name is Mate, the Georgian version of my own name) spies me 
skulking around the edges, he invites me inside the yard, where he tells me that his family is 
remembering the death of his brother. They are gathered around a wooden cross; the brother died
less than a year ago in an electrical accident, and they have not yet been able to install a 
permanent stone marker. Mate invites me to offer a toast of wine in memory of the departed one; 
as always in this context, a small amount of wine is poured out on the ground before imbibing.
Finally the other tourists return, and we enter the church together for a ceremony that is 
decidedly non-liturgical and not officially sanctioned by the Georgian Orthodox Church. 
(Although the GOC was awarded all the church buildings in Georgia upon the dissolution of the 
Soviet Union, the actual keys to many Svan village churches are kept in the possession of village
families.) Inside, our teachers Murad Pirtskhelani and Gigo Chamgeliani sing two hymns and 
pray, while Gigo holds the cooked goat’s heart on a stick. Murad comes by with a bottle of 
ch’ach’a, from which each of us takes a sip (again in memory of the dead); Gigo follows with 
the heart, each of us consuming a tiny piece of it (including some of the vegetarians, who 
probably feel that refusal would be inappropriate here). 
Church duties complete, we all step outside into the yard and gather around the graves 
of the Chamgelianis—father Taisav and brother Gode. Again, there is toasting and alcohol-
spilling in honor of these two specifically, and then a non-standard addition to the day: ritual 
mourning in the memory of a recently deceased German singer who had visited Lakhushdi in an 
earlier iteration of this tour. Several of her fellow choir members are currently in attendance. 
This intercultural encounter takes the form of rituals that would normally appear at a funeral, but 
not at this particular festival: the wordless, polyphonic male funeral hymn called the zar, sung in 
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this case by a trio of elderly villagers, and ritualized female lamenting (featuring both formulaic 
sobbing patterns and extemporized sentences about the loss) from two of the oldest women in 
Lakhusdhi. However, while this is occurring we can also hear the steadily increasing noise of a 
feast going on less than twenty feet around the corner, with half of the men in the village 
gathered on benches at the side of the church to eat and drink. Their laughter and occasional 
mocking imitations of the old women’s sobbing are at odds with the somber (not to mention 
sober) tone of what is happening in our end of the churchyard. Both groups start songs at various
times without managing to interrupt each other too much, but the juxtaposition between what the 
Westerners expect to be a very solemn affair and the carousing accompanying the locals’ 
celebration of the dead is quite jarring.
As the culmination of our time in Lakhushdi, we gather that evening for a concert. For 
more than a week we have been working hard to memorize many verses to hymns and round 
dances that I assumed we would be performing together with the locals in their festivities. But 
somewhere I missed the memo—because this festival is associated with sadness, round dances 
typically are not performed, and the villagers will not be joining us. Our concert is to be a special
treat for them. They do applaud, and riotously—one of our participants later compares it to the 
way you might indulge a child’s performance at a school play. But given that one of the explicit 
purposes of this trip was to encourage the locals to maintain traditional practices like song and 
dance, I wonder why they would not try to include as many possible opportunities for joint 
participation.
* * *
In Lakhushdi, small-scale cultural tourism has been imagined as a way to revive valued,
endangered rural traditions. As we have seen, certain tourists are primarily attracted by cultural 
experience—the chance to learn about a different way of life, especially one that is rural and 
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connected to land and community. In some cases, like Bulgarian mumming practices, rituals 
have been preserved partly by opening them up to tourism (Creed 2011). Swanson and 
DeVereaux note that many groups that could be described as indigenous have “turned to tourism 
to address the economic, political, and cultural challenges facing them” (Swanson and 
DeVereaux 2017:78). “Indigenous” is not quite the right word to describe Svans: they certainly 
see themselves as autochthonous, but do not view Georgia as a colonizing power. However, their 
geographic and economic position does parallel that of many marginalized peoples. 
Swanson and DeVereaux determine that cultural tourism has had mixed results for such 
communities: while it may lead to a resurgence of traditional arts or practices, associated risks 
include commodification, compromises to traditional practices, and “cultural misunderstandings 
leading to a lack of respect for traditions and values” (2017:79). Li Yang argues that cultural or 
“ethnic” tourism prioritizes the needs of tourists, who want to experience primitive, pre-modern, 
exotic, and joyful practices rather than anything that accurately represents the current lifestyle of 
the minority group. Such efforts can freeze minority ethnic groups in time, stereotype and 
standardize them, and stress only the most colorful practices (Yang 2011). Further, in some cases 
the economic benefits go primarily to entrepreneurs from outside the objectified group, as is the 
case in the “ethnic theme parks” Yang describes, or the developing Aboriginal tourist trade in 
north-central Australia discussed by Elizabeth Povinelli (2001).
In cultural and community-based tourism, Ralf Buckley has called for a “positive triple 
bottom line,” where benefits to local communities should be not merely economic, but also 
social and environmental (2012). He points out significant pressures to sustainability: people 
often want to act hedonistically on holidays, tourism boosters often promote growth as a goal in 
and of itself, and air travel is a significant contributor to greenhouse gas emissions in an era 
where climate change is already directly affecting many tourist destinations. 
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Swanson and DeVereaux have built on Buckley in creating a model they call “culturally 
sustainable entrepreneurship” (2017). In this approach, culture is the primary driver, rather than 
profit. Specifically, members of the “living culture” define cultural heritage that they consider 
authentic and worthy of preservation, and then devise a sustainable plan to do so. Their definition
shows their indebtedness to Buckley’s “triple bottom line”: 
Culturally sustainable entrepreneurship encourages adapting entrepreneurial 
models that sustain and enhance the values and traditions of a community for 
its self-defined benefits, rather than imposing economically-driven 
entrepreneurial models that change conditions within a community. Culturally 
sustainable entrepreneurship champions entrepreneurial models that strive for 
social, environmental and economic balance in decision-making. (2017:80)
Something closely approximating this model has been carried out in the Svanetian 
village of Lakhushdi yearly since 2011.15 Villagers felt that their community was in trouble—its 
population was dwindling, and youth didn’t seem interested in carrying on the rich customs 
connected to traditional religion, handicrafts, and arts. Although Lakhushdi is a part of the Lat’ali
community that is only twenty minutes’ drive west of Mest’ia, it is a steep half-hour walk away 
from the main highway up an unpaved road that is difficult to maintain, with correspondingly 
limited access to services and opportunities. Unlike communities that are closer to major 
thoroughfares or tourist destinations, residents of Lakhushdi have previously had little 
opportunity to turn their homes into guesthouses, since tourists rarely venture here without a 
specific purpose. Members of the Chamgeliani family, in collaboration with lowlanders with 
extensive connections abroad, devised a strategy where they would invite a group of foreigners 
to join them in Lakhushdi, dubbed “The Singing Village,” for ten days, culminating in the joint 
celebration of a late July festival at a mountaintop chapel. 
15  Ethnomusicologist Caroline Bithell has also attended the Lakhushdi song camp several times, and writes about 
the first iteration (2011) briefly in her book A Different Voice, a Different Song: Reclaiming Community through 
the Natural Voice and World Song (Bithell 2014:253–55).
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The program description explicitly mentioned conservation, eco-tourism, and social 
enterprise. A direct quote: 
Guests [will] live with village families, learn ritual songs, and women’s cradle 
songs. Instead of assuming the role of interested tourist onlookers, they [will] 
become full participants in an ancient village celebration ceremony . . . . They 
[will] spin, make herbal remedies, walk in the mountains, gather the harvest, 
learn cheese making, teach English, sing round bonfires, share their own 
traditions, visit local churches, pan for gold, and eat delicious organic home 
produced food, learning the art of toasting at evening supras. (Bray and 
Mzhavanadze 2013)
All local arrangements were handled by villagers, and most of the households became 
involved. Tourists’ fees—cheaper than a mass package tour, but generous enough to make a 
significant local impact—went to improve village infrastructure: installing a lamp in the central 
square and showers and flush toilets in the homes of hosts. The foreigners’ presence and interest 
in Svan culture were meant to inspire Svan youth to value their own heritage. Folklorist and 
singer Madona Chamgeliani, the chief local instigator, even dreamed of renovating the 
abandoned local school to establish a Svan cultural heritage center that would double as a 
“school of tradition” for youth, teaching them not only the music and dance forms that interest 
song tourists, but traditional handicrafts and agricultural methods as well. This program grew out
of the meeting of four women: sisters Madona and Ana Chamgeliani, Nana Mzhavanadze, and 
Madge Bray. 
Madge Bray is a Scottish social worker who worked with traumatized children and 
eventually grew to believe in a relation between sound and healing, noting that as the children 
healed, their “sounds became sweeter” and the frequency of moans and gut-wrenching cries of 
anguish decreased. After an accidental encounter with Georgian singing, Madge traveled to 




Nana is the hinge that brought Madge and the sisters together. A proficient and 
knowledgeable performer of Georgian folk music, and recent Ph.D. in ethnomusicology, she 
hails from Guria and comes from a musical family (her godfather is Malkhaz Erkvanidze, 
formerly of Anchiskhati and now directing authentic ensemble Sakhioba). After several years of 
touring Europe and singing with Madge, raising money for Georgian orphanages and other such 
ventures, she had learned how to work with western groups and developed her English language 
skills to a high level. Madge and Nana had brought a group of German song tourists to Tbilisi, 
and Nana got the idea of inviting the Chamgeliani sisters to teach Svan songs—she had met them
through the ensemble Satanao, in which she sings with Ana. After the sisters observed firsthand 
this foreign interest in Georgian music, they started to contemplate the possibilities, and later 
approached Madge and Nana with a proposal that appealed to Madge’s interests in social justice, 
socio/cultural/environmental sustainability, and holism. Besides Nana’s established connections 
with Madge and Ana, she has also begun to work closely with Madona in the intervening years, 
as well as with Frank Scherbaum on his recording project.
According to Madge, the primary purpose of the Lakhushdi program is conservation, to 
try to keep something alive and concentrated in one place as much as possible, through a social 
enterprise model where people can make money sustainably (instead of relying on temporary 
grants). In her words, she wants it to “facilitate people to find good . . . to maintain their own 
culture if possible, and to develop their own ways of trying to get into the 21st century, not 
thinking that our way is the only and the best way, because it’s clearly not and we need to 
develop other ways.”16
Participants meet in Tbilisi, travel together to Svaneti, and stay in the homes of local 
families for about ten days. During this time, they typically have one or two song-learning 
16  Interview conducted on August 29, 2015, in Lakhushdi.
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sessions per day, totalling about three to four hours. Songs are sometimes taught by Ana and 
Madona, and sometimes by elderly village men, including Murad Pirtskhelani (a soloist in Riho),
Gigo Chamgeliani (Taisav’s youngest sibling), and Givi Pirtskhelani (a chaeng specialist and 
former Riho member). Nana serves as translator, mediator, and co-teacher, which is an especially
necessary role with the old men, given that they operate under an oral conception of performance
and frequently forget to model consistently. Madona knows a little bit of English, but prefers to 
communicate in Georgian with a translator when speaking to groups.
Besides song lessons, participants receive guided tours of local landmarks from Madona
(including medieval churches and stone towers), hike the mountain landscape, and become 
exposed to the local cuisine through cooking lessons and nightly supra feasts. The gathering is 
timed to coincide with a summer religious festival that the tourists can observe and take part in. 
In the two years I attended (2015 and 2016), this was the late August “Mariamoba,” but in other 
years the tour has happened in late July and coincided with different festivals.
Madona has started a co-operative fund with the tourist money, which has been used for 
various local development projects or to aid locals who encounter medical emergencies or have 
long-term disabilities. The income generated by the yearly study tour has been supplemented by 
other groups of singers who have also started making their way to Lakhushdi, although the 
organizers try to limit large group visits to two or three a year, not wanting the village to become 
dependent on tourism. 
But Madona, who initiated the project, is now filled with self-recrimination. She tells 
me that the villagers have changed—today, anyone who spends half an hour lighting a bonfire or 
demonstrating the production of Svan salt for the foreigners expects to receive a personal 
payment rather than donating to the co-op fund. Old singers are no longer willing to sing for 
National Geographic or other prestigious outfits for free, and some villagers have begun 
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gossiping that Madona is skimming off the tourist money for her own use. Villagers imagine that 
Madona is wealthy due to her large number of foreign friends, and frequently come to her with 
financial requests that she is unable to fulfill. Madona also bemoans the loss of hospitable 
attitudes, describing how her father once met a family of eight who had been sent up from 
Samegrelo for health reasons. They had nowhere to stay, and her father hosted them for three 
months without pay, banning his family from speaking Svan so the guests would not feel left out.
Madona professes to dislike tourism, and prefers not to identify the visitors with that 
term. She does not want tourists in her town, but will welcome guests—a difficult distinction to 
draw, but one that does align with the mass tourism/eco-tourism dichotomy. What Madona 
means is that she prefers people who will stay for a longer period, become friends, return to the 
village, and maintain relationships. She dreads the idea that Lakhushdi could become like 
Mest’ia or Ushguli, sentiments shared by Madge Bray, who seems horrified by how much 
Ushguli has developed into a tourism center. 
Both Madge and Madona hope that the Lakhushdi program will eventually end so the 
villagers do not come to rely on tourism, but worry that it may already be too late. According to 
Madona, one local family, whose father suffered an injury some years ago and is unable to work, 
has become dependent on foreign donations. The children have received many gifts of nice new 
clothes from European guests, but their mother encourages them to wear old, worn-out clothing 
when tourists arrive to elicit more pity. Lakhushdi villagers try to take care of the family by 
giving them flour and other essential items, but the mother openly asks for money instead, which
she spends on luxury items and trips to the lowland. Apparently they have come to feel that any 
donation to the community should properly go to them, although there are other health needs 
(like a young man with cancer) that Madona would also like to support.
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Madona has considered alternatives, like a summer school only for local youth that 
would teach the same traditional songs and dances, but of course this would not bring much or 
any money into the community and would not provide the valuable public relations image of 
foreigners entranced by local traditions. In 2016, Madona told me that she had decided not to 
take any money for the village fund or for her own family from the project (the teachers and 
those who fed and hosted guests were still paid).
Madona did not share these concerns with all of her guests, but those who were around 
for more extended periods joined the conversation eventually. Talk around money and morality at
Madona’s house was so frequent for a few weeks in 2016 that one foreign guest even introduced 
the work of behavioral economist Dan Ariely to our host to make sense of her situation. Ariely 
proposes that within a social/friendship/gift frame, many people willingly perform tasks without 
compensation, but that once an economic frame is introduced, it is nearly impossible to undo 
(Ariely 2010). In other words, money exchange is a one-way street. This theory certainly seemed
supported by the progression of events that Madona (and other members of her family) 
described. 
This is unfortunate given that one of Madge’s deliberate intentions in structuring the 
program was to avoid the kind of commoditization of culture she had observed in Lenjeri; in an 
interview, she noted that any Georgian “who’s got any wit about them starts trying to make 
money . . . we’re just spreading our Western sickness. We’re just spreading our disease, and we 
don’t need to be doing that to people.” Swanson and DeVereaux (2017) note that even 
community-based enterprises that promote local empowerment and control may turn into 
“indigenous capitalism,” and Lakhushdi’s inhabitants do not universally oppose this, 
understandably seeing it as preferable to subsistence agriculture.
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Becoming fully capitalist might bring success in parts of Svaneti that can exploit ski 
slopes, but in terms of eco-tourism, profitability would quickly reach a point of diminishing 
returns. The reason is, of course, the “Shangri-La Paradox” that I identified earlier: alternative 
tourists are drawn to Svaneti precisely because it seems relatively undeveloped and 
undiscovered, and it is already beginning to gain a reputation for being overrated and over-
commodified—at least in Mest’ia and Ushguli.17 As Elizabeth Povinelli puts it, certain kinds of 
human beings (and we could add certain ways of life) are considered “valuable insofar as they 
afford passageway to an enchanted spiritual Being and away from the conditions of the Spirit of 
capital” (2001:268). This is borne out in the way guests talk about their experiences in 
Lakhushdi, made abundantly obvious in casual conversation as well as “on the record” during 
toasts at supra-s. As discussed in the previous chapter, a common sentiment is that this place 
preserves richly high-context relationships and a way of life where people rely on their neighbors
and enjoy each other’s company, where hospitality is effusive and friendship is offered freely to 
all comers. It is often positively contrasted with the West. For example, after our Svan tamada 
had toasted the countries of the guests, which he described as “strong” and “rich,” a guest 
responded with a toast that called Georgia rich in friendship, relationship, and community, and 
the Western countries primarily rich in material goods and consumerism.18 
Such individuals would be quite disillusioned if Svaneti were to become a tourist trap, 
and we have already seen complaints that Svaneti is moving in this direction (recall the Georgian
17  Indeed, an article on the eco-tourism website “Green Global Travel” entitled “How Mass Tourism is Destroying
30+ Destinations Travelers Love” included a brief section on Svaneti that calls it “one of the fastest growing 
tourism destinations in Georgia.” It goes on to state that “negative impacts of tourism can already be seen,” 
“New concrete guesthouses are being built randomly, without any permission. But they’re incompatible with the
local cultural and architectural heritage and ultimately spoil the picturesque landscape . . . . And the famous 
Svan hospitality is vanishing: Getting invited to dine with the local family is now very rare.” But rather 
incredibly, the article then concludes, “Svaneti is at risk of losing its traditional Georgian charm. To avoid the 
crowds, head west of Mestia, where tourism has hardly been developed at all” (Mills 2017).
18  For some tourists, particularly those who have come to Georgia for the first time, Svaneti (or wherever they 
have visited) becomes metonymic for the country as a whole.
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Wanderers forum post, cited earlier in this chapter, that called Upper Svaneti the “most overrated
place in the entire country” precisely due to the money-grasping tendencies of locals). Some 
song tourists who have visited both the Pilpani home and other places like Lakhushdi describe 
the former as a tight capitalist enterprise, where the family will dress up in traditional costumes 
for on-command performances, and profess friendship but eat their dinners in a separate room 
from the guests (I heard this last comment from multiple people, who generally preferred eating 
meals together with the host family, seeking out Goffman’s “back region.” But in the Pilpanis’ 
defense, a little privacy is hardly an unreasonable request, and guests do interact with the family 
members on a friendship level too, particularly with the Pilpani children). 
Making his guesthouse more like a hotel, Vakhtang decided that instead of serving 
meals to all of his guests on a single long table, he would install several shorter tables. His 
perception was that tourists did not want to have to sit with a group of strangers, and while this is
accurate for some, it is also the exact opposite of what others want, who travel precisely to meet 
new people from different parts of the world. Vakhtang’s renovations orient his business more 
toward the first kind of tourists and away from eco-tourists, at least aspirationally.
Of course, it would be unrealistic to expect Svaneti, or any other place visited by 
foreigners, to remain completely untouched by commerce. While some eco-tourists might harbor
unrealistic (and unfair) desires that certain societies remain stuck in a pre-industrial past, in 
reflexive moments they are able to “experience authenticity in the context of the 
commoditization of culture, because a humanistic orientation makes them have an empathic 
understanding of local people’s rights of development” (Gnoth and Wang 2015:171). However, 
even with this understanding, when hosts behave toward tourists like they are beloved friends, 
money matters need to be approached delicately or the guests may begin to doubt the sincerity of
the host and of the experience itself.
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Despite Madona’s doubts about the project, it has grown beyond her sole control. 
Villagers have come to expect the annual event and the income it brings, especially those 
involved more heavily, like the teachers and guesthouse proprietors. During the 2015 visit, the 
organizers were all mulling over the possibility of having that be the project’s final year. But by 
the end of the ten days, after many of the guests had expressed their interest in returning, Nana 
announced that it had been such a wonderful time and fabulous group of people that everyone 
had decided the program needed to continue. The program ran into summer 2018, and as far as I 
know it will continue into the future.
MONEY AND TRADITIONAL HOSPITALITY
After a week in paradise, Jemal is driving us down a winding mountain path to the town
30 minutes away, where we will catch the marshrutka. At the last minute, his wife and teenage 
daughter decide to pile into the jeep too, not yet ready to say goodbye to our own three-year-old 
girl. We have spent our time lounging in the shade, swimming in the most beautiful natural pool I
have ever seen, visiting friends and neighbors of our hosts, helping out in the garden and kitchen 
when actually permitted to do so (which is not often), and feasting on unbelievably delicious 
fresh food and wine while singing folk songs for hours every night.
I first met this singing family, the Turmanidzes from Merisi, Ach’ara, through an 
American singer of Georgian songs. Like everyone who visits them, she praised their hospitality 
and highly recommended visiting them to learn some of their village’s music. But every time we 
have stayed here, they have refused our money, even though we know well that they have to 




Today, I try again, offering Jemal a wad of hundred lari bills. “Ara, puli ar minda!” No, 
I don’t want money! he says, flapping his hand in annoyance at the cash. 
“Gadasakhedi ar aris, sachukaria.” It’s not a payment, it’s a gift, I protest. 
“Sachukari ar minda!” I don’t want a gift! he retorts. I try to reason with him: I’ve been
given a scholarship to study Georgian songs, their hospitality is too generous, and my expanding 
waistline is a testament to how much of their food and alcohol we’ve consumed in the past week.
“Ara, ara, ara.” 
Well, maybe some money for gasoline. He considers. “Aba, tsota benzinistvis. Magram 
met’i ara.” Well, a little for gas. But no more. He peels off a single bill (worth about 40 USD at 
the time) and hands the rest back to me. Case closed.
* * *
Vakhtang Pilpani and Madona Chamgeliani represent two modes of responding to 
changes in economic and political systems. Both have tried to harness tourist dollars to the 
benefit of their family and community, at differing levels of inclusiveness, and utilizing different 
approaches. Like most Svans involved in hospitality professions, they have had to overcome 
certain money-related “mental and psychological barriers,” as Alex Chigvinadze describes in a 
recent journalistic analysis of Svaneti’s tourism industry. He quotes a Mest’ia hotelier who states,
“I was brought up in a hospitable family. I spent my summer holidays here and this place was 
always full of my grandfather’s and father’s friends. When I started the hotel business, at first it 
was very difficult for me to charge a guest for accommodations” (Chigvinadze 2017).
While I was in Svaneti (and Georgia more generally), many people expressed their 
discomfort with taking money. I observed this discomfort in a variety of forms:
• Outright refusal to take any money, or refusal of all but a token. This was the case with 
Jemal above; on another occasion, a group of Svan villagers told me that they would not 
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charge money to sing for me, and rather pointedly explained that they were not like 
certain other singers in certain other villages.
• Acceptance avowedly not for the receiver’s benefit, but only for another specific purpose:
Madona would take contributions to the village fund or for elderly singers, but nothing 
for her own family (and even in this case, I was chastised by Ana Chamgeliani for 
donating too generously).
• Eventual acceptance after a formal refusal—this is an acknowledgement of the cultural 
expectation of boundless generosity. Sometimes multiple refusals are made before 
ultimate acceptance, although the refusal might also be quite perfunctory, and uttered 
even as the receiver takes the money.
• Unwillingness to name a price, even though money is clearly expected—this edges the 
payment more toward “gift” territory, by leaving it to the guest’s discretion. For example,
I never received a straight answer from Islam as to how much his lessons should cost, and
he seemed happy with whatever I gave him. While this could benefit the receiver if the 
giver does not have a sense of what amount is appropriate, and ends up giving much 
more than expected, it could also go the other way. This scenario also pertained to our 
lodging. My family stayed with Vakhtang Pilpani multiple times and with different 
financial understandings—our summer 2015 visit lasted almost a month, and we paid the 
regular daily amount for accommodation and three meals expected of all guests. The 
following winter, we lived with the Pilpanis for almost three months and paid a greatly 
reduced rate to rent a single room while providing some of our own food and sharing 
some other food costs with the family. When we returned to their home for a few days in 
the summer of 2016, I was unsure if Vakhtang had raised his rates after substantial 
renovations. When I asked him how much I owed, he replied tentatively, “I don’t know . .
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. ,” without making eye contact. He seemed relieved when I handed him cash at the rate 
we had paid the previous summer, responding, “Yes, it is normal.”
• Furtive acceptance—quickly tucking the money away without counting it or even looking
at it, as if to sweep the exchange under the rug and get on to pretending it never even 
happened.
• Rueful acceptance, with disclaimers, like one guest house operator who told me she 
“hates all of this money stuff” when accepting my payment for a three-week stay.
Some of these cases point toward how eco-tourism blurs the line between customers and
friends. In the last example above, after my family had stayed in the guesthouse for three weeks, 
our relationship with the host family had grown quite affectionate. The man of the house insisted 
on sharing his homemade apple araqi (moonshine) with me at every turn (starting with multiple 
glasses at breakfast), and introduced me to many of his friends and relatives as they visited, 
describing me constantly as a member of the family, an honorary villager with a deep love for 
Svan tradition. His twelve-year-old daughter spent hours playing with Rosa, who received a gift 
of homemade slippers from the mother. Since eco-tourism facilitates frequent interactions 
between host and tourist, and some level of tourist integration into local everyday life, it is quite 
easy for relations to appear to go beyond the purely contractual. This can lead to disappointment 
for the tourist, if they misjudge the nature of the relationship, but it also creates moral dilemmas 
for the hosts.
As we saw, Madona insists that she does not want tourists (t’urist’ebi) in Lakhushdi, but
is happy to welcome guests (st’umrebi). This would seem to intensify the moral dilemma, since 
the two terms have very different implications. Tourists have always been associated with 
foreigners or outsiders bringing in cash for various contractual services,19 while “guest” 
19 Note that turizm (Russian) in the Soviet Union meant a collective “leisure-travel program of visual, cultural, and
material consumption” that was “meant to involve work, the enhancement of one’s intellectual and physical 
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(st’umari) implies a whole set of obligations almost like those of biological kinship. In a 
discussion of Silk Road tourism in Central Asia, Cynthia Werner suggests that applying the terms
“host” and “guest” is inaccurate because the tourist relationship does not “correspond to the 
moral norms associated with customary hospitality” (Werner 2003:144). Nevertheless, the use of 
these terms is as common in Georgian touristic contexts as it is elsewhere, which doubtless 
inflects both how people conceptualize the situation and the terms themselves. 
I have heard some people in Georgia (though not Madona) differentiate between pasiani
(paying) and upasiani (non-paying) guests. This helps clarify the fact that not all guests fall into 
the same category, either. Song hunters generally pay, but their deep interest in local culture 
distinguishes them from run-of-the-mill tourists. Ethnographers who plant themselves in a locale 
for months or years at a time blur the lines even more. However, as Donna Buchanan notes 
(2006: chapter 2), even ethnographers remain “outsiders” in a way that local guests do not—
being treated as honorary males and not being allowed to help with cleanup, for example.
What “guest” implies to people like Madona is a potential relationship, a willingness to 
eventually draw the visitor into a system that is characterized more by mutual obligation and gift 
reciprocity than by preset prices per service. As visitors return year after year (something that 
eco-tourism, again, ideally facilitates), continuing relationships come to look more and more like
E.P. Thomson’s “customary exchange” or Maussian reciprocity—with the obvious caveat of a 
huge income disparity. Still, some of the relationships that I have observed developing between 
Georgian hosts and foreign guests lead me to reverse Ariely’s teleology: the tendency is to move 
away from an economic frame toward a social one, with gifts and barter replacing money20; in 
capital, not leisure” (Gorsuch and Koenker 2006:2–3). The Soviet program was extensively managed from a 
top-down level, and would have offered fewer chances for direct contact between tourists and locals. However, 
this does not negate a tradition of market-based spa tourism in the Caucasus dating back to the 1830s and 1840s 
(Layton 2006:49; McReynolds 2006:33–34). See also the 1841 novel A Hero of Our Time (Lermontov 2004).
20  This phenomenon has more general applicability too. For example, regular patrons of a particular hair salon or 
restaurant may eventually develop relationships with service personnel that grow to include small gifts, extra 
tips, and even social interactions outside of the work context. As people become more familiar with each other, 
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short, the situation is more akin to what Sahlins calls “general reciprocity” than monetary 
“balanced reciprocity” (Sahlins 1974). Recall Paxson’s statement that “Money is particularly 
appropriate to exchange with if there is a great social distance between the traders; the closer the 
relationship between people, the more uncomfortable and socially inappropriate the use of 
money becomes” (2005:69), which she supports with ethnographic evidence from reciprocal, 
nonmonetary exchange between the inhabitants of a small Russian village.
Our own experience with the Chamgelianis typifies the frame replacement model. At 
the end of the 2015 Lakhushdi program, which we attended as paying guests, they invited us to 
visit them “many times” in Tbilisi and very clearly stated that no money should pass hands. In 
related but less extreme instances, if money remains involved, it does so in ways that can be 
coded as a donation or gift, and the relationship also grows to include hospitable interactions 
where no money is exchanged. This was also the case with Vakhtang, who gave us some meals at
his house for free and gave us gifts on multiple occasions.
As foreigners grow closer to their hosts, possibly with an informal adoption as ojakhis 
tsevri (member of the family21), they may come to serve as much as vectors of funds from abroad
for particular developmental ends as direct sources of income themselves—helping to write or 
edit grants for NGOs, or eliciting donations for some cause. When a Chamgeliani cousin who 
had helped serve during the Lakhushdi project was nearly rendered comatose after being struck 
by a car in late 2016, Madona’s foreign friends swung into action. By opening a crowdfunding 
campaign and inviting their akhloblebi (close people) to contribute, people who had visited 
they move out of the neutral prescribed social roles of “customer” and “employee” and begin to see each other 
more as individual human beings, although of course many businesses have systems in place to prevent this 
from happening.
21 We were described this way not only by Chamgelianis but also by Pilpanis, and I have no doubt that the 
presence of our playful and highly social toddler was a major reason for this adoption.
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Lakhushdi managed to raise more than $7000 in a few weeks, money which went to the cousin’s 
care and eventual rehabilitation treatment.
Of course, Ariely’s theory is valid in many situations. For example, when I first visited 
Jemal Turmanidze it was not as a member of a foreign “song tourism” group, but in the company
of a Georgian ethnomusicologist much beloved for preserving local songs and coaching local 
choirs. Our relationship was established in a non-economic frame from the beginning, and thus it
stayed there, although it is worth noting the family’s strident refusal to allow the relationship to 
become economic. The first time we visited on our own, my Georgian-language attempts to 
convince them to take some money were so feeble that my wife joined the fray, upon which their
daughter Khatia (who knows English) started pretending that she couldn’t understand what we 
were talking about. As a result of their refusal, we tried to be generous in our gifts to the family. 
Once “adopted” by the Merisians, they also took a protective stance to make sure I was 
not exploited by other Georgians. In one case, Jemal negotiated with a local bagpipe seller and 
pretended that the instrument was for him to avoid the “foreigner’s price”; another time, a 
Merisian bus driver who did not know me personally but knew I was a friend of the Turmanidzes
haggled with watermelon sellers on my behalf. The Turmanidze family continues to make a 
significant portion of its income from paying song tourists, some of whom have returned 
multiple times. Significantly, they also offer a discounted “friends’ tuition rate” for those who 
have visited previously, perhaps indicative of another practical way to reconcile the tourist–
guest–friend trichotomy.
Being a paying guest clearly brings with it a set of expectations—comfort, convenience,
and level of service—that are very different from customary hospitality. In the past, strong 
taboos prohibited the guest from making any complaint. In a capitalist market setting, the 
customer has the ability to distribute or withhold dollars and thus possesses the balance of 
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power; in traditional hospitality, despite the guest’s claim on the host, the host remains the ruler 
of the household and determines what form hospitality will take.22 There is a different kind of 
solicitousness toward a paying visitor versus a non-paying guest. The downside of our friendship
with the Turmanidzes was that it was hard for them to find the time to sit down and teach me 
Merisi songs, although they kept talking about wanting to do so. With a group of paying song 
tourists, lessons were scheduled for four hours a day and were clearly the priority. 
On several occasions when I participated in song camps, foreigners were frustrated by 
scanty dinner offerings and eventually complained to the host. They probably would have been 
less quick to show their discontent if staying for free, and this just emphasized the contractual 
nature of the relationship. In another case, some hosts were rather rude and standoffish with the 
foreign guests, who only learned at the end of their stay that the arrangements had been made 
last-minute. When a busload of more than forty song tourists showed up at the teacher’s house, 
he realized in a panic that far more guests were coming than he had expected, and he had to 
quickly call around to find places to house all of them. As a result of rushed communications, the
hosts did not know when they would be paid or how much, and the foreigners felt like their 
presence was resented (something that would have been the height of rudeness in customary 
hospitality, although both hosts and guests had subtle ways of signaling disapproval). The 
situation became clearer when the hosts asked for payment on the last day, and the guests had to 
explain that they had already paid the teacher, who would presumably be dispersing funds later.
While I always hoped that at least some of my relationships in the field would develop 
into genuine friendships that went past the purely contractual (which of course did not mean that 
I never expected to pay my hosts), I had not expected to receive hospitality at the levels I did. I 
wanted to understand what hosts gained by being so generous—specifically away from the 
22  Compare this again to the socialist system, where the onus was on “customers” to gain the favor of service 
providers, a pattern which extended all the way up the supply chain (Verdery 1996).
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limelight and in personal one-to-one interactions. I considered this a problem worthy of study, to 
make sense of my own experience if nothing else. While I have outlined numerous ways in 
which customary hospitality, community obligations, and even Soviet morality continue to 
inflect relationships between local hosts and foreign guest-tourists in Georgia—whatever place 
the host occupies on the spectrum between eco-tourism affirming anti-profiteers and enterprising
advocates of cultural tourism—I would like to conclude this chapter with a few more thoughts on
what benefit locals derive from effusive generosity toward foreigners.
It is possible that having a few foreign friends who have moved largely or completely 
out of the economic frame allows hosts to retain a certain moral dignity—these foreigners serve 
as proxies and idealized examples of what the host would prefer to do for all visitors, if only 
money were not so tight, and this confirms their standing as good hospitable folk. From this 
standpoint, hosts feel a moral obligation to be hospitable, influenced by cultural narratives about 
the importance of hospitality, and would prefer to offer it as much as possible. This supports 
David Graeber’s provocatively titled theory of “everyday communism,” where as a default 
people are generally willing to follow the logic of “to each according to their needs, from each 
according to their abilities” provided the cost is reasonable or the need is especially stark 
(Graeber 2014). Graeber calls this the basis of all human social interaction—it is based not on 
literal reciprocity, but only the principle that the receiver would do the same for the giver if 
positions were reversed. 
I have also begun to conceptualize effusive displays of hospitality as a type of affective 
labor. Of course emotional labor is an important component of any hospitality industry, 
particularly one where relations between host and guest are as close as they are in eco-tourism 
(less so for a clerk in a Tbilisi food market, where notions of customer service are minimal at 
best). According to Arlie Hochschild’s pre-Butlerian argument, which accords well with my 
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understanding of subjectivity, emotional labor through “deep acting” cannot help but tangibly 
change the actor (Hochschild 2012). In “deep acting,” individuals do not simply put on a face or 
mood—they embody and internalize that mood; it becomes a sincere part of them that is not 
easily put aside. Thus, acting hospitable and generous becomes not only a moral imperative, but 
a way of life. 
However, the argument can be extended even further. While much has been written on 
affective labor since Hochschild wrote her study three decades ago (eg. Gutierrez-Rodriguez 
2014; Hardt 1999; Weeks 2007), one of the insights offered by feminist theory is that affective 
and emotional experience are often taken as rewards or remuneration for taxing and unrelenting 
unwaged work like caring for children and elderly parents—the prototypical “labors of love.” 
A clear statement of this point has been made by Andrea Muehlebach (2012). In Italy, 
traditions of voluntarism and sacrifice for the public good were put to use just as welfare and 
care sectors were defunded in the context of neoliberalism. Unpaid work gave unemployed youth
and retirees a sense of purpose and even superiority, as their labour was at least relational and 
social (even sacred to some), despite not meeting their physical needs. Instead of being a burden 
on society, they gained a central kind of social belonging as volunteers. Obviously there are 
many dissimilarities between these cases, but there are certain parallels (Fordism or communism 
being replaced by neoliberalism, along with sentiments of generosity or sacrifice that grow from 
deeply valued and historical cultural patterns). 
What particularly interests me is the way in which states of feeling are taken as 
acceptable substitutes for monetary payment. For Georgian hosts who refuse payment despite 
being fully aware that others in a similar position are profiting greatly from the same kind of 
activity, emotional rewards are built into the kind of affective labor they perform. This was 
pointed out in simple terms by one of the Turmanidze children after my wife witnessed his 
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parents uncommonly stressed out over the imminent, unexpected arrival of several guests. 
“Maybe all of this hospitality is a little too much for them sometimes,” my wife pointed out in 
concern. His response: “Yes, sometimes it is a lot of work, but my parents get bored when there 
are no guests around, and they quickly start longing for company.” When individuals choose to 
forego the monetary rewards attached to a foreign tourist, they are not merely extending their 
social circle and relations of mutual obligation, but earning an affective reward, a pleasure in 
their own generosity and a confirmation that they are fulfilling the deep spiritual calling of a true 
child of Mother Georgia.
James Scott suggested that his southeast Asian peasants nurture a kind of moral dissent 
from the social order, maintaining “an alternative moral universe in embryo—a dissident 
subculture, an existentially true and just one, which helps unite its members as a human 
community and as a community of values” (J. C. Scott 1977:240). The seeds of that alternative 
moral universe still exist below the surface all around Georgia, and at its best, it is one in which 




Figure 7.1. Ushguli with Mount Shkhara in the background
Figure 7.2. One of many new Mest’ia establishments that use Svan symbols for branding
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Figure 7.3. New signs pointing tourists to hiking trails and the Pilpani guesthouse




LAMENTS FOR THE PAST, HOPES FOR THE FUTURE
(August 2016—Lat’ali village, Upper Svaneti)
While Svan funerals are rich in cultural symbolism and musical interest, the human 
tragedy at their core obviously makes them sensitive sites for ethnographers to step into. This is 
only about the fourth or fifth funeral I have attended, each time as the guest of a funeral singer or
other local attendee—sometimes a person only peripherally connected to the family of the 
deceased. Today, however, I am one of several researchers invited to observe and record the 
funeral of a very elderly woman. The host, the eldest son of the deceased, is part of a well-known
musical family, the Pirtskhelanis. He possesses a strong interest in Svan tradition and a desire for
it to be more well-known outside Georgia. 
I walk toward the family compound where the funeral is being held, already the site of 
much bustling attention from servers setting long rows of tables with food and wine, as more 
than fifty guests converse standing or sitting throughout the tree-lined yard. I am accompanying 
Frank Scherbaum and his translator and mediator Nana Mzhavanadze. But as we approach the 
gate, we are greeted unexpectedly by a fourth researcher, a graduate student from Italy, hefting a 
large TV reporter-style video camera on a heavy-duty tripod with a fuzz-capped boom mike. Is it 
my imagination, or do the local guests view this entourage of cybernetically-enhanced outsiders 
with more skepticism than usual? Whatever the case, we are publicly greeted by the funeral’s 
organizer and some singers we know—Murad, Gode, Gigo, Givi, and others. Now comes the 
uncertainty, the waiting, and the setup. 
I have to figure out where I fit into this picture, having never been one of multiple 
scholars at a funeral before. As usual, I am invited to join the singers as they intone the slow, 
woeful zar lament. In the past I have always welcomed this invitation, not least because 
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surrounding myself with the smaller group of singers (some of whom I already know) and their 
sorrow-tempered but still convivial hospitality1 has offered a welcome buffer against the 
awkwardness of justifying my presence to a large number of strangers at a serious event.
Today, I demur the invitation politely, understanding that to join the singers would 
detract from the authentic scene of village lament that my fellow ethnographers plan to capture 
audiovisually. But I also feel a sudden sense of embarrassment at pulling out my own equipment.
Perhaps it is a sense that when our host invited observers to document the proceedings, he was 
not expecting the equivalent of an entire film crew to show up. He does not express any such 
sentiments, but that is how I would feel in his shoes, at least. Singing with the locals would give 
me a place to belong, but it would cause tension with the researchers. I wonder what it means 
that I would rather cast my lot with the singers than the ethnomusicologists. Is this a kind of 
pride, feeling that I have achieved some kind of emic breakthrough by their invitation? But now I
feel out of place among either group. I limit myself to a few quick snaps and then return the 
Nikon to my backpack. My audio recorder is barely larger than a deck of cards, so I feel less 
badly about placing it on the table in front of the singers—besides, a few locals are recording the 
singers themselves with their phones (see figure 8.1.).
After the group of seven to ten men sings the zar a few times, punctuated by breaks of 
several minutes, it is time for a new phase. Frank wants to record some of the extemporized, 
semi-melodic sob-chanting performed by elderly women in honor of the deceased. One of the 
women sitting around the coffin inside has agreed to lament (we have not actually heard any of 
this being sung at this funeral up to this point). But Nana went off somewhere to talk with some 
other people and the next-best translator is me. We manage to explain to the woman that Frank 
1 The male singers uniquely share food and alcohol (toasts to the deceased) in between performances of the 
lament, which occurs before the body is brought to the cemetery. All other attendees only partake after the 
burial, when the large funeral feast begins.
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would like her to move seats so she is not backlit by a bright window. After she chants for a few 
minutes, expressing sorrow for the survivors and sharing memories of her departed friend and 
wishes for the afterlife, it is over. A few minutes later, the Italian ethnographer takes his turn. In 
the meantime, a few other women seem to have been inspired to lament, so he gets several takes.
Back outside, I am asked apologetically if I can move my Zoom recorder off the singers’
table—for a shot. “Ah, of course,” I reply. Later, I tell Nana that I find it interesting that people 
want to create an impression that Svaneti is still untouched—as if its folklore is not already the 
site of so much scholarly intervention that it is hard to even get a photo of a ritual without the 
mechanical evidence of some other scholar or foreigner’s presence. It reminds me of a story my 
friend told me—National Geographic or some such publication was visiting the Pilpanis to get a 
picture of them singing the songs handed down from time immemorial around the family 
woodstove. My friend said that if the photographer had panned his lens slightly to the right, he 
would have captured a row of twenty foreign song students listening in rapt attention. 
“Are anthropologists and song hunters almost an integral part of the process of Svan 
custom by now?” I wonder aloud. 
Nana gives me a big grin. “Maybe you can write about this!” she tells me.
* * *
Svan songs have proven appealing and interesting to both cultural power brokers and 
amateur music fans from multiple locations. Some fans of Svanetian music from abroad have 
initiated international projects. One of the most recent was a “Svan recording project” organized 
by a group of American singers connected with the Village Harmony choir. The singers ran a 
Kickstarter fundraiser at the beginning of 2011 to finance the transcription and publication of a 
teaching resource—thirty Svan songs in notation, with each voice part recorded on a separate 
track and then together to aid learning. The project reached its $3000 goal within 35 hours of 
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being posted, and ended up raising over $10,000 in a month (with 129 backers), indicating a high
degree of interest. However, although all the songs were recorded and the Svan singers 
(members of Riho) were compensated, the project seems to have gotten stuck in production, and 
no updates have been issued since 2015.
More recently, Scherbaum and Mzhavanadze spent the summer of 2016 recording songs
from almost every village in Svaneti, with one of their goals to capture every version of the zar, 
and they included sessions with amateur singers who are not part of Riho’s orbit. This material, 
as near to a complete corpus of currently practiced Svan folk song as possible, will eventually be 
made publicly available online. Scherbaum’s primary interest is in measuring the precise 
intonation used by elderly Svan village singers, and in determining what (if any) overall system 
can be discerned. While he is still at work on the analysis, some of his preliminary results have 
been presented at conferences (Scherbaum 2016). 
Local projects continue to be run as well. Given the esteem in which Svaneti’s traditions
are held by local ethnographers,  it is not surprising that Svaneti has been a frequent site of song-
collecting and ethnographic expeditions, some of them carried out by ethnomusicologists 
working at the Tbilisi State Conservatoire. The State Folklore Center’s website lists recent 
documentation trips taken in 2007, 2009, 2010, 2012, and 2014 to Upper Svaneti, Lower Svaneti,
and lowland municipalities where Svan eco-migrants were resettled. Institutions like the Center 
and the Giorgi Mtatsmindeli Higher Educational Institution of Ecclesiastical Chant also host 
workshops where they invite songmasters like Islam to teach their repertoire to Tbilisi ensembles
or lot’bari-s in training. The Folklore Center continues to sponsor the lot’bari schools described 
in chapter five, and the Mest’ia trainees gave their first official concert in Tbilisi in May 2018, 
after two years of study. 
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One of the Folklore Center’s current projects revolves around the zar. In September 
2015, the Center “conducted inventory work” of the zar’s ten or so variants in Svaneti (News.ge 
2016), and then prepared an application for the zar to be entered on the national list of Intangible
Cultural Heritage, which it achieved in November 2016 (Sarishvili 2016). According to Giorgi 
Donadze (p.c.), now that the zar has been recognized nationally, the ultimate goal is to make an 
application to UNESCO. The Center even sponsored a 2016 change.org petition endorsing the 
nomination of the Svan Funeral Ritual with Zari to UNESCO’s ICH list. The bilingual petition, 
which received 142 signatures, calls the ritual “an indispensable part of our cultural identity” and
an “exceptional example of Georgian polyphonic music” that “evokes highest emotional feelings
and builds our cultural diversity.” Most of the comments on the post are in English, and many of 
the signatories are foreign singers of Georgian music. 
The zar is considered possibly the oldest kind of Svanetian music, and it is described as 
Svaneti’s “visiting card” by Georgian ethnomusicologists like my teacher Maka Khardziani. 
Foreign singers very rarely learn the lament, which is infrequently performed in concerts or 
recorded by ensembles, but some of them have attended funerals and heard it being sung in 
person, or encountered it in ethnographic recordings or the general discourse about Georgian 
music. One exception is Trio Kavkasia, who included a zar on their album O Morning Breeze; 
additionally, Poland’s Teatr ZAR considered the lament so central that they took its name. 
According to Maria Shevtsova, Islam Pilpani was moved by their interest and “ready to pass on 
this tradition, regardless of the fact that ZAR was not Svan” (2013:174). Apparently he was 
happy to see the artistic way they integrated it into their theatrical production. But in more recent
years, Islam avoided teaching it—I even saw him dismiss the idea when a visiting singer 
specifically made the request.
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To return to the earlier subject of UNESCO and Intangible Cultural Heritage, it should 
be noted that the current approaches favored by ethnomusicologists who have done a significant 
amount of research on music sustainability differ considerably from those utilized by the 
Folklore Center and most ethnomusicological projects in Georgia. The Center’s website calls the 
zar (or more accurately, the “Svan funeral ritual with zari”) a unique but endangered 
phenomenon, and argues that the most effective and important factor in its preservation, revival, 
and popularization will be receiving “international recognition as a monument of cultural 
heritage.”2 It is considered unique for its ancientness, important for its central role in Svanetian 
ritual, and endangered due to the advanced age of most practitioners. Besides my friend 
Goderdzi Aptsiauri, a Lat’ali-based graduate of the Giorgi Mtatsmindeli Lot’bari University, I 
have never seen a man under the age of fifty performing the zar—the average age is probably 
closer to seventy.
While international recognition can play an important role in the revitalization of 
traditions, many ethnomusicologists have raised serious concerns about the utility of basic 
concepts like heritage and preservation. The common critique is that many preservation efforts 
end up treating musical genres like artifacts, which serves to ossify them. The most vital element 
in keeping music “vital,” in fact, is a community of people who value that music and practice it 
regularly. As Jeff Todd Titon says, “sustaining music means sustaining people making music” 
(Titon 2009a:6). 
Titon, who has been instrumental in rethinking heritage preservation and all the 
associated baggage of “white knights” rushing in to perform “salvage ethnography,” has 
introduced a model drawn from ecology (Titon 2009b). Cultural heritage often winds up as the 
subject of interventions by technocratic experts who exert institutional control; a converse fate 
2 Available at www.folk.gov.ge/ - - -სვანური ზარის როგორც სამ. In Georgian. Accessed Feb. 23, 2017.
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sees simplified presentation for touristic display as the only future for preserved musical 
artifacts. Titon seeks to bypass both of these fates by viewing music as situated in an ecosystem. 
If the music is to thrive, the community context that undergirds it needs to thrive too—more 
precisely, the “cultural soil” around heritage “masterpieces” needs to be maintained (Titon 
2009b:124). This means encouraging grassroots, participatory, and amateur engagement.
Titon’s reasoning has proven influential among those advocating music sustainability. 
Huib Schippers has developed a “5 Domain Model” that maps out an ecosystem based on 
systems of learning music, musicians & communities, contexts & constructs, regulations & 
infrastructure, and media & music industry as the centerpiece of his “Sound Futures” project 
(Schippers 2015). Catherine Grant has added insights from the “5 Domain Model” to a UNESCO
framework on the preservation of minority languages to identify twelve factors influencing the 
health or endangerment of particular music genres (C. Grant 2014). More recently, Titon has 
suggested that even “sustainability” may not be the most helpful term—he now prefers 
“resilience,” which acknowledges that change, instability, and even significant destruction are 
inherent in any ecological system, and that the ability to bounce back is thus absolutely crucial 
(Titon 2015:193).
After observing Svan musicking in the context of village life over a series of years, I 
admittedly find an ecosystems approach to music sustainability to be compelling. Observing 
“primary folklore” firsthand builds a distinct appreciation for musical traditions. When Frank 
Scherbaum said with conviction in Lakhushdi that “Svan music belongs here,” he was 
recognizing as well that participatory village performance has a special indexical value that is 
impossible to replicate elsewhere. As exciting as it may be to watch a well-choreographed folk 
ensemble perform a seven-minute round dance at the conclusion of a concert, nothing can quite 
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compare to standing in the middle of a host of Svan basses intoning the zar, or even singing 
“Lile” at a Svan’s birthday supra.
How then can efforts like the Folk Center’s interest in the zar be understood in light of 
an ecosystems approach? It is heartening to note that the item selected for recognition is not the 
zar alone, but the entire funeral ritual that contains it. This implies that the zar considered as an 
abstract musical artifact would lack much of its meaning—one reason why the zar is so rarely 
sung in performance. The one concert rendition that I can recall actually accompanied a 
slideshow of images of great folk singers who had died, some of them very recently deceased 
and personally known by not only the choir but many members of the audience—the song itself 
became more than an aesthetic object; it was an expression of authentic lament on the concert 
stage. The zar is also sometimes sung to the accompaniment of a bone-chilling wail from village 
women, something that has no melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic connection to the notes sung by 
the men, and would be hard to recreate in a concert setting. The wail is also never notated, at 
least in the few examples I have seen that have made it into published collections like 
Akhobadze’s volume on Svan songs (1957); nevertheless, the wail is an important part of the 
sonic experience of the zar and would be missed.
The Georgian Ministry of Culture’s language about Intangible Cultural Heritage 
expresses that “This heritage takes living form, and is constantly in action; as nonmaterial 
cultural heritage is handed down from generation to generation, it will undergo constant renewal 
according to the conditions of its surroundings, the influence of nature, and history.”3 Here as 
well, the emphases on natural change and the embededness of cultural traditions in a historical 
and ecological context are quite positive from an ecosystems/resilience approach. 
3 Available at http://mcs.gov.ge/ContentMenu/CulturalHeritage/Ministry-Regulations-(6).aspx?lang=ka-GE, in 
Georgian. Updated URL accessed on May 22, 2018.
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At the same time, frequent references to conservation, preservation, inventory and 
defence of the “objects” and “monuments” inscribed on Georgia’s national ICH lists (there are 
40 items as of May 2018) indicate a line of thinking that has raised flags for many of UNESCO’s
critics. The Folklore Center’s 2015 inventory of the Upper Svanetian zar lasted ten days 
(News.ge 2016). Clearly an expedition of such length is capable of gathering a few recordings, 
but it is less suitable for gaining a deep understanding of the ecosystem surrounding an entire 
musical genre.4 It would hardly be fair to expect every cultural ministry in every country to keep 
up to date with the latest fashions in Western scholarly discourse, but the crucially important test 
is the degree to which state-sponsored encouragement of tradition extends to supporting the 
communities that give context to tradition. Caroline Bithell raised this topic during many of our 
conversations while we were conducting fieldwork simultaneously in Georgia: is the goal to 
preserve a piece of music associated with a custom, or to encourage a way of life that gives the 
custom and thus the music a reason for existence? And further, how can such a way of life be 
encouraged without pressuring certain communities to remain stuck in an agrarian past without 
the comforts and rights of modernity?
The gut-wrenching, emotionally taxing zar will never be a crowd-pleasing favorite, and 
absent a community that finds meaning in this musical lament as an essential component of 
funerary ritual, it would probably become a distant musical curiosity, the subject of a few old 
documentaries and scholarly articles transmuted from the musical score for a rare performance 
once every decade or so. For this reason, the depopulation of rural Georgian regions in favor of 
migration to Tbilisi or Europe is of paramount importance to cultural authorities, although this 
certainly falls outside their official policy sphere.
4 Georgian ethnomusicologists have of course carried out much previous research on many different aspects of 
Svanetian music. While most of this is also based on short-term expeditions rather than months of single-site 
fieldwork, the general cultural context is much less foreign to many local ethnomusicologists, and they could 
easily claim that they do not need as much immersion to gain an insider’s understanding.
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In sum, it is important to consider what message is sent by contemporary music 
preservation efforts. One strategy, both in the 2003 UNESCO lot’bari schools and the current 
Folklore Center institutions of the same name, has been employing village musicians like Islam
—ethnophores and songmasters—to teach young people directly. The idea behind this is salutary,
of course—it rewards respected folk musicians with public recognition and a wage, and 
encourages contact between the generations. However, students are emphatically being taught a 
canonized repertoire of discrete musical pieces, which they will eventually perform to approving 
auditoriums of listeners. Such endeavors do create new forms of musical community, along with 
the possibility that newly proficient youngsters will bring their songs back into the amateur 
community and family spaces from which the repertoire sprang. But as Titon notes (2009b), if 
sustainability efforts emphasize presentational forms, they will encourage the idea that music is 
primarily a commodity rather than a participatory activity. 
Along with the affirming message that Svanetian music is deeply valued by the 
Georgian nation—or at least by a subset of influential culture brokers—the recent recognitions of
Riho and Islam Pilpani send a more subtle message to Svan youth. The Georgian Chant 
Foundation specifically recognized Riho, the performing ensemble, as the preserver of Georgian 
cultural heritage. Even in Svaneti, Islam is viewed primarily as a nationally-renowned choir 
director with a large repertoire and as a virtuoso ch’uniri player; his service playing the ch’uniri 
for rituals of “soul return” (see chapter four) goes largely undiscussed, although this action 
shows him clearly to be part of a local “ecosystem.” When young people look at the example of 
their older relatives and community members, they will learn that the greatest value is placed on 
being a skilled performer who gets chances to perform on national and even international stages. 
More ways of supporting amateur music-making, and encouraging the practice of 
traditional village rituals that communities continue to find meaningful, need to be found. 
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Fortunately, as it stands the members of Riho do regularly contribute to the musical and ritual 
life of their communities. Riho’s members hail primarily from the communities of Mest’ia, 
Lenjeri, Lat’ali, and Etseri. Lat’ali and Etseri have semi-official ensembles of their own (both of 
whom placed highly in the “Best Village Ensemble” category at the 2016 National Folklore 
Festival), but in each community, Riho’s members provide musical leadership at celebrations and
funerals. Encouraging the participation and collaboration of young people at these events is 
important in keeping these communities of musical practice viable.
* * *
On March 12, 2017, Islam Pilpani passed away after several months of illness. Four 
days later, the funeral was held at his home. About five hundred guests attended, including 
representatives from many Svan villages, performing at least ten different variants of the zar in 
different successive groups. The guests also numbered members of the Georgian folk music 
community from Tbilisi, including multiple members of Basiani State Folk Song Ensemble, 
Giorgi Donadze (director of Basiani and the Folklore Center), Anzor Erkomaishvili (director of 
Rustavi), Jemal Ch’k’uaseli (director of Erisioni), and a few of Islam’s foreign students.5 In 
October 2018, along with Vakhtang and a small group of Australians who had learned songs 
from Islam on past trips, I visited his grave in Kashveti, which is inscribed with the designation 
“High Priest of Art” (see figure 8.2.), awarded a year before his death.
Islam’s death felt like the end of an era—or as one of my Australian friends put it, a 
“tectonic shift in the world of Georgian music” (Krzysztof Derwinski, p.c.). Some of Islam’s life 
experiences represent a past that is fading from living memory, as the members of his generation 
pass away. In the words of a famous Georgian poem, “Grass and weeds will grow over the ruins 
of our houses.” 
5 I deeply regret not being able to make it to Georgia for the funeral, and am very grateful to Marina Kaganova 
for sharing her impressions and video footage of the event.
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But in many ways, processes that Islam lived through and exemplified are continuing. 
In the preface, I determined to describe what a Georgian postsocialist neoliberalism might look 
like, while claiming that the only way to do that is to look at how the ideology is lived out by 
specific people. As a Svan man born in the 1930s, Islam had a particular set of life experiences 
and sets of practical knowledge that obviously served a purpose in their time and place, but 
turned out to be useful in unexpected ways toward the end of his life. He parlayed his musical 
knowledge and training into a long and successful career that set him apart from the rest of his 
neighbors, even while, like them, he continued to farm at a subsistence level for most of his life. 
His behavior continued to be governed by external and internal expectations of hospitality and 
generosity, even as he was happy to make money. For example, Islam never put a price on his 
song lessons, and whenever I paid him he acted honored and grateful simply to be given 
anything, quickly tucking the cash into a pocket without counting it or even looking at it.
As a teacher with a strong will, Islam could be inflexible and demanding, and always 
sure that his opinions were correct. This projected an image of confidence that supported his 
characterization as a simgheris ost’at’i or songmaster, a makhvshi of song. It also fulfilled the 
expectations other Georgians, including culture workers, might have about Svans. Of course, the 
competence acquired during his long leadership of groups like Riho played a major role as well. 
This respect and competence put Islam at the center of intracultural and intercultural encounters 
inspired by the repertoire he had mastered—Svan polyphonic song and instrumental music. 
These encounters have been especially powerful for many foreigners who have visited 
the Pilpani home, but intercultural encounters affect parties on both sides of the equation. While 
Islam reported singing in Moscow’s Bolshoi Theater as a particularly potent memory, Vakhtang 
developed a repertoire of Russian popular songs in the Soviet Army that he continues to put to 
good use today, as many Russian ski tourists stay in his guesthouse. Islam’s grandchildren speak 
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English better than Russian—in one telling moment, the Pilpanis hosted a binational family from
Germany whose father was Belarusian and mother had been born in East Germany. Islam, 
Vakhtang, and Manoni spoke Russian to the guests, but the Svan and German children spoke to 
each other in English, which I saw as an interesting summation of Georgia’s postsocialist 
trajectory. My family bonded with the Pilpani grandchildren by playing North American card 
games like Uno and Skip-Bo or jamming out to dubstep and System of a Down.
Recently, UNESCO released a document devoted to intercultural competence, 
highlighting “the emergence of a sense of belonging to a shared, plural and fragile humanity” 
(2013:4). According to this document, intercultural competences permit “sharing an awareness of
selfhood and otherness with more and more people” and avoiding reproducing stereotypes and 
essentialist perspectives on culture (7). UNESCO also proposes that monolingualism is a barrier 
to understanding, since it puts an unequal burden on the multilingual party. While learning 
another language may indeed “[open] a window to another culture’s world” (14), participating in 
musical exchange is significantly easier and allows for relationships to commence at a much 
more entry-level stage. Music here functions as a hinge or what UNESCO refers to as a 
“boundary object” (17), something accessible that appears to maintain its meaning in different 
contexts. When engaged in along with what Linda Deardorff calls the “minimal requirements” of
intercultural competence (24)—respect, self-awareness, seeing from other perspectives, listening,
adaptation, relationship building, and cultural humility—it can thus facilitate discussion and 
conversation around more slippery matters of difference.
While cosmopolitanism and capitalism might seem to go hand in hand in Georgia today,
there is a small but committed constituency that looks to the past for guidance. In some cases, 
this takes on a nationalistic or even radical cast—witness the right-wing backlash that followed 
protests over harsh drug laws and police clampdowns on techno clubs in May 2018 (Collin 
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2018), protests that may even have encouraged the resignation of the Prime Minister a month 
later (Antidze 2018). But other responses to increasing globalization are more measured and 
cautious. 
In Upper Svaneti, many people are still trying to figure out how to incorporate some of 
the benefits of postmodernity without sacrificing the traditions that ground their community. 
Some villagers would prefer to keep a lifestyle where they know all of their neighbors by name, 
celebrate life together with dear friends who live just a house or two away, and sing the songs 
taught by their grandparents on saint’s days that have been held for hundreds of years. But they 
would also like to do these things while living in homes with flush toilets and wireless internet 
connections. They see foreign song hunters as passionate allies in this endeavor, and lovers of 




Figure 8.1. Singers from Lat’ali perform a zar at a funeral
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